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Foreword

The Green language is the result of a collective effort to design
a language satisfying the Steelman requirements. The design
team was led by Jean 0. lchbiah and has included Bernd Krieg-
Brueckner, Brian A. Wichmann, Henry F. Ledgard, Jean-Claude
He/lard, Jean-Raymond A br/al, John G.P. Barnes, and Oily/er
Roubine. In addition, major contributions were provided by G.
Ferran, l.C. Pyle, S.A Schumen, and S.C. Vestal.

Two parallel effo rts started in the second phase of this design
had a deep influence on the language. One was the design of a
test translator, with the participation of K. Ripken, P. Boullier,
J.F. Hueras, and fiG. Lange. The other was the development of
a formal definition using denotational semantics, with the par-
ticipation of V. Donzeau-Gouge, G. Kahn, and B. Lang. The
entire effo rt benefitted from the dedicated support of Lyn
Churchill and W.L. Heimerdinger.

At various stages of this project several persons had a con-
structive influence with their comments, criticisms and sugges-
tions. They are P. Brinch Hansen, D.A. Fisher, G. Goos, CA R.
Hoare, M. Woodger, and Mark Rain.

Over the two years spent on this project, three intense one-
week design reviews were conducted with the participation of
J.B. Goodenough, H. Harte, M. Kronental, K. Correll, A. Firth,
A.N. Habermann, J. Teller P. Wegner, and P. A. Wetherall.

These reviews, other comments by E. Boebert, P. Bonnard, T.
Frogatt, H. Ganz,inger, C. Hewitt, J.L. Mansion, F. Minet t.
Morel, J. Roehrich, A. Singer, 0. S/osberg, and l.C. Wand; the
numerous evaluation reports received on the preliminary
design, the on-going work of the IFIP Working Group 2.4 on
system implementation languages, and that of L TPL-E of Pur-
due Europe, all had a decisive influence on the final shape of
the Green language.
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1. Introduction

This document, the Rationale for the design of the Green programming language, and the compa-
nion Reference Manual, are the two defining documents for the Green language. They serve dif-
ferent purposes.

The Reference Manual contains a complete and concise deflnition of the language. Following
Wirth we believe in the virtue of having a rather short reference manual. This has the advantage of
providing the information in a form that can easily be consulted, read and reread several times, as
the basis for developing a good familiarity with the language.K

Having a short reference manual however does not permit the infusion of much motivational infor-
mation, and more generally, of information describing the reasons behind the major design deci-
sions. Neither does it permit the insertion of the larger examples that are yet essential to help the
reader get a better feeling for the language, and for the interaction among its features.

The Rationale is meant to serve precisely that purpose. It is divided in chapters covering different
aspects of the language. Most chapters of the Rationale correspond to chapters of the Reference
Manual. Expressions and statements are here regrouped in a single chapter, since the subject is
fairly classical. Conversely, in view of the importance of the subjects, special chapters are devoted
to numeric types and to access types, in addition to the chapter on types. All chapters of the
Rationale are fairly independent (at the cost of some repetition) and can be read in any order after
an initial pass over the Reference Manual.

Most chapters of the Rationale have a common structure. They start with an introduction to the
topic discussed. An informal introduction to the language features follows. This informal introduc-
tion is made in terms of examrles chosen to reflect the major classes of uses of the features con-
sidered. Some of these examples may be viewed as skeletons of actual systems.

We believe that the reader will get the spirit of the language reading these examples. They should
help him develop an intuition for programming style in the Green language.

A discussion of the technical issues follows the informal introduction. Such discussions cover the
major design decisions, their just ification, and the interactions with other aspects of the language.
In particular these discussions consider implementability: designing a programming language
without a deep concern for implementability would be little more than an exercise in style. Accor-
dingly, impIementabilit~ has been an overriding concern in this design.

The main source of inspiration for the Green language is the programming language Pascal and its
later derivatives. Pascal itself only meets a small part of the Steelman requirements. Merely to
attempt to extend Pascal would have been neither feasible nor a desirable approach. Neither the
simplicity nor the elegance that Pascal derives from its careful adaptation to its problem domain
could be retained in such an approach. The extensions would inevitably interact with each other in
undesirable ways. Hence, a goal in the design of the Green language was to retain the Pascal
spirit of simplicity’ and elegance but not necessarily the form of each Pascal feature, since the
problem domain defined by the Steelman requirement is much more ambitious.

How should the Green documents be read? Assuming a basic knowledge of Pascal, we recom-
mend that the reader start with a quick first pass of tha Reference Manual. After this pass, the
various informal presentations included In the Rationale should provide a good basis for a second
reading of the Reference Manual. The sections on technical issues should probably be read last.
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2. Lexical and Textual Structure

A program is a text specifying actions to be performed by a computer. Programs are written by
programmers and are processed by mechanical translators. The need to accommodate these two
forms of communication is omnipresent at every level of consideration of a programming
language , including the lowest levels where we are only concerned with the physical appearance
of a program text .

The lexical and textual structure of a programming language is of course important for ease of
program translation, and for translation time error detection. Its importance is even greater for
readability (logical error detection) and teachability and these have been given major consideration
in the design of the lexical and textual structure of the Green language. We believe that our under-
standing of programs can be greatly simplified if our intuition is able to rely on textual forms that
convey the logical structure of the program. This justifies the special attention devoted to struc-
tural analogies.

2.1 Lexical Structure

A program is written in characters forming lines on the printed page. The arrangement on the page
is primarily to assist the human reader, and consequently is mainly in a free format. Programs are
required to have a representation in the ASCII character set, and may contain both upper case and
lower case letters. In addition, every source program can be converted into an equivalent program
that only uses a 55 character subset of ASCII.

On a higher level than that of characters, a program is considered to consist of lexical units. Both
the machine and the human interpreter of programs will tend to work in lexical units, so it is impor-
tant that such units should be clearly specified. Lexical units are clearly delineated and may not
straddle line boundaries - a restriction that assists human reading and also compiler error recovery.
The lexical units are :

e Identifiers, including reserved words and predefined attributes

• Single- and double-character delimiters

• Numbers (integer and real numbers)

C Character strings

In addition, a program text can include elements that have no influence on the meaning of a
program but are intended for the human reader or for the compiler. These are

• Comments

C Pragmas

2-1
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Identifiers start with a letter which may be followed by a sequence of letters and digits. In addition,
an underscore may appear within an identifier. This underscore is significant and plays the role of
the space in ordinary prose (but without breaking the integ~’ity of the identifier). The need for such
an underscore is seen from good choices of names sucn as BYTES_PER _WORD rather than
BYTESPERWORD.

Reserved words are distinguished from program identifiers; there are 62 such words. Reserved
words cannot be redeclared. Hence programmers cannot write obscure programs by redefining the
meaning of such words. Similarly, programs can be highlighted by special printing of reserved
words on an appropriate output device. The method chosen in this manual is boldface (and lower
case). Since the language uses only one alphabetic font, one could envisage methods of
hi ghlighting the reserved words by the use of a different font, such as lower case, italics, underlin-
ing, etc. All these methods have the important property that the method of typing programs with
the ASCII character set is not prejudiced. This is important , since it is currently possible to get
excellent representations of programs via graphical printers of photocomposition machines.

Names for predefined attributes are from a distinct list, but are not reserved words since they are
always preceded by a prime character and can thus be distinguished at the lexical level. The Green
language uses predefined attributes to express predefined properties and environment enquiries.
Other languages have used dot notation or functional notation for this purpose. Both of these
forms have the disadvantage of restricting the user’s choice of names.

For example if the address of an object were denoted by a function, this function would have to be
overloaded on all data types; any user definition of ADDRESS would hide the predefined one and
thus make it unavailable. Similarly, dot notation would prevent declaration of record components
with the same identifier. Neither of these situations is acceptable in light of the fact that the
number of predefined attributes can be large and that some of them may be particular to an
implementation. All these problems are avoided with the Green notation.

The choice of identifiers for reserved words and predefined attributes depends primarily on con-
vention. Preference is given to full English words rather than abbreviations. For instance,
procedure is used rather than proc (in Algol 68) and consta nt rather than const (in Pascal) . Shorter
words were also given preference, for example access is used in preference to reference , and task
is used in preference to process.

The following special characters can be used as delimiters between lexical units :

& ‘~~~~ * + , - . / : ;

Further delimiters are constructed by juxtaposition of two (or three) such characters as follows:

=> .. ** := =: :=: 1= >= <= <( >>
Naturally, where possible, printers may choose to print 1= as � and similarly >= as ~ and <= as~~.

Numeric literals are all introduced by an initial digit. A simple digit sequence is a decimal integer.
For other bases from 2 up to 16 the base is given first in decimal form and is followed by a # sign
(or the replacement character :) and by the sequence of digits. These may include the letters A to F
for bases greater than ten. Thus, the conventional methods of setting hit patterns in binary, octal or
hexadecimal are provided.

2-2
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Real numbers must contain a decimal point or an exponent or both. The reasons for this are
covered in the chapter on numerics (see 5). The underscore is permitted within a number to break
up long sequences of digits, a requirement that has long been recognized by printers.

Another form of lexical unit is the string (and character literal). The characters are enclosed in
quotes “, where two successive quotes represent the quote itself. Strings in the program are
limited to a single line, to reduce the consequences of program errors due to omission of a quote
character or ambiguity with respect to space characters. To specify a long string, the string is split
across multiple lines and connected by the catenation operator. This is possible because catena-
tion will be performed by the compiler. Automatic paragraphing processors may have to split a str-
ing in order to give a satisfactory layout. Apart from long strings, there may be a need to split str-
ings that contain control characters or characters that are not in the 55 character subset of ASCII,
to permit these to be represented. Examples of strings are as follows:

“A LONG LINE OF PRINTED OUTPUT WHICH” &
IS CONTINUED ON THE NEXT LINE OF THE PROGRAM .

“Strings start with the character.”

“END OF LINE” & CR & LF & “START OF NEXT LINE”

Comments may appear alone on a line or at the end of a line. As an end of line remark, the com-
ment should appear as an explanation of the preceding text -- hence the use of the double hyphen
is appropriate, as illustrated by this sentence. For simplicity, no space is permitted between the
two hyphens. No form of embedded comments (within a line of text) is provided as their use is too
slight and not worth the extra complexity. For a further discussion of comments see LSW 741.

A pragma (from the Greek word meaning action) is used to direct the translation system in par-
ticular ways, but has no effect on the semantics of a program. Pragmas are used to control source
text and listing, to define an object configuration (for example the size of memory), to control
features of the code generated (particularly the level of diagnostics), etc. Such directives are not
likely to be related to the rest of the language in an obvious way. Hence the form taken should not
intrude upon the language, but it should be uniform.

The general form of pragmas is defined by the language. They start with the reserved word pragma
and a pragma identifier optionally followed by a list of identifiers, strings, and numbers enclosed
within parentheses. The pragma ends with a semicolon and may appear at any place where a
declaration or statement may appear. Examples of pragmas are as follows:

pragma LIST(ON);
pragma OPTIMIZE (SPACE);
pragma INCLUDE (“common_options”);
pragma SUPPRESS(OVERFLOW);

Some pragmas are defined by the language (see appendix B of the Reference Manual). It is
expected that other pragmas will be defined as part of the support environment developed around
the language.

2-3
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2.2 Textual Structure

Above the lexical level, the text of a program has structure as an arrangement of lexical units. This
structure is described by syntax in the conventional manner. However, a number of issues require
separate exposition to clarify the decisions taken.

Declarations and statements are always terminated by semicolons. This departure from the Pascal
L practice, in which a semicolon is used as a separator, requires justification. Analyses of program-

mer errors support the use of the semicolon as a terminator IGH 751. Also, inserting another
declaration or statement is eased by this convention, since normal layout places the semicolon at
the end of the line (requiring a change to two lines in the case of a separator).

The additional required semicolon also aids recovery by the compiler after a syntax error. On the
other hand if semicolon is a terminator, recovery from a missing semicolon may be trivial for the
parser .

Many program structures have simple brackets, for example the loop and end loop of the iterative
statement, or begin and end of the subprogram body. Such structures can be indicated clearly by
good program layout, which can be done automatically. Structures have been chosen to aid
automatic program layout because the consistency of presentation is a significant advantage to
the reader. It should be noted that conditional expressions (not present in Pascal or this language)
pose severe problems for automatic layout.

Several textual program constructs exhibit a comb-like structure. This structure has simple
bracketing and is best illustrated with the conditional statement, as in the following example:

~—if A~~~1 then
Si ;

~— e I s i fA = 2  then
I S2;
—_ e l s i f A = 3  then
I S3;
L_... end if;

The structure has three parts: an initial strong opening bracket (if), a set of weaker delimiters (elsif)
and a strong closing bracket(end If).

The equivalent code can be written with the case comb structure:

case A of

when 1 =>
I Si;
J— when 2 =>
I S2;
(___ when 3
I S3;
L_- end case;

Note that an else S4 added to the conditional statement would correspond to the others construct
in the case statement.

2-4
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Further examples of the comb-structure are:

procedure P Is

begin

exception

L—_ .nd P;

se~ ct

or when A=>

or when B =>

L__. end select;

It will be noted that each large-scale. comb structure has the terminating reserved word end. For
statements and declarations this is followed by an initial reserved word as well:

if end if

loop end loop

case end case

select end select

record end record

For named program units such as subprograms and modules (and also accept statements since
they act as bodies for the corresponding entries) the name of the unit may follow the final end to
assist recognition of the structure.

In general, language constructs which do not express similar ideas should not look similar. Thus,
urJike Pascal, which uses a colon in both cases, the Green language uses different notations for
statement labels (for goto statements) and for choices (in case statements). Statement labels have
ang le brackets ~ < >> placed around the identifier of the label. They emphasize that this is a
special point in the program. Conversely, choices express preconditions for executing the state-
ments which follow. Choices thus are indicated in clauses of the form

when ... =>

The same structure has also been used in select statements since it corresponds to the same idea
of a precondition.

Whenever possible a uniform notation is used for similar constructs. The clearest example of this is
the case structure which is used for variant records as well as statement selections. Although in
Pascal variant records and case statements are similar constructs their notation is not uniform.
This causes difficulty in teaching the language and is a source of errors. The contrast is best
illustrated by an example:

2-5
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A graphics data structure in Pascal

typ FIGTi’PE = (POINT, CIRCLE , TRIANGLE);
typs FIGURE =

record
X, Y: REAL;
case F: FIGTYPE of

POINT:;
CIRCLE: (RADIUS: REAL);
TRIANGLE:

(SIDE: array ~1 .. 2 J of
record

ANGLE, LENGTH: REAL;

end

The equivalent structure in the Green language:

typ. FIGURE i*
r cord

X,Y : REAL;
F : constant (POINT, CIRCLE , TRIANGLE);
case F of

when POINT => null;
when CIRCLE => RADIUS : REAL;
when TRIANGLE =>

SIDE: array (1 .. 2) of
record

ANGLE , LENGTH: REAL;
end record;

end case;
end record;

A case statement in Pascal

case DAY of
MON : STAR1WORK;
FRI : TIDYUP;
TUE ,WED ,THU : WORK;
SAT, SUN:

end

The equivalent case statement in the Green language

case DAY of
when MON => START_WORK;
when FRI => TIDY_UP;
when TUE .. THU => WORK;
when SAT I SUN => nuM;

end case;
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The structural analogy in the Green language between the declarative case (variant part) and the
case statement should assist the human reader and help in learning the language. The approach
will also simplify pretty printing of programs by mechanical tools which do not necessarily have
access to declarative information.

A similar analogy exists between the case and the select statement. Other structural analogies ,
which are adequately reflected by the syntax, correspond to the textual structure of functions,
procedures , tasks, packages and blocks.

function F is tusk body T Is

F— begin i— begin

end F; L.~
_ end 1;

procedure P Is declare

H
end P; end;

r task I is i— package S Is

end T; L—_ end S;

These structural analogies have been used quite systematically. They should develop a feeling of
familiarity for the reader and simplify the teaching of the language.
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3. Expressions and Statements

Programs achieve actions by executing statements. These may contain expressions that are for-
mulas defining the computation of values. Expressions (including their constituent constants,
aggregates, and variables) and statements are fairly classical aspects of most programming
languages. Hence we limit the discussion to the most prominent points.

3.1 Variables and Constants

Although the approach to variables follows Pascal, there are some differences. First, initialization
expressions can be inserted at the point of declaration. This avoids long initialization sequences
that are divorced from the declarative code and hence hard to locate. Second, references to array
components use round rather than square brackets. The advantage of this is a uniform notation
within an expression for reference to array components and for function calls. The same argument
of uniform referen ts IRo 701 justifies using the same syntax for component selection of records
whether they are statically or dynamically allocated (see Chapter 6).

A delicate balance is necessary in the handling of constants and variables. Reliability and security
demand that the two concepts be clearly separated. On the other hand it is convenient if a
program can be changed by simply altering the declaration of an identifier from a variable to a con-
stant.

The Green language meets these goals by having two distinct but related forms of declarations for
the two concepts. Thus

C : constant INTEGER := 300_000;

is a constant declaration, whereas the following declaration defines a variable with an initial value.

SPEED INTEGER := C/1500;

The handling of constants in Pascal is rather inflexible. All constants must appear before the other
declarations IWSH 771 and no translation time evaluation is allowed.

The Green Iangua9e allows constant valued expressions wherever a constant is permitted.
Furthermore, it follows Algol 68 in permitting constants whose values are determinable at scope
entry time. The constant qualifier which appears in the declaration of an identifier means that the
value of the corresponding object cannot be altered after the initialization. Hence the translator
shall forbid any attempt to alter its value. However it does not mean that this value must neces-
sarily be known at translation time. Constant declarations are like other declarations; they may be
mixed in groupings that reflect the logical needs of a program.
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3.2 Aggregates

Aggregates denote values of array and record types. In both cases the Green language admits a
positional notation in which the aggregate is given by a sequence of values, implicitly associated
with the corresponding components. Another notation that is often preferable is also provided, in
which the association of given values to the components is defined by explicit selectors called
choices. This discussion concentrates on array aggregates.

L
An array aggregate defines an array value. As for luterals of other types, the question of the type of
an array aggregate has to be solved. By analogy consider the assignment

I := 8 + 5;

Assuming that the variable I is of type MY_INTEGER, we are able to identify a “+“ operation that
takes two arguments of type MY_INTEGER and delivers a result of type MY_INTEGER. Hence we
may interpret the literals 8 and 5 as being of type MY_INTEGER and perform the corresponding
operation, provided that these literals satisfy the range constraint of the type MY_INTEGER.

The same logic applies to an assignment involving an array aggregate. An array aggregate is an
array value of a certain array type which must be identified from the context. This means that we
need to identify the type and constraint of the array value:

e the component type

e the number of dimensions

e the index type for each dimension

• the bounds of each dimension

As in the case of integer literals, we must be able to deduce all these elements from the context,
otherwise the aggregate is ambiguous. Consider for example an array A defined by

type VECTOR I. array (NATURAL) of INTEGER;
A : VECTOR(1 .. 10);

We first examine non-positional aggregates and then positional aggregates.

Non-Positional Aggregates

Suppose that we have

A := (1 .. 6 => 0, 7 .. 10 => 100);

The aggregate must describe a value of type VECTOR, that is, a one dimensional array of integers.
In addition, its indices must be natural numbers in the range 1 .. 10.

Having derived this information from the analysis of

A

we can now interpret all choices in the above aggregate as legitimate index values, since 1, 6, 7,
and 10 are indices in the range 1 .. 10. Conversely, we would be able to detect that the following
aggregate is illegal:
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A := (11 .. 16 => 0, 17 .. 20 => 100); -- illegall

since the index values 11, 16, 1 7, and 20 are not in the range 1 .. 10.

Another possible viewpoint for non-positional array aggregates would be to consider them as
values independently of the context and then to invoke some sliding semantics for assignments
and comparisons. Such a semantics would permit

A := (101 .. 110 => 0); — illegal in Green since AFIRST = 1, A~LAST = 10

Such an aggregate would be interpreted as a value of an array AGGREGATE declared as

AGGREGATE : array (101 .. 110) of INTEGER := (101 .. 110 => 0);

Then the assignment could be interpreted as a slice assignment

A(1 .. 10) := AGGREGATE (101 .. 110);

There are several difficulties with this alternative semantics of named aggregates. First, it would
make the determination of the bounds of an aggregate quite difficult in general, if not impossible,
as in

(15116 => 0, 6 .. 8 => 1, others => 5)

Second, this interpretation would not be possible for index types defined by enumeration. Con-
sider for example

type SCHEDULE is array (DAY FIRST .. DAY LAST) of BOOLEAN;

and an array aggregate such as

(WED .. SUN => TRUE, others => FALSE)

This aggregate can only mean that we have TRUE for the days WED to SUN and false for MON
and TUE. No sliding semantics could give this interpretation.

For these reasons the semantics retained in the Green language is that the index values given in
each component association must be index values for an array identified from the context.

Positional aggregates

For positional aggregates we must take a different viewpoint since there are no explicit selectors
indicating the destination of each value. Conceptually a positional aggregate must thus be viewed
as a sequence of values of the component type. Note that this same viewpoint Is taken when we
deal with slice assignments. Hence

A := (9, 8. 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0);

can be interpreted as the sequence of assignments

A(1) := 9;

Af lO) := 0;
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This is to be compared with

A := B( 11 .. 20);

which is interpreted as the sequence of assignments

A(1) := B(11);

A(i0) := B(20);

3.3 Expressions

The purpose of an expression is the computation of a value. The evaluation of an expression is
conceptually an indivisible operation. Hence it must be assumed that all of the constituent expres-
sions will be evaluated and that any exception condition that can arise in any part of the expression
cannot be avoided. In this sense

A = 0 or X/A > 10

is not a valid expression, since the validity of the second member depends on the value of the first
member. Whenever there is such a conditionality it must be made explicit in a control structure,
perhaps with short circuit conditions (see 3.7) in order to emphasize the possibility of incomplete
evaluation.

The language provides six operator precedence levels, listed below in increasing order of binding
strength.

(lowest) logical and or xor
relational = 1= < <= > >
adding + - &
unauy + - not
multiplying * / mod

(highest) exponentiating ‘is

We found this number of levels to be the minimum number compatible with accepted practice.
Clearly different levels are required for relational, adding, multiplying and exponentiation operators
(unary does not really constitute a level). In addition, logical operators must be on another lower
level if expressions such as

A = B  or C = D

are to be written without parentheses. In the case of a succession of operators with the same
precedence the Green language adopts the traditional rule of left to right evaluation. In addition
the syntax requires explicit parentheses in the case of a succession of different logical operators.
For example

A or (B zor C) — parentheses required
(A or B) icr C — parentheses required (not always equal to previous expression)
A or (B and C) — parentheses required
A or B or C — no need for parentheses
A and B and C -- no need for parentheses
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In practice most expressions are simple; the inconvenience of parentheses should not be exag-
gerated as programmers tend to introduce additional parentheses for readability purposes (to reas-
sure themselves when in doubt) whether they are required or not.

3.4 Statements

The classical forms for sequential processing are included in the Green language: assignment
statements, subprogram calls, conditional, iterative and transfer statements. Less classical control
structures such as the raise statement and the statements used for parallel processing are discus-
sed in later chapters.

It is convenient to distinguish normal statements and transfe r statements. For a normal statement ,
execution continues with the following statement. For transfer statements (exit , return, goto) con-
trol will transfer to cnother place in the program. Another useful distinction is between simple and
compound statements. A simple statement contains no other statement . Compound statements
may include other sequences of statements.

The language follows the rule that wherever a statement may appear, a sequence of statements
may appear. This rule simplifies program modification since insertion of a stetement can be done
without the need to insert extra begin and end delimiters as is the case in Algol and Pascal. State-
ments of a sequence of statements are executed in sequence unless a transfer statement is
encountered.

Although it is redundant, an explicit null statement has been included in the language for
readability. For instance if nothing is required for a given alternative of a case statement , it is
preferable to state this explicitly with the statement

null;

rather than convey the same impression by an empty statement that could be taken as an uninten-
tional omission.

3.5 Assignment Statements

The assignment statement is generally regarded as the simplest of all statements. In fact, this is
the case only if precautions are taken in its definition. Since calls to value-returning procedures can
only appear in an expression on the right hand side of an assignment (and since no other side
effects are possible within expressions), the meaning of an assignment statement does not depend
on whether its left or right side is evaluated first. Hence an assignment may be viewed by a
program reader as an indivisible action. The same argument of simplicity justifies Pascal in not
providing either multiple assignment or parallel assignments. In any case, the multiple assignment
of Algol 60 is rarely used except for initialization and also causes parsing problems for the human
reader.

Some additional precautions are required for slice (i.e. subarray) assignments. If assignment is to
be permitted between slices it should follow the same axiomatic rules as for ordinary variable
assignments. If this were not the case it would be questionable to use the same syntax for two
operations which have different logic. For example, after the assignments
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C := B;
A := B;

we can deduce from the axiomatics of assignment that A = C. This same consequence will apply
to slices only if overlap is forbidden. Consider for instance the (incorrect) assignments

C (1 .. 5) := B(2 .. 6);
B (1 .. 5) :~ B(2 .. 6); -- illegal assignment

Because of the overlap, we do not have C(1 .. 5) — B(1 .. 5) but rather C(1) = B(2), C(2) = 8(3),
C(3) B(4), C(4) = 8(5). Similarly the incorrect assignments

C (2 .. 6) B(1 .. 5);
B (2 .. 6) := 8(1 .. 5); -- illegal assignment

would fail to produce C(2 .. 6) = B(2 .. 6) and the actual results would even depend on whether the
second assignment is considered to be performed on an element-by-element basis or whether an
intermediate copy is used.

In conclusion, overlap in slice assignment is a form of aliasing that is hence forbidden, and causes
the exception OVERLA P_ERROR. Note that overlapping slice assignments have sometimes been
used in low-level programming to achieve an effect similar to what can be (legally) performed with
an aggregate assignment such as

All .. 80) := (1 .. 80 => “

3.6 If Statements

If statements are used to select statement lists for execution on the basis of a condition. The syn-
tax

If cond ition then
sequence_of_statements

end if;

is fairly classical. The if and end If bracket structure avoids the dangling else ambiguity. If state-
ments containing elsif clauses can be used to select alternative statement lists depending on dif-
ferent conditions:

if RAIN then
— sequence of statements describing
— what to do when it rains

elsif SUN_SHINE then
-- sequence of statements describing
-- what to do when the sun shines

sine
-- sequence of statements describing
-- what to do for other weather conditions

end If;

Strictly speaking, elsif clauses are redundant: the corresponding statements can always be rewrit-
ten in the form of nested if statements. However this nesting Is generally awkward and does not
convey the correct impression, namely that the alternatives are on the same level, apart from the
fact that the conditions should be evaluated in the order in which they appear.
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3.7 Short Circuit Conditions

Boolean expressions, like other expressions, may be rearranged by the translator as permitted by
the properties of their operators. Thus commutativity can be used in expressions such as A and B.
Depending on the complexity of the term B, it may be more efficient (on some but not all
machines) to evaluate B only when the term A is true. This however is an optimization decision
taken by the compiler. In any case the expression A and B should always deliver the same result
as B and A, and should have no other effect.

In some situations, however, we may want to express a conjunction of conditions where each con-
dition should be evaluated (has meaning) only if the previous condition is satisfied. This may be
done with short circuit conditions such as:

if I / = 0 and then NI > B then

end If;

Clearly it would not be legal to express this condition as a boolean expression, since an exception
would result if I were zero and the second term were evaluated first. Similarly, short circuit dis-
junctions can be expressed with or else clauses as in the following example:

exit when X null or else X.AGE = 0;

In this case the condition following or else will only be evaluated if the previous condition is not
satisfied. Since the rules of evaluation of and then clauses and or else clauses are thus contradic-
tory, the two forms of clauses cannot be mixed in the same condition.

In Algol 60 one can achieve the effect of short circuit evaluation only by use of conditional expres-
sions, since complete evaluation is performed otherwise. This leads to cumbersome constructs
which are awk.Nard to follow:

ifftf I /= 0 then true else A dlv I > B) then.,.

Several languages, including Pascal, do not define how boolean conditions are to be evaluated. In
fact the Pascal CDC 6000 series compiler uses complete evaluation, whereas the ICL 1900 com-
piler uses short circuit, i.e., treats and as and then, and similarly or as or elan. As a consequence
programs based on short circuit evaluation will not be transferable. This clearly illustrates the need
for separating boolean operators from short circuit conditions.

3.8 Case Statements

A case statement serves to execute one element of a list of alternatives selected on the basis of
the value of an expression. Each possible alternative is preceded by the list of values for which the
corresponding alternative should be selected. The main criteria in the design of the case state-
ment have been reliability and generality.

For reliability, the translator must be given the possibility to check for accidental omission of some
alternatives. For that reason It is required that all possible values of the type of the discriminating
expression be provided for in the selections. Naturally, a qualified expression can be used to
restrict this choice and the selection others may be used to represent all values not specified. As
an example consider the declarations
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type DAY is (MON. TUE, WED, THU, FRI , SAT, SUN);
subtype WORK _DAY is DAY range MON .. FRI;
subtype REST_DAY is DAY range SAT .. SUN;

D : DAY;

With the above declarations all values of the type DAY (the type of D) must appear in one selec-
tion, as in

case D of
when MON I TUE I WED I THU I FRI => WORK;
when SAT SUN => REST;

end case;

This could have been written in the equivalent form

case D of
when MON I TUE I WED I THU I FRI => WORK:
when others => REST;

end case;

If it is known in a given context that the case discriminant belongs to a given subtype, a case with
a qualified expression may be used. Only the values of the corresponding subtype can appear in
the selections. Should the constraint not be satisfied (for example if D = SAT), an exception
RANGE_ERROR would result.

case WORK_DAY(D) of
when MON I WED I FRI => LATE;
when TUE I THU => EARL~ ;

end case ;

The second concern in the design of case statements is generality: the syntax of selections should
accommodate all situations which are likely to arise, given that the case discriminant has a dis-
crete type. Hence it should permit lists of values as well as ranges. Thus the first example above is
more likely to be written using subtype names:

case D of
when WORK_DAY’FIRST .. WOR K_DAY’LAST => WORK;
when REST_DAY’FIRST .. REST nAV’LAST => REST;

end case;

or using the ranges directly:
• c a s e D o f

when MON .. FRI => WORK;
when SAT .. SUN => REST;

end case;

Such ranges are very useful in case selections. They avoid long lists that can be tedious to read
and error prone.

A very Important diagnostic facility that the translator should provide is the listing of all values of
the discriminant type that do not appear in any listed choice. For an erroneously incomplete case
statement the translator has the information and should provide It for the programmer. For
enumeration types with a large number of values, should this kind of diagnostic not be provided it
might be quite difficult for the programmer to discover any missing values.
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for I in 1 .. 10 loop

end loop;

for J in reverse A .. B loop

end loop;

In both cases , unlike Pascal, the ioop parameter is considered as local to the loop. It is implicitly
declared by its appearance in the for iteration condition. Its value is constant for each iteration.

More complicated forms of loop constructs such as Zahn’s construct LZa 74] and the related con-
struct provided in Modula (Wi 76] have been considered in this design but in the end rejected. As
shown in the example below, situations for which such constructs would be used can be written
quite easily with the existing forms.

declare
ESCAPE : (A , B, NORMAL) := NORMAL;

beginf or ... loop

ESCAPE := A; exit ;

ESCAPE := B; exit;

ESCAPE := A; exit;

end loop;

case ESCAPE of
when A =>
when B =>
when NORMAL =>

end case ;
end;

The major emphasis in the design of the loop primitives has been on simplicity: loops should have
an intuitive meaning and users should not have to consult a reference manual to understand their
meaning. Several studies on the use of programming languages have shown that the vast majority
of loops are very simple. Hence generalities such as the step expression of Algol 60 should be
avoided. The redundancy provided for conditional exits is motivated by textual considerations:
loop termination conditions should be marked very conspicuously. Hence

exit when CONDITION;

is certainly more explicit than the equivalent form:

If CONDITION then
exit;

end lf;

Guarded commands were also considered In this analysis and not retained. They have advantages
for the development of program proofs. However, they are not compatible with other looping con-
structs with explicit exits. Hence if they were retained it would have been to the exclusion of other
loop forms, a decision which seemed too drastic.
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Case statements are conventionally implemented with an implicit transfer table. This table will
generally contain one entry for each possible value of the discriminant type. Quite often however,
if some of the alternatives perform no actions, the translator may optimize the code generated by
using a shorter table and an explicit range check. As an example

case D of
when SAT r=> SHOP;
when SUN => SLEEP;
when others => null;

end case;

may be compiled to produce a code equivalent to

if 0 in REST_ DAY then
case REST_DAY(D) of

when SAT => SHOP;
when SUN => SLEEP;

end case:
end if ;

thus leading to a two entry transfer table. Finally, case statements with very sparse selections or
with ranges as selections can be compiled as equivalent if statements. Thus for our first example
we may have:

if 0 in WORK _DAY thin
WORK;

else
REST:

end if;

3.9 Loop Statements

The main form of loop statement, called a basic loop, allows conditional or unconditional exit
statements to appear anywhere within the statement list of the loop:

loop .
READ_CHARACTER(C);
exit when C =

PRINT_CHARACTER(C);
end loop;

Although this form of loop is quite general, a special form also exists to single Out the cases in
which a continuation condition appears at the start of the loop:

while MORE_TO_ DO loop

ind $oop;

Similarly two forms of for loops are provided to iterate over ranges either In normal (Increasing) or •

in reverse (decreasing) order (the range bounds must be In increasing order):

L. _ _ •_
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4. Types

4.1 Introduction

The notion of type has gradually emerged from the past twenty years of the history of pro9ramm-
ing languages as the way by which we impose structure on data. A now widely accepted view of
types is that a type characterizes the set of values that objects of the type may assume, and the set
of operations that may be performed on them. This common view is also taken in the Green
language definition.

There are several important reasons for which it is found desirable to associate a type with cons-
tants, variables, and parameters of subprograms:

• Factorization of Properties. Maintainability

Knowledge about common properties of objects should be collected in one place and given a
name. A type declaration serves that purpose. Subsequently, this type name may be used to
refer to these common properties in object declarations. Furthermore, maintainability is
enhanced since a change of properties has only to be effected at a single point of the program
text, the type declaration.

• Abstraction, Hiding of Implementation Details

Abstract or external properties of objects and operations should be separated from underlying
and internal implementation dependent properties such as the physical representation on a
specific machine. Only the abstract properties of an object need to be known for its use.
Implementation details should be hidden from the user. The need for such a separation is par-
ticularly strong in the case of disjoint sections of a program text, produced and maintained by
different programmers, and possibly separately compiled.

• Reliability

Objects with distinct properties should be clearly distinguished in a program and the distinc-
tion should be enforced by the translator. Requiring that all objects be typed thus contributes
to program reliability. Experience has shown that a well written program in Pascal can be
recognized easily by the use made of the typing facility to increase the reliability, readability
and security of the program.

Several classical problems are associated with the formulation of a type facili ty in programming
languages. Some are a subject of ongoing debate among language designers and use rs , in par-
ticular:
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(a) Static versus Dynamic Properties

Should both the static properties (those which are determinable from an analysis of the
program text at translation time) and the dynamic properties (those which may depend on the
dynamic behavior of a program, such as reading from an input device) be covered by a siriqle
notion of type?

(b) Type Equivalence

Should the language provide some form of equivalence or compatibility among types with
logically related properties?

Ic) Parameterization

Should the language provide some form of parameterization for types and their associated
properties? Should the evaluation of type parameters be performed entirely at translation
time or be deferred until execution time?

The Green solutions to the above problems are now summarized. A detailed discussion of design
decisions is given in later sections.

(a) Static versus Dynamic Properties

Two notions are distinguished: the notion of type and the notion of subtype. A type
characterizes a distinct set of values and its static properties, such as the applicable opera-
tions. Constraints may be imposed on named types, for example a range constraint for a scalar
type or an index constraint for an array type. In general, these constraints cannot always be
determined at translation time.

A subtype name serves as an abbreviation for a type name and a constraint associated with
the type. Several difficulties in the types of Pascal noted by Habermann and others (Hab 73,
WSH 771 are overcome in the Green language by the notion of subtype.

(b) Type Equivalence

Each type definition introduces a distinct type. In consequence, each type name denotes a dis-
tinct type. Objects with distinct types cannot be intermixed.

In contrast, objects belonging to different subtypes of the same type are compatible. They
may be assigned to variables with differing subtypes of the same type. Constraints are
checked during translation whenever possible and during execution otherwise.

Types defined as derived from another type are said to be conformable with it. Explicit conver-
sions are possible between conformable types.

(c) Parameterization

Type definitions and their associated operations can be encapsulated in modules. A module
can be parameterized by a generic clause with the consequence that all contained definitions,
including those of types, are parameterized. Generic modules must be instantiated at transla-
tion time. Each instantiation must be explicit; it supplies values for the parameters and yields
new types.
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Parameterization at execution time is closely associated with the notion of constraint. In particular
this applies to array and record types:

• An array type definition can leave index bounds unspecified. These are subsequently specified
by an index constraint for a given array object so that different array objects of the same type
may have different numbers of components. If such an array is a formal parameter of a sub-
program, its bounds are obtained from the actual parameter for each call.

• A record type may have variants, i.e. alternative definitions of its components. Different
variants are associated with the values of a special component called a discriminant, and it is
possible to constrain a record to a single variant by use of a discriminant constraint. Variants
are otherwise discriminated at execution time.

These solutions are detailed in the following sections. We first introduce the notion of type defini-
tions and the resulting rule for determining if two objects have the same type. Constraints and sub-
types are then discussed. Finally we discuss derived type definitions.

The specific properties of numeric types are discussed in Chapter 5, those of access types in
Chapter 6. Parameterization with generic clauses is discussed in Chapter 13.

4.2 Type definItions

The language provides the capability to define new types. The language construct used to
introduce a new type is called a type definition. Examples of type definitions appear below.

range -2**24 .. 2**24 -- integer type definition
(LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH) -- enumeration type definitiondIgits 8 range 0.0 .. 1 E24 -- floating point type definition
delta 0.01 range 0.0 .. 1_000.0 -- fixed point type definition

array (1 .. 128) of CHARACTER -- array type definition
record RE , IM : INTEGER; end record -- record type definition
new INTEGER -- derived type definition
access STRING -- access type definition

As stated before, one of the objectives of a type system is reliability. It should prevent erroneous
mixing of objects of different types. Hence a key issue in the design of a type system is the for-
mulation of the conditions that must be satisfied by two variables (or constants) in order that they
should have the same type.

Alternative solutions for the issue of type equivalence have been formulated in a paper by Welsh et
al. IWSH 77J. These solutions are classified into two families called name equivalence and struc-
tural equivalence.

The solution used in the Green language is related to name equivalence. It is based on the principle
that every type definition introduces a distinct type. Two type definitions introduce two distinct
types even if they are textually identical. For example, the objects A and B declared by

A : (ON, OFF);
B : (ON, OFF);

belong to two distinct types since they are declared in terms of two distinct type definitions. On
the other hand the objects C and 0 declared by
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C. 0 (LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH);

belong to the same type since they are declared in terms of a single type definition.

Type definitions given directly in object declarations as in the above examples are allowed and are
called anonymous type definitions. They are sometimes useful for defining the type of some record
components.

In the majority of cases, however, a type definition is given a name in the type declaration where it
• appears. A consequence of the principle stated above is that two distinct type names always refer

to two distinct types. Thereafter two objects have the same type if they refer to the same type
name in their declaration. The expression name equivalence derives from the fact that this is by far
the most usual way for two objects to have the same type. As an example consider

type PERSON is
record

SEX : constant(MALE, FEMALE);
case SEX of

when MALE => ENLISTED : BOOLEAN;
when FEMALE => PREGNANT : BOOLEAN;

end case;
end record;

X : PERSON;
V : PERSON;

The variables X and V both belong to the same type since they both refer to the same type name
(PERSON) in their declaration (note that the selected components X.SEX and Y.SEX belong to the
same anonymous type).

Structural equivalence refers to solutions where some form of equivalence rule is formulated
between types on the basis of their properties. We have rejected structural equivalence in order to
avoid pattern matching problems for the translator and for the human reader. We also believe that
structural equivalence tends to defeat the purpose of strong typing since objects may be con-
sidered as being of the same type because their structures are identical by accident , or because
they have become identical as a result of textual modifications performed during program
maintenance. Such objects can then be mixed erroneously without causing translator diagnostics.

Further arguments in favor of name equivalence are presented in later sections.

4.2.1 Scalar and Access Types

Scalar types cover enumeration types, integer and real types.

Enumeration types are defined by enumeration of their values. These are considered to be in
increasing order. The same literal may appear in more than one enumeration type. This is a logical
consequence of the fact that character sets can be defined as enumeration types. Tt would not be
acceptable for example to require the character A to appear exclusively in one character set.
Enumeration literals that may denote enumeration values of different types are said to be
overloaded. As an example consider
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type COLOR Is (RED, ORANGE. YELLOW. GREEN, BLUE, VIOLET);
type LIGHT Is (RED, AMBER, GREEN);

As the enumeration value GREEN appears in two types, it may be necessary to qualify GREEN by
the desired type in some contexts, for example COLOR(GREEN) or LIGHT(GREEN).

Structural equivalence of enumeration types is undesirable since it may involve comparisons of
long identifier lists. Furthermore, the usual maintenance problem would exist, since two enumera-
tion types could accidentally become equivalent by inserting or deleting an element.

The maintenance argument is similar for numeric types. Two real types should not be equivalent
just because their error bound specifications happen to be the same. The programmer should be
encouraged not to use just FLOAT or LONG_ FLOAT as the type of the variables, but to introduce
the particular precisions required for the applications and to express the commonality by a type
declaration.

An access type definition introduces a distinct collection of dynamic objects. The space for that
collection can be released once the scope of the access type definition is left, since different collec-
tions are associated with different access types. Using structural equivalence for access types
would introduce a difficulty since two structurally equivalent access types could appear in different
scopes.

4.2.2 Record types

To emphasize the arguments against structural type equivalence rules, we next discuss record
types. Consider, for example:

type COMPLEX Is
record

RE : INTEGER;
IM : INTEGER;

end record;

type RATIONAL Is
record

NUMERATOR : INTEGER;
DENOMINATOR : INTEGER range 1 .. INTEGER’LAST ;

end record:

Several alternative forms of structural equivalence rules can be considered, involving increasing
amounts of checking, especially if the record types have a large number of components:

(a) two types are equivalent if the texts in the right-hand side of their declarations (after is) are
identical (disregarding textual layout such as space or new line characters, etc.);

(b) two types are equivalent If their component names and the type names of their components
agree, in the same order;

(c) same as (b) but the names of the components need not agree, only their order. This is a more
mathematical poInt of view, where one considers a record as a cartesIan product;
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(d) same as (b) but the order of components is not significant;

(a) same as (b) but only the type names of the corresponding components must be the same, not
the names of the components nor the constraints;

(f) same as (e) but the subtypes must be equivalent:

(g) same as (e) but the component types must be equivalent, while their names need not be iden-
tical;

(h) same as (g) but a type name is also equivalent to the (possibly anonymous) text of the right-
hand side of its declaration.

The types COMPLEX and RATIONAL given above would be equivalent under all the rules if their
component names were accidentally the same and if the constraint on DENOMINATOR were not
expressed in the type declaration. More specifically, under rule (b), COMPLEX would be equivalent
to

type ANOTHER_COMPLEX is
record

RE, lM : INTEGER;
end record;

Rule (c) makes sense for a language with positional notation only. It complicates the checking by
the compiler, since all permutations must be considered. Conversely, rule (d) is sensible for a total-
ly non-positional language where component names must always be specified for record
aggregates. Rule (e) complicates the Implementation of constraints and subtypes for components,
since they must be checked for each component on record or array assignments. Rule (f) cannot be
checked staticalJy. Rule Ig) requires a recursive matching algorithm. In addition, rule (h) requires
type expansion and even an algorithm of cycle reduction in the case of mutually recursive access
types.

All these complexities for the implementation and, above all, for the user, are avoided in Green by
adopting the simple rule that every type definition introduces a distinct type.

4.2.3 Array Types

Arguments similar to those against the structural equivalence of record types hold for arra y types.
It is certainly desirable to distinguish between arrays whose component type is different; the
insistence that even their component subtypes be the same is well motivated by efficiency con-
siderations. Consider, for example:

type LINE Is array (1 .. 128) of CHARACTER;
type TEXT_LINE I. array (1 .. 128) of CHARACTER range A” ..

Assignment of an array of type LINE to an array of type TEXT_LINE requires an implicit loop to
check the range constraint for each component individually. An explicit conversion is required,
which informs the reader of this potential cost (the absence of implicit conversion follows from the
general rules of the language; the possibility of an explicit conversion follows from the rule
explained In section 4.5 below).
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One should also distinguish between arrays with distinct index types, even if their component type
is the same:

type OPTION_SET is array (OPTION’FIRST .. OPTION LAST) of BOOLEAN;
type COLOR_SET Is array (COLOR’FIRST .. COLOR LAST) of BOOLEAN;

An array of type OPTION_SET should not be compatible with one of type COLOR_SET just
because the number of options happens to be the same as the number of colors. From a concep-
tual point of view, the two array types have nothing to do with each other, apart from their com-
mon component type.

On the other hand, it is reasonable to establish a relationship between arrays that differ only in
their index ranges, as long as their index types and component types are the same. As shown in
section 4.3 below, this relationship can be expressed by using array subtypes.

To summarize, the rule that two type definitions always introduce two distinct types is applied
uniformly to all type definitions. As a consequence two distinct type names always refer to two
distinct types. Commonality of properties is expressed in general by using the same type name.

4.3 Constraints and Subty pes

As mentioned before, a type characterizes a set of values that objects of the type may assume and
a set of operations applicable to those values. Membership of an object in a type is a static
property resulting directly from the declaration of the object.

It is possible to restrict the set of allowed values of a type without changing the set of applicable
operations. Such a restriction is called a constraint , and the subset of values it defines is called a
subtype. Membership of an object in a subtype can result from the object declarations. However,
this need not always be the case since it is possible to define several overlapping subtypes (named
or not) of a given type. Membership in a subtype may or may not be determined statically.

4.3.1 Constraints

A constraint can be used to restrict the set of allowable values of a type as in the following exam-
ple:

CHARACTER range ‘A’ .. “2’

Such constraints may effectively be used by the compiler for optimization purposes. Their major
use, however, is for greater security in assignment. Violations are reported at translation time
when possible, or at execution time by raising an appropriate exception.
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Consider the following example:

declare
subtype LETTER Is CHARACTER rang. A .. “2” ;
subtype HEX_LETTER Is LETTER range A .. “ F’ ;
subtype EFG_LETrER is LETTER range E ..
A : CHARACTER := “X” ;
B : LE7TER :=
C HEX_ L ETTER := “F’;
D : EFG_LETTER :=

begin
A := B; -- no check necessary
B := C: — no check necessary
B := A; -- check that (A in LETTER), i.e.

— check that (LETrER’FIRST <= A) and (A <= LE1TER’LAST)
C := D; -- check that (D <= HEX_LETTER’LAST)
D := C; -- check that (EFG_LETTER’FIRST <= C)

end;

4.3.2 Subtypes

Knowledge about the sharing of special properties should be factored. For this purpose, a subset of
elements of a given type can be named in a subtype declaration, as in

subtype LETTER ii CHARACTER range “A” ..
A subtype serves as an abbreviation for a type name and a constraint (more precisely, for the result
of evaluating the constraint at the point of the subtype declaration). Since subtype declarations do
not introduce new types, objects of different subtypes of the same type are compatible for assign-
ment. Such objects can be mixed in expressions as long as the constraints are obeyed, as noted in
the examples above.

Again, any change to a constraint in an explicitly named subtype declaration only requires a single
text change. Note that subtype incompatibilities are checked, for example the subtype declaration

subtype FIFTEEN_ FIRST Is LETTER range “A” .. “0”; — incorrect !

The character O (zero), given by mistake instead of the letter “0”, does not belong to the subtype
LETTER.

4.3.3 Evaluatio n of Constraints

Constraints may involve expressions that cannot be evaluated statically. The compiler can do little
or no optimization in these cases. Constraints that determine critical space representations must
therefore be known at translation time. Confinement to static evaluation would be much too
restrictive in general. The assertions involved in range constraints would be too coarse, ranges
could not be used as general loop Iterators, and arrays could only be of static size.
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An issue to be considered is the time at which the expressions appearing in constraints should be
evaluated. Consider the subtype declaration:

subtype S Is T range U ..
where U and V may be arbitrary expressions. The rule adopted in the Green language defin • ~ion is
that such expressions are evaluated when the subtype declaration is elaborated. This means that
the subtype declaration is equivalent to the following sequence

(LO : constsut T := U;
V .0 : constant T := V;
ubtype S Is T range U_O .. V.0;

where U....0 and V.0 represent identifiers not used elsewhere. Note that if the bounds of the range
are not known at translation time, a descriptor (containing the values of U._0 and V....O) must be
implicitly generated by the compiler. Hence, for efficiency reasons, it is important to isolate the
knowledge about equivalent constraints into one subtype declaration and to use the name of this
subtype instead of repeating the constraint in several variable declarations. The values of the
implicit constants U....0 and V_0 are denoted by the subtype attributes S FIRST and S’LAST.

Note also that, for reliability and maintainability, using a subtype such as S is far better than
repeating the corresponding constraint (range U .. V) at various points of the text, since the values
of U and V at these points might differ. Thus it is preferable to write

declare
subtype S Is T range U .. V;
X : S;
A : array (S’FIRST .. S’LAST) of 1;

procedure P(Z : S) Is ... end P;
begin

for I In S’FIRST .. S’LAST loop
if A(l) In S~FIRST .. S’LAST then

end If;
end loop;

end;

rather than to repeat the corresponding range in terms of the defining expressions U and V at
various points of the text.

The rule that constraints are evaluated when the declaration where they are given is elaborated, is
applied uniformly in all cases. In particular it applies to constraints of subprogram parameters.
Making an exception for this case would increase the complexity of the language and also of the
implementation since a subtype description would have to be maintained for every subprogram
call (not just one for the subprogram declaration) because of the possibility of recursion. For these
reasons the simpler, uniform rule has been retained.
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4.3.4 Record Variants

A record type with a variant part specifies several alternative variants of the type. This means that
the set of possible record values is the union of the sets of values possible for the alternative
variants. Seen in this light, a variant of a record type is a subtype of the record type.

A variant part depends on a special component of the record, called its discriminant. Each variant
defines the components that exist for a specific value of the discriminant. This is thus a form of
parameterization of record types. However, unlike the parameterization that can be achieved by
the generic facility, this parameterization can be dynamic: it can depend on the value of the dis-
criminant and this value need not be known statically (at translation time).

When declaring a record variable it is possible to specify that its discriminant must always have a
given value. This specification is a discriminant constraint that restricts the set of possible record
values to those of the designated variant. The translator may take advantage of this knowledge
when setting the amount of space reserved for the record variable. We may also define a subtype
of a record type by associating the discriminant constraint with the record type name. We illustrate
these possibilities with the following example:

declare
type PERSON is
record

BIRTH : DATE;
SEX : constant(M,F); -- discriminant
case SEX of

when M => ENLISTED : BOOLEAN;
when F => PREGNANT : BOOLEAN;

end case;
end record; J

subtype MALE is PERSON(SEX => M);
subtype FEMALE Is PERSON(SEX => F); • 

-

ANYONE : PERSON;
HE MALE; -- Equivalent methods of
PETER : PERSON(M); -- declaring males
JOAN FEMALE;
SHE : FEMALE;

begin

ANYONE := HE; -- Valid, no checking required since MALE -

-- is a subtype of PERSON

ANYONE := JOAN; -- Similarly no check needed

HE := PETER; -- No check needed, both are males
HE := JOAN; -- Translation time error since MALE and FEMALE

-- are disjoint subtypes qf PERSON

SHE := ANYONE; -- Execution time check necessary; it will
-- raise an exception If ANYONE is not a female

SHE := FEMALE(ANYONE); — Equivalent to above, but usefu l redundancy
• -- to emphasize the possible exception condition

end:
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When accessing a component of a constrained record such as JOAN or PETER, the value of its dis-
criminant and hence the associated variant is already known. The constraint is part of the static
information known about such record, and any assignment to the record variable is checked with
respect to the constraint either at translation or at execution time. Consequently, references to
record components such as JOAN.PREGNANT or PETER.ENLJSTED are perfectly secure.

When accessing a component of a record that is declared without a constraint such as ANYONE,
more precautions should be taken. A part of this security derives from the fact that discriminants
are deferred constants and are not directly assignable. They may be set when the record value is
defined and may only be changed by assignment to the record as a whole. Thus

ANYONE := PERSON(BIRTH => 1940, SEX => M, ENLISTED => TRUE);

is a legal complete record assignment which sets SEX equal to M. Similarly, assignments such as
ANYONE := JOAN; or ANYONE := PETER; are complete record assignments which consequently
~et the value of the discriminant. However we must consider such a complete record assignment
as defining a new object and the value of the object’s discriminant cannot be changed separately.

—‘ Thus an assignment such as

ANYONE.SEX := F; -- illegal!

is forbidden and will be rejected by the translator.

The second key element to the security of variants is that access to a component of a variant is
only legal if the discriminant has the corresponding value. This means that an access to the com-
ponent

ANYONE.ENLISTED

is equivalent to t~e following text.

if ANYONE.SEX / = M then
raise DISCRIMINANT_ERROR;

end if;
ANYONE.ENLISTED

Naturally the compiler can omit this implicit discriminant check in contexts where explicit checks
are made, or when the explicit constraints make such checks unnecessary. Such explicit dis-
crimination may take several forms. It can be achieved by an assertion or a renaming declaration
specifying a subtype. It can also be achieved by an if statement

if ANYONE.SEX = M then
-- access to ANYONE.EN LISTED requires no implicit check

• end if;

or similarly by a case statement

case ANYONE.SEX of
when M =>

-- access to ANYONE.ENLISTED requires no check
when F =>

-- access to ANYONE.PREGNANT requires no check
end case;
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Of course, the check can only be omitted as long as the discriminant is not changed as a result of a
complete record assignment. Consider for example:

case ANYONE.SEX of
when M =>

ANYONE.ENLISTED ... — occurrence 1
ANYONE.ENLISTED ... -- occurrence 2

UPDATE(ANYONE);
ANYONE.ENLISTED ... -- occurrence 3

PRINT(ANYONE);
ANYONE.ENLISTED ... -- occurrence 4

when F=>
end case;

No checks are needed for the first two occurrences. A check is needed for the third (assuming the
mode of the parameter of U PDATE to be In out) but no check is needed for the fourth occurrence
(assuming the mode of the parameter of PRINT to be In).

Note that additional problems exist if a record is shared by two tasks. One task could perform a
complete record assignment (thereby changing the discriminant) while another is reading a com-
ponent. We consider this problem to be a danger inherent in the use of shared variables rather than
a problem concerning the formulation of record types. The tasking facilities of the language are
powerful enough to make such shared variables virtually useless. If they are nevertheless used, the
appropriate precautions should be taken by the programmer. On the other hand, we did not believe
it correct to disfigure the semantics of the language because of such possible misuse.

It might be felt that the checking code is a high price to pay. This is, however, essential for security
with variant records. Previous experience with languages such as Simula, which force a similar dis-
crimination of variants, show that these checks are not as frequent as one might suppose. The
parts of the programs that operate on a given variant tend to be textually discriminated as well as
dynamically discriminated. Hence the checks can be achieved at a rather low cost (see also [We
781).

One should not underestimate the importance of secure access to components of a variant part. A
recent experiment [Ha 771 with a Pascal compiler in which this facility was offered as an extension
reported that these checks caught a quarter of the initial errors in a large program.

4.3.5 Array Types with Unspecified Bounds

An array type declaration must specify the type of the array components and the type of each
index , but it need not specify the actual bounds of each index. This means that the set of possible
array values defined by the type contains arrays with different numbers of components. Consider
for example:

subtype NATURAL Is INTEGER range 1 .. INTEGER’LAST;

type STRONG Is .rray(NATURAL) of CHARACTER;

Values of the type STRING are arrays of components of type CHARACTER indexed by natural
numbers. However different string values need not have the same index bounds and hence the
same number of characters.
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It is possible to partition the set of array values into subsets corresponding to some fixed index
bounds. Each such subset defines a subtype of the array type. The constraint used to fix the range
of values of a given index is called an index constraint. For example

BUFFER : STRING(1 .. 1000);

defines an array object of type STRING whose index lower and upper bounds are the natural
numbers 1 and 1000. As usual we can also define a subtype by naming the association of the type
name with the index constraint:

subtype LINE Is STRING( 1 .. 120);

HEAD_LINE : LINE;
BLANK_LINE constant LINE := (LINE’FIRST .. LINE’LAST => ‘

~

Note that the other form of array type declaration (where the bounds are directly specified) is in
fact a special case where the index constraint is directly given with the array type declaration. Thus
the type declaration

type SCHEDULE I. array (DAY’FIRST .. DAY’LAST) of BOOLEAN;

can be viewed as a contraction of

type schedule is array (DAY) of BOOLEAN; -- arbitrary number of days
subtype SCHEDULE is schedule(DAY ’FIRST .. DAY’L.AST); — always 7 days

For any object of an array type, the bounds of each index must be known. We have seen that they
can be specified by an index constraint; they can also be obtained from the initial value:

TITLE : STRING := HEAD_LINE;
MESSAGE : constant STRING := “HOW MANY CHARACTERS?”;

Similarly, for a formal parameter they can be obtained from those of the corresponding actual
parameter. Thus a subprogram with a parameter of such a type applies to all arrays of the type
independently of their index bounds (unless of course an index constraint is given for the
parameter declaration). For example concatenation for a string of arbitrary length is defined as

function “&“(X,Y : STRING) return STRING I,
RESULT STRING( 1 .. X’LENGTH + Y’LENGTH);

begin
RESULT( 1 .. X LENGTH) := X;
RESULT(X’LENGTH + 1 .. RESULT LAST) :=
return RESULT;

end “&“;

This last-example shows that array types with unspecified bounds can be viewed as a form of type
parameterization. Again, unlike the paraméterization that can -be achieved by generic, clauses - .

(which is purely at translation time), this parameterization can be dynamic. For example, the
bounds of the strings can vary from call to call. Such array types do not introduce new implemen-
tation problems since descriptors for index constraints are needed in any case whenever the
bounds of an array are not known at translation time.
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4.4 Derived Type Definitions
S

The basic mechanisms for introducing a new type are by enumeration and by composition from
existing ones, in type definitions. Certain basic characteristics are automatically acquired by such a
type, for example the availability of literals, aggregates, and operations such as indexing, compo-
nent selection, etc. Another way of introducing a type is by means of a private type declaration
(see 8.3.3).

A third possibility is provided in the Green language. A type B is declared as deriving its
characteristics from those of another existing type A if it is declared as

type B is new A;

This form of type declaration is very useful whenever a type B is to have the same characteristics
as a type A, and possibly some additional ones. All operations available for objects of type A at the
point of declaration of B are inherited by B, although A and B nevertheless remain distinct types.
Conversions between the two types are possible but they must be explicit, and must use the type
name as qualification.

The relationship of derivation established by derived type declarations is transitive but not sym-
metric. For example in

type C Is new B;
type D is new A;

the type C implicitly derives all characteristics of A through B. Similarly D derives all its
characteristics from those of A but no direct explicit conversion is possible between C and D.
Conversions must be achieved indirectly step by step, via the common ancestor A. The relation can
thus be depicted as a strict hierarchy.

For example, consider

type STRING I. array (NATURAL) of CHARACTER;

type LINE Is new STRING(1 .. 160);

type CARD Is new STRING(1 .. 80);

type CONTROL.CARD Is new CARD;

type PROGRAM....CARD Is new CARD;

type DATA_CARD Is new CARD;

Objects of type LINE cannot be accidentally mixed with those of type CARD, However, they can
both be converted to objects of type STRING (of appropriate length) by means of explicit conver-
sions. Similarly, CONTROL_CARD , PROGRAM _CARD , and DATA_CARD are distinct descendants
of CARD.

Derived type definitions are useful for the definition of numeric types, for example when a user
introduces a type such as

type MY_REAL Is new FLOAT;
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This type inherits all operations that are so far available for the type FLOAT. If for example a func-
tion SQRT defined as

function SQRT(X : FLOAT) return FLOAT;

is available, the effect of the derived type definition is to produce a function equivalent to the one
defined by

function SQRT(X : MY_FLOAT) return MY_FLOAT;

Note that if it were not possible to inherit such library functions conveniently, the user might be
tempted to work with the predefined types. This would endanger portability since the latter are
implementation dependent.

If a constraint is given in the derived type definition, it does not affect the operations and values
that are inherited but must be interpreted as ?pplying to all objects of the declared type. Hence the
declaration

type MY_INT is new INTEGER range 1 .. 1000;

can be viewed as equivalent to

type myint is new INTEGER;
subtype MY_ INT is my..Jnf range 1 .. 1000;

One consequence of this definition is that for I of type MY_INT the relation

I < 2000

is legal since the value 2000 is inherited from the type INTEGER, arid the relation is of course
TRUE since I must be in the range 1 .. 1000.

‘ Floating point and integer type definitions are interpreted in terms of derived type definitions. Thus
a floating point type definition such as

type MY_REAL is dIgits 10;

is mapped by the compiler as an appropriate predefined floating point type (say FLOAT in this
case) with sufficient precision. Hence it is equivalent to the following declaration

type MY_REAL Is new FLOAT digIts 10;

4.5 Explicit Conversions Between Array Types

The idea of name equivalence (rather than structural equivalence) has been used systematically in
this design; in particular it has been used for array type definitions. Remember that, aside from
simplicity, one of the main arguments In favor of name equivalence is the need to avoid accidental
type equivalence. On the other hand this argument does not apply for explicit conversions; being
explicit they are unequivocally intentional and cannot be accidental.

Explicit type conversions are clearly desirable among array types satisfying certain conditions. To
illustrate their need consider first a package defining sorting operations. It could appear as
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package SORTING is
type VECTOR is array (INTEGER) of REAL;
procedure SORT(X : in out VECTOR);

end SORTING;

Similarly a package for performing listing of arrays could be specified as
L. package LISTING Is -

.

type TABLE is array (INTEGER) of REAL; • 

-

procedure LIST(X : In TABLE);

end LISTING;

These two packages are of general use and hence they would probably be made available as
library packages. A user trying to perform both sort operations (the operations of the type VEC-
TOR) and listing operations (the operations of the type TABLE) would be faced with a contradiction
if explicit type conversions were not available since any declared array can only be of one type. In
addition a user may have declared an array as

A array (1 .. 1000) of REAL;

without knowing in advance that he would ever sort (or list) such arrays. It would be undesirable to
have to modify the declaration of A because the array needs to be sorted in one part of this
program.

For these reasons explicit conversions are permitted between two array types (named or not) if the
index types for each dimension are the same (or derived from each other) and if the component
types are the same (or derived from each other). Such expl)cit conversions are expressed as
qualified expressions. Thus our example above can appear as

declare
use SORTING, LISTING;
A : array (1 .. 1000) of REAL;

begin

SORT (VECTOR(A));

UST(TABLE(A));

end;

Note that conversions are also possible when the constraints on the component type are different.
Consider for example the array types

type CHAR_LINE Is array (1 .. 120) of CHARACTER;
type TEXT_LINE I. array (1 .. 120) of CHARACTER range A ..
CL : CHAR_LINE;
IL : TEXT_LINE;

Explicit conversions such as

CL := CHAR_LINE (TL);
TL TEXT_LINE (CL);
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are allowed. The fact that they are explicit warns the user that they may (but need not) be costly.
For in out parameters implemented by reference, such conversions may require the creation of a
copy on the calling side if the compiler has chosen different representations for the two types.

4.6 Conclus ion on Type Paramste rizat lon

I..
In the design of the Green language we have very carefully introduced a distinction between
parameterization at translation time and at execution time, especially in the case of types.

Parameterization at translation time is achieved by the generic facUlty (see Chapter 13). The basis
for this facility is quite traditional. It is context dependent macro substitution. Hence it can be used~
very freely, and it can be implemented efficiently.

For parameterization at execution time this design has chosen to remain extremely conservative,
and to provide this only in domains in which it is already traditional, such as variant records and
array types.

On the other hand we consider the problems of complete parameterization at execution time to be
a subject of current research (see IHW 7911BJ 781). To the best of our knowledge, solutions to this
problem are not available, unless one is willing to abandon all efficiency considerations and
interpret type parameters at execution time. Others may yet show that solutions do exist with
efficient implementation, and that we were too cautious.
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5. NumerIc Types

5.1 Introduction

From the earliest days of computing, numerical calculations have played a dominant role in the use
of computers. The need for a method of representing numbers that would rapidly handle a wide
range of values, even if the representation were approximate, resulted in floating point hardware in
the second generation of machines. Despite the long history of numeric computation, the majority
of programming languages have obvious defects in their handling of both fixed point and floating
point data types.

Fortran is very widely used for scientific computation and compilers are available on almost all
machines. Several large high-quality packages have been implemented in Fortran and made
available on a wide range of computers. Examples are the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG)
library of subroutines, the computer graphics package GINO-F and the engineering design system
G ENYSIS.

Nevertheless, numerous defects in the language can easily trap the unwary. Implicit truncation on
assignment to an integer is an obvious trap that is compounded by the lack of any definition in the
standard of the semantics of the truncation [ANSI 661. No facilities are provided for fixed point
variables, although there is a significant (but small) need for them, especially on computers
without floating point hardware.

5.1.1 FloatIng Point: The Problems

Surprisingly, control of floating point precision is the most difficult area, and no completely ade-
quate solution is available. Fortran does not define the accuracy of single precision, which in con-
sequence varies on common systems from 24 to 48 bits in the mantissa. Therefore it is necessary
to choose between single and double precision according to the implementation being used.

Changing precision is extremely awkward: declarations can easily be altered although implicit
declarations will not be changed, floating point literals must have their exponents changed, all
intrinsic functions altered, etc. Some functions have no double length counterpart (there is no
DFLOAT, for instance) and hence careful checks are necessary. The Numerical Algorithms Group
overcame this by an elaborate text processing package (which can handle other problems as wel-
l)IHF 76). Programming conventions can be used so that the change is possible with a simple text
edit, but no simple solution is available; for instance, use of double length throughout Is not effec-
tive because of its excessive cost, nor is changing the type by IMPLICIT because it is not standard
Fortran and literals cannot be changed In thIs way.
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Several languages in the Algol 60 tradition (Pascal, Coral 66, RTI/2, etc) admit only one floating
point data type. In some cases, such a simple solution can meet the users requirements better than
can Fortran. The two Algol 60 compilers for the IBM 360 allow the user to determine (by a com-
piler directive) whether 32 or 64 bit precision will be used - a substantially easier task than the cor-
responding change in Fortran. In essence, there is only one floating point concept, and hence,
unless the declarations can determine the precision, it is best to have only one data type.

Precision control in Algol 68 is by declaration of long real or even long long real, but since the
accuracy is implementation dependent, declarative changes to the program are still necessary.
Nevertheless, very simple textual changes to an Algol 68 program could map floating point
declarations into an efficient program giving the required accuracy. Any language with user-
defined types and some method of precision control provides the essential mechanism for an
effective solution. Careful use of the typing facility to permit simple remapping is, of course.
imperative.

5.1.2 Fixed Point: The Problems

There is also considerable difficulty in formulating a satisfactory fixed point facility. The Steelman
requirements specify an exact representation and operations for exact computation. Part of this
requirement was met with the exceedingly simple facilities in the preliminary definition of the
Green language. Extensions merely to provide multiplication and division give problems. Applica-
tions demand arbitrary scales, not just powers of 2 or 10, in which case the scale of a product may
not qiatch the required scale. It is possible to use the greatest common divisor algorithm to deter-
mine the scaling required, but this is incompatible with a simple semantics that is so important for
programmer comprehension.

Cobol apparently meets the Steelman requirements, but only by using decimal scales. Decimal
scales are not adequate for two reasons: first, this is not necessarily the scaling required by the
application, and second , 10 is too coarse for the standard 16-bit minicomputer. A glance at a
Cobol manual will also indicate that explaining the implicit decimal point to the programmer is not
as easy as it may seem.

One possibility is to allow the user to specify a number of scales connected by fixed conversions.
such as seconds and minutes. Although this meets some application needs well, it is insufficient in
other cases. The extensions required seem endless.

It is important to note that the package module facility of Green allows the user to write his own
library for exact computation using Integers. Compared with built-in facilities for fixed point, the
main difference is the lack of a good notation for literals and some loss of efficiency. Since
language simplicity is such an important goal, fixed point should only be included if the need is
clearly established and the requirement well specified. Neither position can be confirmed, and
hence we conclude that exact fixed point facilities should not be included in the language design.

An analysis of actual applications in many real-time situations reveals that there is a need for
cheap floating point, as has been noted in many reports to the US Department of Defense. Small
but frequently executed computations are performed upon digital input signals. The very simplest
machines may not have floating point and hence some means is required to perform the computa-
tions quickly (i.e. software or firmware emulation of floating point is not fast enough). To say that
in the future floating point hardware will always be available may not be the answer. First, floating
point data require more space and second, source data input is initially fixed. Hence approximate
fixed point is a better match to common application needs than floating point.
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As we shall see, it must be admitted that programming with fixed point is much more difficult than
with floating point. On the other hand, fixed point is potentially more reliable because tight bounds
must be placed upon data values in order to perform effective error analysis.

Our conclusion is that approximate fixed point is the most likely avenue to provide an arithmetic
capability complementary to integers and floating point.

5.1.3 Overview of Numerics In Green

The facility for numerics is based upon the idea that a numeric variable has an abstract value. Such
values can be thought of as subsets of the real numbers. Exact computation is only provided with
the integers. Approximate computation is provided in two forms: fixed point with an absolute
bound on the error, and floating point with a relative bound on the error. The approximate types are
called real types since they can be thought of as approximations to the mathematical concept of a
real number.

The semantics of each numeric operation is derived from the type of its operands. Since the
language provides overloading of operators, the operations available to the programmer include
not only those derived from the predefined types, but also those introduced by the programmer.

The facility for numerics is based upon three unnamed types, called universal_integer, univer-
saL.float , and universal_fixed. These types are abstractions of the specific types in a given
implementation.

(1) Universal Integer

There is an implementation defined type INTEGER which is equivalent to the type univer-
saL.integer with

range INTEGER’FIRST .. INTEGER’LAST

as the range constraint. This constraint reflects the maximum integer range (often one word) of the
machine. Integer constraints are of type universe! Jnteger. The type universal_ integer is an integer
type with a range constraint large enough to encompass every conceivable integer implementa-
tion. Since the name universeL./nteger is hidden from the user, he cannot declare variables or
otherwise make use of this type.

Additionally, an implementation may provide types LONG_ INTEGER and SHORT_INTEGER with
larger and smaller ranges than INTEGER. The largest and smallest integer values that are sup-
ported by an implementation are SYSTEM’MAX_INT and SYSTEM’MIN_INT respectively.

(2) Universal Float

There is a universal type for floating point numbers. The precision of this type is finite, but suf-
ficiently long to encompass any implemented floating point type. Implementation defined types
can be derived from universal_float by constraining the precision to the machine implemented
precisions. Such types have defined names, for example FLOAT, LONG_ FLOAT, etc. The user may
define his real types in terms of the machine types, or simply by stating the required precision.
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(3) Universal Fixed

There is also a universal type for fixed point numbers. This type is non-discrete like floating point,
but the magnitude of errors with this type is absolute rather than relative (as with floating point
types). This absolute magnitude of errors is called the delta. The representation of fixed point types
depends upon the largest absolute value in the range and the required delta. For instance, a max-
imum value of 1024 with a delta of 1 will require 10 bits, leaving 6 guard bits on a 16-bit machine
(ignoring the sign). The universal....fixed type has a finer delta than any implemented fixed type. The
effective use of fixed point depends critically upon the proper specification of the range and delta.

The universal types have no defined operation, since the representation cannot be fixed at this
level of abstraction. Approximate constants, that is numeric constants with a decimal point or an
exponent, are of type universaL.f/oat or universal fixed , depending upon the context. Hence the
machine value used to represent the constant will be within the needed accuracy .

Dividing the literals into integer or real types has obvious advantages in implementation and
description. Within an expression, the type of a literal need not be specified by qualification if the
context determines the type. However, no implicit conversions are performed betw3en integer
numbers and approximate numbers.

5.2 The Integer Types

The operations defined for the integer types are :

Operator Meaning Result Type

+ - identity and negation operand type
+ - addition and subtraction operand type
* multiplication operand type
/ integer division operand type
mod remainder on integer division operand type
** exponentiation operand type

relational operators usual semantics BOOLEAN

New integer types derived by imposing constraints on INTEGER inherit these operations. The
result type is always the type of the operands (except of course for the relational operators). If type
LONG_ INTEGER is also implemented, then this has the same operations as above, but it is neces-
sary to overload the operations to obtain the required semar~tics. This step corresponds to the need
for the implementation to generate code for such extended integers.

The type SHORT_INTEGER may also be implemented with the above semantics. Note, however,
that this type can readily be defined by the user with a type declaration (assuming 16 bits) like:

type SHORT_INTEGER Is range -32768 .. 32767:

The numeric values after range are used to determine the appropriate implemented type. For a
program requiring large integers we could define

type MY_ INTEGER Is range -100_000 .. 100_000;
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This type would be implemented with the machine type LONG_INTEGER on a typical 16-bit
minicomputer, but with ordinary integers (i.e. INTEGER) on a larger word length machine. If the
range cannot be determined at compilation time, then type INTEGER is used.

The operations / and mod require explanation. There is no universal agreement on the semantics of
these operations for negative operand values. Of course, negative values are not commonly used.
Because different machines perform the corresponding operation differently, it is tempting not to
define the operation for negative values. This is the approach taken in the axiomatic definition of
Pascal. The semantics chosen in the Green language corresponds to division by truncation toward
zero (so (-3)/2 = -1). This has the advantage that the usual identity

-(NB) = (-A)/B M-B)

also applies to integer division.

The operations / and mod are related by

(4161*8 + (A mod B)

and the sign of the result of the mod operation Is the same as the sign of A. (Hence A mod 10 can
be negative). Also the absolute value of the result of the mod operation is less than the absolute
value of B (which implies that the operation is not defined for B = 0).

The exponentiation operator is only permitted with a positive exponent. Hence, X**(-1) will fail at
compilation time as the exponent is not positive. The operation is defined as repeated multiplica-
tion of the left hand operand. The number of multiplications is one less than the exponent value
(i.e. X**2 = X*X).

Subtypes of integer types can be defined by use of range constraints. Variables of a subtype have
the operations of the type but each assignment must conform to the range constraint. One would
expect compilers to represent subtypes in the same way as types, but in special cases, the com-
piler may be able to optimize the representation by utilizing the range constraint.

The absolute value operation is accomplished with the predefined function ABS, which is defined
for all numeric types.

5.3 The Real Types

The real types form two classes: floating point types and fixed point types. Both are approximate
and are different forms of approximation to the real numbers of mathematics. With floating point
types, the error in representing a mathematical value is roughly proportional to its absolute value
over a large range. In contrast, the error with a fixed point value has an absolute bound, so that
small values have a correspondingly large relative error.

The accuracy constraint specifies bounds on the permitted error in the representation of values:
the precision for floating point and the delta for fixed point. The accuracy constraint is handled by
the compiler and in consequence there is no exception corresponding to the RANGE_ERROR for a
range constraint. Delta is an absolute numeric value and hence should be specified as a fixed point
value. Precision is relative and for consistency should be a floating numeric value but there is no
doubt that specification by the number of significant decimal digits is more natural. Note that
specification of delta In terms of decImal digits Is too coarse for a bInary machine, and in any case
would be unnatural as delta is an absolute value.
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The predefined operations provided for floating and fixed types differ in detail in order to reflect
correctly the handling of error bounds within a computation. The accuracy constraints determine
parameters to a semantic model for the real types which is used to bound errors on the predefined
operations.

There are five predefined attributes which apply to both classes of real types. R’FIRST and R’LAST
are values of type R which bound all the values of R. The integer value R BITS gives the number of
binary places for the mantissa (floating point) or magnitude (fixed point) in the abstract representa-
tion (see 5.3.3 also). R SMALL and R LARGE are values of the universal float or universal fixed
type which are respectively the smallest positive non-zero value and the largest positive value in
the abstract representation.

5.3.1 Floating Point Types

Operations on the floating types are defined at the level of FLOAT and LONG_FLOAT etc. These
operations are

Operator Meaning Result Type

+ - addition and subtraction operand type
+ - identity and negation operand type
* multiplication operand type
/ division operand type
** exponentiation type of left operand

(right operand any
integer type)

relational operators usual semantics BOOLEAN

The operators = and / = could have been excluded because their semantics is of doubtful validity,
since the representation is approximate. Given a precision of 6 digits, then equality could either
mean equality of representation (which would typically be of higher precision) or equality only to 6
digits.

The decision has been to allow equality since it is defined for all other types. The user must be
aware that the implemented precision is used and that in consequence code may be non-portable.
(The situation is no better with languages other than Green). The semantic model of Brown (see
below) handles this.

The types FLOAT and LONG_FLOAT have an implementation defined precision. Derived types can
be defined by constraining the range and reducing the precision requirement. The compiler must
check (as with other constraints) that these constraints are legitimate. Hence, in practice, at the
machine level there will be only one or two implemented precislons. The type declarations may
specify the required precision and the predefined machine type name (or other defined floating
type).

A user may also define floating point types directly in terms of their precision and range, and this is
preferable for portability. In this case the types are mapped on the nearest applicable machine
implemented precision. As an example consider the type declarations
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type MY_SHORT_ FLOAT I dIgits 6 range MIN .. MAX;
type MY_FLOAT I. dIgits 8 rang. MIN .. MAX;
type MY_LONG_FLOAT Is dIgits 10 rang. MIN .. MAX;

On a machine Ml for which the implemented precision provides 7 digits for FLOAT and 14 for
LONG_FLOAT these declarations have the same effect as

type MY_SHORT_ FLOAT Is nsw FLOAT digits 6 range MIN .. MAX;
type MY_FLOAT Is new LONG_ FLOAT dIgits 8 range MIN .. MAX;
type MY_LONG_ FLOAT Is new LONG_FLOAT dIgits 10 range MIN .. MAX;

On a machine M2 for which the implemented precisions provide 8 digits for FLOAT and 16 for
long_float, these declarations have the same effect as

type MY_SHORT_FLOAT Is new FLOAT digIts 6 range MIN .. MAX;
type MY_FLOAT is new FLOAT dIgits 8 rang. MIN .. MAX;
type MY_LONG_ FLOAT I. new LONG_FLOAT digIts 10 rang. MIN .. MAX;

If the range constraint is omitted in the type declaration, then the range is inherited from the
implemented type. The mathematical library is of course defined in terms of the types FLOAT,
LONG_FLOAT, etc., and is hence inherited by the user defined types. If the user writes SQRT(X)
where X is of type MY_FLOAT, then on machine Ml the SQRT function defined for LONG_ FLOAT
will be used whereas on machine M2 it will be the SQRT function defined for FLOAT. Of course
the user may always write a special SQRT function, say,for type MY_REAL , which may compute a
result with exactly 8 digits of precision rather than 14 on machine Ml and 8 on machine M2.

To summarize, the language provides a direct and simple mechanism for achieving efficient use of
the available precisions predefined by a given implementation.

The exponentiation operation for floating point operands is defined by repeated multiplication in
the same way as with integers. For a negative exponent, the value is the reciprocal of the value
with the positive exponent. The exponent can be of any integer type.

The predefined attribute R’DIGITS is the value (of type INTEGER) which appears as the accuracy
constraint giving the precision of the type or subtype R.

Example:

Consider the following function, a typical library routine using FLOAT and LONG_FLOAT directly.

function DOT_ PRODUCT (X,Y: FLOAT_VECTOR) return FLOAT Is
SUM: LONG_FLOAT;

begin
assert (X’FIRST = Y’FIRST);
assert (X’LAST = YLAST);

• for I In X’FIRST .. X’LAST loop
SUM : SUM + LONG_ FLOAT(X(I))*LONG_ FLOAT(Y(I));

end loop;
return FLOAT(SUM);

m d  DOT_PRODUCT;

If the machine has an instruction which forms the double length ploduct from two single length
operands, it is fairly simple for a peephole optimizer to use this instruction in the inner loop (rather
than expand each operand and multiply).
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If an application requires floating point computation with multiple precisions, then two means can
be used to achieve this: the use of subtypes, and the use of types.

Use of Subtypes

To use subtypes, a type must be declared with the largest required precision, for example

type MY_REAL is dIgits 20;

Then variables or subtypes can be declared:

X : MY_REAL: — digits 20;
Y : MY_REAL digits 15:
subtype SHORT_REAL I. MY_REAL digIts 10;
Zl , Z2, Z3 : SHORT_REAL;

The operations on MY_REAL are defined for all variables of the type (X. Y, Zi , Z2 , Z3). Hence it is
not possible to provide an overloaded SQRT function just for SHORT_REAL. Similarly, the error
analysis is dependent on the operators for the type MY_REAL.

An optimizing compiler may be able to use single length data representation for each variable, but
this depends upon the variables being invisible to other compilation units and on the ability of the
compiler to establish that the semantics will be preserved. If an implementation uses call by
reference for in out parameters, then arrays of SHORT_REAL will have to be handled in the
representation of MY_REAL (to avoid the alternative of excessive copying).

Note that the declaration of Y is also an implicit assertion that the precision of MY_REAL is at least
15 digits. This could be useful for defensive programming in large systems. For example, if in a
later revision of the program the precision of the type MY_REAL is reduced by more than 5, then
an error message will be reported upon recompilation of the declaration of Y.

Use of Types

To use types, each distinct class of numbers would have a different type, with a precision
appropriate to the task being performed. Security is better than with the use of subtypes, but all
conversions must be explicit. On the other hand, inserting the conversion to another target com-
puter is simple and efficient. This is because each type is mapped separately using only as much
precision as necessary. Of course, the efficiency is also high for the initial application computer as
well, since even a non-optimizing compiler will map each type Onto the appropriate hardware type.

Both cases above assume that the programs have been written well using named types or sub-
types. Direct use of FLOAT and LONG_FLOAT is absent, so that no assumption has been made on
the precisions of these types.
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5.3.2 Fixed Point Types

The definition of the fixed point types is more difficult for several reasons. First, the representation
cannot be determined until both the range and delta are known. These two parameters determine
the width required in bits and the position of the decimal point. A user could give a representation
specification giving only the number of bits needed. Having determined these, the representation
is fixed and the operations can be defined. The second problem is that the type resulting from mul-
tiplication and division is universal....fixed. Since no operations are available on universal types, an
expression must be qualified with the required type (or subtype).

In a fixed point type declaration, the value following delta and the two range values (which must
be provided) are of any fixed point type but must have a value determined at compilation time. in a
subtype declaration, the delta value must be larger than that of the type, and the range constraint
values must be within the values of the type.

Consider the type

type F is delta 0.01 range -100.0 .. 100.0;

We assume the target machine to be a 16-bit minicomputer using two~s-compIement arithmetic.
The implemented range would be the next power of two (-128 .. 127) or 7 bits above the decimal
point. Similarly 7 bits are required below the decimal point. Hence 15 bits are required (sign , 7
above decimal point, 7 below decimal point), leaving one spare bit at the bottom of the word to
provide a (fortuitous) guard bit.

Given two fixed point types F and G then we have the following operations:

Operator Meaning Operand Types Result Type
Left Ri~tht

+ - identity and F F
negation

+ - addition and F F F
subtraction

* integer F any integer F
multiplication type

* integer any integer F F
multiplication type

* fixed F G universal fixed
multiplication

/ fixed F G universal fixnd
division

/ fixed division F any integer F
by integer type

relational usual F F BOOLEAN
operators semantics
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The semantics of these operations in terms of the permitted rounding error requires care. The basic
source of error is the representation of constants and intermediate results. If EPSILON is half the
delta of F (that is, EPSILON = F’DELTAJ2), then a constant C is represented by a machine value Cl
such that

C - EPSILON <= Cl <= C + EPSILON

The operations above that yield a result type un/ versa/ fixed obey a similar inequality:

X, Y: F;

X*Y - EPSILON <= F(X*Y) <= X*Y + EPSILON
XtY - EPSILON <= F(XtY) <= XIV + EPSILON

where the upper and lower limits are calculated mathematically. A value C is representable
without error if Cl = C. Computations with such values are exact , except for division and fixed
point multiplication. This can easily be seen by thinking in terms of a decimal calculator - no extra
digits are needed. Note that integer multiplication is essentially repeated addition, it can overflow
but cannot lose accuracy. Note also that integer multiplication by a floating point value is not per-
mitted, since this is not equivalent to repeated addition. Hence the integer operand must be
explicitly floated. The user could define this operation if required.

The operations of fixed multiplication and division are essentially in two parts. First, the accurate
product is formed (that is, a result of the type universaL.fixed is obtained). Second, the result must
be qualified before being assigned to any variable or being use in further computation. This
qualification may imply a loss of accuracy due to the representation in the destination type. The
operation of fixed division by an integer operates in an analogous way and is merely provided to
avoid excessive explicit type conversions.

The predefined attribute R’DELTA for a fixed point type is a value of type universal fixed which is
that given in the accuracy constraint o’ the type or subtype R.

To understand the computational aspects it is simplest to consider a decimal machine. Take a
word as being a sign and three digits (SDDD), and consider the following declaration

type FRAC is delta 0.001 rang. -0.999 .. 0.999;

This type requires all of the word with the representation S.DDD (i.e. the point next to the far left of
the word).

Consider also

type LARGE ii delta 10.0 range -800.0 .. 800.0;

This would ordinarily be implemented as (SDDD.), with one guard digit. Note that in many cases,
bit patterns do not give valid values (as with subranges of integers).

Finally, consider

type MEDIUM I~ delta 0.2 range -9.0 .. 9.0;

This would have the representation (SD.DD) with more than one guard digit.
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We can illustrate the use of these types as follows

Fl, F2: FRAC;
Ll , U: LARGE;
Ml , M2: MEDIUM;

Fl := 0.3333; -- last digit 3 lost on conversion to FRAC
-- Now IF1 - 0.33331 <= F1’DELTA

Fl := Fl + 0.1; — 0.1 needs no qualification as the left operand
-- specifies the type (FRAC) of 0.1

Fl := 2*Fl; — Now Fl = 0.866

Fl := Fl/2; — equivalent to Fl := FRAC(F1/2.0). i.e.
-- integer division avoids qualification

Fl := FRAC(2.3*Fl); -- the constant is represented with as much significance
-- as the other operand. The machine evaluates
-- 2.30*0.433 = 0.99590 (six digit answer) and then
-- rounds the result to 0.996, which is stored in F 1.
-- Note that rounding is needed (no guard bit).

Ll := 700.0; -- the .0 is necessary. This emphasizes approximation

Li := LARGE(Fl*L1); — calculates 700.0*0.996 = 697.20, rounds to 697.0

Ll := LARGE(Fl*L1) + Ll; — qualification is necessary, and serves
— to emphasize rounding before addition

U := LARGE(Fl*L1) + 100.0; -- qualification is necessary

if Li > Fl then -- not permitted, must be of same type

if Li > LARGE(L2*F1) then -- permitted, explicit conversion

Fixed point operators = and 1= are permitted for the same reason as for floating point.

The user can perform accurate computation with fixed point by ensuring that only exactly
representable values are used. In fact, the only source of error is the implied rounding of constants
and conversion (which are necessary for multiplication and division). Note that a major source of
error in the above may be the representational error of the values rather than in calculating their
product.

Example:

A frequent calculation in some numerical applications is the smoothing of an input sequence by
means of a running average:

OLD_VAL := 0.9*OLD_VAL + 0.i*NEW_VAL;
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To program this in Green, the right hand side must have the type specified for at least one of the
products. An error analysis reveals that a small error in the constant 0.9 will cause a much larger
error in OLD_VAL. after successive iterations (a constant value of 10.0 as input converges to 9.09
if 0.9 is replaced by 0.89). To avoid this cumulative effect, one can write the following

OLD_VAL, NEW_VAL: F;

OLD_VAL := OLD_VAL + F(O.l * (NEW_VAt - OLD_VAL));

Example:

Consider the following function for computing the average of an array of components as follows:

function AVERAGE (A: FIXED_VECTOR) return F is
NUM_ITEMS : constant INTEGER := A’LENGTH;
type SUMF I. delta F’DELTA range NUM_ ITEMS~F’FIRST .. NUM_ITEMS*F’LAST ;
SUM: SUMF := 0.0;

begin
for I in A’FIRST .. A’LAST loop

SUM := SUM + SUMF(A(l)):
end loop;
return F(SUM/NUM_ITEMS);

end;

Here, the type SUMF has a greater range than F to accommodate the larger potential range of
values. The explicit conversion inside the loop does not lose accuracy, but the final division will
lose potential accuracy. If type F requires nearly a full word, then the .type SUMF will be double
length. It is very difficult to write an algorithm to obtain the average which avoids double length.
Since the size of the array is involved in the type SUMF, this size must be known at compilation
time.

5.3.3 A Semantic Model for Approximate Computation

Programming languages do not conventionally define the semantics of floating point arithmetic.
However, in this language, with declarations controlling the accuracy of data types, it is highly
desirable to do so. Recent work by W. S. Brown ~Br 781 makes it possible to describe a model
which is both clean in structure and realistic (i.e. it describes the actual behavior of floating point
units). In this section, a brief overview is given of the model as needed by the language.

For each type, an abstract representation is defined. Take the declaration:

type F ls dlglts 6;
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This corresponds to 20 binary digits (i.e. F BITS 20), and so the abstract representation is of the
form of zero or of the form of a sign, twenty binary digits, and an integer exponent. For non-zero
values, the most significant binary digit is 1. Such values can be given in a slightly extended form
of based numbers, for instance:

2 = 2#.le2
100 = 2#.ilOOle7
0.25 = 2#.le-l

If the smallest value of the exponent is -99 then

F’SMALL = 2#.le-99

If the largest value of the exponent is 99, then

F’LARGE = 2#.lllll _lll l l_ l lll l_ lll ,l1e99.

We do not assume that numbers are represented in this fashion, merely that numbers having the
numeric values given above are representable in the machine. Brown now develops axioms for the
representable numbers and the behavior of a machine number bounded by an interval whose
points are representable numbers. These axioms allow the use of higher precision than specified in
the declaration, which is essential in Green, since the implemented precision will typically be larger
than the declared precision.

For fixed point types, a similar representation is chosen without an exponent. Axioms (not treated
by Brown) can now be given which reflect the exact nature of some operations and the approx-
imate nature of others. In addition, because of the obvious correspondence between the abstract
representations of all approximate types, conversions can be defined.

These conversions, and some use of subtypes can result in weaker error bounds than those of the
type. Consider:

type F is digits 6;
X : F;
V : F dIgits 5;

The statement V := X; allows an implementation to iose the three least significant binary digits
on the assignment. Hence X := Y; will then mean that the last three bits of X are undefined (i.e. the
interval which bounds the value of X is larger than that given by the type).

Example:

Consider an example with a fixed point type since these were not handled by Brown. Take

type F is delta 0.01 range -100.0 .. 103.0;
Then , as stated above, the representation uses the powers of 2: 64, 32 1/128 to cover the
required dynamic range.

To discuss the semantics, we again write model numbers in an obvious extension of based
numbers:

64 = 2*1000000.0000000
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Then

F FIRST = -2#ll00l00.0000000 = -100.0
F LAS1 = 2*liOOlOO.0000000 = 100.0
F BITS = 14
F’SMALL = 1/128 = 2*0000000.000000 1 = .0078125k.Ol)
F LARGE = 255 + 127/128 = 2011l1111.lllllil = 255.9921875
-- F OELTA Is not a model number
-- F FIRST and F LAST are model numbers In this
-- example but this need not always be the case.

Now consider the representation of 2.1, as in the declaration:

Fl: F := 2.1;

The value is bounded by the two model numbers

2 + 12/128 = 2*0000010.0001100 = 2.09375
2 + 13/128 = 2*0000010.0001101 = 2.1015625

and hence these two values give bounds for Fl. On a 20-bit machine, Fl is likely to be represented
by the machine value (using the same notation) of

2.10009765625 = 8602/4096 = 2#00000i0.000ilOOllOlO

The error analysis of ordinary computation proceeds similarly. Take:

Fl := Fl + 2.0;

Here 2.0 is a model number (and hence is represented exactly). So as a result, the bounds for Fl
are now 4.09375 .. 4.101 5625. if the operands are not model numbers, then the corresponding
bounds are used.

The logic with fixed point mi~ltipllcation and division is slightly different. Take

Fl := F(2.l * Fl);

Here 2.1 is of universat..fixed type, and the context requires that it be represented to the same
number of bits as Fl.

Hence 2.1 is represented as 2*10.000110011010 or possibly with further bits. But Fl is less
accurately represented because of the zero bits at the top of the word. The multiplication provides
an accurate product bounded (because of Fl) by 2.1*4.09375 .. 2.1*4.1015625. The qualifica-
tion means that the accuracy of the result is bounded by F’DELTA (or better, F’SMALL). In this
case, the bound derived from Fl is large and in consequence the new bound on Fl is about
2.i*F’DELTA. On the other hand, if both of the operands had very tight bounds (or if 2.1 were
replaced by anything less than 1 in magnitude) so that the product was bounded by a value less
than F’DELTA, then the bound on Fl after the assignment would be F’DELTA.
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5.4 ImplementatIon Considerations

Fixed point types can be represented on most machines with one or two machine words.
Implementations should not support fixed point types in excess of this length if credible perfor-
mance is required (and cannot be provided). Such an implementation would be as efficient in time
and space as conventional assembler coding (assuming a good register allocation algorithm). As
with subranges of integers, tight packing is possible, and could result in a major advantage over
floating point.

Good performance depends largely upon the proper specification of the range and delta. For
machines with limited arithmetic shifts, a range which excludes negative values would allow the
use of logical shifts for scale conversion. All type conversions with fixed types could be
accomplished with simple arithmetic shifts and masking. All the operations are likewise straight-
forward.

With real types there is a problem about the end points of the range with a range constraint.
Ordinarily, such values would be in the values permitted. However, a fixed point range 0.0 .. 1.0 on
a two s complement machine would not usually want to include 1.0. To avoid giving ranges as 0.0

0.999999999, it seems best not to require that non-zero end values are within the specified
range.

A lazy implementation of numeric types that could be used by a diagnostic compiler is as follows.
Every value is stored in long floating point format together with a flag indicating if it is integer or
real. The long format must be sufficiently long to encompass the longest integer, fixed point and
floating point types supported by the implementation. Operations can now be applied to these
values, the flag being used to ensure that integer results are correctly rounded to integers (if the
floating point hardware does not give integer results from integer values). This implementation
method is clearly inefficient, especially for fixed types which are often used as a method of
avoiding expensive floating point. However, t illustrates the concept of the abstract value and that
the operators have the same meaning for each type.

Although it is theoretically feasible, it is not practical to implement floating point types as fixed
point quantities. This is because of the potentially large dynamic range of floating point values,
particularly near zero. However, a floating point type whose values were constrained between 1.0
and 2.0 could use fixed point. Such types seem unlikely in practice since even negation is not
defined.

With the real types, the language does not specify rounding or truncation, since either choice will
be excessively expensive on some machines. However, the user can control its effect by increasing
the digits or the delta in the type declaration. Note that a small decrease in the delta could require
going from 1 word to 2 words, with consequential performance degradation. With multiplication
and division, rounding may be required to preserve the relational inequalities. Exact conversion can
only occur between integer types (although many other conversions may not require any
rounding). Note that conversions are effectively via universal types so that the specification only
involves one type (not all pairs). No conversions are significantly more troublesome than are
integer to real, real to integer in (say) Algol 60.

Consider a function F_SQRT for taking the square root of an argument, where the argument and
the result are of type

type FRACTION Is delta 0 range 0.0 .. 1.0;
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Given the fixed point quantities

X, Y: deft. 16.0*D range 0.0 .. 16.0;
then one can take the square root by

Y := 4.0 ~ F_SQRTIFRACTIONIX/16.0));

L However, the division by 16 is a shift that corresponds to the converse of the FRACTION type con-
version and hence produces no code (assuming reasonable peephole optimization). Of course, the
programmer must be aware that this is the case on a binary machine.

The body of F_SQRT (for argument range 0.5 to 1) could be:

function F_SQRT(X: FRACTIONI return FRACTION 1
APPROX: FRACTION;

begin
APPROX := 0.5;
while ABSIAPPROX - FRACTIONIAPPROX/X)) > FRACTION~DELTA loop
APPROX := FRACTIONIO.5 * (APPROX + (FRACTION(APPROXIX)fl ;

end loop;
return APPROX;

end F_SQRT;

The machine dependence is largely restricted to the declaration of FRACTION, whose range
relative to the accuracy would reflect the word length of the machine. Note that if the declared
range is 0.0.. 1.0, then the algorithm may give values equal to 1.0 for arguments near 1.0. This
would cause overflow on a two’s complement machine. The check for negative arguments is
implicit in the type definition.

In evaluating an expression at compilation time, the identification of the operators must be per-
formed. Then expressions involving only literals, other evaluated expressions and predefined
operators can be evaluated. The accuracy of real arithmetic may be different from that of the target
machine, although both are within that specified in the type declarations.

5.5 Conclusions

The aim of the proposals is to provide the full range of numeric facilities within a secure system of
types. This has been achieved by a combination of two techniques. Firstly, use is made of the
ability in the language to define new types derived from an existing type from which the new types
inherit properties. Secondly, the definition of the accuracy constraints allows a derived type to
inherit properties from an existing type of greater accuracy.

The method of inheritance from a named type has been generalized in Green so that the underlying
implemented type such as FLOAT or LONG_FLOAT need not be explicitly named. By this means,
portable and efficient implementation is ensured. Although several types might be derived from
FLOAT (say), they are distinct, and as such increase security since no implicit conversion is permit-
ted. The formulation of the accuracy constraints is vital, since the constraint determines the
characteristics of both classes of real types.
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Due to recent research, it is possible to define an axiomatic system which gives the minimal
properties of approximate computation. These minimal accuracy properties could be exploited by a
diagnostic or program analysis system to ensure that the algorithm being used is appropriate. The
axiomatic system is realistic in the sense that it can (and must) be applied to existing floating point
implementations.

The numeric types available to the programmer are derived from those defined in the implementa-
tion. This guarantees that the effiency of the resulting code is directly related to that of the
implementation, which, in the case of floating point, could be hardware, firmware or software. Fix-
ed point types are not predefined in the standard environment, but acquire their properties on
declaration. However, in terms of code generation these properties involve little more than that of
the integers and hence the performance should be high.

Portability cannot be guaranteed by the language because it is not possible for a program to be
completely isolated from dependencies on the underlying hardware. However, such dependencies
are limited to the attributes of the predefined numeric types, and properties of the implemented
real types which cannot be derived from the axiomatic system (such as the radix of the floating
point system).

To conclude, the numeric types in Green provide facilities clearly needed by the envisaged applica-
tions. A rigorous axiomatic system is proposed to handle approximate computation. Most impor-
tantly, portability and efficiency are not sacrificed.
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6. Access Types

6.1 Introduction

The notion of access type encompasses the concept of objects that are dynamically created during
the execution of a program. In general, neither the number of such objects in existence at any
given time, nor the names of those objects, can be fixed in advance.

The inclusion of such a feature in a language raises what are traditionally some of the most difficult
issues in language design, and indeed in programming. Accordingly, the first section of this chapter .4
is devoted to an overview of the issues involved in the area. This will serve as background for an
exposition of the approach adopted in the Green language. In many places in this chapter we have
borrowed concepts and even wordings inspired by the Euclid report.

6.2 Overview of the Issues

The main problems usually encountered with access types fall into two categories:

• Conceptual aspects

e Reliability, efficiency, and implementation issues.

We first discuss these problems and then define the desirable goals for a formulation of access
types.

6.2.1 Conceptual Aspects

Variables of a program can be classified into two categories: static variables and dynamic
variables.

Static variables are declared In a program and are containers for values. Each static variable has a
name that is used to denote either the container or the value , depending on the context where the
name appears. The name of a static variable is Introduced by its declaration, together with its type.
The variable exists during the entite lifetime of the program unit to which it is local. Such variables
are said to be static since their lifetime is determined by the static structure of the program.
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In contrast, dynamic variables are created dynamically without any relation to the static program
structure, by the execution of so called allocators. In general, the number of dynamically created
variables may be unpredictable and it will be impossible to introduce all the names of dynamic
variables by declarations. Hence the internal name or reference that is produced by the dynamic
allocation cannot be used explicitly to designate the newly allocated variable. V

To treat this problem, one usually defines by declaration a number of indirect names that can be
used to access the internal names of dynamically allocated variables. These indirect names are
variables that may be used to access the internal names of different dynamic variables at succes-
sive stages of execution. Hence, indirect names will be called access variables throughout the
remainder of this chapter. Access variables can also appear as components of dynamic variables.

Four important consequences follow from the fact that access variables contain internal names:

(1) Access variables may be used to describe relations that change over time.

(2) The same internal name may be contained in several access variables, with the consequence
that they enable access to the same dynamic variable.

(3) Since access variables may contain different internal names at successive stages of the
program execution, a given dynamic variable may become inaccessible. A dynamic variable
will remain accessible if its internal name is contdined in a statically allocated access variable
or in an access variable that is a component of another accessible dynamic variable.

(4) Since an access variable does not contain any internal name until its first allocation or assign-
ment, there must be a special null value corresponding to no internal name (none in Simula,
nil in Algol 68 and Lisp, null in this language). This value is also required for describing partial
relations.

Sharing and the possibility of inaccessibility are thus two of the classical difficulties of access
types.

A third classical difficulty is the well-known problem of dereferencing. Consider the name of an
access variable; this name may stand for (or provide access to) severa l different things.

e The name of the (static) access variable

e The content of the access variable (that is, its value: an internal name)

• The content of the dynamic variable designated by this internal name.

The first two possibilities (name or content) also exist for static variables. Most languages (Bliss
being the exception) have the same notation in the two cases, and make a distinction by context.
The third possibility, however, only exists for access variables, and the solutions offered by
programming languages are very diverse.
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Two issues arise :

(1) For assignments, it must be clear whether the assignment refers to the access variables (ac-
cess assignment), or to the dynamic variables they designate (value assignment). This distinc-
tion is essential and has been treated differently in most languages.

(2) For component selection, i.e., for denoting a component of a dynamically created record, there
is no possible ambiguity. Nevertheless some languages have chosen to make dereferencing
explicit even in this case.

The diversity of the solutions adopted by several languages is a clear indication of the conceptual
difficulties involved. We illustrate this diversity with the following example, where X and V are
access variables and AGE is a component of the dynamic record variable (For the Algol 68 for-
mulation, T is assumed to be the mode of the record values; the Simula example extends the pos-
sibilities offered for texts).

I

language access value component
assignment assignment selection

Simula X :- Y; X := Y: X.AGE
Algol 68 X := V; T(X) := V; X.AGE
Pascal X := V; X~ V := VT XT.AGE
Green X := V; X.aII := V aIl; X.AGE

A final conceptual difficulty in defining access types is the notion of constant access objects. Sup-
pose the name of an access object is declared to be constant. Several alternative interpretations
could be given to such a declaration.

(a) The access value (an internal name) is constant. This means that it always designates the
same dynamic object. The value of the latter, however, could vary.

(b) The access value is itself variable, but it may only be used to read the components of a
designated object.

(c) The access value is constant and it may only be used to read the components of the
designated object. Note however that we cannot infer that the dynamic object designated by
such a constant is itself constant if other variables designate the same dynamic object.

Some languages, including Mary ER 741 and Lis, have provided alternate syntaxes for all three
forms of semantics. The third meaning however is the most useful and hence, for the sake of
simplicity, should be retained as the unique meaning of constancy. Note that with this semantics,
an access constant only has a read permit for the components of the designated object. Hence an
access constant cannot be assigned to an access variable since a variable would have both a read
and a write permit and only the read permit can be obtained from the constant.
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6.2.2 Reliability, EfflcIoncy, and Implementation Issuss

When a dynamic variable becomes inaccessible, the corresponding space may, at least theoretical-
ly, be recovered for other uses without any risk. This operation, classically called garbage collec-
tion, has been used in languages such as Lisp, Simula , and Algol 68. It is however rather costly and
cannot be used effectively for real time systems, since it may occur unpredictably at critical times.

For this reason several languages in the system programming area (including Lis and Euclid) try to
achieve a better control on the storage management for dynamic variables. This means that such
languages offer the opportunity to define the workings of object allocation within the language
itself. Similarly they permit an explicit deallocation statement which can also be defined within the
language itself.

Clearly such operations cannot be written without violating strong typing. in addition, the
availability of explicit deallocation opens the possibility of dangling access values, since a program-
mer may deallocate a dynamic variable whose internal name is still contained by other access
variables.

Confronted with this dilemma between reliability and efficiency, a possible answer is to choose
reliability and to accept the possibility that access types might not be used in programs that are
time critical. However, there are cases where access types should be used, precisely because the
application considered is time critical. We illustrate this point.

Assume that we need to search a circular list for an item with a particular content. A formulation
using an array might look as follows.

subtype INDEX is INTEGER range 1 .. 1000;

type ITEM ~record
SUCC, FRED : INDEX;
CONTENT : INTEGER;

end record;

TABLE : array (INDEX’FIRST .. INDEX’LAST) of ITEM;
HEAD, NEXT : INDEX;
SUM : INTEGER;

The algorithm for adding the contents of the successors of HEAD may be written as a while loop:

SUM := 0;
NEXT := TABLE(HEAD).SUCC;
whlls NEXT 1= HEAD loop

SUM := SUM + TABLE(NEXT).CONTENT;
NEXT := TABLE(NEXT).SUCC;

end loop;

Clearly, the above formulation attempts to use Index values In order to express relations and does
not achieve this with the elegance and readability offered by access variables. The main point,
however, is that the index computation involved in accessing the array element TABLE(NEXT) at
each iteration may be a drawback, especially on minicomputers where multiplication is rather
slow.
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The alternate formulation with access variables (declarations omitted) is given below:

SUM := 0;
NEXT :~ HEAD.SUCC;
while NEXT 1= HEAD loop

SUM := SUM + NEXT.CONTENT; 
-

NEXT := NEXT.SUCC;
end loop;

This solution is more readable (it does not require mention of names such as TABLE that are irrele-
vant to the logic of the algorithm), and also more efficient since no index calculation is involved.

In genera l, when access variables are used, address computations will be done once, at the time of
dynamic allocation. Thereafter access variables can only be assigned to other access variables or
used to access the dynamic variables. This however does not involve address computations. On
the contrary, when indices are used, address computations must be redone for every access.

I

6.2.3 Goals For a Formulation of Access Types

As shown by the previous example, one of the motivations for access variables is efficiency. As a
consequence we must be able to use them in time critical applications. In this case, however, we
must provide a form of access variables that does not result in garbage collection with the
associated costs and unpredictability. Naturally this does not exclude the possibility of more
elaborate storage management strategies in applications that are not time critical.

The needs of efficiency being thus satisfied, it remains that reliability should be a major goal in the
formulation of access types, especially in view of the conceptual difficulties they raise. A safe for-
mulation of access types should hence have several important properties:

• There must be a null value for access variables. The null value cannot be dereferenced and any
attempt to do so should result in the exception ACCESS_ERROR (on many computers this is

• achievable without any runtime cost by selecting a protected address as the internal value of
null).

• Access variables should be typed (as in Pascal) so that access variables can only designate
dynamic variables of a single type.

• There should be a language defined operation (the allocator) that creates a dynamic object
and delivers its internal name, the access value. On the other hand, there should be no opera-
tion for explicit deallocation of a dynamic variable (to avoid dangling access values).

• There should be a clear distinction between access types and other types. In particular, there
should be no possibility for an access variable to denote a static variable (again, to avoid
dangling access values).
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6.3 PresentatIon of Access Types

The presentation of the properties of access types in the Green language will cover the following
topics:

• How to declare access types

L. e The collection of dynamic variables implied by the declaration of an access type

• How to declare access variables and constants

• How to allocate a dynamic record variable

• Component and value assignments

• Recursive access types

• Procedures and functions with parameters belonging to an access type

• The control of storage management for a collection of dynamic variables

6.3.1 Declaration of Access Types and Subtypes

Access variables like other variables in the Green language are typed, and belong to a so-called
access type. The example below shows a declaration of an (ordinary) record type followed by the
declaration of an access type:

type PERSON_VALUE 1
record

AGE : INTEGER range 0 .. 130
SEX : (MALE, FEMALE);

end record;

type PERSON is accsss PERSON_VALUE;

In this example, PERSON _VALUE is declared as a (static) record type. Hence static variables of
this type can be declared as usual. The access type PERSON is declared in terms of the access
type definition access PERSON_VALUE. This means that access variables of type PERSON can
only refer to dynamically allocated record variables of type PERSON_VALUE.

It is of course possible to copy the value of a dynamically allocated PERSON_VALUE into a static
variable of this type and vice versa. Note, however that there is no way for an access variable of
type PERSON to designate a static variable of type PERSON_VALUE.

In practice it is not necessary to name the type of the dynamic variables. Thus the previous
declaration can be achieved In a single step -

type PERSON Is access
record

AGE : INTEGER range 0 .. 130
SEX : (MALE, FEMALE);

end record;
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The type of the dynamic variables can be any type other than an access type itself. For example it
can be an array type, as in

type TEXT Is access STRING;

It is possible to declare a subtype of an access type, where constraints can be imposed on the
dynamically allocated objects in the subtype declaration. Thus the subtype LINE defined below
corresponds to dynamically a)Iocated strings of 80 characters:

subtype LINE is TEXT (1 .. 80);

Note that although it is possible to imagine an access type definition in a variable declaration, such
a declaration would be rather useless. In practice, access type definitions will always appear in
type declarations. Hence access types are always named.

6.32 Collections of Dynamic Variables

Conceptually it is important to realize that each access type declaration implicitly defines a collec-
tion of potential dynamic variables. The actual collection will be built during program execution as
allocators are executed. Its lifetime cannot be longer than that of the program unit in which the
access type definition is provided.

Collections in the Green language are implicit and cannot be named (unlike those in early Pascal,
Lis, and Euclid). The collections associated with different access types are always disjoint, i.e., two
access variables of different access types are guaranteed to contain the internal names of dynamic
records in different collections.

Finally, the collection associated with a given access type must be considered as part of the global
environment that is accessible in the scope of the access type declaration.

6.3.3 Access Variables, Allocators, and Access Constants

Access variables are declared in the usual way and may be initialized in their declaration, for
instance with the value of other previously declared access variables or with the special value null
representing no internal name. For example, consider

YOU, HIM , HER : PERSON;
SOMEONE : PERSON := null;

An allocator creates a dynamic variable and assigns its internal name to an access variable:

YOU := new PERSON(AGE => 30, SEX => FEMALE);

The allocator mentions the access type name (or access subtype name) and contains an aggregate
defining the initial value of the components of the dynamically allocated variable.

The constraints applicable to a dynamically allocated object are established when the allocator is
evaluated and cannot be modified during the lifetime of the dynamic object. In the case of a
dynamic array, this means that the bounds of such an array cannot be modified. Consider

MESSAGE : TEXT := new TEXT(1 .. 80 => “ 1;
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It is possible to modify the character values of the string designated by MESSAGE, but the bounds
of this string remain those that are fixed at allocation time, i.e. 1 and 80.

Similarly, for a record type with variants, the discriminant values established at allocation time
cannot be modified:

type BUFFER ii access

LENGTH : constant INTEGER range 1 .. 1000;
POS : INTEGER range 0 .. 1000;
ALPHA : array (1 .. LENGTH) of CHARACTER;

1.4 ~~~~~~~

B : BUFFER;
B := new BUFFER (LENGTH => 40, POS => 0, ALPHA => ( 1..40 => “*~‘));

The component LENGTH is a discriminant used to establish the upper bound of the array ALPHA.
Hence the value of LENGTH, once initialized by the allocator, cannot be cha~iged thereafter (not
even by a global record assignment to the dynamic record variable). As a consequence, only the
size actually required by the dynamic object need be allocated.

Declarations of access constants are given in the usual way. The access value (an internal name)
contained by an access constant cannot be changed, and the constant name can only be used to
read the components of the designated dynamic object. Consider, for example, the constant V

declarations:

YOU_NOW : constant PERSON := YOU;

DAY_NAME : constant array (1 .. 7) of TEXT :=
(new TEXT(”MONDAY”), new TEXT(”TUESDAY”), new TEXT(”WEDN ESDAY”),
new TEXT(”THURSDAYi, new TEXT(’ FR I DAY”), new TEXT(”SATU RDAY”),
new TEXT(”SUNDAYi);

The constant YOU_NOW contains tt ie internal name of the dynamic record designated by YOU at
the time of the initialization. It means that YOU_NOW will always contain this access value even if
YOU is updated at a later time. Using the constant YOU_NOW one can read but not modify the
components of the corresponding person. It does not necessarily mean however that these corn-
ponents remain constant if variables such as YOU a~e used to modify the components.

The array DAY_NAME is a constant array, hence its components are constant access values. I-n
this case the internal names associated with each access constant are obtained from allocators.
Since an access constant cannot be assigned to an access variable, we can infer that the
characters of the strings denoted by DAY_NAME cannot be -modified. Hence it would even be
legitimate for a translator to perform the corresponding allocations statically (at translation time).
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6.3.4 Component Solection, Indexed Components and Value Assignments

In the previous example, the content of YOU is the internal name of a dynamically allocated record
variable. The usual syntax of component selection is used as if YOU were the record variable itself
(i.e. dereferencing is implicit for component selection):

YOU.AGE -- a variable of type INTEGER

YOU.SEX -- a variable of type (MALE, FEMALE)

Similarly, we can use the normal selection syntax to designate the entire (dynamic) record object.
Thus YOU.all is an object of type PERSON_VALUE such that the following condition is true:

YOU.all = (AGE => YOU.AGE , SEX => YOU.SEX);

This notation can also appear in an allocator, as in the assignment statement .4

HER := new PERSON(YOU.all);

Finally the same notation may be used for value assignments. Remember that if YOU and HER
contain internal names of dynamically allocated record variables, then after the assignment

YOU := HER;

the two access variables contain the same internal name. In contrast, the value assignment for
copying the value of the dynamic record designated by HER into the dynamic record designated
by YOU is written

YOU.aft := HER d S;

Such value assignments are always possible between dynamic record variables without variants.
With variants, they are legal only if the discriminants of the variables are identical. This must be
checked (in many cases at execution time).

Indexed components for arrays denoted by access types are written exactly as in the case of static
arrays (this means that dereferencing is also implicit for indexing). Thus we can write

MESSAGE(1) := “
* ;

MESSAGE(11 .. 16) := DAY_NAME(1)(1..6);
MESSAGE(21 .. 27) := ‘MORNING”;

Note finally that the notation X.aII, denoting the dynamic object designated by X, can be used for
all dynamic objects, whether they are records, arrays, or scalars.
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6.3.5 Recursive Access Types

As stated earlier, the components of a dynamic record can be of any type, including dynamic types.
This introduces the possibility of recursive access types with components designating dynamic
records of the same collection. As an example, the access type PERSON may be extended as fol-
lows:

type PERSON is access
record

AGE : INTEGER range 0 .. 130;
SEX : (MALE, FEMALE);
SPOUSE : PERSON;

end record;

The variable HIM.SPOUSE can be assigned another PERSON variable;

HIM.SPOUSE := HER;

Furthermore, HIM.SPOUSE.AGE is an INTEGER variable, HIM.SPOUSE.SPOUSE is a variable of
type PERSON, and so forth.

This kind of recursion in access type declarations may involve more than ore access type. In such
cases it is first necessary to provide an incomplete declaration of any access type whose name is
mentioned before the occurrence of its full declaration. This is shown by the following pair of
access types:

type CAR; -- incomplete predeclaration of CAR

type PERSON is access
record

NAME : STRING;
AGE : INTEGER rang. 0 .. 130;
SEX : (MALE, FEMALE);
SPOUSE : PERSON;
VEHICLE : CAR;

end record;

type CAR is access
record

NUMBER : INTEGER;
OWNER : PERSON;

end record ;
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6.3.6 Access Objects as Parameters

Like other variables, access variables can be used as parameters, and parameter modes have their
usual meaning. Moreover, one must bear in mind that an access constant can only be used to read
the components of the object designated by the contained internal name. This rule also applies to
in parameters. Hence if components of an access parameter must be updated, it must be declared
with the mode in out.

For functions, the parameters must as usual be In parameters. In addition the collection of object~so far allocated must also be considered as an implicit in parameter of the function. Consequently,
it is not possible to modify a component of a dynamic record within the function. Similarly, it is not
possible to evaluate an allocator for this access type within the function.

This does not prevent assignments of local access variables and, more generally, operations on
access types local to the function. As an example consider the declarations for the lists of section
6.2.2.

type ITEM is access
record

SUCC, PRED : ITEM;
V 

CONTENT : INTEGER;
end record; V

A function CARDINAL counting the elements in a given circular list can be written as follows:

function CARDINAL(HEAD: ITEM) return INTEGER Is
-- The head is not counted as a list element
-- For an empty list HEAD.SUCC = HEAD.PRED = HEAD

NEXT : ITEM := HEAD.SUCC;
COUNT : INTEGER := 0;

begin
whilo NEXT 1= HEAD loop

NEXT := NEXT.SUCC;
COUNT := COUNT + 1;

end loop ;
return COUNT;

end;

Note that assignment to the local access variable NEXT does not modify the collection of ele-
ments. Note also that the components of the dynamic records may be read, such as in NEXT.SUC-
C.

When allocators have to be executed, value returning procedures (or just procedures) must be
used.
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6.3.7 Storage Management for Access Types

Unless specified otherwise, the collection of dynamic objects associated with an access type will
be allocated in a global heap (and may be garbage collected in some implementations). For time
critical applications, however, it is possible to specify an upper bound for the space needed for a
given collection. The corresponding space can then be reserved globally when the access type
definition is elaborated. Subsequently, when leaving the program unit enclosing the access type

L definition, the space corresponding to the collection may be recovered since the contained objects
are no longer accessible. Such an upper bound is indicated by a length specification:

MAX_NUM : constant INTEGER := 1000;

for PERSON use MA)LNUM*PERSON’SIZE;

The expression provided after the reserved word use is the size in bits of the storage area to be
reserved for the collection of persons. Naturally if we have an estimate of the maximum number of
persons (MAX_NUM) to be allocated, the expression should be formulated with the attribute PER-
SON’SIZE.

A collection for which such a length specification has been given behaves as a (static) ar ‘y in so
far as storage allocation is concerned. The objects are allocated within this static storage i~ea by
allocators, and remain allocated until the collection disappears when leaving the program unit
where the access type definition appears. The exception STORAGE_OVERFLOW is ra ised when
the space reserved is exhausted.

Such collections may be allocated either on the stack or on the heap. They have several advan-
tages. In terms of storage management they have a cost comparable to that of arrays. In addition
they offer both the notational advantages and the addressing efficiency of access variables.
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7. Subprograms

Subprograms can be functions or procedures. The form of these program units is quite traditional,
following from Algol 60. Nevertheless the design of a subprogram facility raises difficult issues in
terms of the organization of the program text, the definition of the parameter mechanism, the
nature of functions, and overloading. These issues are discussed in separate subsections.

7.1 Subprogram Declarations and Subprogram Bodies

The textual representation of subprogram bodies is largely classical as shown in the example
below:

procedure PUSH(E : In ELEMENT_TYPE; S : In out STACK) Is
begin

if S.INDEX = S.SIZE then
raise STACK_OVERFLOW;

else
S.INDEX := S.INDEX + 1;
S.SPACE(S.INDEX) := E;

end if;
end PUSH;

However , the Green language allows the subprogram declaration to be separated from the sub-
program body. As an example, the subprogram declaration

procedure PUSH(E : in ELEMENT_TYPE; S : In out STACK);

may appear grouped with other subprogram, variable, constant, and type declarations in a given
declarative part , whereas its body may appear later in the list of bodies of the declarative part.

The main reason for permitting such separation is readability. If the body and the specification
appear together (as in Algol 60), the potentially large body is mixed with the smaller interface
specification. The specification may be hard for the reader to find, especially when examining a
program with a large number of subprograms spread over several pages of text. In addition, an
isolated variable declaration between two large subprograms is a well-known source of error in
Algol 60 (the neglected variable may hide an outer variable that is in consequence never updated).
These inconveniences are avoided in the Green language. In a declarative part the following ele-
ments, if present , appear in this order:

V 
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• use clause

• list of declarations

• list of representation specifications

• list of bodies

The user has thus the option to regroup all subprogram declarations within a small space of text ,
thereby providing an immediate overview of all subprograms that are local to a given scope. In
addition, the above syntax forbids the declaration of a variable between two subprogram bodies,
since the bodies appear last.

The split of the subprogram declaration from its body is a convenience for large subprograms, but
it is a necessity for subprograms declared in the visible part of a package, and for subprograms that
are mutually recursive. Requiring a split in all cases, including small subprograms, would however
add verbosity without compensating advantages. In the Green language the decision to split is
therefore left to the programmer, except in the cases just mentioned where it is necessary.

Although this important textual issue is left to the programmer, no semantic problems are involved
since the information provided by the subprogram declaration is repeated in full in the subprogram
body.

7.2 Parameter Modes

Three parameter modes, in, out, and in out are provided in the Green language. These modes are
defined in terms of their abstract behavior (i.e. without referring to their implementation) as fol-
lows:

in Within the subprogram, the parameter acts as a local constant whose value
is provided by the corresponding actual parameter.

out Within the subprogram, the parameter acts as a local variable; its value
is assigned to the corresponding actual parameter as a result of the
execution of the subprogram.

in out Within the subprogram, the parameter acts as a local variable, and permits
access and assignment to the corresponding actual parameter.

For each parameter mode, the Implementation may choose to provide access to the corresponding
actual parameter either (a) throughout the call (i.e. by reference) or (b) by copying it before or after
the call, or both, as appropriate: before the call for In parameters, upon return for out parameters,
both for in out parameters.

This translator choice may be influenced by the size of the objects considered. For large objects an
implementation by reference is often more efficient. On the other hand, for objects that are smaller
than the machine’s addressable storage units, copying will usually be more efficient.
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The problem of access to small objects is indeed severe and may be illustrated by the problem of
the access to parameters which are boolean components of records. Although such components
have the same type (BOO LEAN) there is no guarantee that they will always be found in the same
bit position within a record.

The two known alternatives to copying in the case of In out parameters are equally unacceptable:

• One might associate an implicit subprogram (a thunk) with each actual boolean parameter.
This is both complex and inefficient.

• One might, as in Pascal, forbid components of packed records as actual parameters for in out
formal parameters, and adopt otherwise a standard representation for all small objects, for
example each boolean component on an addressable storage unit. The problem with this solu-
tion is that for all practical purposes it would force programmers to use representation
specifications in too many cases; the translator’s choice being too often unacceptable except
on machines with small addressable units. In addition, the program validity would depend on
whether or not a representation specification were given.

In normal situations the semantics of a program will not be affected by the fact that parameter
passing is implemented by reference or by copying. The abnormal situations are :

(a) Shared variables:

Consider the subprogram

procedure P(X : in T);

and assume that the implementation has chosen to implement parameter passing by
reference. Then a call P(S) where S is a shared variable must be compiled with some precau-
tion. The code of the procedure P relies on the fact that X is constant and this might not be the
case for a shared variable such as S. The solution in this case is to create a local copy of S on
the calling side:

local_copy := 5;
P(loca I_copy);

(b) Exceptions

If a subprogram execution is abnormally terminated, by an exception, then out and in out
parameters may have been updated if implemented by reference, and will be unchanged if
implemented by copying.

It would certainly be possible to complicate the runtime exception executor so that copying
back of current values is achieved in case of termination by an exception, but it is not worth
the price. Consider for example:
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procedure P(X : out INTEGER) Is

—— (1)
X
-- (2)

end;

P(U);

If P is abnormally terminated by an exception, the only information that the caller has is the
nature of the exception. He does not usually know whether it occurred during (1) or (2) or
even during the result assignment. So the uncertainty introduced by not knowing the
implementation is of the same order as the uncertainty that already exists about the exact
point of the exception. In addition, when a user writes P(U) where U is an out parameter, he
expects the value of U to be changed. So it does not matter much if this value is changed dur-
ing the call or only at the end. If the user wants to reuse the previous value of U in the case
that P is terminated by an exception, the only logical way to do so is to assign its value to
another variable before the call.

(c) Aliasing

If illegal aliasing is used then the results may differ for reference implementations and copy
implementations. For example consider

procedure P(X : In out INTEGER) is
begin

X := X + 1;
X := X + A;

end ;

Since A is accessed within the body of P, a call such as P(A) would be illegal since there
would be two possible access paths to A (directly or through the parameter X). Assuming A =
2 before a call P(A), the value of A upon return would be 5 for an implementation by copying
and 6 for an implementation by reference.

These are the only possible cases where reference and copy implementations might differ. The
problem with shared variables can be solved by creating local copies. For exceptions nothing need
be done since the uncertainty introduced is of the same order as the usual uncertainty about the
localization of the exception. Some cases of aliasing will be detected by the compilers but some
more complex cases must remain undetected. In any case aliasing is a programming error. Any
program containing such an error may deliver different results (but erroneous ones in any case) on
different machines.

During this design we considered (and rejected) several alternative views to this abstract formula-
tion of the parameter passing modes. For example an implementation oriented formulation of
modes could be defined in terms of the mechanisms involved, i.e. copying or reference. However, if
the same capabilities are to be offered it leads to more modes (constant by copying, constant by
reference, variable by copying before and after, variable by reference, result by copying, result by
reference). Although only a subset of them might be provided, it is critical for reliability and
efficiency to be able to pass an array by reference and nevertheless deny the right to modify its ele-
ments. Apart from its complexity, such a formulation would force the programmer to think in
terms of (and be aware of) the representation of objects, and would therefore compromise por-
tability.
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We consider the formulation of the parameter passing modes In, out, and In out in terms of their
abstract behavior to be much simpler and preferable. Programs that rely on some assumption con-
cerning the implementation of parameter passing modes are erroneous.

7.3 Parameter Passing Conventions

Two parameter conventions need to be considered. The usual positional notation is almost univer-
sal. However, with more than three or four parameters it is hard to follow the text, and not even
the parameter mode is apparent. Following several authors LFr 77, Har 76, IRHC 74] and common
usage in many control languages, the Green language also permits an alternative form of
parameter passing in which the associations are specified on a name basis. Placing the formal
parameter on the left and the corresponding actual parameter on the right of a parameter associa-
tion it is possible to provide more readable procedure calls. These provide knowledge of the
parameter modes, and hence of the possible side effects on an actual parameter, such as on MY_-
FILE below:

CREATE(FILE :=: MY_FILE, NAME := finaltext.Feb.1 51;

Where long parameter lists are common and have default values, such as in the job control area,
this form of named parameter associations provides especially high readability. It may be used in
conjunction with the default value facility available for an in parameter if no explicit value is
provided within the call.

As an example, a simulation package may declare the procedure ACTIVATE as follows:

procedure ACTIVATE( PROCESS : in PROCESS_NAME;
AFTER : In PROCESS_ NAME := NO_PROCESS; V

WAIT : In TIME := 0.0;
PRIOR : In BOOLEAN := FALSE);

As shown in this declaration, the parameter PROCESS must be provided in all calls (because no
default value is given). On the other hand the parameters AFTER, WAIT and PRIOR may be omit-
ted. Thus the two following calls of ACTIVATE are equivalent:

ACTIVATE(PROCESS := X, AFTER := NO_ PROCESS, WAIT := 0.0, PRIOR := FALSE);
ACTIVATE(PROCESS := X);

Clearly in many contexts the order of parameters is either highly conventional (such as for coor-
dinate systems) or immaterial (such as in MAX(X,Y)). Hence the Green language admits both con-
ventions. The classical positional convention may be used whenever the programmer feels that
named parameters would add verbosity without any gain in readability.

The two conventions may also be used concurrently, with positional parameters appearing first,
that is, once naming is used the rest of the call must use naming. This allows the default value
mechanism to be used even when a positional notation is desirable, as in the following graph plot-
ting and simulation examples:

MOVE_PEN(X1. Vi, LINE := THICK);
MOVE_PEN(X2 . V2, PEN := UP);

ACTIVATE(X);
ACTIVATE(X, AFTER := Y);
ACTIVATE(X, WAIT := 50.O*SECONDS, PRIOR := TRUE):
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As shown in this last example, the naming conventions may be used in conjunction with the
default parameters to provide a high degree of expressivity and readability that could only be
achieved at the expense of a predefined syntax for the activate primitive in Simula LDNM 691.

7.4 Function Subprograms

The purpose of a function is to calculate a value. This is the conventional mathematical meaning of
a function. Small functions to access complex data structures are an essential feature of modern
software. Such functions can not only hide irrelevant parts of the data structure but can provide a
cleaner interface to the outside world.

Although the mathematical origin of the function concept is clear, its incorporation into a program-
ming language can lead to several different solutions depending on the operations that are allowed
on variables. Different levels of restrictions can be considered leading to different concepts of func-
tions:

(1) Reading global variables is not allowed.

(2) Reading global variables is allowed but updating them is not.

(3) Updating global variables is allowed provided that the subprogram is not called at points
where these variables are visible.

(4) Updating global variables is allowed without restrictions.

The first level corresponds to the mathematical notion of function; there are no implicit parameters
in the form of global variables. Consequently two function calls with the same arguments always
deliver the same result. However, the class of cases in which such functions can be used is rather
limited and does not justify its identification as a feature of a programming language.

The second level is more common, and it also has interesting mathematical properties that can be
used for code optimization. For example, if F and G are two such functions delivering results of a
given type (assuming * to be commutative):

F + F is equal to 2 * F
F * G is equal to G * F

Functions of this form are provided in the Green language. They are indicated by the reserved word
function in their declaration. For example:

function CARDINAL(HEAD : ELEMENT) return INTEGER;

Such functions must not have side effects. This requires:
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(a) no update of global variables.

(b) only parameters with in mode.

(c) no call to procedures which update globals, directly or indirectly.

(d) no updating of components of access variables.

(e) no allocation statement within a function body.

These checks can be performed by the translator. For procedures it requires checking that the cal-
led procedures have the same no-side-effect property in a transitive manner. The main difficulty is
for separately compiled procedures.

This form of fun’~tions may not perform input-output since this is a side-effect. One may object that
this prevents instrumentation and debugging of such functions. A pragmatic attitude must be
taken here. It is to be expected that the environment of tools developed around this language will
provide facilities for instrumentation and for tracing values. Such facilities can be specified as
pragmas recognized by the translator and hence their actions will not be considered as side
effects.

The third level is illustrated by subprograms such as random number generators or memo func-
tions, which modify their environment. This is provided in the Green language by value returning
procedures, i.e. by procedures whose specifications include a result:

procedure DRAW(CHANCES : REAL range 0.0 .. 1.0) return BOOLEAN;

Such procedures may be called within expressions and obviously do not have the aforementioned
properties of functions. For example:

DRAW(O.5) or DRAW(0.5)

is not necessarily equal to DRAW(0.5). Calls to value returning procedures within an expression
are evaluated in the order in which they appear. Such calls are not allowed in expressions defining
the constituents of types or of constraints.

The fourth level, with arbitrary side-effects, would undermine the advantages of the functional
approach to software. In addition it would complicate the semantics of all language constructs
where expressions involving such calls may occur. Hence this form of functions is not provided.

7.5 Overloading

At any point in a program, several subprograms declared with the same identifier or o~~rator sym-
bol may be visible, without hiding each other as would be the case for variables with the same
identifier. Such subprograms (and their identifier or operator symbol) are said to be overloaded.
Overloading of subprograms with the same designator (the identifier or operator) is possible if the
subprogram specifications are different in other respects. For identical specifications the usual
rules of redeclaration apply: redeclaration In a nested unit hides the outer declaration; redeclara-
tion is not allowed within the same declarative part.

Overloading is also possible for literals. An enumeration literal may denote values of different
enumeration types; a number may belong to several numeric types. For example, 1.5 may denote a
value of a fixed point type or a value of a floating point type.
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V
There are several reasons for permitting these forms of overloading. Above all, the careful use of
overloading can be a valuable asset for readability since it offers an additional degree of freedom
for the choice of suggestive identifiers that convey the properties of the entities they denote.

Most programming languages already use the same symbol ~
‘ +“ to denote addition for integer

values and for floating point values (although addition is not commutative for floating point types
because of the approximate nature of computations). Since addition has similar properties for
rational and for complex numbers, it is only natural to reuse the same operator when defining

L. these two types. Similarly, it is natural to use the same name for an output operation such as PUT,
whether it is used for an argument of type integer , real or character , or for a user defined type.

Extension or overloading of the meaning of an operator is in general quite valuable for user defined
types. Such types will normally be defined in packages together with their associated operations.
The writers of these packages can certainly not foresee all possible uses. In particular they may not
(and should not) be aware of the fact that these packages are used in contexts where some opera-
tions appear as overloaded. The writers should be free in their choice of suggestive names but the
users should not be burdened by inconvenient choices over which they have no influence.
Overloading achieves this separation. Similar arguments apply for overloading of enumeration
literals.

Overloading of subprograms and overloading of enumeration literals are therefore allowed in the
Green language. On the other hand, overloading of names is not provided for other entities such as
variables , constants, types. etc. As we shall see, the identification of occurrences of overloaded
subprograms uses the contextual information provided by the types of variables and constants.
Uniqueness of type in the case of variables and constants is thus essential, to permit this iden-
tification. It is moreover not clear that much would be gained by allowing such additional forms of
overloading (the effect of an overloaded constant can be achieved by a parameterless function).
Overloading of type names would lead to unsolvable ambiguities; for example, T(X) could either be
a qualified expression or a function call.

The remainder of this section analyzes the identification process and redeclarations. We conclude
by comments on the good usage of overloading.

7.5.1 Identification of Overloaded Constructs

When an overloaded identifier appears at a given point of the text, the identifier itself does not
provide enough information to identify a unique meaning. In such cases contextual information
must be used to select the unique meaning, and the occurrence is ambiguous if this information is
not sufficient. This problem arises for the following language constructs:

• literals

• aggregates

e calls of parameterless functions

• calls of subprograms with parameters

• calls of subprograms defined in packages or tasks
and made visible via a use clause.
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By contextual information we mean information derived from the context where these constructs
are used, such as the type of a variable to which a literal, an aggregate, or a function is assigned, or
the types of the actual parameters of a subprogram call. Whenever this information is not sufficient
the programmer must provide explicit qualification (for example by a qualified expression). The
extent to which this is required depends upon the particular rules adopted for overloading. We dis-
cuss these alternative rules using the following example:

function “* ‘~(X, V : COMPLEX) return COMPLEX;
function “*~‘(A : INTEGER; Y : COMPLEX) return COMPLEX;L function “*“(Y : COMPLEX; A : INTEGER) return COMPLEX;

First consider the variable declarations

C, 0 : COMPLEX;
I, J : INTEGER;
M. N : LONG_INTEGER;

Expressions including a “
*
“ operator such as

C * 0
I * C
M * N

are unambiguous since the type of both operands is known and can be used to identify the cor-
responding operator specification. But now take the following cases:

(a) INTEGER(3*5);

(b) I := 3*5;

(c) C := l*3*D;

(d) C := 3*5*D;

(e) C := 3*(1,5);

Several alternative overloading rules can be considered.

Rule 1:

The types of the parameters must be sufficient for the identification.

This rule requires a single bottom-up traversal (from leaves to root) of the trees associated with
expressions. It is the rule used in Algol 68. This rule permits the identification of “s e’ in case (c) but
not in the other cases, because (for example) the type of 3 is not determined.

Rule 2:

The types, modes, and names of the parameters must be sufficient for the identification.

This rule would permit the additional identification of subprograms and aggregates with named
associations. For the above example, only case (c) is identified.
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Rule 3:

The types, modes, and names of the parameters, together with the result type, must be sufficient
for the identification. Here the desired type derived from the context is first propagated down the
tree associated with the expression, then the bottom-up traversal is performed.

As examples of this influence of context: the type of the variable on the left-hand side of an assign-
ment is the desired type for the right-hand side; the type given in a qualified expression is its
desired type; the type of a formal parameter of an identified subprogram is the desired type of the
corresponding actual parameter. This rule resolves cases (a), (b), (C). It does not resolve cases (d) or
(e) since none of the occurrences of “

*
“ can be completely resolved.

In order to explain this we shall use the notation of qualified expressions and express the mul-
tiplication in functional form (MUL is used instead of “

*“) .  We use ? to denote an undefined
qualification. To assist the eye, contents of widely separated parentheses have been dropped by -

one line. For example, case (C) can be expressed as

C := COMPLEX(
MUL(

INTEGER( ),COMPLEX(D)
MUL(

INTEGER(I), INTEGER(3)

On the other hand, case (d) corresponds to

C := COMPLEX( );
MUL(

?( ),COMPLEX(D)
MUL(?(3), ?(5))

Note that since the result type is also taken into account, parameterless functions may be
overloaded. For example, EMPTY can be defined for several user defined types. Similarly, functions
may also be considered to be attributes of a type on the basis of their result type, not only on the
basis of their parameter types: a more intuitive rule.

Rule 4:

The types, modes, and names of the parameters, together with the result type must be sufficient
for the identification. The contextual information propagated first top-down and then bottom-up in
the expression tree can consist of a set of alternative types.

For this rule, the set of alternative types for a parameter is propagated top-down. These alternative
‘,~,es correspond to the types given in all specifications that matth the (set of) desired result
typ 4s) . During the subsequent bottom-up propagation it must be possible to identify all opera-
‘ions This rule resolves case (d). Consider for example the top-down propagation (we qualify an
M.pr.ss~on by a set of types, or by the type itself if it is unambiguous). This gives:

COMPIEXI );
MULl

511 ),COMPLEX(D)
MUL(S2(3),S3(5))

• as follows : Si = S2 S3 = (INTEGER , COMPLEX)
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In the subsequent bottom up propagation this desired type information is sufficient to determine
that 3 and 5 are of type INTEGER thus resolving the statement as:

C := COMPLEX(
MUL(

INTEGER( ). COMPLEX(D)
MUL(

INTEGER(3),INTEGER(5)

Rule 5:

The types, modes, and names of the parameters, together with the result type must be sufficient
for the identification. The contextual information is propa~jated both ways, repeatedly until con-
vergence.

For this rule, the identification is a success if every set of desired types has a unique member at
convergence. Otherwise the expression is ambiguous. This rule identifies case (e):

C := 3*(1,5);

After the first top down pass we have

C := COMPLEX( );
MULl

S1(3). S2(
(?( 1), ?(5))

where the sets 51 and S2 are defined as

Si = S2 = (INTEGER, COMPLEX)

After the first bottom up pass we are able to identify the literal 3, thus leading to:

C := COMPLEX(
MUL(

‘NTEGER(3),S2(
(?(1 ), ?( 5))

A second top down pass now permits in succession the identification of the multiplication opera-
tion, the qualification COMPLEX of the aggregate, and the types of the components.

C := COMPLEX(
MUL(

INTEGER(3),COMPLEX(
(INTEGER(1 ),INTEGER(5))

For practical purposes, only the last two rules would seem to be sufficient. The algorithm implied
by the fifth rule could in theory be rather time-consuming. However, in practice most expressions
are rather small and convergence towards a definition (or towards ambiguity) should be rather fast
in view of the fact that named constants and variables is the usual case.
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The major reason for adopting this fifth rule in the Green language, however, is not so much the
additional power (since qualification may be used for more readability) but rather the simplicity of
its statement. In effect this rule is the only one for which the following statement is true:

The types, modes, and names of the parameters together with
the result type must be sufficient for the identification.

The additional details about propagation need not be stated: if it is sufficient, it can be done in this
manner or in any other manner.

L

7.5.2 Redeclaration of Subprograms

The problem of determining whether a subprogram declaration is a redeclaration of a prior sub-
program declaration, is closely connected to the previously discussed identification of overloaded
subprogram calls.

The rule adopted for overloading uses all available information, including the type of parameters
and result, their names, and modes (also order for positional associations). As a consequence a
subprogram declaration is a redeclaration only if all calls are ambiguous. If only part of the calls are
ambiguous the declaration is an overloading. In any case ambiguous calls can always be detected.

7.5.3 Overloading of Operators

As stated earlier, good usage of overloading can contribute to readability by allowing suggestive
identifiers to be used. However, as with any other facility, overloading could be misused. For exam-
ple, the language definition does not (and cannot) prevent a user from declaring a GET function
that actually performs an output operation. In general it cannot prevent the choice of names that
give the wrong connotation.

This danger is particularly apparent for operators since the corresponding symbols convey a well
defined mathematical meaning. Users are therefore strongly advised to preserve the usual axioms
that apply to the predefined operators. The language only permits overloading of = to deliver a
result of type BOOLEAN. Similarly, 1= is interpreted as the predefined opposite of = and hence
cannot be overloaded directly. On the other hand, the same danger exists for other operators, for
example the relational operators <, <=, >, >= and the user should exercise extreme care in such
cases. Separate overloading of the operator <=, for example, may permit a more efficient
implementation than would be derivable by combining separate implementations of < and

We believe that the language designer should not forbid an otherwise useful facility, on the
grounds that it could be misused in isolated cases. He should never take the attitude of the
Newspeak ~Or 50J designer:

“Don’t you see that the whole aim of Newspeak Is to narrow the range
of thought? In the end we shall make thought-crime impossible, because
there will be no words In which to express it.”

Rather, he should always strive to expand the expressive power of the language, while at the same
time providing more safety by the consistency of his design.
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8. Modules

L 8.1 Motivation

Modules allow the programmer to group logically related items together. They cover a wide family
of uses, ranging from collections of common declarations, to groups of subprograms and encap-
sulated data types. The Green language provides two forms of modules called packages and tasks,
with similar properties. Tasks are the form of modules used for parallel processing. This discussion

- of modules is presented essentially in terms of the package form, although the same considera-
tions generally apply to tasks. Tasks are further discussed in Chapter 11.

The ability to package declared entities, such as subprograms, data elements, types, and other
modules, provide the basis for a powerful structuring tool for complex programs.

Moreover, modules permit clear delineation of the amount of information accessible to the rest of
the program on the one hand, and the information that must remain internal to the module on the
other hand. The internal information is hidden and thereby protected from deliberate or inadvertent
use by other programmers. This serves not only to localize the effect of errors internal to the
module, but also to increase the ease with which one implementation of the module may be
replaced by another. Because of this second aspect, modules are also an essential tool for program
modularity, supporting information hiding (Pa 711, and program verification.

Facilities for modularization have appeared in many languages. Some of them such as Simula
IDNM 691, Clu (Li 74, LSA 771, and Alphard IWLS 76] provide dynamic facilities which may entail
extensive run-time overhead.

The facility provided in the Green language is more static , in the spirit of previous solutions offered
in the Modula (Wi 761, Euclid (LHLMP 761. Lis (IRHC 74, IF 771 and Mesa (GMS 771 languages. At
the same time it retains the best aspects of solutions in earlier languages such as Fortran and
Jovial.

The solution provided here combines powerful facilities which nevertheless remain efficiently
implementable within the state of the art.

We shall first discuss packages informally by means of examples (section 8.2). We then discuss a
number of important technical issues addressed during the design of the language (section 8.3).

8.2 Informal Introduction to Packages

Packages, as provided in the Green language, are a major tool for program modularity. We
recognize three broad forms of modularization that can be achieved by different uses of modules:
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(i) Named collection of declarations:

Logically related variables, constants, and types to be used in other program units.

(2) Groups of related subprograms:

Logically related functions and procedures which share internal own data, types, and sub-
programs. This form of module corresponds to what is commonly called a package. By exten-
sion we use the same term for all three forms.

(3) Encapsulated data types:

Definition of new types and associated operations in such a way that the user does not know
(or care s) how the operations are implemented.

The essential difference between these three forms is the amount of information hiding provided
by the module. The hiding can be envisioned as a wall surrounding the module, thereby separating
the enclosed declarations fromV the rest of the program. One may then imagine a window in the
wall, through which some or all of the declarations (depending on the size of the window) are
exposed. Access to the exposed declarations can be achieved either by selected components (dot
notation) or with a use clause. For the three broad forms of modules we have:

(1) Named collection of declarations:

The module exposes all of its declarations (all declarations can be seen through the window).

(2) Groups of related subprograms :

The module exposes the declarations of the externally accessible subprograms (only these can
be seen through the window) but hides the declaration of internal variables and other local
entities.

(3) Encapsulated data types:

The module exposes only the type name and the declarations of applicable operations, but
hides all details of structure, representation and implementation of the operations, as well as
any variables needed for communication among the operations. Several related types may be
encapsulated in the same module.

There is no critical linguistic difference between these three categories, and programmers may use
any intermediate degree of information hiding. However, to present the ideas simply we discuss
the three broad forms separately, with appropriate examples.

8.2.1 Named Collection of Declarations

The most traditional use of named collections of variables is as communication areas, where
several program units share access to a single collection. As an example, in a simple graphic
application, the following module declaration may be provided:
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package PLOTFING_DATA is
PEN....UP BOOLEAN;

CON VERSIONV...FACTOR,
X_.OFFSET, V_OFFSET,
X_MIN, X_MAX,
Y_MIN, Y_MAX : REAL;

X_VALUE, Y_VAWE : array(1 .. 500) of REAL;
end PLOTTING_DATA;

The elaboration of this module consists of the elaboration of its constituent variable declarations.
Elaboration takes place in the context where the package declaration appears textually. Thus in
terms of the lifetime of the constituent variables (PEN_UP V_VALUE), everything happens as if
their declarations were inserted in the place of the declaration of the package PLOTTING_DATA.

However, when a package declaration is elaborated, the constituent variables are not yet directly
accessible. In any context where the module declaration can be seen it is possible to acquire
access to these variables by dot notation. For example we could write statements such as

PLOUING_DATA .PEN_UP := TRUE;
PLOTrING_DATA.X_VALU El 10) := PLOTrING....DATA.X_MIN;

It is also possible to acquire access to these variables by means of a use clause of the form

use PLOTTING_DATA;

The effect of a use clause is to make a set of names known locally. The names and their meanings
are defined in the designated module. In this fashion, with a use clause, one may selectively
acquire access to an entire group of declarations. As an example, the previous statements can be
rewritten as

d clare
use PLOTTING_DATA;

b*gin
PEN_UP := TRUE;
X_VALUE (10) := X_MIN;

end;

This simple form of package corresponds almost exactly to the notion of named common in
Fortran. There are however three crucial differences between this use of packages and Fortran
named common blocks:

(1) A moduie can be declared in any nested block or program unit, so long as its declaration is
then visible to-all program units requiring access to the module. By contrast, in Fortran all
named common blocks are effectively global to the main program.

(2) Storage reservation for a module (as a consequence of (1) abc ie) may be performed at scope
entry time for a module that is not global to the entire program. By contrast, the storage space
for a Fortran named common block is always reserved throughout the entire program execu-
tion.
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(3) The contents of a module is defined only once, in the context of its declaration. Within the
scope of the declaration, it is then possible to acquire access to that entire set of entities, in as
many program units as necessary, merely by mentioning the name of the given module in a
use clause (even in the case of separately compiled units). For Fortran named common blocks
on the other hand, the specification must be replicated in its entirety in each context where
access to the constituents is required. The need to replicate information in this fashion is
generally recognized as a violation of the principles of modularity, as an inconvenience and as
a serious source of errors.

A similar class of modules is for groups of constant declarations, for example

package METRIC_CONVERSIONS is
CM_PER_INCH : constant REAL := 2.54;
CM_PER_FOOT : constant REAL := 30.48;
CM_ PER_YARD : constant REAL := 91.44;
KM_PER_MILE : constant REAL := i.609344;

end METRIC_CONVERSIONS;

More generally, in a typed language, groups of declarations are likely to include logically related
types, along with constants, and variable declarations as shown in the next example

package WORK _DATA is
type DAY is (MON. TUE. WED, THU. FRI . SAT, SUN);
type DURATION is delta 0.01 rang. 0.0 .. 24.0;
type TIME_TABLE is array (MON .. SUN) of DURATION;

WORK_HOURS : TIME_TABLE;
NORMAL_ HOURS : constant TIME_TABLE :=

(MON .. THU => 8.25, FRI => 7.0, SAT I SUN => 0.0);
end WORK _DATA;

In all three examples we achieve the same effect: the elaboration of the module creates the cor-
responding entities (whether a constant, a variable, or a type), but they are not yet externally visi-
ble. Accessibility is only obtained by dot notation or by a use clause. In a unit with a use clause for
WORK_DATA, it is possible to declare variables of type DURATION, and to update the array
WORK _HOURS, or to read the constants of NORMAL_HOURS. Thus we may have:

declare
us. WORK _DATA; -

TODAY : DAY;
HOURS : DURATION;

begin
— compute HOURS and TODAY
if HOURS > NORMAL_HOURS (TODAY) thin

HOURS := HOURS + 2.0 * (NORMAL.HOURS(TODAY ) - HOURS);

end If;
WORK _HOURS (TODAY) := HOURS;

end;
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8.2.2 Groups of Related Subprograms

The second major use of modules is for the creation of groups of related subprograms. For exam-
ple, it may be desirable to make a package of the mathematical routines (SIN, COS, LOG, EXP, ...)
for the reason that a user needing one of them is very likely to need the others too. Moreover, the
routines may share common subprograms (sometimes elaborate) which should not be accessible

— to the user.

Declaring such functions within a module MATH_LIB is preferable to having them as predefined
functions in the standard environment. Thus, a user who is not dealing with numerical computa-
tions does not have to import MATH_ LIB, and his name space will not be congested by names that
are useless to him.

We next consider the example of a package of random number generators. since it will enable us
to point out other important possibilities. The structure of this package is already more elaborate
than the form used for collections of common declarations. It is made of two parts which together
define the module. The first part is the module specification:

package RANDOM is
-- visible part : declarations of sampling functions

end RANDOM;

This describes the visible part of the package, that is, the declarations that become directly acces-
sible in a context containing a use clause for RANDOM. In this case, the user interface contains the
declarations of the sampling functions DRAW, RAND_INT and UNIFORM. It also includes the
procedure SET_SEED used to initialize the seed of the random number generator, and the excep-
tion ERROR. Consequently the user may decide to provide a local handler for ERROR .

The second part of the module is the module body. This is the hidden part of the module; none of
the entities contained therein are accessible outside the module (both use clauses and selected
components only give access to items of the visible part). The structure of the package body is as
follows: -

package body RANDOM I.
-- hidden data and subprogram bodies

begin
-- initialization part

•nd RANDOM;

The two variables SEED and CO_SEED (like all variables of a module that are not local to inner
subprograms) are own variables. They are initialized by the initialization part of the module and
retain their value between calls of the sampling functions. In languages which do not have this
facility for hiding own variables, the seed must either be global, or be passed as a parameter to the
sampling procedures; in either case it is therefore known outside the module.

The package body also contains the bodies of the sampling procedures, and that of the procedure
CONGRUENCE for generating the next random number. This procedure is purely local and is not
part of the user interface (it is not declared in the visible part). Hence it can only be called within
the module body of RANDOM by the sampling functions.
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package RANDOM is
procedure SET_SEED (START : INTEGER);

procedure DRAW (CHANCES : REAL range 0.0 .. 1.0) return BOOLEAN;
procsdur. RAND_INT (LOW , HIGH : INTEGER) return INTEGER;
procedu re UNIFORM (LOW, HIGH : REAL) return REAL;

— ERROR : •zcsptlon;
end RANDOM;

package body RANDOM I.
SEED : INTEGER;
CO_SEED : REAL;

procedure CONGRUENCE Is
LAMBDA : constant INTEGER :-= 8#12_571_342_215;

begin
SEED iNTEGER((LONG_lNTEGER(SEED)~LONGJNTEGER(LAMBDA)) mod 2**32);
CO_SEED := REAL(SEED) / REAL (2*42);

end;

procedure SET_SEEDISTART : INTEGER) is
begin

SEED := START;
CONGRUENCE:

end;

procedure DRAW(CHANCES : REAL range 0.0 .. 1.0) return BOOLEAN is
begIn

CONGRUENCE; -

return CO_SEED < CHANCES;
end;

procedure RAND_ INT(LOW, HIGH : INTEGER) return INTEGER is
begin

if LOW > HIGH thin raise ERROR; end If;
CONGRUENCE;
return LOW + INTEGER(C0_ SEED * REAL.(HIGH - LOW + 1));

end;

procedure UN(FORM(LOW. HIGH : REAL) return REAL I.
begin

If LOW > HIGH then raise ERROR; end If;
CONGRUENCE;
return LOW + CO_SEED~(HlGH - LOW) ;

sod;
begin

-- package initialization
SET_SEED( 1);

end RANDOM;
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The separation of the two parts of a module (the module specification and the module body) is very
clear. In general the two parts need not be textually contiguous and they may even be compiled
separately. In this way the separately compiled module body is not only protected but physically
hidden.

In a language with type declarations such as the Green language, packages developed for user
applications are likely to contain not only procedures but also type declarations. As an example,
consider the package RATIONAL_NUMBERS.

package RATIONAL_NUMBERS is
type RATIONAL Is

record
NUMERATOR : INTEGER;
DENOMINATOR : INTEGER rang. 1 .. INTEGER’LAST;

end record;

function ‘=“ (X ,Y : RATIONAL) return BOOLEAN;
function “

+
“ (X ,Y : RATIONAL) return RATIONAL;

function “
*~
‘ (X ,Y : RATIONAL) return RATIONAL;

end;

package body RATIONAL_NUMBERS is

procedure SAME_DENOMINATOR (X,Y : in out RATIONAL) Is
begin

-- reduces X and Y to the same denominator
end;

function “=“ (X,Y : RATIONAL) return BOOLEAN is
U,V : RATIONAL;

begin
U := X;
V :=
SAME_DENOMINATOR (U,V);
return (U.NUMERATOR = V.NUMERATOR);

end “ = ;

function “
+~

‘ (X ,Y : RATIONAL) return RATIONAL is ... end “+“;
function *

‘ (X ,Y : RATIONAL) return RATIONAL is ... end * ;

end RATIONAL_NUMBERS;

The type RATIONAL is declared within the visible part of the package. In a context containing a
use clause for RATIONAL_NUMBERS, it is possible to declare variables of type RATIONAL and
apply the operators “= , ~

‘
+
“
, and “*“ to them. It is also possible to operate directly on the compo-

nents of a rational number and to construct rational values as record aggregates.

As In the previous example, the bodies of these functions are provided in the module body, which
also declares the local procedure SAME_DENOMINATOR. This procedure modifies the
denominators (and numerators) of Its arguments. By encapsulation, usage has been confined to
the bodies of the three public functions, where proper precautions can be taken (for example. -

copying the arguments X and V of ~~~ in the local variables U and V before calling
SAME_DENOMINATOR).
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8.2.3 Encapsulated Data Types

In the previous package examples, the hiding of declarations and subprogram bodies within the
module body ensured that no outside program unit could affect these local entities. In this simple
model, entities were either public (if declared in the visible part) or totally hidden (if declarea in the
module body).

Encapsulated data types correspond to a situation in which we want the name of a type to be
public, but where the knowledge of its internal properties is to be available only to the subprogram
bodies contained in the module body.

This encapsulation is achieved by declaring the type name within the visible part (since the type
name should be available to users of the module), but at the same time specifying the type to be
private. Its full definition is then provided in a private part following the visible part.

As an example of encapsulated data type, consider the following skeleton of an input output
package declared as follows:

package SIMPLE_INPUT_OUTPUT Is

type FILE_NAME is private ;
NO_ FILE : constant FILE_NAME;
procedure CREATE return FILE_NAME;
procedure READ (ELEM out INTEGER; F : in FILE_NAME);
procedure WRITE (ELEM In INTEGER; F : in FILE_NAME);

private
type FILE_NAME is new INTEGER 0 .. 50;
NO_ FILE : constant FILE_NAME 0;

end SIMPLE_INPUT_OUTPUT;

In the visible part given above, the type FILE_NAME is declared as private. External to the module
it is possible to declare variables of the type, but the properties of objects of this type are kept
private. Hence the only thing a user can do with file names is to assign them to other file name
variables or to pass them as parameters (mainly to the procedures READ and WRITE) once they
are obtained by calling the procedure CREATE.

The full definition of the private type FILE_NAME and that of the private constant NO_ FILE are
V given in the private part (the declarative part following the reserved word private). A module body

for the above package is sketched as follows:

p.ckag. body SIMPLE_INPUT_OUTPUT Is
type FILE_DESCRIPTOR Is record ... end record:
DIRECTORY array (FILE_NAME) of FILE_DESCRIPTOR;

procedure CREATE return FILE_NAME I. ... end;
procedure READ (ELEM out INTEGER; F : In FILE_NAME) is ... sod;
procedure WRITE (ELEM In INTEGER; F : in FILE_NAME) is ... sod;

b.gln

SIMPLE_ INPUT_OUTPUT;
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Within the body, file names are integers indexing an internal directory declared as an array.
However, an external user of the module cannot- for instance, do any arithmetic on file names.

With the above definition of the type FILE_NAME , the user still has the possibility of assigning file
names and also of comparing them for equality and inequality. These possibilities are even denied
in the following variation of the previous package:

package SAFE_ b is
restricted type FILE_NAME is private;

procedure CREATE (F : In out FILE_NAME);
procedure READ (ELEM : out INTEGER; F in FILE_NAME);
procedure WRITE (ELEM : In INTEGER; F : in FILE_NAME);

private
type FILE_NAME is

record
CONTENT : INTEGER := 0;

end record;
end SAFE_ IO;

A user of this module can only:

e declare variables of type FILE_NAME; the use of a record type containing initial values
provides implicit initialization of such variables.

• pass these objects to the operations supplied by the package SAFE_IO.

• pass them as parameters of other procedures. For example, it is possible to write the following
procedure

procedure TRANSFER_ITEM (F,G : in FILE_NAME) is
E : ELEM;

begIn
READ (E,F);
WRITE (E,G);

end;

Since neither assignment nor comparison of file names are possible, it is unnecessary to define a
null file in this formulation. Moreover, CREATE can no longer be a value-returning procedure since
its result could not be assigned to the destination variable. Note also that the parameter mode for
CREATE has been changed to in out thus permitting us to check whether it is overwriting an
existing file name.

For the more classical examples of encapsulated data types (from the current literature), the reader
is referred to chapter 13 of this document (a generic definition of the type queue) and to section
12.3 of the reference manual (a generic definition of the type stack).
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8.3 Technical Issues

The design of modules involves nearly all aspects of the language. The most significant in this con-
text are

• Visibility control and information hiding

• Relation to separate compilation

• Instantiation and initialization of modules

• Access to the properties of types defined within modules

• Instantiation and Initialization of objects of private types.

Other interactions will be discussed in the chapters on program structure and visibility, on parallel
processing, on separate compilation, and on generic units.

8.3.1 Visibility Control and Information Hiding

The scope rules of traditional block structure are inadequate for the reliable construction of large
programs. Declarations in nested blocks allow entities of outer blocks to be accessed by all inner
blocks, whereas one needs more precise control over the visibility of declarations. Another severe
limitation of block structure is the inability to declare a variable (or any other name) accessed by a
limited set of subprograms without making the variable, at least potentially, accessible for other
subprograms also.

Modules give the programmer precisely this kind of control. The corresponding visibility rules are
discussed in the chapter on program structure. In this chapter we concentrate on the
characteristics of modules that are essential for visibility control and information hiding.

When defining a module, the visible p~ t states which declarations are potentially accessible out-
side the module. This identifies the window in the wall surrounding the module mentioned above.

Any other program unit within the scope of the module can potentially access the visible part, but
does not do so automatically. In order to get actual access, either a use clause must be provided,
or names in the form of selected components (dot notation) must be written.

Thus, access to the identifiers declared in the visible part is selective. Names declared in the visible
part of a module do not automatically pollute the name space of the rest of the program. Access to
the identifiers declared in the module body is even more controlled. Access is available only within
the module body, in particular to the bodies of the subprograms declared in the visible part.

The other essential characteristic of modules in this language is the textual separation of the inter-
face.
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The interface of a module consists of all relevant declarations for a user of the module. In the solu-
tion adopted for the Green language, all these declarations are textually separated from the rest of
the text. They form what is called the visible part of the module. This textual separation is a signifi-
cant advantage for readability and for information hiding.

Other languages such as Euclid and Modula have used a solution involving an export list mention-
ing all identifiers ionstituting the module interface. This means that either all meanings of an
overloaded identifier are exported, or none of them. Moreover it also means that in order to know
the properties of these identifiers, the human reader must scan through the entire text of the
module. This is a tedious operation and is, in addition, a breach of information hiding principles,
since it involves reading parts of the text which should be of no concern (and may not even be
available) to the user.

8.3.2 Influenc, of Separate Compilation

The essential role at modules is for logical modularity. However they also have a useful role in
physical modularity irs terms of separate compilation. These two criteria for program modulariza-
tion lead to slightly different requirements, and the design of modules takes both into account.
Both require modules to have a clearly defined interface, but physical modularity requires an inter-
face containing more information than for logical modularity.

Extra information is needed to allow the compiler to deal with variables of private types seen from
a separately defined module. For this reason the private part belongs to the physical interface.

From the point of view of logical modularity, the physical interface is irrelevant to all other
modules, since they should not be concerned with the physical representation of the encapsulated
types. But in order to permit separate compilation, it is necessary for any module specification to
provide sufficient information to allow the compiler to handle declarations of variables of an
encapsulated type.

The difference essentially concerns storage allocation. A type declaration implicitly defines the
amount of storage needed for each variable of the type. A module defining a type must therefore
mention the entire structure of the type so that the appropriate amount of space can be reserved.
This information (and also any representation specification for the type) must be part of the
physical interface of the module. Otherwise any change will require that all dependent modules be
recompiled.

To summarize, the logical interface corresponds to the visible part; the physical interface corres-
ponds to the complete module specification, that is, to both the visible and the private part.

As long as a module specification is not changed, the module body that implements this specifica-
tion can be defined and redefined without affecting other units using this specification as interface
to the module. Hence it is possible to compile a module body separately from its module specifica-
tion.
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8.3.3 Instantiation and Initial ization of Modules

Each package declaration results in a single instance of the corresponding package. This instance
is created when the package is elaborated. As a consequence, the space needed for the objects
declared in the package (both in the package specification and in the package body) is allocated.
Whenever such an object declaration specifies an initialization, it is performed.

More elaborate initializations, which cannot be specified by expressions but require the execution
of statements, can be included In the sequence of statements following the (optional) reserved
word begin in the package body. The execution of this (optional) sequence of statements com-
pletes the elaboration of the package. An exception handler provided at the end of these state-
ments applies for exceptions raised during the elaboration of the package declaration.

Multiple instances of a module can be obtained if the module is generic. In this case the module
specification includes a generic clause and individual instances are created by generic instantia-
tion.

Elaboration of a task body is performed differently. Elaboration is performed when an initiate state-
ment for the task is executed. This is discussed further in the chapter on tasking.

8.3.4 Note on Visibility

If a use clause is provided within a given program unit, it opens the visibility of the visible part of
each named module in a non-transitive manner. Thus, if a use clause

uss M;

is given in the visible part of a module 0, it does not mean that units containing a use clause

usa D;

will also see M. When this kind of transitivity is desired it can be achieved explicitly by declara-
tions, in particular by renaming declarations.

Consider for example

package M Is
type T Is private;
procedure P(X :

E : exception;
snd M;

Suppose now that a package D defines additional operations for the type I In terms of the opera-
tions supplied by M, and suppose we want to make I, P, and E available to all users of the package
D without an explicit use M clause. This can be achieved as follows:
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package D Is
subtype I Is M.T;
procedure P renames M.P;
-- additional operations defined by D
E : exception renames M.E;

end D;

Note that we could also have declared the type I by a derived type definition

type lls n.w M.T;

This latter form could be used if we wanted to forbid the use of operations defined by another
package for objects of type M.T at the same time as those defined by the package 0.

8.3.5 Access to the Properties of Types Defined Within Modules

It is important to define which of the properties of a type declared in the visible part of a module
are accessible outside the module (for example within another unit mentioning the module in its
use clause)? The answer to this question is simple: the only available properties are those declared
in the visible part.

As a first case, consider a type declaration of the usual form, say a record type declaration. If such
a declaration appears in the visible part of a module, this type is available without restrictions to
outside units. In particular these can declare variables and carry out operations (such as compo-
nent selection, etc.) in full knowledge of the data structure specified by the type.

For a type declared as private, on the other hand, the visible part gives only the type name and the
specification of the subprograms applicable to objects of this type. These subprograms are said to
be attributes of this type. They are the only operations applicable to objects of the type apart from
assignment and comparison for equality or inequality (unless the private type is restricted).

The separation of inheritance properties by these rules is elementary and its logical basis is clear.
More complicated rules have been investigated, but all involve elaborations of the language in an
area which is a subject of current research.

Since these attributes are the only properties of a private type that are accessible outside the
module, they are also the only properties that can be inherited in a derived type definition. As an
example, consider the following declaration of the type MY_FILE:

declare
us. SIMPLE_INPUT_OUTPUT;
type MY_FILE Is new FILE_ NAME;

end;

Within the block, the only operations available on objects of type MY_ FILE are assignment, com-
parison, the function CREATE, and the procedures READ and WRITE.
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Conceptually we may view predefined types such as INTEGER and FLOAT as being types thus
declared in predefined packages, along with their attributes. Inheritance of their properties in
declarations such as

type MY_REAL Is new FLOAT; -

is hence only the result of the application of the general rule.

Within a module body the characteristics of a private type are known as if the type were not
private. For example if the type is a record type, its components can be denoted with the usual syn-
tax of selected components. Some precautions must be taken when one of the visible attributes of
the type is defined in terms of an existing attribute with the same name. As an example consider
the skeleton of the package KEY_MANAGER given in the Reference Manual (section 7.4):

package KEY _MANAGER is
type KEY is privet.;

function ‘~<iX.Y : KEY) return BOOLEAN;
private

type KEY is new INTEGER rang. 0 .. INTEGER’LAST;
end;

package body KEY_MANAGER is

function “< ‘(X ,Y : KEY) return BOOLEAN Is
begin

return INTEGER(X) < INTEGER(Y);
end ‘

~< ;
end KEY_MANAGER;

Within the package body the definition of the derived type KEY is known. The operation ‘ <“

declared in the visible part is a (perfectly legal) redeclaration of the operation “<“ inherited from
the type INTEGER. Thus, with the declarations

U, V KEY;

within the body of the package, the relation

U = V

refers to the operation =“ inherited from integer, whereas the relation

U < V

refers to the operation “<
“ defined within the module itself (in this case, of course, it does not mat-

ter since this redefinition is equivalent to the inherited operation). It should be noted that within
the body of the function “(“ itself, the relation

X < Y

would be a recursive call of the function ‘<“. In order to obtain the operation defined on integers, a
qualification must be used. For example

INTEGER(X) < INTEGER(Y)

invokes the operation < defined on integers.
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8.3.6 lnstantiati.~n and initial ization of Objects of Private Types

The’ elabor3tion of a~ object declaration results in a static reservation of space tor the cor-
responding object, whether the type of the object is private or not.

rhe ~nitializaiion of an object of a private type may be achieved by assigning a private constant or a
function rett rrsiriq a asult of the type. However, there are cases where we want the represernat ;Ofl

of are object &t a o’ evate type to satisfy some invariant as soon as the object is created, although a
complete initialization would be redundant. This is achieved by means of initialization of record
compone nts. Cons.der the following package declaration:

package ALL_AbOUT _STACKS is
restricted type SlACK Is private;
procedure PUSH (E : In ELEMENT; S : in out STACK);
procedure POP (E out ELEMENT; S : In out STACK);

private
type STACK is

r’~~~~, ‘fTOP INTEGER range 0 .. 1000 := 0;
SPACE : arrayll .. 1000) of ELEMENT;

end record;
end:

For any declaration of an object of type STACK, the component TOP is initialized to zero. Thus, the
stack invanants are satisfied as soon as a stack is elaborated (another example was shown in sec-
tion 8.2.3 above, with the initialization of file names in the package SAFE_IO).

This initialization capability is clearly limited, but should be sufficient in most cases. When more
complicated forms of initialization are needed, the visible part of the module must provide the
specification of an appropriate procedure performing the initialization. This procedure must then be
called by the programmer whenever declaring a variable of the private type, prior to any other
operation.

8.4 Conclusion and Summary

Modularity seems to have emerged as one of the overriding concerns In contemporary programm-
ing. Unfortunately, this one simple word encompasses a number of desirable but not necessarily
compatible objectives, which gives rise to as many different interpretations as there are priorities
among the various objectives. It comes as no surprise, therefore, to find that there exists no real
consensus as to how this elusive quality is to be achieved in practice, let alone about how to
provide appropriate support for modularization within a high order programming language.

Curiously enough in such a situation, the Steelman requirements are quite specific as to the kinds
of facilities that shall be provided for this purpose. Since we strongly concur with the requirements
as stated, many alternatives that have been proposed elsewhere have not been discussed in this
chapter. For a more extensive examination of the different linguistic approaches, the reader is
referred to I G K 19771.
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A scra ignttorwara aopro &~h was taken for the module facility en the ~~~~ ~dnqUC~~ç.~o’Jide ~en ,b ;at ~ to pa~,Kage in~~:mation. When defining a mooui~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ iii. ::~.y  ~;ates
the iisi~.~~ inreIrcIa tiorl ~no prov des the module implementation as a separate iü.. . ~~~ body).
Access to information of a module body is not (directly) possible outside the module ut uy. Thus,
modules support information hiding as well as control of visibility.

The moauue racu~tty is cenual to the definition of encapsulated data types; it provioes ~umplete
control over the ava lable operations for such types. Finally, modu les can be parame..e.~e~ed by
generic cuduses, separately compiled, and entered in libraries.

All of tnese aspects are in many respects fundamental for program development. Moa~les are
expected to be used to construct libraries containing common pools of data and types, application
packages, and complete systems.

I
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9. General Program Siructur. and Visibility

9.1 Introduction

Central to the definition of the Green language has been a combined study of the general program
structure, of the rules defining the visibility of identifiers at various points of a program, and of the
facilities offered for separate compilation.

A major goal in this design was to give the programmer precise control over his name space : the
set of names that he may define and use. It is important to be able to introduce new names
without having to bother about possible conflict with preexisting names. This requires an ability to
control the inheritance of names from other contexts. As mentioned in a previous chapter, the
notion of module is essential to achieve this kind of control.

Another goal was to provide the same visibility rules for all program units (subprograms, modules
and blocks) whether they are separately compiled or not.

The subjects of general program structure and of visibility rules are connected in many ways, in
particular because of the possibility of nesting program units. Both subjects are also related to the
issue of separate compilation. This chapter will discuss program structure and visibility in that
order. The subject of separate compilation is treated in the next chapter.

9.2 Program Structure

The overall structure of a Green program text (that is, a compilation unit) is similar to that of an
Algol 60 or Pascal text. It appears as a nested structure of program units, that are subprograms,
modules , and blocks.

Nesting is achieved through declarative parts. A declarative part may contain subprogram and
module bodies. These may in turn contain a declarative part. Nesting Is also achieved by blocks in
sequences of statements.

A key question In the definition of the general program structure is that of the purpose of nesting.
Clearly, nesting has been used in Algol 80 and Pascal in relation to scope. In such languages, two
units are written in the context of the same declarative part If they are to share the visIbility of
some common outer objects.

Is this, however , the only purpose of nesting? If it were, a logical conclusion would be the
systematic unnesting of units that do not share any common visibility.
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We consider this view to be too extreme. Units that do not have any visibility dependence may
nevertheless be maintained together in a nested text structure for benefit of the logical exposition
of the program. An analogy may be made with an encyclopedia, where the materials are organized
into subjects and sub-subjects. It is the knowledge of this organization that permits an easy
retrieval of a given subject.

Systematic unnesting of units that do not share any common visibility would produce a sequence
of small units not unlike a sequence of Fortran subprograms. Finding a given unit in such a
sequence is difficult unless aided by a dictionary. Reading the program may also be difficult since
the structure of the text does not reflect the logical organization and the logical connections.

For these reasons, the possibility of nesting units has been retained. Moreover, provisions have
been made to control, and possibly to restrict, the visibility of nested units.

In a declarative part we may thus have a sequence of declarations followed by a sequence of
bodies of nested program units. In particular, the sequence of declarations may include the
specification of nested subprograms and modules. In general it is possible to provide the definition
of subprograms and modules in two textually distinct parts:

(a) the specification, which indicates the logical interface (between definition and use) of the unit
at hand

(b) the body, which describes the particular realization for the specification.

This possibility has far reaching implications, in that it provides a single basis for achieving several
different objectives, notably textual clarity, abstraction, and separate compilation. We first
illustrate this ability in the case of a procedure. For instance, one might write the specification

procedure PUSH (E : In ELEMENT; S : In out STACK);

This specification contains the name of the procedure and the specification of the mode and type
of its formal parameters. Such a declaration is sufficient to specify the interface of PUSH, both
syntactically and semantically, at least with regard to type checking. From this point of view the
specification conveys all one needs to know in order to make use of (i.e. call) the procedure PUSH.
The specification could be augmented by comments specifying pre-conditions and post-conditions
and any exceptions possibly raised by PUSH.

Obviously however, this formulation of PUSH is incomplete in that it does not define an actual
implementation of the procedure. The latter is provided as a procedure body:

procedure PUSH (E : In ELEMENT; S : In out STACK) Is
begIn

If S.INDEX = S.SIZE than
raise STACK_OVERFLOW;

eisa
S.INDEX := S.INDEX + 1;
S.SPACE (S.INDEX) := E;

end If;
end PUSH;

These two constructs, the declaration and the body, jointly form the definition of the procedure.
For reasons of syntactic convenience the procedure declaration may be omitted if the body
appears in the same declarative part. For reasons of readability the specification is repeated in the
body.
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A similar partition is provided for modules. A module specification provides the interface to the
user , that is, it indicates whether the module is a package or a task and states the properties of its
visible part. For example the specification of a SIMPLE_ INPUT _OUTPUT package is provided as
follows:

package SIMPLE_INPUT_OUTPUT Is

restricted type FILE_NAME Is private:

procedure CREATE (FILE : out FILE_NAME);
procedure READ (ELEM out INTEGER; F : In FILE_NAME);
procedure WRITE (ELEM : In INTEGER; F : in FILE_NAME);

private

type FILE_NAME Is new INTEGER range 0 .. 50;

end SIMPLE _INPUT_OUTPUT;

In this example, the specification of SIMPLE_ INPUT _OUTPUT provides ~the user with the
specification of the name of the type FILE_ NAME and also with the specification of the associated
procedures CREATE, READ and WRITE. This constitutes the logical interface of the package.

The module implementation is always provided as a textually distinct module body as shown in the
sketch below:

package body SIMPLE_INPUT_OUTPUT Is

type FILE_DESCRIPTOR Is
record

-- components of each file descriptor
end record;

DIRECTORY : array (FILE_NAME) of FILE_ DESCRIPTOR;

-- other local constants, variables and subprograms

procedure CREATE (FILE : out FILE_NAME) Is ... end CREATE:
procedure READ (ELEM : out INTEGER; F : in FILE_NAME) Is ... end READ;
procedure WRITE (ELEM : In INTEGER; F : In FILE_NAME) Is ... end WRITE;

end SIMPLE_INPUT_OUTPUT;

As in the case of procedures, the module specification and the module body jointly define the
module in question. For pragmatic reasons (a module specification is generally much larger than a
procedure specification), the module body does not repeat the information contained in the
module specification.
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9.3 Scope and Visibil ity Rules

The visibility rules provided in the Green language combine classical inheritance rules with the
ability to control explicitly the set of names that can be accessed within a given program context.
This ability follows from the naming conventions, the facilities offered by modules and the visibility
restrictions. A renaming capability is also provided.

We first discuss the basic scope model, then the naming conventions, use clauses, visibility restric-
tions, and renaming. Finally we discuss the rule of linear elaboration of declarations which has
been adopted for reasons of readability.

9.3.1 Basic Scope Model

The search for simple and uniform scope rules has led to the adoption of an almost traditional
approach: within a program unit, identifiers declared in outer contexts are automatically visible in
inner nested contexts unless an explicit visibility restriction is given.

The word context , as used here , generally corresponds to a subprogram or block containing a
declarative part, or to a record type definition. Thus the basic rule is essentially that of Algol 60.
The only departure is that the convention is applicable within a restricted program unit rather than
throughout an entire program.

The fundamental reason for selecting this liberal approach is the pragmatic assumption that names
declared together are normally meant to be used together. Consider, for instance, the skeleton

procedure P Is
type T Is ...; — type declaration
V : T; -- variable declaration
procedure Q; — procedure declaration

procedure Q Is

begIn

end 0;
-n
end P;

Presumably the names T, V and Q are defined in the same context (the declarative part of P)
because they are intended to be used together, here in the sequence of statements of P. Extending
this reasoning to inner contexts means, for instance, that the names T, V, and possibly Q are also
visible within the body of Q, so that the body may be directly defined in terms of these names. This
suggests the assumption that entities declared in the same context have mutually dependent
definitions, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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One alternative considered was to designate certain syntactic categories such as procedures and
modules as being always closed, and then to requite some form of explicit import directive in order
to make externally declared names visible within such contexts. This was ultimately deemed unac-
ceptable because it would lead to clutter and to long name lists in many common cases.

The following example illustrates the unnecessary redundancy of the directive sees T, C, L”, where
the procedures P_i through P_N are obviously meant to work with T, C and L

-- the following is not a Green text

package D Is
typeTIs. . . ;
C : constant I

procedure P_ I(...);
procedure P..2(...);

procedure P_N(...);
end 0;

package body D Is
I : T;

-- note: sees T, C, L is not legal in Green

procedun P_ 1(...) sees I, C. L Is ... end P_ i ;
procedun P_2(...) sees T, C, L Is ... end P_2;

procedure P_N(...) sees T, C, L Is ... end P_N;
end D;

Early experience with the Euclid language, where such an approach was taken, has shown that the
danger of long name lists is not to be underestimated. Because of transitivity, Euclid import lists
can get very long. The danger is then that programmers may tend to use standard import lists in
fear of omitting something (as is often done for Fortran common lists). In any case, long name lists
are usually skipped when reading and this defeats their very purpose. The classical argument
developed by Dijkstra [Di 721, about our inability to deal with a large number of entities at the
same time, also applies to long, and therefore unstructured name lists.

The only way to avoid this form of text clutter is to make automatic inheritance the default rule.
The argument is that the textual embedding of declarations is already a strong Indication of poten-
tial dependencies. The systematic inclusion of additional Import directives does not usually
provide much information that may usefully be exploited by the translator and it Is likely to distract
the readers (and writers) of programs.

More significantly, we came to the conclusion that whether a given syntactic category should be
an open scope or a restricted (closed) scope is a highly subjective question. The answer may vary
from one usage to another, depending on the size of a particular program unit, the depth to which
it is nested, the probability of subsequent recompilation, and so on.
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It seems clear, therefore, that the syntax of the language should not arbitrarily impose a decision in
this regard. For this reason we have adopted the following approach:

e all syntactic constructs that introduce declarations normally inherit the identifiers of outer
contexts.

C Specific subprograms and modules may optionally be specified as being restricted program
units, i.e. units with a restricted visibility of outer contexts.

9.3.2 Naming conventions

Since classical inheritance of identifiers from outer contexts is the default rule, redeclaration of
identifiers is possible, with the effect of hiding the outer definitions within the inner context.

Some of the difficulties existing in identifier redeclarations disappear if the names of the cor-
responding entities can be written as selected components , i.e. using the dot notation. Consider,
for example , a type T declared in a procedure P, and assume the identifier T redeclared in an inner
context. The type name can still be written as P.1 in the inner context (exploiting the fact that the
identifier P is visible there) and may thus be used in qualified expressions and so forth, if the need
arises.

Naming by selected components is also the general rule used for denoting identifiers declared in
packages and tasks outside of their own specification and body. Thus an identifier I declared in the
visible part of a module 0 is denoted by the selected component D.l outside the module, in spite of
the fact that I is not directly visible there.

As an additional syntactic convenience a use clause, mentioning names of modules, may appear at
the start of a declarative part. In the absence of any conflicting identifier, its effect is to permit
designation of an identifier of the visible part directly, as if the identifier were declared at the place
of the module specification containing it. For example, in a context including the use clause

use D, E;

the identifier I is an acceptable abbreviation for D.I provided that it is declared in 0 and is not hid-
den by an intervening redeclaration of I, and provided also that the module E does not contain an
identifier I in its visible part. In all cases of conflict, the name must be given in full as a selected
component.

These rules are illustrated by the following example:
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packageDIs
I, U, V : BOOLEAN;

end D;
procedure P is

package E Is
B, W, V : INTEGER:

end E;

procedureQIs
T,X : REAL;

begin

declare
use D, E:

begin
-- the name T means Q.T, not 0.1
-- the name U means D.U
-- the name B means E.B
-- the name W means E.W
-- the name X means Q.X
-- the name V is illegal : it must be written either D.V or E.V

end;
end Q;

begin

end P;

In deciding which names are visible within the sequence of statements of the block we apply the
following rule:

(a) First we inherit the names declared in outer contexts and not redefined. Thus we inherit the
names D and P, the names E and Q introduced within P. and the names T and X introduced
within Q.

(
~) Then we consider the names that may additionally be introduced by use clauses. In the above

example we only have to consider the names that are in the visible parts of 0 and E. We retain
names that appear in only one of these modules and that do not conflict with a name
introduced in the step (a). Hence the names additionally Introduced are U, B, W. Nested use
clauses would be treated in the same way.

A consequence of this rule is that a name which is made directly accessible by a use clause cannot
hide another name. This is quite essential fur maintainability reasons assume for example that
the specification of the package 0 is modified to include the declaration of some new entity called
X. This should normally have no effect on the procedure Q. In particular the inner reference to X
should retain its meaning and should hence mean Q.X before and after the modification. (Note that
we have only reduced the magnitude of this general probiem since a later introduction of W within
0 would conflict; we believe the complete solution to be in maintenance tools.)
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A similar maintainability argument leads us to reject a unique visibility rule, ia a rule fori.,~ddinç~redeclarations of already visible identifiers. If redefinitions of identifiers were not allowed, the later
introduction of some entity named X in the declaration list of P would force textual modification of
a procedure like Q, which should normally be unaffected by this change.

Note that use clauses may be viewed as a form of the import directives mentioned in section 9.3.1.
However the items listed in use clauses can only be names of modules and the risk of long use

lists is correspondingly reduced. Naturally, effective modularization will depend upon the usei
writing modules in such a way that related definitions are in the same module; related definitions
will usually be required together.

9.3.3 Restricted Program Units

Whereas we subscribe to the classical rule of inheritance as a default rule, it is nevertheless impor-
tant to provide means for controlling this inheritance.

We have already shown in the chapter on modules that they can be used as a powerful structuring
tool for scope control. The basic ability provided by modules is the identification of a visible part,
well isolated from the hidden information contained in the module body and possibly also in the
private declarative part. Used in conjunction with the naming convention, modules may thus be
used to discipline the use of names and to avoid saturation of the name space.

An additional capability is provided in order to control explicitly the inheritance of names defined in
outer units. This capability is called a visibility restriction and the subprograms and modules which
have such a restriction are said to be restricted program units.

The main purpose of a visibility restriction is to limit the intrusion of names pervading from outer
units. This will be achieved by stating explicitly what environment should be inherited. In general
a visibility restriction has the form

restricted [(unit_name (,unit_name})I

where the first name may be the name of an enclosing program unit but otherwise the names are
names of modules.

The usual reasons for avoiding long name lists apply to visibility restrictions as well. For this
reason the names that may appear in visibility restrictions are those of.program units rather than
those of individual variables. Precise control of inheritance should be obtained by grouping the
elements that are likely to be imported together into a single module.

The following example containing the procedures P, Q, R and the modules D, E, F is used to
illustrate the possible cases. In addition L is assumed to be the name of a library module.
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pttkag. D Is
I, U, V : BOOLEAN:

end D:

procedure P Is
use 0;
- local declarations of P

package E is
B. W, V : INTEGER;

end E;

procedure 0 Is
use E;
-- local declarations of 0

package F Is

end F;

procedure R Is

end R:
end 0;

end P;

Consider now the various forms of visibility restrictions that can prefix the procadure R. The
simplest, and most radical, restriction is as follows:

restricted procedure R Is

end R;

In this form, R inherits no names from outer units apart from the predefined identifiers. In par-
ticular the names of the packages 0, E, F are not inherited and the use clauses given for D and E in
outer units are inoperative within R.

The effect of the visibility restriction is thus to restart with a completely fresh name space in condi-
tions similar to those of the main program. As a next step consider

restrict.d (D, F, L)
procedureRIs

end R;

This time the restriction includes a visibility list mentioning the names of modules, none of which is
enclosing A itself. The effect of the restriction is as before to start with a fresh name space apart
from the listed names 0, F, L As before , any use clause given outside R is inoperative within R.
The appearance of the module names D, F, L In the visibility list means that these names can
appear within A in use clauses and can serve to form selected components such as D.T.

Consider finally the case where the first name mentioned In the visibility restriction is that of a unit
textually enclosing R
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restrIcted (0, 0, L)
procedure RI.

end R;

The mention of the enclosing program unit 0 in the visibility list means that R does not see any
name, apart from the module names D and L, beyond the names declared in 0 itself. Hence the
only names inherited by A are 0, F, those introduced by the local declarations of 0, and the names
D and L As before, any use clause given outside R is inoperative within A, in particular that of E.

As a final example consider the following procedure:

procedure P (X : INTEGER) Is

LP : BOOLEAN;

package E l.
LE : BOOLEAN;

end E;

package body E Is
LBE : BOOLEAN;

end .

procedure 0 (V : INTEGER) Is
LQ : BOOLEAN;

restricted (0, El
procedure A (Z : INTEGER) Is

— The local identifiers of 0 are visible:
— the procedure Q itself
— the parameter V
— the local variable LQ
— the procedure R itself
-- the parameter Z of A

-- The package name E I. visible:
— names such as E.LE can be used
— the clause muss E; is legal
— as usual . LBE Is not visible

— The names P, X. and LP are not visible
sod A;

end

end P;
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9.3.4 Summary of th. visibility rules

In order to define the set of identifiers that are visible at a given program point we have to con-
sider:

(a) The set E of identifiers inherited from enclosing units: The units to be considered are all units
enclosing the point considered, up to the immediately enclosing restricted unit or the compila-
tion unit itself. The set E can be built layer by layer starting from the latter unit. It is initialized
with the predefined identifiers. Each layer adds to E the identifiers that it declares. If an iden-
tifier added by the layer considered is already in E, the new meaning is retained.

(b) The list M of modules found so far in use clauses:
This list is the union of the modules found in the use clauses of the enclosing units up to the
immediately enclosing restricted unit or the compilation unit itself.

The set of identifiers that are visible at a given program point contains the set E and the identifiers
satisfying the two following conditions:

(1) They are declared in one and only one of the modules of M

(2) They are not already in E

The latter condition means that an identifier made directly visible by a use clause cannot hide any
other identifier.

9.3.E Scope rules for enumeretion and record typ..

Character types are handled as enumeration types and there may be several character types
defined within a program. As a consequence, a character literal such as A may belong to several
enumeration types. For uniformity, the same identifier may also appear in several enumeration
types.

type COLOR Is (WHITE, RED , YELLOW , GREEN , BLUE, BROWN);
type LIGHT Is (RED, AMBER , GREEN);

Here references to the literals RED and GREEN require a qualified expression such as LIGHT
(GREEN) when the context is Insufficient to determine the type.

An essential requirement of the scope is that it must not be possible to declare a variable with the
name of any enumeration value. If this were allowed, the declaration

BROWN : COLOR;

would give rise to ambiguities. For instance when comparing another variable to BROWN it would
not be possible to know whether the literal or the variable were meant.
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Note on the other hand that redeclaration of an enumeration type is no problem. If the type
COLOR is declared in a procedure P and then redeclared in an inner unit, names in the form of
selected components (for example P~COLOR) can be used to refer to the outer definition.

A record type definition introduces a new scope. Hence component identifiers may be freely
chosen. The record scope is opened for each selection by the dot following the name of a record
variable in the selected component.

Enumeration literals within a record are not just within the scop. of the record but within the
scope of the innermost enclosing block, subprogram or module. Hence with

type PERIPHERAL I~record
UNIT : (PRINTER, READER , DISK , DRUM);

end record;

READER : INTEGER; -- illegal declaration

the declaration of the variable READER is invalid since it clashes with the declaration of the
enumeration value READER within the record. However, the declaration UNIT : INTEGER; would
be valid (but no doubt misleading).

As with Pascal, variants within a record do not introduce a new scope. Hence the component
names of every variant must be distinct, even if they are semantically equivalent as far as the
programmer is concerned. The reason for not introducing a new scope with a variant can be seen
from the following example:

type I Is
record

DISCRIMINANT : constant BOOLEAN;
case DISCRIMINANT of

when TRUE => A : REAL;
when FALSE => A : INTEGER; -- illegal declaration of A

end case;
end record;

A :

A selected component such as R.A would have to be treated as a conditional expression possibly
delivering results of alternative types.
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9.3.6 Renaming

A renaming capability is offered in the Green language. As an example consider

declare
L PERSON renames LEFTMOST_PERSON;
A : PERSON renames TO_BL.PROCESSED(NEXT);

begin
LAGE := LAGE + 1;
R.AGE := R.AGE - 1;
If LBIRTH < R.RIRTH then

LRANK := LRANK + 1;

R.RANK := R.RANI( + 1;
.nd if; -

end;

The renaming declarations of L and A are used to introduce new local names for the outer
variables LEFTMOST_PERSON and TO....BE.PROCESSED(NEXT). In the sequence of statements
of the block, L and A may be used as convenient names of the variables that they represent. In this
sense, the renaming facility can be used for purposes similar to the Pascal with statement as a
convenient alternative for frequently used long names. However, components of renamed records
are still designated with the syntax of record components, thus avoiding possible confusion with
variables bearing the same name as the components.

In addition to the notational advantage, a renaming declaration avoids re-evaluating the access
path to a record variabse for each component selection, and thus simplifies the generation of
efficient code.

Renaming declarations are also possible for subprograms, modules, and exceptions. In addition
subtype declarations can be used to rename types.

procedure MR renames MULTIPLEXER.READ;

task L_C renames LINK..,.CONTROLLER(6);

I_O_MALFUNCTION : exception renames INPUT_OUTPUT.MALFUNCTION;

The ability of renaming turns out to be essential when working with modules that are developed
independently by different groups of programmers. Being independently developed, such modules
may declare the same identifiers. If later they appear in a use clause within a given unit it may
often be convenient to resolve the name clashes by renaming rather than using the dot notation
whenever these identifiers appear. For example consider

package TRAFFIC Is
type COLOR Is (RED, AMBER , GREEN);

end TRAFFIC;
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package WATER_COLORS is
type COLOR is (WHITE, RED , YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BROWN);

end WATER _COLORS;

declare
use TRAFFIC , WATER_COLORS;
subtype T_COLOR Is TRAFFIC.COLOR;
subtype W_COLOR is WATER_COLORS.COLOR;
X : T_COLOR;
V : W_COLOR;

begin

end;

The subtypes T_COLOR and W_COLOR rename the corresponding types and are unambiguous
within the block, (whereas COLOR would be ambiguous).

Because of the possibility of overloading, it will often suffice to rename conflicting type names;
names of subprograms being thereafter resolved by the overloading rules. The renaming facility
can also be used to provide a name more appropriate to the context of its use. For instance, the
author of a sort routine may call his version QUICKSORT2 whereas SORT may be better (and less
cumbersome) throughout the application.

9.3.7 Linear Elaboration of Declarations -

For reasons of readability (not for compilation reasons), the elaboration of declarations is per-
formed linearly in a one-pass fashion. This means that the scope of a declaration extends from the
point where the declaration is made (including the declaration itself), to the end of the unit con-
taining the declaration. This simple rule has the advantage of corresponding to the understanding
that a reader may have of the text when reading the program sequentially.

For constant declarations, the one pass strategy is quite intuitive. It permits later type and constant
declarations to be expressed in terms of a previous constant declaration, as in the following exam-
ple where each declaration is made in terms of the one on the previous line.

declare
LENGTH : constant INTEGER := 100;
SQUARE : constant INTEGER := LENGTH*LENGTH;
subtype SURFACE I. INTEGER range 0 .. SQUARE;
S,T,U : SURFACE;

begle

end;

The one-pass strategy has the other advantage of avoiding cyclic constant declarations. However
a precaution is needed for Inner scopes
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declare
N : constant INTEGER := 10;

begin

declare
M : constant INTEGER := N**2; — value equal to 100
N : constant INTEGER := 20; — illegal redoclaration!

begin

end;
end;

Whereas redeclaration of an identifier is generally permitted, in the above case the redeclaration of
N is illegal and shall be rejected by the translator, since the value of the outer N has already been
used in the same declarative part. The rule applied is as follows:

Identifiers of an outer scope which are used in ag/van sequence of declarations may not be
redefined in that sequence of declarations.

Linear elaboration means that mutually recursive procedures must have their specifications
appearing before their bodies. Similarly, this means that the module bodies of two packages (or
tasks) can mutually refer to their visible parts, provided that their module specifications appear
before, as in the following example:

package A Is -

end A;

package B Is
use A;

end 8;

package body A is
use B;

end A;

packag. body B Is
use A;

and B;

If two access types are mutually dependent, an incomplete declaration of one of them must be
given before the corresponding type declaration appears in full. This is illustrated n the following
example:
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type CAR: -- incomplete declaration of CAR

type PERSON Is access
record

NAME : STRING(t .. 20);

AGE INTEGER range 0 .. 130;
SPOUSE : PERSON;

VEHICLE : CAR;
end record;

type CAR Is access
record -

NUMBER : INTEGER;
OWNER : PERSON;

end record;

If the incomplete predeclaration of CAR were omitted, then in the presence of an outer identifier
CAR of any type, the wrong association would be made when encountering the declaration of the
component VEHICLE, but this would be trapped when the definitiun of the access type CAR was
encountered. On the other hand, if an outer type CAR existed (and the inner one did not) it is clear
that the association with the outer one would be valid.

The importance of the predeclaration can be seen by noting the assumptions that the reader who
has read the definition of PERSON but not that of the inner definition of CAR would make in the
absence of the predeclaration.
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10. Separate Compilation and Ubrarles

10.1 Introduction

Separate compilation of program units is a practical necessity. Its basic goal is to permit the
separation of large programs into simpler, more manageable parts and to provide a library facility.
Separate compilation helps to reduce compilation costs and to simplify development and manage-
ment of program corrections and updates.

For large projects involving several programmers, separate compilation enables a physical separa-
tion of program texts in a. way that reflects the division of work and responsibilities. Once the corn-
mon interface between two parts has been agreed upon and recorded the two parts can be
developed and compiled separately. The fact that the common interface is a physically separate
text guarantees that separate recompilation of either part does not invalidate the common inter-
face.

The physical separation of program texts may be viewed as a support facility for the structured
programming concept of refinement. It may also be used to conceal the text of subprograms from
users who are only allowed to call them. Such concealment may be justified either by confiden-
tiality or in order to prevent inference of implicit assumptions regarding the functioning of the sub-
programs. Finally this physical separation enables the construction of libraries.

It is appropriate at this stage to introduce the distinction between independent and separate com-
pilation. a distinction first made by J.J. Horning.

Independent compilation has been achieved by most assembly languages and also by languages
such as Fortran and P1/i . Compilation of individual modules is performed independently in the
sense that such modules have no way of sharing knowledge of properties defined in other
modules.

Independent compilation is usually achieved with a lower level of checks between units than is
possible within a single compilation unit. In consequence, independent compilation came into dis-
repute and was rejected by safety minded, early typed language definitions such as Algol 68 and
Pascal. Fast compilation of the complete program was often advocated by promoters of these
languages as a safe alternative to independent compilation. Fast compilation, however , h~s its
limits, and it fails to answer the needs of confidentiality and libraries.

Separate compilation, on the other hand, reconciles type safety and the pragmatic reasons for
compiling in parts. It is based on the use of a library file which contains a record of previous com-
pilations of the units which form a program. It has been developed in the language Sue ECH 721
and In later languages such as Jossle IPW 741, Lis [IRHC 74], Mesa 1GM 77, LS 79) and recent
extensions of Algol 68. We next discuss its properties in terms of what is proposed in the Green
language. -
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When a program unit is submitted to the translator, the translator also has access to the library file.
Consequently, it is able to perform the same level of checking, in particular type checking, whether
a program is compiled in many parts or as a whole. It is indeed the existence of the library file that
makes the compilation separate but not irdependent.

Using the general information available in the library file, the translator will be able to help the user
manage recompilations. In particular it will be able to display information about the current com-
pilation state of a program divided in several compilation units: which separate program units have
been compiled, and which need to be recompiled because of prior recompilations.

It is thus for reasons of safety and practicability that the Green language has a strong facility tor
separate compilation. Two additional criteria have been followed in this design, namely simplicity
of use and simplicity of implementation.

Separate compilation being a user oriented facility, it should be very simple to understand and to
use. Consequently it should not introduce other concepts than those required by the nature of
separate compilation. Scope rules and the general form of separately compiled program units
should be the same as those of normal program units.

The design must also be compatible with having a simple translator. The additional work required
for separate compilation should stay within reasonable limits, since one of the goals is to save
globally on compiI~tion and recompilation time.

10.2 Pr~6ntation of the Separate Compilation Facility

A complete program is either a procedure body or it is a succession of compilation units submitted
individually or together to the compiler. In the Green language the major forms of program units,
that is subprograms and modules, can be compilation units. In addition, a module body can be
compiled separately from the corresponding module specification.

For program units that are separately compiled it is especially important to exercise precise control
over the names that are visible. Consequently compilation units are restricted program units, and
the visibility rules that apply to them are those that apply to all restricted program units.

Although compilation units are submitted individually to the translator they can depend~on each
other through their visibility lists. For this reason the compilation units which form a given program
are said to belong to a common program library.

Traditionally, one can distinguish two main styles of program development, top-down (Or
hierarchical) program development and bottom-up program development. The separate compila-
tion facility should support both styles, and also any intermediate form.

10.2.1 Bottom-up Program Development

For this form of program development we may have programmers developing libraries of generally
usable modules. The module construct, especially in the package form, is the main construct to be
used for this style of program development.
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Each generally usable package can (and should) be compiled separately and made thus available in
the program library. The specification and the body (if any) of such a package can be compilation
units and they can be submitted either in the same or in two different compilations.

Some packages produced in this form of program development do not depend on any outside
information, except perhaps that of the predefined environment; for example, a package of physical
constants. More generally, packages may depend on information defined by other modules of the
program library. For example an application level input output package may depend on a more
basic input output package; similarly a surveying package could depend on this application level
input Output package and on another package defining trigonometric functions.

Compilation units are interdependent through their visibility lists. This is shown in the example
below:

r.strlcted(MATH_LIB, TEXTJO)
procedure QUADRATIC_EQUATION I.

use TEXT_lO;
A, B. C, 0 : FLOAT;

GET(A): GET(B); GET(C);
O := B**2 - 4.O*A*C;
if 0 < 0.0 then

PUT (IMAGINARY ROOTS ’);
dse

dsdare
use MATH _LIB; -- note: SQRT is defined in MATH_LIB

be~~PUT (~REAL ROOTS : 1;
PUT ((B - SQRT(0))/(2.0*A));
PUT ((B + SQRT(D))/(2.0*A));
PUT (NEWLINE);

sod:
sod if:

end QUADRATIC_EQUATION;

For the programmer writing QUADRATIC_EQUATION , this procedure represents his complete
program. However, in order for that program to work, the program library should already contain
the two packages MATH_LIB and TEXT_IO on which QUADRATIC_EQUATION depends.
Otherwise the function SQRT supplied by MATH_ LIB and the procedures GET and PUT supplied
by TEXT_b will not be visible. The procedure could only be considered as complete and not
dependent on any other module if the packages that It used were local packages, and if in conse-
quence it had no visibility list.

Realizing that this program might be generally usable, the programmer may decide to encapsulate
it within a package, perhaps along with other similar procedures.

package EQUATION_SOLVER Is
procedure QUADRATIC_EQUATION;
procedure LINEAR_EQUATION;

end;
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restrlct.d(MATH_LIB, TEXT_b )
package body EQUATION_SOLVER is

procedure QUADRATIC_ EQUATION Is
— same text as before

end;

procedure LINEAR_EQUATION I.
-- reads a linear equation, solves it , prints results

end;
end EQUATION_SOLVER;

A program using this is shown below:

rsstricted(EQUATION_SOLVER)
procedure MAIN is

use EQUATION_SOLVER;
begin

for I in 1 .. 10 loop
QUADRATIC_EQUATION;

end loop ;
end MAIN;

Note that the program MAIN need only mention the package EQUATION_SOLVER in its visibility
list. It need not (and should not) mention the packages MATH_LIB and TEXT_ b , which are actual-
ly needed by the package body of EQUATION_SOLVER, since MAIN does not contain direct calls
to subprograms defined in either MATH_LIB or TEXT_IO.

The outermost declarations made in compilation units introduced in this fashion must be
elaborated before execution of the program. When preparing an object program for execution the
translator (and/or linkage editor) must collect all modules called directly or indirectly and elaborate
them before program execution. In the example above of the procedure MAIN, the modules
EQUATION_SOLVER, MATH_LIB, TEXT_IO (and possibly also other modules used by the latter)
must be elaborated. Elaboration of these modules must proceed in an order consistent with the
partial ordering discussed in 10.2.3.

Note finally that separately compiled modules may also be generic. Instances of such generic com-
pilation units can be obtained as usual:

restricted(INPUT_OUTPUT)
procedure TREAT_ELEMENTS Is

type ELEMENT Is
package ELEMENT_ b Is new 1NPUT_OUTPUT(ELEMENT) ;
-- use of the input output procedures for objects of type ELEMENT

end TREAT_ ELEMENTS ;
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10.2.2 Hierarchical Program Development

The other form of program development is called hierarchical or top down, as used in programm-
ing by stepwise refinement [Wi 71, Wo 72]. The top level provides a formulation of the program in
terms of operations to be su~pIied by the next lower level. Each such operation is then further
defined in terms of operations of another lower level, etc. Corresponding to this form of program
development the Green language offers the possibility of having compilation units that are sub-
units of other compilation units.

We illestrate subunits by means of a variant of the example of section 10.2 of the Reference
Manual. Assume that we are developing the procedure TOP in a top down fashion. The top level c
definition is given by the following compilation unit:

procedure TOP Is

type REAL is digits 10;
R, S : REAL;

procedure Q(U REAL);

package D Is
Pb constant REAL := 3.14159_26536;
function F(X : REAL) return REAL;
procedure G(Y, Z : REAL):

end D;

package body 0 is separate; -- stub of 0
procedure Q(U : REAL) Is separate; -- stub of Q

begin -- TOP

0(R);

D.G(R, S);

end TOP;

The specifications of the procedure Q and of the package D are given as usual. Hence the state-
ments of TOP can be defined in terms of these unIts, that is, the procedure Q and the subprograms
F and G defined by the package 0 can be called. In this case however the bodies of Q and 0 have
not been provided, but only body stubs in their stead, so that these two program units can be com-
piled separately as subunits of the procedure TOP. The procedure Q appears as

restricted (TOP)
separate procedure Q(U : REAL) is

us. D;

U := F(U);

end Q;

Although separately compiled, Q must still have access to the identifiers declared within TOP. For
example it must see the type REAL and the package name D. This is achieved by the visibility list
restricted (TOP) mentioning the name of the enclosing procedure TOP. Similar considerations app-
ly to the separately compiled body of the package D:
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restricted (TOP)
separate package body D Is

-- some local declarations of 0 followed by

function F(X : REAL) return REAL Is
begin

-- sequence of statements of F
end F;

procedure G(Y, Z REAL) Is separate; •- stub for G
end D:

In this case the package body contains the body of the function F and, again , a stub for the
procedure G which is thus a subunit of 0:

restricted (TOP. INPUT_OUTPUT )
separate procedure G(Y, Z : REAL) Is
begin

-- sequence of statements cf G
end G;

Subunits can be declared at the outermost level of another unit or subunit. This creates the pos-
sibility of a hierarchy of program subunits depending on a given compilation unit. This hierarchy is
no different from the nesting hierarchy in ordinary program units. In particular, the visibility rules
are the same and a subunit can depend on dynamic information. For example, consider

restricted (TOP)
separate procedure Q(U : REAL) is

use D;
L : constant REAL. :=
procedure S is separate;

begin

end Q;

Access to the local constant L is still possible within S, exactly as if the body of S were textually
nested at the place of the stub.

restricted (TOP)
separate procedure S Is
begin

-- access to L is possible
end S;

It should be clear that these two methods for introducing compilation units are not mutually
exclusive and can be used in combination. For example, a general purpose package may be split
into subunits in order to facilitate its development, compilation and subsequent recompilation.
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10.2.3 Compilation Order

Compilation units may be compiled separately, but this does not mean that compilations can be
submitted in an arbitrary order, since units are not independent. In particular, we have seen that
one unit may appear in the visibility list of another unit, ~nd some units can be subunits of other
units. These two forms of dependence determine a partial ordering of compilations:

• A unit cannot be compiled before any unit that it sees.

• A module body cannot be compiled before the corresponding module specification.

• A subunit cannot be compiled before the unit containing its declaration (and stub).

These rules are certainly rules of common sense and the translator must enforce them. It should be
clear that they only define a partial ordering and that several sequences are actually possible. For
example

(a) The procedure QUADRATIC_EQUATION cannot be compiled before the specifications of
MATH_LIB and TEXT_IO. On the other hand, the latter can be submitted in any order.
Furthermore the package bodies of MATH_LbS and TEXT_ b need not themselves be com-
piled before QUADRATIC_EQUATION. Of course, in order to execute the program, it will be
necessary that all compilations be completed.

(b) The procedure TOP must be compiled before its subunits 0 and D can be compiled. On the
other hand, the order of compilation of the procedure body of Q and of the package body of D
is irrelevant. Note that the body of Q contains the clause use D; but this has no influence on
order of compilation since all the information that Q needs to know (and can know) about D is
contained in the specification of D compiled with TOP.

(c) The subunit G cannot be compiled before either the package body of D (containing its stub) or
INPUT_OUTPUT (appearing in its visibility list). On the other hand the body of D and the
INPUT _OUPUT package can be compiled in any order.

10.2.4 Recompilation Order

Similar considerations apply for recompilations. If a given declaration is modified in a program unit,
all other units actually using the declared entity are affected by the change and should be recom-
piled.

• In principle, a translator including a librarian facility could compare the old text and the new text
and keep track of the changes on an individual basis. It would thus be able to keep recompilations
to an absolute minimum.

For simpler translators however, one may assume that the smallest grain of change recognized by
the translator is the recompilation of a compilation unit. For translators using such a strategy the
rules defining the need for recompilations are identical to the rules defining the compilation order.
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Given the ability to separately compile a module specification and a module body, this simple
strategy should not in practice require many more recompilations than strictly necessary.

Note, in this respect, that the language design has carefully avoided unnecessary textual
dependency. For example, the fact that visibility restrictions are given with the procedure body and
not with the procedure declaration (an~(or stub) is quite important. Consider the alternative

procedure EXAM PLE Is
package A is -

end A; -

package B is

end B; -.

-- The following is not in Green:

restricted (A, INPU T VOUTPU7)
procedure P(X : INTEGER) Is separate;

restricted (EXAMPLE, MATH_LIB )
procedure Q(Y : REAL) ii separate;

end EXAMPLE;

Assume that in some later revision of this program, input output needs to be performed within the
body of Q. Then if visibility lists were provided with the stubs, it would be necessary to modify the
stub of Q and hence to recompile the text of the EXAMPLE. However since the stub of P is also
provided there (this is the textual dependence), a translator using the simple strategy would con-
clude the necessity of recompiling P as well.

While we recognize that future translators might adopt more ambitious -schemes, this design has
carefully avoided any feature that would not be compatible with the simple strategy. Given this
careful avoidance of unnecessary textual dependencies the number of recompilations can be kept
quite close to the actual minimum.

10.2.5 Methodological Impact of Separate Compilation

The ability to separately compile a module specification and the corresponding module body has
important methodological consequences for program development and maintenance. For example,
it allows a team of programmers to agree upon a common interface and define it by one or more
package specifications. This being done, the package bodies and any other unit using the common
interface can be developed in parallel and compiled in an arbitrary order. Consider for example the
specification of table management package given in section 7.5 of the Reference Manual:
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H
package TABLE_MANAGER Is

type ITEM is
record

ORDER_NUM : INTEGER;
ITEM_ CODE : INTEGER;
ITEM_TYPE : CHARACTER;
QUANTITY : INTEGER;

end record;

NULL_ ITEM : constant ITEM :=
(ORDER_NUM I ITEM_CODE I QUANTITY => 0, ITEM_TYPE => 1;

procedure INSERT (NEW_ ITEM : In ITEM);
procedure RETRIEVE (FIRST_ITEM : out ITEM);
TABLE_FULL : exception; -- may be raised by INSERT

end TABLE_MANAGER;

The above package specification contains all the declarations that need to be known by any unit
using the services of the table manager.

It is important to realize that the package body of TABLE_MANAGER may be modified and recom-
piled without need for recompilations of units using TABLE_MANAGER. As long as the operations
promised by the visible part of the definition module are correctly achieved, the user will not be
affected by such changes. Another version of the package body using a different technique (such
as a balanced tree instead of lists) may be substituted without affecting the user.

This ability to compile a module specification and the corresponding module body separately is a
logical extension of the idea of encapsulation. Since the user is not affected by the -contents of the
package body (provided it is correct), there is no need to show him its text: all the user needs is an
object module.

Separate compilation of module bodies may thus be used to achieve physical hiding. This will be
useful for confidentiality purposes. It will also help to deny the user the possibility of reading the
algorithms anc~ inferring implicit assumptions that might not be satisfied by later implementations.
In this sense separately compiled module bodies provide good support for the policy of restricted
flow of information advocated by Parnas (PA 73J. They can be used in conjunction with
methodologies such as algebraic specification IGU 77].

10.3 The Program Library

In the previous sections we have shown how a large program can be separated into several com-
pilation units. All such un4ts logically belong to what is called a program library. Such library may
contain the units necessary for a single main program, but It may also contain the units of several
main programs, especially in the case of rebated projects. This should be left as a user decision.

Associated with each program library, there must be a library file that records information relative
to the compilations that have already been done. In particular, the library file must contain symbol
tables for separately compiled module specifications. It must also record compilation dates, and
the unit-subunit relations, in order to enable the translator to check the order of compilation.
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When submitting a compilation unit to the compiler, the programmer must provide

C The source text of the compilation unit

• The name of the library file to which the unit belongs

It is this second item that makes the compilation separate but not independent; the library file
enables the translator to perform type checking across separately compiled units exactly as within
a given compilation unit.
The concept of program library as defined above is not much different from the usual concept of
library, provided that means exist for transferring units from one library to another one. Such
facilities are not properly within the domain of the language but rather within that of its support
environment. We can only state here desired facilities that this environment should provide. When
standardized, these facilities could be specified by appropriate pragmas:

Library creation:
There should be a command for library creation. Some translators may decide to initialize
the library with the predefined modules upon library creation.

Inclusion of library units:
There should be a command to include a unit of one library into another library. Note that
such inclusion requires inclusion of the information pertaining to the unit (e.g. its symbol
table). After its inclusion, a unit should be indistinguishable from other units of the library.
Inclusion of a unit may require inclusion of units that it sees.

Deletion of library units
Conversely there should be a command to delete a unit from a given library.

Completion check
There should be a command by which a programmer states that the program is complete
(all units have been compiled). The translator will check that this Is the case and issue
appropriate error messages otherwise. Similarly this command (or a distinct one) could be
used to display global information about the current state of the program library: which
units have been compiled, which subunits have never been compiled, which units need to
be recompiled, etc.

Completion and status checks are quite useful since a library may contain obsolete units at
intermediate stages of the program development.
Since the translator is able to detect the need for recompilations, it could conceivably do these
automatically when needed. However changes are often done for several units at the same time. A
translator that performed recompilations after each change might perform more recompilations
than necessary unless it had global knowledge of all changes submitted.
Assume for example that the specifications of the packages A and B are modified. If all units see-
ing A were automatically recompiled, then if some of them also see B, they would be recompiled a
second time after the compilation of B.
Hence it is certainly preferable to let the user manage the recompilations. However, this means
that tools for displaying the current status of compilation units of a program should be provided.
Similarly it means that the user should be able to state that a program is complete and let the
translator check that this is actually the case.
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10.4 The Implementation of Separate Compilation

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the proposed language features can readily be
implemented safely and at a reasonable cost for the simple strategy where the minimum grain of
change recognized by the translator is a unit compilation or recompilation. The model described
below should not be considered as the only possible implementation technique but rather as a
feasibility proof. It is similar to the technique used for Lis compilers.

As mentioned before, separate compilation of a program split into separate units involves a library
file recording information on the units and on relations between them. In a sense, the library file
plays a role similar to that of the symbol table for a single compilation unit. The basic idea of main-
taining a library file is not widely known, but has been in use for many years for the compool

• facility in Jovial IPE 66j.

10.4.1 Principle of Separate Compilation

A library file is essentially a representation of the declarations encountered in the outer declarative
part of the compilation unit considered. These declarations may be accessed by other compilation
units. In particular access may be made to: V

e Any unit (or subunit) containing declarations of local subunits.

• Any separately compiled module specification since it may appear in the visibility lists of other
\ compilation units.

As a consequence the corresponding symbol tables must be kept in the library file. It is the
translator’s responsibility to maintain these symbol tables. In order to perform a given compilation,
it must first select the symbol tables corresponding to the current scope and then load them. In
other words, it must construct a symbol table equivalent to the symbol table at a given program
point as if the program was compiled as a complete text.

In order to perform this task it is useful to consider the following forest structure, which reflects
declaration of units and subunits:

(a) A unit is a root.

(b) The sons of a given compilation unit are the subunits whose stubs are given within the unit
considered. -

This structure is necessary for the determination of scope rules. Hence it must be recorded in the
library file and updated as new stubs of subunits are encountered, or as new units are compiled.

Finally for all units and subunits, a list of the modules mentioned in their visibility lists must be
recorded.

The forest structure will help for the determination of the symbol tables to be loaded, for checking
the validity of visibility restrictions and for the determination of the recompilatlons that need to be
done as a consequence of previous recompilations. Naturally, the translator may use this informa-
tion to assist the user with recompilations.
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To check for required recompilations, the translator may use a system of time-stamping that
records the order of compilations: a compilation date is associated with the symbol table of each
unit or subunit.

10.4.2 Details of the Actions Performed by the Translator

The following major actions must be performed during the translation of a compilation unit:

Determination of the compilation context

During a preliminary scan of the text of the compilation unit (for instance, during the lexical or
context-free analysis phase), the name of the compilation unit is recognized and a merged list of all
visibility lists found in the inner declarative parts of the unit is constructed. Note that the r~cogni-
tion of the compilation unit name will sometimes be only possible by using the contents of the
visibility lists.

Using the forest structure, the genealogy of the compilation unit may be found: its father , grand-
father . and so on, until a unit (root) is found. This genealogy together with the merged visibility
restrictions comprise the compiiation context.

Checking the validity of the compilation context

Any unit mentioned in a visibility list within a given compilation unit must be either a library
module or the root of the genealogy. Any subunit procedure mentioned in a visibility list must
belong to the genealogy of the current compilation unit. Any subunit module mentioned in a
visibility list must have been declared in one of the units or subunits of the genealogy.

The remaining names may be those of procedures and modules that are local to the current unit.
This sublist is kept for later chec’-s.

The following checks of compilation dates must be performed:

• In the genealogy, each son must have been compiled after its father.

• Each compilation unit of the genealogy must have been compiled after the modules it men-
tions in its visibility list.

e Each module of the merged visibility list must have been compiled after the modules it men-
tions on its own visibility list.

Translation may only proceed if all these checks are successful. Otherwise diagnostics, a list of
required recompilations and a recommended order must be printed by the translator.

Table loading

The symbol tables of the portion of the genealogy used and those of the modules of the merged
visibility lists may now be assembled (of course, actual accessibility to the declarations contained
in a module must be given only in scopes where the module name appears in a use clause or in
selected components).

This table assembly may involve establishing some links between the different tables since they
may refer to one another (for instance an identifier declared in a given package may be of a type
declared in another package).
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Update of the forest structure , table unloading

At the end of the translation of a unit or subunit, the date of compilation must be updated. For a
module, or for a procedure containing local declarations of separate units, a new symbol table
must be stored in the library file in a suitable format. Newly declared separate units must be
entered in one of the trees of the forest. If a new unit is compiled a root must be added to the
forest.

When a module is recompiled it is possible to use the forest structure to mark all units using the
module as needing recompilation. Similarly when a procedure or module is recompiled, all sub-
units declared within it may be marked as needing recompilation.

10.4.3 Treatment of Module Bodies

For a given module, the two disjoint units (specification and body) must be viewed as defining
(complementary aspects of) the same logical entity. Consequently it will be convenient for the user
to have a single object module, and not two. In order to achieve this effect the code produced dur-
ing the compilation of the module specification, if any, may be kept in some intermediate form in
the library file entry associated with the module. Later, when compiling the module body, this
initial code may be recovered and the compilations may proceed as if the two units were con-
catenated.

10.4.4 Summary of the Information Contained in a Ubrary FIle

The library file contains a representation of the forest structure discussed above. Each node of a
tree corresponds to a subunit, except the root, which is always a unit. A node contains:

• The name of the unit or subunit.

• Its nature: subprogram, package or task.

• Its compilation date and that of the associated module body, if there is one.

• The list of modules mentioned in the visibility list.

• A symbol table, if the unit or subunit contains declarations of subunits, or if the unit or subunit
is a module specification.

• A boolean component indicating need for recompilation.

The entry for a given node is created either when the stub for a subunit is analyzed (and then
initialized in the state “recompilation needed”), or, when the node is for a unit, during its compila-
tion. This entry is updated during compilations. The entry for a subunit may be deleted from the
compilation file if its declaration is absent from the parent unit (or subunit), when recompiling the
latter.

Each individual symbol table must be kept in a format that simplifies the reestablishment of the
relations between different symbol tables when they are assembled. As an example, consider the
two following packages:
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package D Is
type T Is

end D;

restrict.d(D)
package E Is

use D;
X : T;

end E;

Given the symbol table entry for the declaration of X, it must be possible to find the symbol table
entry for ~ts type 1.

If internal r~4erences are used to represent such relations, they must be relocated when the symbol
tables are assembled. Solutions involving relocation information, or alternatively general tables of
types, have been used in the past by implementations of languages supporting separate compila-
tion.

Note, finally, that symbol tables may be transferred from the library file of one program to that of
another program. The internal structure adopted for symbol tables should permit this.

10.5 Summary and Conclusion

To summarize the Green separate compilation facility:

• Compilation units can be subprograms, module specifications and module bodies. All com-
pilation units are restricted program units. The compilation units of a program form a program
library. -

• Subunits of other compilation units can be defined by using body stubs. These subunits are
separately compiled.

• The visibility rules applicable to compilation units and subunits are the usual scope rules
applicable to all restricted program units. The order of compilation and recompilation is only
governed by these rules.

We have attempted to restrict the number of language concepts to the minimum required by the
nature of separate compilation, and believe we have produced quite a simple solution. Naturally
this simplicity was obtained by treating separate compilation as one of the major goals in the
language design, and not as an afterthought.

Separate compilation has been conceived mainly as a user facility supporting the traditional forms
of program development.

This language proposal can be implemented at very reasonable cost, as evidenced by the previous
sections and by previous languages supporting similar separate compilation facilities. In conse-
quence the type rules may be nnforced across separate units to the same degree as within a given
unit.
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Separate compilation in no way cl~ nges the meaning of a program. Furthermore we have
demonstrated that the information contained in a library file may be used to check that a given
compilation does not use information from other units that have in the meantime become
obsolete.

Finally, one of the motivations of separate compilation is the creation of software libraries. This is
supported by the present proposal. By far the most useful library units should be packages. The
proposed facility permits their use with the same degree of safety as for internal units.

It is expected that library packages will be used for encapsulation of type definitions, for common
constants and data, and for shared declarations. The fact that these library items are already com-
piled program units and not source texts offers a degree of safety not found in languages providing
merely independent compilations.

Other modules will be used for the creation of user packages such as input output packages, to be
found in libraries. The ability to compile a module specification separately from the corresponding
module body provides the possibility of separating the interface of a module from its implementa-
tion. Thus it supports information hiding and reliability to an extremely high degree.
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11. Tasking

11.1 Introduction

Tasking is an important aspect of many embedded systems and this importance is clearly
recognized in the Steelman requirements. However it seems to have been neglected in most
languages currently in production use for such systems. One reason has clearly been a lack of con-
fidence in the many different facilities put forward for the control of parallelism. Semaphores,
events, signals and other similar mechanisms are clearly at too low a level. Monitors, on the other
hand, are not always easy to understand and, with their associated signals, perhaps seem to offer d

an unfortunate mix of high level and low level concepts. It is believed that Green strikes a good
balance by providing facilities which are not only ~asy to use directly but can also be used as tools
for the creation of mechanisms of different kinds.

The basic textual concept in Green is that of a task which in form is closely analogous to a package
module. Statements enable tasks to be initiated in parallel with their parent task and with each
other. The termination of tasks basically follows the scope structure but mechanisms are also
provided to allow wayward tasks to be controlled.

Communication and synchronization are both achieved using the concept of a rendezvous
between a task issuing an entry call and a task accepting the call by an accept statement. An entry
call is similar to a procedure call except that the calling and called tasks are distinct and syn-
chronized.

Great power is provided by the select statement which enables a task to respond to several dif-
ferent possible entry calls. -

Other facilities include a delay statement, which, combined with the select statement, provides a
- time-out mechanism in a natural manner. Interrupts may be handled by a representation
specification associated with a particular entry.

This chapter starts by describing the facilities and illustrating their use with examples. This is fol-
lowed by a brief historical survey of parallel processing mechanisms which put the present Green
operations into perspective. A substantial example is then given. A further section covers miscel-
laneous points of rational that are not covered elsewhere, and a final section discusses some
implementation considerations.
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11.2 Presentation of the Tasking FacIlity

This section introduces the tasking facilities, defines them generally, and illustrates them by means
of examples. After a presentation of tasks and their associated hierarchy, we describe rendezvous,
entry calls, and accept statements. The discussion continues with select statements, delay state-
ments, and interrupts, whose occurrences can be viewed as implicit entry calls. Families of tasks
and entries, and generic tasks are then described and the presentation concludes with the use of
these concepts for scheduling.

11.2.1 Tasks : Textual Layout

A task is a textually distinct program unit which may be executed concurrently with other tasks. It
is very similar in form to a package module. Indeed the major difference between a package
module and a task module is that the former is merely a passive construct whereas a task may be
active.

Like the package module, a task may be declared within any declarative part (except the visible
part of another task) and simila. ly comprises two distinct pieces of text. These are the specifica-
tion part which describes its external appearance, and the module body which describes its inter-
nal behavior. These two partc wilt often be juxtaposed in the text but need not and indeed need
not be compiled together. Wc will now consider the details of these two parts and, in particular,
show how they differ from th~ corresponding parts of package modules.

The specification part comprises a header giving the n&me of the task (and possibly other
characteristics, to be discussed later, such as whether it is a family or generic) and a declarative
part which describes its appearance to the outside world. This declarative part is usually known as
the visible part. The visible part may contain type, subtype, constant, entry, subprogram, exception,
and renaming declarations. The declarations of variables and modules are disallowed on
methodological grounds (since such variables would not be controlled by the task) and because of
the difficulty of preventing access to them if the task is not active. Entries externally look like
procedures but are executed in mutual exclusion.

It is the possibility of the inclusion of entry declarations which distinguishes the visible part of a
task from that of a package module.

The following is an example of the specification part of a task:

task LINL.T0_CHAR is
type LINE Is array (1 .. 80) of CHARACTER :
.ntry PUT_LINE IL : in LINE);
entry GET_CHAR (C : out CHARACTER);

end;

The module body of a task has a form similar to that of a package body and comprises a
~~

- declarative part and a sequence of statements. The body of the above example has the following
outline.
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task body LINE _TO_CHAR Is
BUFFER : LINE;

begin
-- sequence of statements

end,

The full det&?s of the body of this example are deferred until Section 11 .2.4 .

11.2.2 Task Hierarchy

Before describing the detailed statements associated with tasks, it is important that the reader
understand the underlying concept of a task, its activation, and its parent. We describe this in
terms of a model which should be considered to be only illustrative.

We distinguish between a thread of control and the text of a task . A thread of control corresponds
to a task activation whereas the text is merely a passive description of some code. The main
program can be considered to be an anonymous task with a thread of control created by the
underlying system.

When a thread of control enters a scope containing task declarations, the elaboration of each
declaration creates just one new potential thread of control (or in the case of a family, one for each
member of the family). There is therefore a one to one correspondence between threads of control
and the elaboration of task declarations and we can loosely talk about a thread of control by the
name of the corresponding task declarations.

Although each elaboration of a task declaration only gives rise to one thread (that is, a task cannot
be multiply active) nevertheless there may be several threads corresponding to different coexisting
elaborations of the declaration. This would occur for example if a task were declared in a recursive
procedure or perhaps more likely in a procedure called reentrantly by several other tasks. The nor-
mal scope rules prevent any ambiguity because only one instance of the task elaboration is visible
at any one point.

It should also be realized that a subprogram does not in any sense belong to any particular task.
Whether or not it can be used reentrantly will depend upon its visibility. If it is within the body of a
task which has no subtasks, then it can only be called by the embracing task. On the other hand, if
it is declared in the same declarative part as several tasks, then it can obviously be called by all
these tasks.

The parent of a task is the task whose thread of control elaborates its declaration. We recall from
Chapter 7 of the Reference Manual that on entry into a scope containing a package module the
visible part is first elaborated and the package body is subsequently executed in order to initialize
the package. On the other hand, upon entry into a scope containing the declaration of a task ,
again the visible part is immediately elaborated but the task body is not executed until the task is
made active by an initiate statement.

The initiate statement contains a name list indicating the tasks to be initiated. The tasks are then
made active and their bodies are executed in parallel with each other and their parents. It should
be carefully observed that the task performing the initiate statement need not be the parent
aithough it often is (since the parent is the one who elaborates the task declaration, for an example
see section 11.4.5).
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Facilities are provided to enable a task to exert fine control over the termination of another task.
The attribute T ACTIVE is TRUE if the task T has been initiated and has not yet terminated. The
special exception FAILURE may be raised in another task and this may be used to program last
wishes followed by self termination. In desperation the abort statement may be used. Thus

abort Ti . 12;

will cause tasks Ti and T2 plus any descendant tasks to be terminated unconditionally. This may
as a consequence raise TASKING_ERROR exceptions in other tasks which were communicating
with Ti , T2 or the,- descendants at the time. The abort statemer~t should not be used without due
care.

The above discussion was presented in terms of several tasks executing in parallel. Whether this
physically occurs depends upon the hardware. In a multiprocessor system actual parallel execu-
tion may occur whereas in a single processor system only one task can really be active. In any
case a scheduler is required in order to allocate the ready tasks to the one or more processors. The
scheduling algorithm takes tasks on a first in, first out basis within priorities. On initiation, tasks
take the priority of their initiator but they can change their own priority by a call of the procedure
SET_PRIORITY. The priority of a task T is given by the attribute T’PRIORITY. Priorities are
prOvided as a tool for indicating relative degrees of urgency and on no account should their
manipulation be used as a technique for attempting to obtain mutual exclusion.

Families of tasks and generic tasks are discussed in 11.2.8 and 11.2.9.

11.2.3 Visibility Rules

The usual visibility rules are applicable to tasks. As a consequence several tasks may share global
variables and it is the programmer ’s responsibility to ensure their integrity. Of course the primary
means of communication between tasks is not through the sharing of global variables (which
should be donc with caution) but by the use of the entry as described in the next section. However
to disallow shared variables seems to be a constraint which would be unwise in some critical cir-
cumstances.

Shared variables are not marked in their declaration since a local variable of a generic module
could be shared or not depending on the place where an instantiation if performed. Moreover any
global variable is potentially shared and its appearance in a global declaration should itself be a
sufficient warning. If it were used by a single task it could always be made local to that task.

11.2.4 EntrIes and the Accept Statement

As we have seen the visible part of a task may contain the specification of entries. Externally an
entry looks like a procedure, takes parameters and is called in the same way. The difference lies in
the internal behavior. In the case of a procedure the calling task executes the procedure body itself
and the procedure body can be executed immediately. In the case of an entry the corresponding
actions are executed by the task owning the entry, not by the calling task. Moreover these actions V

are only executed when the called task is prepared to execute a corresponding accept statement.
In fact the calling and called tasks may be thought to meet together in a rendezvous. We will
illustrate this by completing the example introduced earlier.
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task LINE_TO_CHAR is
type LINE 1 array (1 .. 80) of CHARACTER;
entry PUT_LINE (L : in LINE);
entry GET_CHAR (C : out CHARACTER);

end;

task body LINE_TO_CHAR is
BUFFER LINE;

begin
loop

accept PUT_LINE(L : in LINE) do
BUFFER := 1;

end PUT_LINE;
for I in 1 .. 80 loop

accept GET_CHAR(C : out CHARACTER) do
C := BUFFER(l);

end GET_CHAR;
end loop;

end loop;
end;

The accept statement has the partial appearance of a procedure body. It can be thought of as a
body to be executed where it stands in much the same way as a block can be thought of as an
inline procedure without parameters.

The accept statement repeats the formal part of the entry declarations in order to emphasize the
scope of the parameters. The formal part is then followed by the statements to be executed during
the rendezvous. These are delimited by do and end and are the scope in which the parameters of
the entry are accessible.

There are two possibilities for a rendezvous according to whether the calling task issues the calling
statement such as

LI NE_TO_CHAR.PUT_LI N E(MY_LI NE);

before or after a corresponding accept statement is reached by the called task. Whichever gets
there first waits for the other. When the rendezvous is achieved, the appropriate parameters of the
caller are passed to the called task (note that actual parameters are determined when the entry call
is issued, not when the rendezvous occurs). The caller is then temporarily suspended until the cal-
led task completes the statements embraced by do ... end. Any out parameters are then passed
back to the caller and finally both tasks again proceed independently of each other.

It should be observed that the rendezvous is named in one direction only. The calling task must
know the name of the entry and this is specific to the called task. Thus the calling task must know
the called task. The called task on the other hand will accept calls from any task. Thus we have a
many-to-one pattern of communication. As a consequence of this, each entry potentially has a
queue of tasks calling it. This queue is processed in a strictly first in first out manner and each
rendezvous at an accept statement removes just one item from this queue.
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The behavior of the process LiNE_TO_CHAR should now be clear. It contains an internal buffer
which may hold a line of characters. The task alternately fills the buffer by accepting a call of
PUT_LINE and then empties it by accepting 80 successive calls of GET_CHAR. Calls of the entries
can only be processed when the corresponding accept statement is reached. Thus many different
tasks could be held up attempting to call PUT....LINE. They are only accepted one at a time in
accordance with the groups of calls of GET_CHAR. Again note that the buffer may be emptied by
several different tasks calling GET_CHAR. Indeed several tasks could be suspended on calls of
GET_CHAR until a task issues a call of PUT_LINE.

It should be carefully observed that a task can only be in one queue at a time (and then only in it
once). This is because a task can naturally only be calling one entry at a time.

This example could therefore be used to provide a simple buffering mechanism between a
producer and consumer task thus (assuming the corresponding tasks have been initiated):

task CONSUME_CHAR;
task PRODUCE_LINE;

- task body PRODUCE_LINE is
use LINE_TO_CHAR;
MY_LINE : LINE;

begin
loop

— fill MY_LINE from somewhere
PUT_LINE(MY_LINE); -

end loop;
end;

task body CONSUME_CHAR ii
use LINE _TO_CHAR;
MY_CHAR : CHARACTER;

begin
loop

GET_CHAR (MY_CHAR);
-- dispose of MY_ CHAR

end loop;
end;

In the task LINE_TO_CHAR there is only one accept statement corresponding to each entry. This
need not necessarily be the case as later examples will show. Moreover if there are several accept
statements corresponding to one entry then the bodies of the statements may differ. We see here
a sharp distinction between entries and procedures. All calls of a procedure execute the same
body whereas calls of entries need not. Entries are closely akin to coroutines in this respect.

As general programming practice the body of the entry between do and end should not contain
unnecessary statements otherwise the calling task will be needlessly held up. As a consequence,
it will often be the case that the end will follow the last statement which needs to access an entry
parameter.

An accept statement may have no do ... end part. This will usually, but not necessarily, be the case
when the entry has no parameters.
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For example the following task implements a binary semaphore for protecting critical sections:

task SEMAPHORE ,s
entry P;
entry V;

end;

task body SEMAPHORE is
begin

loop
accept P;
accept V;

end loop;
end;

A critical section is then bracketed thus

P;
-- critical section

V;

In this case the rendezvous merely provides synchronization and no data is transferred.

An entry can be declared in a task specification or in the outermost declarative part of a task body
and is said to be owned by the task. In the simple examples we have met so far, the entries have
all been declared in the visible part. The task READER_WRITER in the next section illustrates the
use of a local entry.

There are constraints on the position of an accept statement to ensure that it is only executed by
the task owning the corresponding entry. Firstly an accept statement may only be in the body of
the task and not in an inner task. Secondly if an accept statement is in a procedure then that
procedure may not be called directly, or indirectly, by a visible procedure or by the body of an inner
task.

If an entry is renamed, it is renamed as a procedure. This preserves the uniform user interface. A
minor distinction between entries and procedures is that it is not possible to have an entry func-
tion. Finally it should be remarked that it is possible to have families of entries. These are discussed
in 11.2.8.

11.2.5 The Select Statement

The accept statement enables a task to wait for some event to happen and the happening of the
event is in our notation indicated by the calling of the corresponding entry. To wait for several
events all to have happened merely requires a sequence of accept statements. To wait for one
only of several alternatives is not easy and for this purpose we introduce the select statement. As
will become evident, the select statement has exceptional expressive power.

The select statement has some analogy with the case statement and in its simplest form allows
one of several alternative accept statements to be obeyed.
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As an example suppose we wish a variable to be accessible to many task but nevertheless wish to
prevent more than one task from accessing it at the same time. Moreover suppose we wish to
provide facilities to read the variable and to write a new value to it. The following task provides the
entries READ and WRITE for this.

task PROTECTED_VARIABLE Is
entry READ (V : out ELEM);
entry WRITE (E : in ELEM );

end;

task body PROTECTED_VARIABLE is
VARIABLE : ELEM;

begin
loop

select
accept READ (V : out ELEM) do

V := VARIABLE;
end;

or
accept WRITE(E : in ELEM) do

VARIABLE := E;
end;

end select;
end loop;

end PROTECTED_VARIABLE;

A call of READ copies the value of the variable into its parameter V. A call of WRITE copies the
expression E passed as parameter into the variable.

The select statement allows the task to accept either READ or WRITE. On entry to the select
statement if neither a READ nor a WRITE has been called, the task waits for the first of either and
then obeys the appropriate accept statement. If one has already been called then that call is
immediately accepted. If however both entries have already been called (obviously by two or more
other tasks) then one of the alternatives is chosen in a completely random manner.

In the more general case each alternative may include a guarding condition following when. These
conditions are all evaluated at the beginning of the select statement and only those alternatives
whose guards are true are considered in the subsequent selection. An absent guard is of course
considered to be true. If all guards are false so that no aItern~tive can be considered, then it is an
error (unless there is an else part as described later in this section) and the SELECT_ERROR excep-
tion is raised. An alternative whose guard is true (or absent) is said to be open. If the guard is false
it is closed.

It should also be noted that each alternative may also include further statements following the
rendezvous body of the accept. These additional statements are executed in the normal way after
the rendezvous has been completed.

The following example of a bounded buffer illustrates the use of guards.
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t k  BUFFERING is -

entry READ (V : out ITEM);
entry WRITE (E in ITEM);

end;

task body BUFFERING is -

SIZE constant I NTEGER := 10;
BUFFER array (1 .. SIZE) of ITEM ;
INX , OUTX : INTEGER range 1 .. SIZE := 1;
COUNT INTEGER range 0 .. SIZE := 0;

begin —

loop
select

when COUNT < SIZE => - -

accept WRITE(E in ITEM) do
BUFFER(INX) := E;

end;
INX INX mod SIZE + 1;

COUNT := COUNT + 1;
or

when COUNT > 0 =>
accept READ (V : out ITEM ) do

V BUFFER(OUTX);
end;
OUTX := OUTX mod SIZE + 1;

COUNT := COUNT - 1;
end select;

end loop;
end BUFFERING;

The variables INX and OUTX index the ends of the currently used part of the buffer and COUNT
indicates how many items are in the buffer. Note how obvious the guards are. A READ can only
be accepted when the buffer is not empty and a WRITE can only be accepted when the buffer Is
not full. The reader is invited to compare the readability of the solution presented here with the
example written in other languages in section 11.4.2.

It should be noted that the updating of the values of INX, OUTX and COUNT is not done within the
rendezvous. This allows the calling task to continue as soon as possible.

The next example shows the use of local entries. It is an extension of the task PROTECTED_-
VARIABLE described above and allows several tasks to READ simultaneously but only one to
WRITE when no tasks are ~reading.
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task READER_WRITER I.
procedure READ(V : out ELEM);
iby WRITE(E : In ELEM):

end:

task body READER_WRITER i.
VARIABLE : ELEM;
READERS : INTEGER := 0;
entry START_READ;
entry STOP_READ;

procedure REAO(V : out ELEM) is

START_READ;
V := VARIABLE;
STOP_READ:

end;

be~~accept WRITE(E : in ELEM) do
VARIABLE := E;

sod;

loop
select

accept START_READ;
READERS := READERS + 1;

or
accept STOP_READ;
READERS := READERS - 1;

or
when READERS = 0 =>

accept WRITE(E : in ELEM) do
VARIABLE :=

end:
end edict;

and loop;
sod READER_WRITER;

In this example READ is a procedure and not an entry. However since entries are called in the
same way as procedures the effective interface from the point of view of the caller remains
unchanged. Of course the compiled calling code may be different but this need not concern the
user.

This example also illustrates the use of more than one accept statement corresponding to the entry
WRITE (in this particular example the bodIes are the same but this need not be the case). It shows
that a task can be viewed as a sort of coroutine where entry calls can achieve different actions
depending on the current point of execution of the task.

We now consider a further elaboration of this !xemPIe which gives a better dIstribution of priority
between readers and writers. Normally writers have priority over readers and a new reader should
not be permitted to start if there Is a writer waiting.
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However all waiting readers at the end of a write should have priority over the next writer. In order
to program this strategy we use the attribute E COUNT of an entry E which denotes the number of
tasks waiting in the queue for the entry. The use of this attribute requires some care as explained
below. We illustrate this point by means of two different formulations of this problem. The visible
part of READER_WRITER remains unchanged. In the first formulation (not the better one), the
declaration

N : INTEGER := 0;

is added to the declarative part of the body and the statement part now becomes as follows:

accept WRITE(E : In ELEM) do
VARIABLE := E;
N := START_READ’COUNT;

end;

loop
select

when WRITE COUNT = 0 or N > 0 =>
accept START_READ;
READERS := READERS + 1;
if N > O t h . n

N := N - 1;
end if;

or
accept STOP_READ;
READERS := READERS - 1:

or
when READERS _  0 and N = 0 =>

accept WR ITE(E : In ELEM) do
VARIABLE :=
N := START_READ COUNT;

end;
end select;

end loop;
end;

In this formulation, N is the number of readers still waiting of those who were waiting when the
previous write finished.

The fif o queue discipline is necessary for the correct working of this example. At the end of each
write, the number of readers waiting is noted in N. A new reader is only accepted when there are
no writers waiting unless some of the old readers are still to be served; hence the test of N in the
guard of accept START_READ and the decrement of N in the body of START_READ. Similarly,
the guard of accept WRITE ensures that a new writer is only served if there are no current readers
or old readers still waiting.

The above formulation should be treated with caution. For consider what happens if one of the
waiting readers is aborted while in the queue on the entry START_READ , and after the value of
START_READ COUNT has been assigned to N. The value of N will then become inconsistent and
the next writer will be further delayed until a new reader arrives.
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This illustrates a general danger with using the COUNT attribute in guards, since any task that has
issued an entry call can receive an exception between the evaluation of COUNT.and the execution
of an accept statement based on the value of the COUNT. Note however that a guard of the form
E COUNT = 0 is never dangerous. No task was in the queue and so none can disappear.

We will now reformulate the above example avoiding the dangerous use of COUNT by introducing
the else part of the select statement. A select statement may- contain an else part following the
various possibly guarded alternatives. The else part cannot be guarded. If all guards are false, or
an immediate rendezvous is not possible, then the else part is obeyed. If there is an else part then
a SELECT_ERROR cannot arise.

In the reformulated example, N is no longer required and the main loop now becomes as follows:
‘ loop

select
when WRITE’COUNT 0 => -- this is safe

accept START_READ;
READERS := READERS + 1;

or
accept STOP_READ; -

REA~~RS := READERS - 1;
or

when READERS = 0 => -
-accept WRITE(E : in EL.EMI do

VARIABLE := E;
end;
loop

select
accept START_READ;
READERS := READERS + 1;

else 
-

exit;
end select;

end loop;
end select;

end loop;

After accepting a WRITE the task loops accepting as many START_READs as can immediately be
processed. Of course the behavior is marginally different but the general objective is satisfied. The
loop ought also to follow the initial WRITE and so could conveniently be placed in a procedure.

There are constraints on the position of a select statement identical to those of the accept state-
ment. These are of course necessarily imposed by the accept statements in the alternatives.
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It is finally worth noting that the entries in the various alternatives need not be distinct (although
they usually will). If two or more prove to be the same then the usual rule of random selection
applies.

11.2.6 The Delay Statement

The delay statement postpones the execution of the task for at least the specified time interval.

delay 2.O*SECONDS;

The expression following delay represents the number of basic time units of the real time clock (on
the object machine) for which the task is to be suspended. This expression will be of the
predefined floating point type TIME. An integer type is not appropriate since the range of times to
be accommodated will often exceed the range of integers on many object machines. The
predefined constant SECONDS is the number of basic time units in one second and allows the
expression to be written in a natural manner. The user can of course declare other appropriate
constants. Thus

MINUTES : constant TIME := 60.0 * SECONDS:

It should be realized that the use of a floating point type for delays does not introduce any
additional timing drift. The use of a simple delay in a loop such as

loop
delay 1.O*MINUTES;

end loop;

does not cause the body of the loop to be executed every minute anyway because of the time
taken to execute the statements in the loop. Accurate timing requires repeated reading of the clock
and the use of a floating point type need not introduce any drift. -

A delay statement may occur in place of an accept statement as the synchronization part of an
alternative of a select statement and may have a guard in the usual way. Such a delay statement
may be used to provide a time-out for the select statement. If no rendezvous has occurred within
the specified interval then the statement list following the delay statement is executed. Of course
if a rendezvous occurs before the interval has expired then the delay is cancelled and the select
statement is executed normally.

As an example we can consider a task to drive a chain printer. If the printer does not receive any
printing order for 10 seconds then the chain has to be stopped. Once it has stopped a further print
request will cause it to restart but a 1 second delay must take place before printing commences.
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task PRINTER_DRIVER is
entry PRINT(L : LINE);

end; V

task body PRINTER_DRIVER Is
CHAIN_GOING : BOOLEAN := FALSE; -

BUFFER : LINE;
begin 

-

loop
select

accept PRINT( L : LINE) do
BUFFER := L;

end; -

if not CHAIN_GOING then
-- start the chain
delay 1.0*SECONDS;
CHAIN _GOING := TRUE;

end if;
-- print the line

or
when CHAIN_GOING =>

delay 10.0*SECONDS;
-- stop the chain
CHAIN _GOING := FALSE;

end select;
end loop;

end;

Of course a select statement may have several alternatives with a delay statement as the syn-
chronization statement . This extends the general rule that the entries in the different alternatives
need not be distinct. If there are several delays (with guard true) then the one with the shortest
delay is chosen.

A select statement may not have alternatives commencing delay as well as an else part; the else
part would always take precedence anyway. Moreover, at least one alternative must have an
accept statement. This regularizes the constraint on the position of the select statement.

11.2.7 Interrupts

Hardware interrupts are simply handled by interpreting them as an external entry call. A represen-
tation specification is used to lii~k the entry to the interrupt thus

for 10_ DONE use at 4;

The value following at is interpreted In a machine dependent manner. For example. it could be a
physical address, an index into a table of records, or a binary number representing encoded infor-
mation.

The interrupt is processed when the task owning the entry performs a rendezvous by using a cor-
responding accept statement.
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accept 10_ DONE;

Multiple interrupts are queued as any other entry call is queued although there may be a system
defined limit to the number of possible pending interrupts on a given entry.

The mechanism of masking interrupts is not visible to the user but is handled by the implementing
software which connects the interrupts to the entry ca1l. This approach enables the language to be
reasonably machine independent in an otherwise awkward area.

An interrupt may return control information via an in parameter of the entry. Clearly an entry
associated with an interrupt cannot have out or in out parameters.

11.2.8 Families of Tasks and Entries

The possibility of having families of tasks and entries has been mentioned above. A family is con-
ceptually similar to an array but different terminology is used in order to maintain a clear distinc-
tion between program concepts such as tasks and data concepts such as integers. Furthermore
the allocation strategy for families of tasks can be different from that of an array (see 11.4.6).

A natural use of a family of tasks occurs when there are several copies of a piece of physical equip-
ment and a distinct but similar task is required to drive each one. Thus suppose we have 10 line
printers and wish to drive each one by a distinct task such as PRINTER_DRIVER of section 11.2.6.
The specification part would then become

task PRINTER_DRIVER (1 .. 10) is
entry PRINT(L : LINE):

end;

The task body would remain the same. A member would be designated by appending a subscript
in a manner analogous to an array component. Thus the sixth member would be initiated by

initiate PRINTER_DRIVER(6); ‘

Alternatively the whole family would be initiated by

initiate PRINTER_DRIVER( 1 .. 10);

V In order to call an entry, the member of the family has to be indicated in full:

PRINTER_DRIVE R( I). PR INT( M V_LIN E);
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It is often convenient to rename an entry in such circumstances so that calls are abbreviated. Thus:

procedure PRINT_6 renames PRINTER_DRIVER(6). PRiNT;

A procedure in the visible part is called in a similar manner. Types, constants and exceptions
however belong to the family as a whole and are denoted by just using the family name and not
the member name.

Within the text of a family it is sometimes necessary to refer to the index of the current member.
This can be done by the use of the INDEX attribute. Thus in the above case

PRINTER_DRIVER INDEX

would give the index of the particular driver. It could, for example, be the case that the printers are
controlled by a multiplexer. The printers could communicate with the multiplexer by calling its
entries and passing their index as a parameter so that the multiplexer knows which printer it is
dealing with at any time. 

-

A family of tasks is an appropriate technique to use when the individual members correspond to
physically autonomous pieces of equipment. We will now introduce families of entries and
illustrate their use with a problem in which the individual physical items are not completely ‘ V -

independent.

A family of entries is declared by adding a range specification to the entry name in the declaration.
Thus

entry TRANSFER(1 .. 200HD : DATA);

declares a family of 200 entries each of which has the parameter D.

A particular entry is called by the use of a subscript as expected

TRANSFER(IllDATA_VALUE);

in the corresponding accept statement, the particular member has to be indicated by appending an
actual index to the family name. It is then followed by the formal parameter list, if any, in the usual
way.

accept TRANSFER(I)(D : DATA) do ... end TRANSFER;

Our example is that of scheduling a queue of requests for data transfers to or from a moving-head
disk. In order to minimize head movement the requests are grouped into separate queues for each
track and all the requests for a particular track are serviced together. It would be possible to con-
sider each track as a separate physical entity demanding its own task. We would then use a family
of tasks. However, the tracks are not independent. The disk can only be serving one track at a time
and so the parallelism obtained by using many tasks is not necessary . Instead the transfers are
handled by a single slave task with a family of entries. There is an entry for each track so that the
queues are independent. A separate task controls the arm movement and the choice of track for
the slave task.
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task DISK_HEAD_SCHEDULER is
type TRACK is new INTEGER range 1 .. 200,
type DATA is ... -- other parameters of transfer
procedure TRANSMIT(TN : TRACK; D : DATA);

end;

task body DISK _HEAD_SCHEDULER Is
type DIRECTION is (UP. DOWN) :
INVERSE : constant array (UP .. DOWN) of DIRECTION :=

(UP => DOWN. DOWN => UP);
STEP : constant array (UP .. DOWN) of INTEGER range -1 .. 1

(UP => 1 . DOWN => -1 ); V

WAITING: array (TRACK’FIRST .. TRACK LAST) of INTEGER := (TRACK~FIRST .. TRACK’LAST => 0);
COUNT : array (UP .. DOWN) of INTEGER := (UP .. DOWN => 0);
MOVE : DIRECTION := DOWN;
ARM _POSITION : TRACK := 1;

entry SIGN_IN(T : TRACK);
entry FIND_TRACK(REQUESTS : out INTEGER; TRACK_NO : out TRACK);

task TRACK_MANAGER is
entry TRANSFER(TRACK’FIRST .. TRACK LAST)(D : DATA);

end;

procedure TRANSMIT(TN : TRACK; D : DATA) is
begin

SIGN _lN(TN);
TRACK_MANAGER.TRANSFER(TN)(D);

end;

task body TRACK_MANAGER is
NO_OF_REQUESTS : INTEGER;
CURRENT_TRACK : TRACK;

begin
loop

FIN D_TRACK(NO_OF_REQU ESTS, CURRENT _TRACK);
while NO_OF_REQUESTS > 0 loop -

accept TRANSFER(CUR~ ENT_TRACK)(D : DATA) do
-- do actual I/O
NO_OF_REQUESTS := NO_OF_REQUESTS - 1;

end TRANSFER;
end loop;

end loop;
end TRACK_MANAGER;
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begin -- DISK_HEAD_SCHEDULER
initiate TRACK_MANAGER;
loop

select
when COUNT(UP) + COUNT(DOWN) > 0 =>

accept FIND_TRACK(REQUESTS: out INTEGER; TRACK_NO: out TRACK) do
If COUNT(MOVE) = 0 then

MOVE := INVERSE(MOVE);
else

ARM_POSITION := ARM_POSITION + STEPIMOVE);
end If;
while WAIT ING(ARM_POSITION) 0 loop

ARM_POSITION := ARM_POSITION + STEP(MOVE);
end loop;
COUNT(MOVE) := COUNT(MOVE) - WA ITING(ARM_POSITION);
REQUESTS := WAITING(ARM_ POSITION);
TRACK_NO := ARM_ POSITION;

- WAITING (ARM_POSITION) := 0;
end FIND_TRACK;

or
accept SIGN_IN(T : TRACK) do

if T < ARM_POSITION then
COUNT(DOWN) := COUNT(DOWN) + 1;

elsif T ). ARM_ POSITION then
COUNT(UP) := COUNT(UP) + 1;

else
COUNT(INVERSE(MOVE)) := COUNT(INVERSE(MOVE)) + 1;

end if;
WAITING(T) := WAITING(T) + 1;

end SIGN_IN;
end select;

end loop;
end DISK _HEAD_SCHEDULER;

The user indicates his requests by calling the procedure TRANSMIT. This in turn calls the entry
SIGN_IN in the main task which records the request and then the user waits on the call of
TRANSFER until the slave task TRACK_MANAGER is ready to perform transfers on the track con-
cerned.

The slave task TRACK_MANAGER calls the entry FIND_TRACK in order to determine which track
should be handled next. DISK_HEAD_SCHEDULER only honors the call when there are requests
outstanding (COUNT(UP)÷COUNT(DOWN)>O). If there are requests outstanding, an extended
rendezvous occurs during which the arm is moved and the data transferred to TRACK_MANAGER.

Note the accept statement within TRACK_MANAGER which references the member CUR-
RENT_TRACK of the family TRANSFER and so finally deals with the user who has been waiting in
TRANSMIT.

It should be pointed out that the example given is purely illustrative. No genuine disk head
scheduler would need to be so heavily engineered. A perfectly adequate solution is to allow only
two calls to track manager at a time and to sort these into the more efficient order. If a disk queue
frequently exceeds two items then the system is grossly overloaded anyway and elaborate
scheduling is unlikely to help.
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11.2.9 GenerIc Tasks

The final concept to be described is that of a generic task. A full description of generics is given in
chapter 12 of the Reference Manual and we merely describe here a simple example which
illustrates the need for and use of generic tasks.

We saw in section’ 11.2.4 how a simple task could implement a binary semaphore for protecting a
critical region. The main shortcoming of the example was that it only implemented a single
semaphore and did not provide a mechanism whereby the user could declare as many semaphores
as he wished. By making the task generic this difficulty can be overcome and we illustrate it by the
allied example of a signal.

A simple signal has two operations, SEND and WAIT. One task may SEND a signal and another
may WAIT for it. When a signal is sent only one waiting task is released. A signal is remembered
until a task waits but repeated sends are ignored. A solution is as follows:

generic teak SIGNAL is
entry SEND;
entry WAIT;

end SIGNAL;

task body SIGNAL is
HAS_OCCURRED : BOOLEAN := FALSE;

begin
loop

select
accept SEND;
HAS_OCCURRED := TRUE;

or
when HAS_OCCURRED =>

accept WAIT ;
HAS_OCCURRED := FALSE;

end select;
end loop;

end;

Within the user a particular signal is declared thus:

tasli MV_SIGNAL is new SIGNAL;

The calls of WA IT and SEND then appear as

MY_SIGNALWA IT;
MY_SIGNALSEND;

Signals and semaphores are predefined generic tasks. This should enable an implementation to
make optimal use of any synchronization facilities provided by the machine or underlying system.
For example, if semaphores are supplied by a given hardware, calls to the P and V operations can
be mapped directly on the corresponding hardware primitives. In such a case the package body
should only be considered as a semantic description of the corresponding construct.
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A variation on the normal signal is the so-called passing signal. In this case the signal is not
remembered and a task must wait for a later occurrence of the signal. A signal sent when no one
is waiting is completely lost. A solution is

task body PASSING_SIGNAL is -

begin
loop

accept SEND;
select

accept WAIT;
else

null;
end select;

end loop;
end PASSING_SIGNAL;

11.2.10 Scheduling

The key to designing parallel tasks in the Green language lies in the realization that queues are
associated with entries and only entries and that such queues are handled in a strictly first in first
out manner. The example of the DISK_HEAD_SCHEDULER showed how a family of entries could
be used to fragment a queue into subqueues. The fifo nature of the entry queue might be thought
to be a severe constraint in cases where some requests may be of high priority and also in cases
where later similar requests could be satisfied even though earlier ones had to wait.

The handling of requests with priorities is easily achieved by the use of separate entries for each
level. A family can conveniently be used for that purpose. The following example illustrates an
approach suitable for a small number of levels.

task CONTROL is
type LEVEL is (URGENT. MEDIUM , LOW);
entry REQUEST (LEVEL’FIRST .. LEVEL’LAST)(D : DATA);

end;

task body CONTROL is

select
accept REQUEST(URGENT)(D : DATA) do

end;
or when (REQUEST(URGENT) COUNT = ~

)) =>
accept REQUEST(MEDIUM)(D : DATA) do 

-

end;
or when (REQUEST(URGENT) COUNT = 0) and (REOUEST(MEDIUM)’COUNT = 0) =>

accept REQUEST(LOW)(D : DATA) do

end;
end select

end CONTROL;

The use of the COUNT attribute in the above example is quite safe.
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For a larger number of levels, a different approach may be more appropriate as is illustrated below:

task CONTROL is
subtype LEVEL I. INTEGER range 1 .. 50;
proc.dur. REQUEST (L : LEVEL; D : DATA);

end;

task body CONTROL is
entry SIGN_IN (L : LEVEL);
entry PERFORM (LEVEL FIRST .. LEVEL LAST)(D : DATA);
PENDING : array (LEVEL’FIRST .. LEVEL’LAST) ( INTEGER

(LEVEL’FIRST .. LEVEL’LAST => 0);
TOTAL : INTEGER := 0;

procedure REQUEST(L : LEVEL; D : DATA) I.
begin

SIGN_IN(L);
PERFORM(L)(D);

end;

begin
loop

if TOTAL = 0 thn
-- no request to be served: wait if necessary
accept SIGNJN(L : LEVEL) do

PENDING(L) := PENDING(L) + 1;
TOTAL := 1;

end SIGN_IN;
end if;
loop -- accept any pending SIGN_IN call without waiting

select
accept SIGN _IN(L : LEVEL) do

PENDING(L) := PENDING(L) + 1;

TOTAL := TOTAL + 1;
end SIGN_IN;

else
exit;

end select;
end loop;

for I in reverse LEVEL’FIRST .. LEVEL’LAST loop
If PENDING(l) > 0 then

accept PERFORM(I)(D : DATA) do
-- satisfy the request of highest level

end;
PENDING(I) := PENDING(I) - 1;
TOTAL := TOTAL - 1;
exit; -- restart main loop in order to accept new requests

end If;
end loop;

end loop;
end CONTROL;
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In order to service a request, a call to SIGN_IN must first be accepted, and its occurrence recorded
in the global counter TOTAL, and the appropriate PENDING counter. In a second step, the
appropriate entry of the family PERFORM must be accepted. CONTROL proceeds by

• waiting for the first SIGN_IN if all previous requests have been serviced;

• accepting all pending calls to SIGN_IN;

• executing the request with the highest priority;

• going back to the beginning of the loop to take care of any call to SIGN_IN that has arrived in
the meantime.

We will now illustrate a very general mechanism which in effect allows the items in a queue on a
simple entry to be processed in an arbitrary order. The example is of a controller for the allocation
~f groups of items from a set of resources.

task MULTI_RESOURCE_CONTROL is
type RESOURCE Is (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K);
type RESOURCE_S ET Is array (A .. K) of BOOLEAN;
procedure RESERVE(GROUP : RESOURCE_SET);
entry RELEASE(GROUP : RESOURCE_S ET);

end;

task body MULTI_RESOURCE_CONTROL Is
EMPTY : constant RESOURCE_SET := (A .. K => FALSE);
USED : RESOURCE_SET := EMPTY ;

entry FIRST (ASKED : RESOURCE_SET; OK : out BOOLEAN);
entry AGAIN (ASKED : RESOURCE_SET; OK : out BOOLEAN);
procedure TRY (ASKED : RESOURCE_SET; OK : out BOOLEAN);

procedure RESERVE (GROUP : RESOURCE_ SET) Is
POSSIBLE : BOOLEAN;

begin
FIRST(GROUP ,POSSIBLE);
while not POSSIBLE loop -- if at first you don’t succeed, try again

AGAIN(GROUP,POSSIBLE);
end loop;

end;

procedu re TRY(ASKED : RESOURCE_SET; OK : out BOOLEAN) is
begin

if (USED and ASKED) = EMPTY then
USED := USED or ASKED;
OK := TRUE; -- allocation successful

else
OK := FALSE; — not possible, try again later

end If;
•nd;
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begin -- MULTI _RESOURCE_CONTROL
loop

select
accept FIRST(ASKED : RESOURCE_SET; OK : out BOOLEAN) do

TRY(ASKED ,OK);
end;

or
accept RELEASE(GROUP : RESOURCE_SET) do

USED := USED and not GROUP;
end;
for I In 1 .. AGAIN’COUNT loop

select
accept AGAIN(ASKED : RESOURCE_SET; OK : out BOOLEAN) do

TRY(ASKED ,OK);
end;

else
exit;

end select;
end loop;

end select;
end loop;

end MULTI_RESOURCE_CONTROL;

The user requests and obtains an arbitrary group of resources by calling the orocedure RESERVE
and returns resources by calling the entry RELEASE. The procedure ESERVE makes an
immediate attempt to acquire the resources by calling the entry FIRST. If they are not all available,
OK is returned false and the request is queued by calling AGAIN. It should be noted that FIRST is
always honored promptly (except when the controller is busy with RELEASE) whereas AGAIN is
only considered when a RELEASE occurs. Thus all requests which cannot be satisfied immediately
are placed on the AGAIN queue. It is important that these requests are not serviced on a FIFO
basis but that when some resources are released the requests in the queue that can be fully
satisfied should be honored. The technique is to scan the queue by doing a rendezvous with
AGAIN and to allow each user (in RESERVE) to place itself back on the queue if it cannot get the
resources it requires. In order that each user should have only one retry the loop is controlled by
AGAIN~COUNT and it is important that AGAIN’COUNT is only evaluated once at the start of the
loop’

It should be observed that users may reenter the AGAIN queue in a slightly different order because
of the underlying task scheduling strategy. This does not affect the validity of the algorithm. Note
also that the accept statement is placed inside a select statement with an else part that terminates
the loop. This ensures that if a waiting task is aborted then the system does not deadlock.

The technique is general but does require the use of a special protocol for calling FIRST and
AGAIN, although this is hidden by making these entries local and by enclosing the entry calls in the
procedure RESERVE. It may appear surprising that the bodies of FIRST and AGAIN are identical,
but FIRST is always necessary since the user must be allowed the resources immediately if they
are available.
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11.3 Example: A Radar Track Management Package

This example shows the use of packages and tasks to realize a com plex real-time system , such as
radar surveillance. -

The TRACK_MANAGEMENT package introduces the abstract notion of a track. Several tracks can
coexist. A current position and a current speed vector in a two-dimensional space are associated
with each track. The position is updated regularly from the value of the speed. Both the position
and speed can be modified externally, or examined. The restrictions are that those values should
not be read while they are being changed. We thus have a classical reader-writer problem.

package TRACK _MANAGEMENT is
type TRACK_INFO is

record
X , V : MILES; -- global type
VX, VY : MILES_PER_SECOND; -- global type
T : TIME;

end record;

typ e TRACK _ID Is private;

function CREATE_TRACK (INIT : In TRACK_INFO) return TRACK_ID;
procedure KILL_TRACK IT : in TRACK_ID);
function READ_TRACK (T : In TRACK_ID) return TRACK_INFO;
procedure CHANGE_TRACK (1 : In TRACK_ID: D : In TRACK_INFO);
NO_MORE_TRACKS. ILLEGAL_TRACK : .xceptlon;

private
MAX_TRACK : constant INTEGER := 512;
subtype TRACK_RANGE Is INTEGER range 0 .. MAX_TRACK;
subtype NAME_TYPE is LONG_ INTEGER;
type TRACK _ID is

record
INDEX : TRACK_RANGE;
UNIQUE_NAME : NAME_TYPE;

end record;
end TRACK_MANAGEMENT;

package body TRACK _MANAGEMENT 1
NULL_TRACK : constant TRACK _ID (0. 0);
TRACK_NAME : array (1 .. MAX_TRACK) of NAME_TYPE := (1 .. MAX_TRACK => 0);
-- this is a table indicating, for each track, the unique name currently assigned to It.
LAST_NAME : NAME_TYPE := 0; -- the last unique-name used.

procedure CHECK_TRACK (1 : In TRACK_ID);

task TRACK (1..MAX_TRACK) Is
procedure READII : out TRACK_INFO);
entry CHANGE(I : In TRACK_INFO );
entry INITIALIZE(I : In TRACK_INFO);
entry KILL;

end TRACK;
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task TRACK _CONTROL is
entry CREATE_TRACK (ID : out TRACK _ID);
entry KILLTRACK(T : in TRACK_ID);

end TRACK_CONTROL;

procedure CHECK_TRACK (T in TRACKJD) Is
-- to ensure the validity of a track value:
-- * it has a positive index,
-- * it has the same unique name as that known to the system,
-- * it is still active.

begin
if T.INDEX = 0

or else TRACK_NAME(T.INDEX) /= T.UNIQUE_NAME
or else not TRACK(T.INDEX)’ACTIVE then
raise ILLEGAL _TRACK;

end if;
end CHECK_TRACK;

function CREATE_TRACK (INIT : In TRACK _INFO) return TRAC K_ID Is
NEW_1RACK : TRACK _ID;

begin
TRACK _CONTROLCREATE_TRACK (NEW_TRACK);
initiate TRACK(NEW_TRACK.INDEX);
TRACK(NEW_TRACK.INDEX),INITIALIZE(lNlT);
return NEW_TRACK;

end CREATE_TRACK ;

procedure KILL_TRACK(T : in TRACK_ID) is
begin

CHECK _TRACK(T);
TRACK(T.INDEX).KILL;
TRACK_CONTROL KI L’.._TRACK(T);

end KILL _TRACK;

function READ_TRACK IT : in TRACK_ID) return TRACK_INFO I.
I : TRACK_INFO;

begin
CHECK _TRACK(T);
TRACK(T.INDEX). READ(H;
return I;

exceptIon
when TASKING _ERROR => raIse ILLEGAL _TRACK;

end READ_TRACK;

procedure CHANGE_TRACK (T : in TRACK_ID; D : in TRACK_INFO) Is
begin

CHECK_TRACK (T);
TRACK (T.INDEX).CHANGE(D);

exception
when TASKING_ERROR => raise ILLEGAL_TRACK;

end CHANGE_TRACK;
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task body TRACK Is
DATA TRACK_INFO;
READERS : INTEGER := 0;
entry START_READ;
entry STOP_READ;

procedure READ (I out TRACK_INFO) Is
begin

START_READ;
I := DATA;
STOP_READ;

end READ;

procedure UPDATE_POSITION is
NEW_TIME : TIME := SYSTEM’CLOCK;
DELTA_TIME TIME :— NEW_TIME - DATA.T;

begin
DATA.X := DATA.X + DELTA_TIME*DATA.VX; 

V 
‘

DATA.Y := DATA.Y + DELTA_TIME*OATA.VY;
DATA.T := NEW_TIME;

end UPDATE_ POSITION;

begin -- body of TRACK;
accept INITIALIZE (I in TRACK_INFO) do

DATA := I;
end INITIALIZE;
UPDATE_POSITION;

loop
select

when CHANGE’COUNT 0 and KILL COUNT = 0 =>
accept START_READ;

V READERS := READERS + 1;
or

when READERS > 0 =>
accept STOP_READ;
READERS := READERS - 1;

or
when READERS = 0 and KILL’COUNT = 0 =>

accept CHANGE (I : In TRACK _INFO) do
DATA := I;

end CHANGE;
UPDAT E_POSITION;

or
accept KILL;
exit ;

or
delay 0.1O*SECONDS;
UPDATE_POSITION;

end uslect;
.nd loop;

end TRACK; -
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task body TRACK_CONTROL is
function FIND_TRACK return TRACK_RANGE Is
begin

for I in 1 .. MAX_TRACK loop
if TRACK _NAME(I) = 0 then

return I;
end if ; -

end loop;
raise NO_MORE_TRACKS;

end FIND_TRACK;

begin -- body of TRACK _CONTROL
loop

begin
select

accept CREATE_TRACK(ID : out TRACK_ID) do
ID.INDEX := FIND_TRACK;
if LAST_NAME = NAME_TYPE’LAST then

LAST_NAME := 1;
else

LAST_NAME := LAST_NAME + 1;
end if;
TRACK_NAME(ID.INDEX) := LAST_NAME;
ID.UNIQUE_NAME := LAST_NAME;

end CREATE_TRACK;
or

accept KILLVTRACK(T : In TRACK_ID) do
TRACK_NAME(T) := 0;

end KILL_TRACK;
end select;

exception -

when NO_ MORE_TRACKS => null;
end;

end loop;
end TRACK_CONTROL;

begin -- body of TRACK_MANAGEMENT
initiate TRACK_CONTROL;

end TRACK _MANAGEMENT;

Tracks are manipulated by external agents through the operations CREATE_TRACK (to start a new
track , 

- 
with an initial value), READ_TRACK (to obtain the current position on a track),

CHANGE_TRACK (to modify the track data) and KILL_TRACK (to release the track).

All tracks are independent. This is achieved by associating a particular task from a family to a new-
ly created track. The global management of the pool of tasks is achieved by the TRACK_.-
CONTROL task. Note that the TRACK tasks act as servers, in the sense that an activation of one
task corresponds to one track, but the same task can represent different tracks in different succes-
sive activations.

In order to preserve some integrity in the way tracks are used (for example, to ensure that a
reference to a track is not that of an obsolete activation), a unique name is associated with each
active track. This unique name is a long integer which Is incremented at each track creation, and
recorded in the track identification. It acts as a sort of password, in that, for each active track, the
system keeps the unique name currently associated to it in the array TRACK_NAME. This one is
checked ag.~inst that contained in the track identification. Using a LONG_INTEGER for unique
names should guarantee that the same name is not reused before a reasonable period of time.
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For each track, the policy is that a track cannot be changed while it is being read, that no new
reader should be accepted if a change is to be made, and that termination should have priority over
both reading and writing. One of the consequences is that a track termination is possible while
some readers are still accessing it. However, any reader, or any waiting writer will receive a
TASKING_ERROR exception when this happens.

11.4 Rationale for the Design of the Tasking Facilities

The section starts by briefly surveying some of the more important and older real-time primitives
and their shortcomings. It then considers the concept of rendezvous and shows how this concept
has influenced the design of the Green tasking facilities. It finally discusses the decisions involved
in the design of the different tasking features.

‘4
11.4.1 Early Primitives

The understanding of algorithmic sequential processes is based upon that of the evaluation of
arithmetic and Boolean expressions whose axioms have been well understood for centuries.
However, there is no mathematical tradition upon which we can draw in order to help us to
understand the behavior of cooperating sequential processes. As a consequence it has been dif-
ficult to decide whether a particular set of real-time primitives is good or not. Many sets can be
implemented in terms of each other but their relative primitiveness is often hard to perceive.

Broadly speaking the primitives (or perhaps the applications) can be divided into two categories.
The first enables common data or common code to be protected from multiple usage. The second
enables one task to send a message to another; this includes the degenerate case of a signal
which can be thought of as a message with no contents.

One of the oldest and best known primitive sets is the boolean semaphore described by Dijkstra
IDi 681. This consists of the two operators P and V acting on a semaphore S which takes two
values, busy and free (or equivalently true and false). The behavior of the operations is:

P(S) If S is busy the task is suspended until S becomes free. If S is free then it is set busy and
the task proceeds.

V(S) S is set free. If there are tasks held up on a P(S) operation then one of them is allowed to
proceed.
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Semaphores can be used to protect data by surrounding code which accesses the data by matched
calls thus:

P(S) P(S) 
-

-- access data -- access data
V(S) V(S)

task A task B

Semaphores can also be used to signal happenings. One task waits by calling P. the other signals
by calling V.

P(S) wait for B V(S) signal to A

task A task B

Semaphores can therefore be used both for protection and signalling. They also have the merit of
being primitives that are both simple to describe and easy to understand. What then are their dis-
advantages? Briefly the problem is that for all but the simplest applications, the programming of
semaphores is difficult. Programs using semaphores exhibit similar symptoms to unstructured
programs using gotos. They are hard to write, understand, prove and maintain.

More specifically, typical problems are :

• One can jump around a call of P and therefore accidentally access unprotected data.

a One can jump around a call of V and accidentally leave the semaphore busy so that the
system deadlocks.

• One can forget to use them.

• It is not possible to program an alternative action if a semaphore is found to be busy when
attempting P.

• It is not possible to wait for one of several semaphores to be free.

• Semaphores are often visible to tasks which need not access them.

An extended form of semaphore is the integer semaphore. In this case the value is an integer
rather than a boolean. It is particularly useful for allowing a limited number of tasks to have access
to a resource. Nevertheless it has been shown that the integer semaphore can be programmed in
terms of boolean semaphores and so in practice it is only marginally more useful.

Closely related to the semaphore is the signal or event. There are variations but a typical definition
would be that an event E has two states, set and unset, and the following operations upon it:

WAIT(E) If E has not been set then the task is suspended until the event is set. If E has been
set then it is unset and the task is allowed to proceed.

SEND(E) E is set. If there are tasks waiting for E then one of them is allowed to proceed.
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Clearly such an event is isomorphic to the Boolean semaphore. The difference lies perhaps in the
intended use. Semaphores are associated w ith data protection and events with indicating that
something has happened. There are variations in which several events are remembered. But in all
forms, events suffer from the same structuring problems as semaphores.

Various other primitives have been proposed in order to overcome the structuring difficuli,es of
semaphores and events. Newer proposals have been put forth, but they usually tackle only one of
the application areas distinguished above (data protection and signalIin~j). In this respect they are

L somewhat unbalanced.

The critical section has been proposed as a syntactic form equivalent to a bracketed pair of P and V
operations. This prevents goto statements from bypassing one of the operations and hence over-
comes some of the difficulties of semaphores. A further form, the conditional critical section,
allows an alternative action to be performed if the resource represented is busy.

Critical sections do not seem to have been successful. They only solve the exclusion problem and
need to be complemented with a signalling mechanism; this does not lead to the unification
sought by language designers.

Many forms of message switching system have been implemented in order to give improved solu-
tions to the signalling problem (see IBH 70, 73J). Typically they enable messages to be sent
between tasks and allow the source or destination of the message to be optionally specified. They
therefore give added protection by preventing unauthorized access to messages.

Perhaps the biggest disadvantages of message systems is the need for a sizable message control-
ler. Message systems also seem to be of an ad-hoc nature with a nonobvious set of parameters.
Moreover they do not easily solve exclusion problems because of the high overhead involved.

A significant step forward was the monitor first described by Brinch Hansen LBH 73,751 and by
Hoare IHo 741. This includes the facilities of the critical section and when combined with events
(as in Modula), gives a reasonable solution to problems such as the bounded buffer. The monitor
solves the exclusion problem but not the message problem. Indeed the signals in Modula still suf-
fer from all the structuring problems of semaphores.

11.4.2 The Rendezvous Concept

Another line of approach to mutual exclusion and synchronization was introduced in early com-
puter science by Conway ICo 63] with the notion of coroutine, the first definition of a high level
synchronization mechanism. One of the important concepts introduced by Conway (and maybe
forgotten later) is that synchronization and data transmission are two i ,separable activities. Two
parallel tasks need to be synchronized to exchange information, thereafter they resume their
respective activities; this synchronization is known as a rendezvous. Two recent papers by Hoare
(Ho 781 and Brinch Hansen (BH 78J propose a rethink of parallel processing in terms of this con-
cept of rendezvous and have strongly influenced the design of the Green language.
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The difficult problem that arises here is one of making tasks known to each other. Tasks have
names that identify them unambiguously. Should these names be used by tasks to synchronize
with each other, or should there exist a further entity that makes both candidates for synchroniza-
tion known to each other by reference to some common channel? These two solutions are extreme
forms of symmetric communication; either each communicating task ha-s full knowledge of its col-
league, or it has no information at all. Both solutions appear in the literature: (Ho 781 and [K~ 74] .

We rejected the channel solution in this design in order to avoid an additional language concept
and the dual connection mechanism that it requires. The solution adopted in Green, although
closer to the solution proposed by Hoare is asymmetric: one of the two communicating tasks
knows the name of the other one and names it explicitly; the second task just knows that it expects
some external interaction.

In order to justify the asymmetry, we first summarize the symmetric proposal developed by Hoare
and embedded in a language which has become known as CSP (Communicating Sequential
Processes). Communication between tasks is seen as synchronized input-output. One task out-
puts data which the other inputs and both tasks rendezvous during the transfer - that is the first to
arrive at its input or output statement waits for the other and they both then execute the I/O state-
ments together (or apparently together) before proceeding independently. Each task names the
other in the transfer. The transfer can be thought of as an assignment split into two parts with the
left side in one task and the right side in the other. The source and destination must be compatible
for assignment.

As an example we will consider a task BUFFERING to smooth variations in the speed of output of
items by a producer task and input by a consumer task (given in section 11.2.5). The program is as
follows:

BUFFERING ::
buffer : (1 .. 10) item;
m x , outx, Count : integer;
m x  := 1; outx :~~ 1; count := 0;

* (count < 10; producer?buffer(inx) ->
m x  := m x  mod 10 + 1; count := count + 1

(J count > 0; consumer?more() ->
consumer !buffer(outx);
outx := outx mod 10 + 1; count := count - 1

The key language statements in this example are:

X ? Y Input V from task X
X V Output V to task X

On each iteration the guards count < 10” and “count > 0” are evaluated. If both guards are true
then calls from either the consumer or producer are acceptable and the first such call will be
waited for; if both have already made such a call and are therefore themselves waiting then a non-
deterministic choice will be made; if only one has made a call then obviously that call is taken. If,
however, only one guard is true then only the corresponding call can be accepted and the other
task will wait until the buffer is partially filled or emptied as the case may be. In this example both
guards cannot be false and so the iterative process continues indefinitely.
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In the producer case the statement

producer ? buffer(inx)

moves the item into the buffer directly. In the consumer case the statement

consumer ~ more()

indicates that the consumer is ready and a subsequent

consumer I buffer(out)

actually does the transfer. The producer task therefore contains statements such as

BUFFERING I X

whereas the consumer task has pairs such as

BUFFERING I moreO;
B U F F E R I N G  ? x

Note that more() denotes a structured value with no components and is used here as a signal.

As can be seen the program is readable although perhaps presented in a terse style by traditional
hi gh level language standards. One of the main problems with CSP is that a (one-to-one) named
correspondence is required. Because of this symmetry, it is not possible to program a library
routine to provide resources to arbitrary users.

The preliminary definition of the Green language was similar to CSP in its semantics except that
naming was only one-sided. Tasks can be characterized as services and as users. A user certainly
needs to know the name of the service it is requesting. On the other hand a service need not know
the names of the users. Because of this asymmetry it became possible to program the library
routine. As a consequence there can be queues of waiting tasks associated with each request. On
each successful rendezvous just one waiting task is served. In preliminary Green the transfer loca-
tions were known as boxes and were restricted to being simple names. Boxes had a direction
associated with them by analogy with procedure parameters. The notion of box , as a typed input or
output register was also similar to the notion of port introduced in IBa 70] and tWa 721.

The buffering example in preliminary Green was as follows:

path BUFFERING (MORE : in box; IN_ ITEM : in box ITEM; OUT_ ITEM : out box ITEM);
BUFFER array (1 .. 10) of ITEM;
INX , OUTX , COUNT INTEGER;

begin
INX := 1; OUTX := 1; COUNT := 0;
loop 

-

select MORE I IN_ ITEM of
when COUNT < 10 receIve IN_ ITEM =>

BUFFER(INX) := IN_ ITEM;
INX := INX mod 10 + 1; COUNT := COUNT+1;

when COUNT > 0 receIve MORE =>
OUT_ ITEM := BUPFER(OUTX);
OUTX := OUTX mod 10 + 1; COUNT := COUNT-i;
send OUT_ITEM;

end s&ect;
end loop;

end;
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The call in the producer task was

connect BUFFERING(IN_ITEM := X);

and in the consumer we had

conn&~ct BUFFERING(MORE);
connect BUFFERING(OUT_ ITEM =: X);

The interpretation was similar to CSP but the syntax was more traditional. The select statement
indicated the multiple choice and is embedded in a loop statement. The guards are Boolean
expressions following the reserved word when. An absent guard was taken to be true. The guards
were followed by a synchronization statement, receive or send referring to a box of type in or out
respectively, the text following => was obeyed after the corresponding rendezvous was com-
pleted.

The main trouble with the facilities in both CSP and preliminary Green is that a double interaction
is required for the consumer. This means that the two calls really need to be wrapped up into a
single procedure in order to give a clean interface. It is worth comparing the above with the same
examp le written in Modula using monitors as follows:

interface module buffering;
define put, get;
var buffer : array 1 .. 10 of item;

m x , outx, count integer;
nonfull, nonempty : signal;

procedure put (x : item);
begin

if count = 10 then wait(nonfull) end;
buffer (inxj := x;
m x  := m x  mod 10 + 1; count :r= count + 1;
send(nonempty)

end put;

procedure get (var x : item);
begin

if count = 0 then wait(nonempty) end;
x := buffer (outxj ;
outx := outx mod 10 + 1; count count - 1;
send(nonfull)

end get ;
begin

m x  := 1; outx := 1; count := 0
end buffering;

The producer and consumer process move the items by calls such as

put(x) and get(x)

respectively. This is satisfactory but the internal behavior of the monitor is not nearly as clear as in
CSP and Green.
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Perhaps the most important point about CSP and Green is that they offer mechanisms which are
applicable to both data protection and signalling. Earlier attempts to develop features at a higher
level than semaphores or events (such as message systems and monitors) seemed to solve only
one problem and ~y offering an unbalanced solution were not clearly better than the original sim-
ple primitives.

An important concept introduced in this final form of the Green language is the notion of the
extended rendezvous. This notion is a major jump to a higher level of abstraction. In the case of
the task BUFFERING this overcomes the need for the double rendezvous with the consumer. This
is seen by comparing the example in section 11.2.5 with that in 11.4.2. Thus we now have

BUFFERING.READ(X)

rather than

connect BUFFER ING(MORE);
connect BUFFERING(OUT_ ITEM =: Xl;

This also illustrates the procedural form of entry call as opposed to the specialized connect state-
ment . As we have seen this enables a constant external interface to be presented even if a change
of solution demands that a procedure be replaced by an entry or vice versa.

The extended rendezvous is more disciplined since it ensures that the same task performs the
interaction throughout. It should also be observed that the rendezvous mechanism is more dis-
ciplined than a monitor since the accept statements appear inside a context (e.g. following a
guard) from which information can be deduced, thereby facilitating both understanding and proof.

The introduction of entries rather than boxes leads naturally to the unification of tasks and
packages. A task encapsulates a collection of entries in the same way as a package encapsulates
data and procedures. Moreover there is a strong analogy between the specification part in which
the entries are specified and the body containing the sequence controlling the critical actions.

However, this unification has its limits since it has been necessary to disallow variables and
modules in the visible part. This is both for methodological reasons (the variable would appear to
be controlled by the task although it would not) and because of the cost of preventing access to
variables of an inactive task and of implementing access if the system is distributed.

The general applicability of the rendezvous concept has been confirmed by its use in other exam-
ples. This concept is well adapted to distributed systems (communication is achieved by entry cal-
ls, exchanged data is passed via parameters). From a more theoretical viewpoint, it is interesting to
note that path expressions ICH 74) can be shown to be easily expressible in terms of rendezvous
primitives.

11.4.3 Task Doclarations

The declarative part of a task body is elaborated each time the task is initiated. This is necessary in
order to ensure that on each initiation the internal starting conditions are identical; local variables
must be reinitialized. Elaboration on initiation is also indicated by a consideration of task families
which are discussed below.

The declarative part of a task specification on the other hand is elaborated only once when the task
is declared. This ensures that types exported from the visible part preserve compatibility from one
activation to another. It also indicates that types exported from a family belong to the family as a
whole. The difference in time of elaboration of specification and body is a further argument for the
separation of their texts.
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11.4.4 Initiation and Termination

The fork and join mechanism with automatic initiation on scope entry and suspension of the parent
until exit was rejected in favor of a more explicit initiation mechanism for various reasons.

Explicit initiation gives more control in repairing a faulty system. It makes more visible any orderly
start-up. It is cleaner for repetitive use and easier to program a watchdog (see 12.4.1).

Multiple initiation is necessary so that two cooperating tasks can be started together and can then
each assume that the other is active.

There is a rule that a task cannot exit a scope until all tasks declared in that scope have terminated.
This is simply because of the need to have orderly control of storage allocation since a task could
otherwise access the data of enclosing units.

An explicit abort statement seems necessary, perhaps reluctantly, in order to control a wayward
process. Raising a FAILURE exception is not adequate if the failed task has for one reason or
another programmed its last wishes in an uncooperative manner. Unconditional termination is the
only consistent semantics that can be given to the abort statement, if it is to be useful. For obvious
scoping reasons this implies aborting all descendant tasks. If an aborted task is engaged in a
rendezvous, then this rendezvous must be abandoned as well and its partner must be informed (via
an exception) so that it may know whether or not the rendezvous has been completed. Of course,
if the partner is also being aborted in the same action, then no exception need be raised. An
aborted task also has to be removed from any entry queue on which it may have been placed as a
result of obeying an entry call. This does not raise any exception but demands care in the use of
the COUNT attribute. Note that the FAILURE exception and the abort statement can be used in
conjunction as in the following termination sequence:

if T ACTIVE then
raise T.FAILURE;
delay 20.0*SECONDS;
abort T;

end if;

This sequence allows the task T a period of 20 seconds in which to terminate itself gracefully
before the abort statement is applied. If T has already terminated, the abort statement will have no
effect.

The abort statement is provided for emergency use only. Its overuse could severely hinder
program understanding and validation.

11.4.5 Examples of Task Hierarchy

It is most important that the reader should understand the distinction between the parent of a task,
the initiator of a task and the task embracing the declaration of a task. In most cases these will be
the same task but they can be distinct. This section contains (perhaps somewhat contrived) exam-
ples to illustrate the possibiliites. Consider
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V

task body Z is
task W is

end;

task body W Is

end W;

task X us
procedure P;

end;

task body X is
task V is

end;

task body V Is

end Y;

procedure P is
begin

initiate V. W;
end;

end X;
begin

initiate X;
X.P;

end Z;

Task Z calls procedure P in X which results in the initiation of tasks V and W. The parent of V is
however X and not Z. The parent of W is Z. Note that X is guaranteed to be active since otherwise
P could not have been called. The procedure P could equally have been called by X.

Note that in the above example, if X had been a package and not a task, the parents of both V and
W would have been Z. Furthermore suppose that P contains a local task V.

procedure P is
task V is

•nd V;

begin
lnltiat V;

end;

Then if procedure P is called from Z , then Z is the parent of V whereas if P is called from task X
then X is the parent of V.
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11.4.6 Task Families

The task family is a useful and necessary concept for several reasons.

It is a common requirement to have many similar tasks active simultaneously. If the number is at
all large, then the declaration of several different tasks (or even their generic instantiation) could be
tedious. Moreover these mechanisms are constrained to occur only at scope entry. (Thoughts of
recursive procedures containing generic instantiations are not fruitful).

The task family provides a model of several tasks and the individual tasks are designated by the
members of the family. The number of possible active tasks in the family is of course determined
by the range in the task declaration and can be evaluated on scope entry. Moreover the explicit
initiate statement enables the number of members actually used to be closely controlled.

It is important to notice that types, constants, and exceptions declared in the visible part belong to
the family as a whole. This is desirable so that an exported type is equivalent over all members of
the family. On the other hand, entries and procedures belong naturally enough to the members of
the family since they are the means of communication with the individual members. Observe that
this distinction does not exist with generics. Each instantiation gives rise to a new version of any
visible type. Task families are significantly different from generics in this respect.

11.4.7 Implementation of Task Creation

The implementation of task creation can be either dynamic or static. Dynamic creation m eans that
storage for a task is allocated when the task is initiated. Static creation means that storage for the
task is reserved when the task declaration is elaborated. This choice is normally left to the
implementation since the optimal strategy is not the same on all machines. However it is possible
to influence the choice of the translator by the pragmas

pragma CREATION (STATIC);
pragma CREATION (DVNAMIC);

These considerations apply to all tasks but are particularly relevant for task families.

For a small family (one with a small total storage requirement) it may be more efficient to do a
static allocation in a manner analogous to a cactus stack. This effect can be achieved by the above
pragma used in conjunction with a length specification indicating the maximum space required by
each task for its data and for the subprograms that it calls. This may be especially useful for a fami-
ly that remains permanently active.

More generally, however, the discrete range of a task family should just be considered as defining
the allowable indices for members of the family, but it does not mean that all members have to be
allocated at scope entry. Consider the following example:
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type NAME Is new INTEGER range 1 .. 1000;

task PROCESS (MAME’FIRST’ .. NAMELAST ) is
pragma CREATION (DYNAMIC);
-- specifications of the entries of PROCESS

end PROCESS;

A , B , C : NAME;
TABLE array (1 .. 10) of NAME;

Variables of type NAME can be viewed as identifying individual tasks of the family with names of
the form PROCESS(A), PROCESS(B), and so on. In addition values of type NAME can be
remembered in arrays such as TABLE, or in record components. Task activations can thus be
designated by the family name (PROCESS) and by a value of type NAME.

An activation of a task of the PROCESS family is created by the execution of an initiate statement.
In this example creation may be dynamic because of the corresponding pragma. In an application
the role of assigning unique names for tasks could be delegated to a procedure SET_NAME and
the creation of the task C would be achieved by the sequence

SET_NAME (C);
initiate PROCESS (C);

Other languages such as Tartan ESHW 78) have tried to achieve a similar effect by the introduction
of additional language constructs. For example Tartan introduces a specific data type for
designating activations of task, both in a named form and in an anonymous manner. Thus in the
named form, the declaration of A, B, C would appear as

var A, B, C : activation of PROCESS;

This named form is safe but it is clear that it does not achieve more than what the Green form does
without introducing the additional concept of activation name. The anonymous form of activation
names provided by Tartan corresponds to what other languages have called task variables. For
example with

var ANY_TASK : actname;

the variable ANY_TASK would be able to refer to any possible task (for example to
DISK_HEAD_SCHEDULER or to LINE_TO_CHAR). This means that it would be possible to per-
form entry cal s such as

ANY_TASK.TRANSMIT IT, Dl;
ANV_TASK.GET_CHAR (C);

We considered this possibility in this design and rejected it as being too low level and incom patible
with the reliability required in embedded computer systems. In terms of complexity also, such
untyped task variables raise the same issues as formal procedures in Algol 60 (how do we
establish that an entry call is legal for such untyped task variables?). Finally, it would not have been
consistent to introduce formal tasks in this manner in a language that otherwise does not provide
formal procedures and procedure variables.
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Note that the most important use of anonymous task names can safely be covered by existing
language concepts. It corresponds to the case of a server needing the ability to recognize its
customers. In such a case restricted private types provide a facility whereby a key may be created
and handed to a task on its first request. On later requests the task shows the key, thus enabling
the server to recognize the owner. The private type mechanism prevents forgery of the key. There
is a risk that keys will get reused in the future, since a normal mechanism would be to represent
each new key as the next integer. This risk is no more than that associated with remembered task
activation variables and indeed can be minimized to any required degree by using a key composed
of a record of several integers. Thus using just two 16 bit words a new key can be issued every
second for 136 years without duplication. The TRACILMANAGER package of section 11.3
provides an example of the use of such keys.

11.4.8 Procedure arid Entry Interface

The possibility of having procedures as well as entries in the visible part of a task does produce
great methodological power. For example we have seen in the task READER_WRITER in 11.2.5
how the procedure READ forces the entries START_READ and STOP_READ to be called in the
correct order. Indeed without the procedure there would be no guarantee that pairs of calls were
matched at all.

Variables have been disallowed from the visible part of tasks for methodological reasons (they
would appear controlled by the task although they are not) and because of difficulties with
preventing their access when the task is not active. However a function can be used to read a
local variable of a task in a controlled manner.

It should be realized that the caller executes a procedure himself whereas an accept statement is
executed by the callee on the caller’s behalf.

A problem with allowing procedures is that it essentially gives the caller the ability to probe around
in the body of the callee. A major consequence is the constraint necessarily imposed on the posi-
tion of the accept statement (accept statements cannot be executed by such procedures). Note
finally that on distributed systems (where tasks do not share a common store) communication by
procedure calls may be disallowed, all communication being achieved by entry calls. For such entry
calls, parameter passing would be implemented by copying.

11.4.9 Accept Statement

The rationale behind the accept statement and entry call is simply to provide a rendezvous. In
some applications it is necessary that a rendezvous be achieved whereas in others it Is important
for the caller not to be held up. It is much more difficult to program a rendezvous in terms of non-
rendezvous primitives than vice versa. Hence the rendezvous has been chosen as the natural
primitive. V

It is noted that calls are accepted In simple order of arrivaL The alternative of making the order
depend on some parameter of the call was considered and rejected because of the difficulty with
Implementation which could severely penalize the simple user. As has been demonstrated in the
examples, it Is possible to program different strategies when necessary. -

L 
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11.4.10 Select Statement

It may be felt surprising that the alternatives in a select need not refer to different entries. One
motivation here is the fact that if several alternatives are open, one of them is chosen at random
and there is hence no reason to disallow the same entry in two alternatives. Another motivation is
the existence of families of entries. If E(l) and E(J) were two entries and they had to be different,
then a tedious runtime check would be necessary. The rule thus allows different actions to be
programmed in a simple way on the same entry but according to different guards.

Note that the guards are all evaluated at the start of the select statement only. The alternative
semantics of evaluating a guard only when an entry is called was considered and rejected. The
problem concerns the indivisibility of evaluating the guard and accepting the call together. One
could not afford to make the guard evaluation indivisible and so it would be possible for the calling
task to be aborted during the ç~uard evaluation. This would cause havoc if the guard proved to be
true. -

Guard evaluation at the start of the select statement could be criticized on the grounds that the
value of a guard may be changed by another task before an alternative is chosen. This is not a
good argument since even if the guard were evaluated when the corresponding alternative is
chosen, there is no guarantee that it might not be immediately changed. In either case there is a
danger with the use of asynchronously modifiable guards (such as those containing COUNT and
CLOCK, etc). Note that in practice most guards are local to the task containing the select state-
ment. In addition they are most often very simple. Consequently several optimizations of guard
evaluation are possible.

The rule for choosing one of the open alternatives has been stated to be at random. This should be
treated in a statistical sense. It should not be possible for a program to detect the algorithm used.
It would certainly be unwise to assume for instance that the alternatives were taken in some order.
If a uniform strategy is desired, then it must be programmed by using appropriate guarding condi-

tions.

The need for the else part has been adequately demonstrated by earlier examples. It should be
observed that the select statement allows a server to choose between different accept statements.
There is no corresponding mechanism for a caller to choose between the first of several calls. This
is because of a fundamental design decision: a task can only be on at most one queue at a time.
The main motivation for this decision is simplicity and efficiency of the implementation.

11.5 Implementation Considerations

A possible implementation of the Green tasking facilities is outlined in this section. This descrip-
tion should certainly not be considered as the only possible implementation, inasmuch as it often
sacrifices efficiency for the sake of a simpler presentation.
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tl.5.1 General Description

The proposed implementation is oriented towards machine configurations consisting of one or
more processors accessing a common memory. It is also assumed that processors can be inter-
rupted, in particular by a clock.

An implementation of the tasking facilities must consider the four following points: storage alloca-
tion, organization of queues, implementation of scheduling, and implementation of the select
statement. The choices made in this implementation are presented below.

11.5.1.1 Storage Allocation

The storage necessary for a task includes that needed for control information, for local objects, and
for activation of subprograms called by the task. All this information is found in what is called a
task activation record. These task activation records are allocated in the space of the enclosing
task, when the declaration of the local task is elaborated. This strategy corresponds to a static
allocation, as the storage is allocated as long as the task can be named, independently of its initia-
tions. The alternative approach is to allocate storage only at task initiation.

11.5.1.2 Organization of Queues

The runtime system must maintain certain queues of tasks. The only queues actually needed are
the ready queue (containing the tasks that can be run if a processor is available), the entry queues
(containing all the tasks that have performed a call to the entry considered), and the delay queue
(containing all the tasks that have executed a delay statement which has not yet expired).

The entry queues and the delay queue are simple linked lists, whereas the ready queue has a more
elaborate structure : a small number of priorities is assumed (for example 5), and the ready queue
consists of separate linked lists, one per priority.

Except for the delay queue, a task is entered at the tail of a queue, and is generally removed from
the head. This policy reflects the first in, first out scheduling imposed by the language. The delay
queue is always sorted by completion date, that is, the task with the earliest completion time is
first in the queue.
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11.5.1.3 Implementation of Scheduling

when a process must be scheduled, the ready queues are examined in decreasing order of priori ty.
The first process on the first nonempty queue is selected and removed from its queue. Deciding
when the scheduler should be invoked is a choice left to the implementer. For instance a scheduler
may guarantee a certain percentage of process time to each priority level, use time slicing, etc.
These strategies do not affect the language concepts. They could vary from one implementation to
another. Alternative scheduling strategies may also be provided for the same implementation.

In the implementation outlined here, a simple policy is used: the scheduler is invoked either when
a processor becomes available, or when a new task is entered in the ready queue. This corres-
ponds to the following situations:

• initiation of a task;

• termination of a running task;

• entry call;

• reaching an accept statement for which no call has been issued, or a select statement for
which there is no possible alternative for immediate execution;

• termination of a rendezvous;

• execution of a delay statement;

• expiration of a delay;

• reception of an interrupt awaited by a task.

An additional scheduling decision must be made when a task alters its priority.

11.5.1.4 Implementation of the Select Statement -

Various schemes can be devised to choose an alternative in a select statement. In order to simplify
the presentation, we assume that a random number generator is used to select an alternative
when several alternatives are open.

We shall now proceed with the detailed description of the information needed at runtime, and of
the various operations associated with the tasking facilities.
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11.5.2 Information Needed at Runtime

Four categories of runtime information are considered:

• information associated with a particular task

• information associated with a unit that contains a task declaration

• information associated with an entry 
-

• global information about the whole system.

11.5.2.1 Information Associated with a Task

This information can be stored in the task activation record. It includes:

(a) The Context of the Task:

This is the information required to reactivate a suspended task. It includes the value of the
program counter, a pointer to the current subprogram activation when the task was
suspended, and depending on the machine, the value of other registers.

(b) The Dynamic Link

This is a pointer to the activation record of the unit that contained the task declaration.

(c) The State of the Task

This is a boolean flag indicating if the task is active, that is, if it has been initiated, and has not
terminated.

(d) The Task Priority

(e) The Next Task Pointer.

This is used to chain together the tasks that are on the same queue. Since a given task can
only be in at most one queue at a given time, only one such field is actually needed.

(f) The Entry Descriptors (see section 11.5.2.3)

A pointer (first entry) is found at a fixed offset in the task activation record, containing a
reference to the first entry descriptor. The number of entries is also stored.

(g) The Pending Exception Field

This identifies an exception that may have been received by a suspended task. The rules of the
language guarantee that only one such field Is needed.
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Additional storage may be needed for recording the task’s cumulative processing time and for
delay information, if the task body contains a reference to the CLOCK attribute or a delay state-
ment. The delay information merely consists of the time at which the task is to be reactivated.
Since in the case of multiple delays in a select statement , only one delay is actua lly executed, the
value of the program counter is sufficient to indicate where processing should resume.

t t .5.2.2 Units Containing Task Declarations

A unit in which tasks are declared must contain an Inner Task Counter, which gives the number of
tasks declared in the unit that are active. When a local task is initiated, this counter is
incremented; it is decremented upon termination of such a task. This counter is needed for an
efficient implementation of the rule that a scope cannot be left before all local tasks have ter-
minated.

A boolean variable is needed to indicate if the execution of the unit has reached its final end but is
not yet terminated because of the existence of active local tasks.

A unit containing declarations of task families whose bounds are not known at compile time must
also contain indirect references to the task activation records of each family. For all other tasks,
the location of the task activation record within the current unit can be determined at compilation
or link edition time.

11.5.2.3 Information Associa ted with an Entry

Each entry has an entry descriptor, at a fixed offset in the task activation record. This descriptor
consists of

(a) The State of the Entry

The state of an entry is open if the task in which it is declared is ready to accept a rendezvous
for this entry, and no call has been issued. It is closed otherwise.

(b) The Entry Queue

All tasks that are waiting on a call to the entry are placed in this queue in order of arrival. The
entry descriptor contains a pointer to the first and last task activation records on that queue.

(c) The Transfe r Address

When a task is suspended on an accept statement (waiting for the entry to be called) the
value of the program counter, saved in the context of the task , indicates where processing
should resume. However , if the accept clause is nested in a select statement, the program
counter is no longer sufficient to provide this information. When the entry is opened, the
address corresponding to a particular accept statement is saved in the transfer address field of
the entry descriptor.

It is assumed that all entry descriptors are stored contiguously in the task activation record.
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11.5.2.4 Global Information

As described earlier, the runtime maintains a ready queue and a delay queue for tasks that are
awaiting a processor, or the expiration of a particular delay. Queue pointers similar to those used
for entries (head and tail pointers) are found at a fixed address in the system. Additional informa-
tion is gathered in:

(a) The Processor Table

This table indicates, for each processor . the location of the task activation record of the task
currently being executed on the processor and the value of the real-time clock when the
processor started running this task.

(b) The Interrupt Tables

For each interrupt, the table indicates the entry linked to the interrupt. If the entry has no
parameter , then the entry queue is actuallj used as a counter which records the number of
times the corresponding interrupt has been received and not accepted by the task. If the entry
has parameters, their value is saved in a special storage area, and linked together in a queue.

11.5.3 Runtime Routines

The routines described here are invoked in different circumstances. Some of them should be
uninterruptible, as they alter the global information of the system.

11.5.3.1 Task Declaration

For the simple implementation outlined here a static allocation scheme is used (as for the pragma
CREATION(STATIC)). A task activation record is allocated when the unit containing the task
declaration is entered within the storage space of the enclosing task.

The initialization of the dynamic link can be done at this point, and the task state is set to inactive
(these operations need not be performed in uninterruptible mode).

11.5.3.2 Task Initiation

An initiate statement can be performed in three stages:

(a) Suspend the initiating task (saving its context).

(b) For each task to be initiated, set the task priority to that of the initiating task, initialize the task
context, close all its entries, and chain the task to either the initiating one (if it is the first in the
initiate statement), or to the previously initiated task.
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(c) For each initiated task , increment the inner task counter of its declaring Unit (found through
the dy,~amic link), and set the task state to active. Finally, place the initiating task and all
initiated tasks in the ready queue corresponding to their common priority, and invoke the
scheduler.

It should be noted that on a single processor , it is not necessary to invoke the scheduler, as the
initiating task can be immediately resumed. However, in the case of multiple processors, the new-
ly initiated tasks may have a higher priority than some of the tasks running on other processors ,
thus justifying a scheduling decision.

These operations should be uninterruptible. This is mandatory for steps (a) and (c). If step (b) is to
be made interruptible, then each initiated task must be set to a state (such as being initiated) dur-
ing step (a), in order to prevent another task from attempting another initiation in parallel.

11.5.3.3 Task Termination

Normal termination operations consist of

(a) Setting the task state to inactive.

(b) Decrementing the inner task counter of the declaring unit. If, as a result , the counter becomes
null , and the declaring unit has reached its end (the end-of-unit flag being true), then the outer
task must be resumed, by entering it in the appropriate ready queue. The corresponding task
activation record can be found by following the dynamic chain of activations until a task
activation is encountered.

(c) Entering the scheduler to find a new task to be run.

All these operations must be uninterruptible because both the task state ar’d the inner task counter
could be accessed by other tasks.

11.5.3.4 Entry Call

When a task S calls an entry E of a task T:

(a) The actual parameters are evaluated; their values are then available in the activation record of
S.

(b) The task S is suspended (the program counter and current activation pointer are saved) and
placed on t~he entry queue of E.

(C) If E is open, then all other entries of I are closed; the transfer address for E is copied in the
program counter, and T is entered in the appropriate ready list. If T was in the delay list, it is
removed; if T was the first task in the delay queue, the timer must be reset to a value cor-
responding to the delay time of the next task in the delay queue.

•i~ A new task is chosen by the scheduler.
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Steps (b) throug~i (d) should be uninterruptible. Note that in step (b), the first entry field of the task
is used to find all the entry descriptors that are stored contiguously.

11.5.3.5 Reaching an Accept Statement

When reaching an accept statement for an entry E, two cases are possible:

(1) If the waiting queue of E is empty, then:

(a) The state of the entry is set to open.

(b) The current value of the program counter for the task is saved in the transfer address
of E.

(c) The task is suspended (not placed in any queue) and a new task is scheduled.

(2) If the waiting queue of E is not empty, then a rendezvous can be accepted immediately: the
first task in the waiting queue of E is removed from that queue. A link to it is saved on the
stack of T, and the statements corresponding to the rendezvous can be executed. The same
sequence of actions should be performed when the task is reactivated by an entry call , after
having been suspended in case (1).

Operations described in (1) are uninterruptible. In (2), only the removal of the caller from the
waiting queue is uninterruptible.

11.5.3.6 End of a Rendezvous

At the end of a rendezvous, the called task must place the calling task back in the appropriate
ready queue (this is, of course, uninterruptible). The called task is then suspended, and the
scheduler is invoked (to deal with the case of a caller having a higher priority).

11.5.3.7 Delay Statement

When a simple delay statement is executed, or inside a select statement if no other alternative is
available for immediate execution, the wake-up time is computed by adding the value of the delay
expression to the value of the real-time clock. This time is saved in the delay descriptor of the task.
The task is entered in the delay queue at the place corresponding to the wake-up time. If it is
added at the head of the queue, then the value of the timer (considered as a register that is
decremented at each clock tick, and that raises an interrupt when its value reaches 0) must be
changed to the new delay value. Adding the task to the delay queue and updating the timer must
be uninterruptible.
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11.5.3.8 Occurrence of a Timer Interrupt

When a timer interrupt is received, the delay queue must be scanned. All tasks having delay
values not greater than the current time are removed from the delay queue, and entered in the
ready queues corresponding to their respective priorities. The new value of the timer is determined
from the smallest delay value of all tasks remaining on the delay queue. The scheduler must then
be invoked.

All these operations should be uninterruptible.

11.5.3.9 Select Statement

We describe here a fairly straightforward implementation of the select statement. More efficient
approaches can be devised, in the absence of side effects in guarding expressions (the usual case).

All guards are first evaluated (in their textual order), and their values collected in a bit vector. If a
guard is true and the corresponding alternative starts with a delay, the delay expression is
evaluated and compared with the value stored in the delay field of the task. The smallest of the
two values is kept in this field, and a reference to the particular branch is saved as the task’ s
program counter value.

If no guard is true, and the select statement does not have an else part, then a SELECT_ERROR is
raised. Otherwise, in uninterruptible mode, the entries corresponding to true guards are examined.

Three cases are possible:

(1) More than one such entry has a non-empty waiting queue: a random number generator is cal-
led to choose one of the possible alternatives.

(2) Exactly one entry has a non-empty waiting queue; it is selected for immediate execution.

(3) All entry queues with true guards are empty. If an else clause is present, it is executed. If not,
the state of all entries with true guards is set to open, and the address of the code cor-
responding to each alternative is saved in the entry descriptors. If the delay value of the task is
not null, the task is entered in the delay queue, as described in 11.5.3.7, and in the other case,
the task is merely suspended.

In cases (1) and (2) execution of the task proceeds with the rendezvous corresponding to the
selected alternative. When the task is suspended, the scheduler must be invoked.
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11.5.3.10 Alternative Implementations of Select Statements

Alternative implementations of random selection are possible. Two such methods are sketched
below: the select-marker method is particularly efficient in the presence of guarding conditions
without side-effects (the most likely case), because it avoids reevaluation of some of the guards.
The order of arrival method takes into account the time elapsed since the arrival of the tasks on the
various queues.

The select-marker method

For each select statement in a task , an integer index is reserved in the task activation record and
initialized to some positive value in the range 1 .. N, where N is the number of alternatives in the
select statement.

When a select statement is reached, alternatives are considered in turn, starting with the one
whose position corresponds to the index. The guard is evaluated. If it is false, or if the entry queue
is empty, the index is incremented by 1 (modulo N) and the next alternative is considered. If tne
guard is true and the entry queue non-empty, then the alternative is immediately selected for
execution (the index is also incremented). At the next execution of the select statement , alter-
natives will thus be considered starting with the one immediately following the last selected alter-
native.

If all alternatives have been considered, and all those with true guards had empty queues at the
time they were examined, then the queues must be reexamined in an uninterruptible mode. If
some of the queues have become nonempty, then one of the corresponding alternatives must be
selected (e.g. the one closest to the index value), and the index appropriately updated.

The order of arrival method

In this method, each task containing entry declarations has a global entry call countei’, to hold suf-
ficiently large integer values. This counter is initialized to 0. Each task also contains a variable of
the same size that holds the order of arrival.

Whenever a task T issues a call to an entry of a task U and the entry is closed, the value of the
entry call counter of U is incremented by 1 and the new value is copied as the order-of-arrival of
task T.

When a select statement is to be executed, the guards are evaluated and the first task on each
nonempty entry queue is examined. The one with the smallest order-of-arrival is selected for -

execution.
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11.5.3.11 Treatment of Interrupts

When an interrupt is received, the following interrupt routine is executed:

The interrupt table indicates which entry is linked to the interrupt (it is assumed that if an interrupt
does not correspond to any entry, it will be masked).

In the case of a parameterless entry, the entry queue is replaced by a counter that is incremented
by 1. If the entry was open, all entries of the task are closed and the task is placed in the ready
queue (after updating the program counter with the value stored in the entry descriptor). The inter-
rupt can then be cleared and the scheduler entered.

In the case of an entry with parameters (in only), the values are read at specified addresses. Space
is obtained from a special storage area to copy these values, and this space is attached to the
queue of the entry.

The nature of the interrupts that could be received during execution of this routine and what would
happen to interrupts that are masked is machine and implementation dependent and thus not
described here.
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12. Exception Handling

12.1 Introduction

The ability to handle error situations is essential for reliability of real time systems. In many cases,
they must be desi9ned as systems which should never halt . This definitely requires an ability to
handle situations which, although rare, are quite likely to happen given enough time.

This subject of exception handling has received considerable attention in recent years, and several
language formulations of exception handling features have been proposed. For a presentation of
these facilities the reader is referred to the extensive accounts given in IGo 751 and ILe 771. The
solutions proposed differ mainly on the level of generality they give to the concept of exception.

A first family of solutions tends to consider exception handling as a normal programming techni-
que for events that are infrequent, but not necessarily errors. This viewpoint has been followed in
ILMS 74J, (Go 751, EPW 761, ILe 771 and IGS 771. It means that when an exception occurs it is
treated by an exception handler, and then control may return to the point where the exception
occurred. It also means that exception handling may be used to perform some repair actions and to
continue normal execution thereafter.

A second family of proposals tends to restrict exceptions to events that can be considered (in some
sense) as errors or, at least as terminating conditions. This means that when an exception occurs in
a given program unit, its execution will be terminated. Control will be passed to an exception
handler but will nevar return to the point where the exception occurred. The handler may decide to
restart the same sequence of actions under better conditions, but it will do so by a different invoca-
tion of these actions, not a simple resumption.

This second family of solutions includes recovery blocks (HLMR 74, Ra 751 and a recent proposal
by Bron, Fokkinga and De Hass [BFH 761. The Steelman requirements for exception handling
clearly require a solution in this second family, since they specify that the occurrence of an excep-
tion should cause transfer to a handler without completing the elaboration of the declaration or the
execution of the statement where the exception occurred.

Naturally, what is considered as an error is rather subjective , and the ability of a handler to rein-
yoke a subprogram that raised an exception will permit the use of exception handling for making
repairs and for the treatment of rare events. The problem domains that can be addressed by the
two families of solutions are hence comparable, but they require different programming styles and
different underlying mechanisms.

The exception handling facility provided in the Green language belongs to this second family. It
provides a facility for local termination upon detection of errors. It has been inspired by the Bron
proposal and has some similarities with the Bliss signal enable construct IDEC 741.
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Our goal in this design has been to define an exception handling facility involving a minimum
number of concepts and well integrated with the facilities for parallel processing. A major goal was
to have a solution compatible with an axiomatic definition, hence permitting program verification
and mechanical program optimization.

The discussion of exception handling sta rts by an overall presentation followed by examples
illustrating the main classes of uses. The interactions between exceptions and parallel processing
are then presented and we conclude by a discussion of several technical issues.

12.2 Presentation of the Proposal for Exception Handling

The definition of an exception handling facility must provide answers to the following questions:

e How are exceptions declared?

• What are exception handlers and in which part of a program can they appear?

• How are exceptions raised?

• Which handler gets executed when an exception is raised?

• How can an exception be reraised?

• How can exceptions be suppressed?

We next examine these different questions in the case of sequential programs. The case of parallel
tasks is discussed in section 12.4.

12.2.1 Declaration of Exceptions

The name associated with an exception condition must be declared. The form of an exception
declaration is shown by the following example;

SINGULAR : exception;

Conceptually we may view the set of all exception declarations appearing in a program as forming
the equivalent of a distributed declaration of the literals of an enumeration type, say exception...-
condition, whose values may only be mentioned in exception handlers and in raise statements.
Thus the above declaration has the meaning that SINGULA R is one of the possible exception con-
ditions.

Declarations for predefined exceptions such as INDEX_ ERROR , RANGE_ERROR , TASKING_ER-
ROR, OVERFLOW, etc. are provided In the predefined environment.
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12.2.2 Except ion Handlers

Exception handlers are the sections of the program to which control is passed when exceptions
occur. Each exception handler has the form of a sequence of statements prefixed by the reserved
word when followed by the names of the exceptions serviced by the handler considered.

Exception handlers may only appear at the end of a subprogram body, module body, or block after
the reserved wora exception. As an example the following block contains a single handler that ser-
vices the exception SINGULAR;

begin
-- sequence of statements

exception -
when SINGULAR =>

PUT(”matrix is singulari;
end ;

A handler started by when others services all exceptions for which no explicit handIer is given in
the same program unit. Note finally, that any sequence of statements with which an exception
handler is needed can always be made into a block.

12.2.3 The Raise Statement

There are two possible reasons for an exception to be raised in a given program unit, It may either
be explicitly raised by a raise statement or, as we will explain later, it may be propagated by sub-
programs (including operators) and blocks executed by the program unit considered.

The main form of raise statement includes the reserved word ral~~ and the name of the exception
that is raised:

raise SINGULAR;
raise FILE_HANDL ING.END_OF_FILE;

The name of the exception must of course be visible at the point of the raise statement. It may
have the form of a selected component as in the above case of the exception END_O F_FILE
declared in the package FILE_HANDLING.

12.2.4 AssociatIon of Handiors wIth Exc.ptlons

We next examine the question of finding which handler gets executed when a given exception Is
raised. Note that if a program unit contains a raise statement for a given exception, it does not
necessarily contain a handler for that exception.

For example, In the procedure P given below, both the procedures P and R provide a handler for
SINGULAR and have no explicit raise statement for that exception. On the contrary, the procedure

— 
0 contains an explicit raise statement for SINGULAR but provides no handler for that exception.
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procedure P Is
SINGULA R : exception;

procedure 0 Ii
begin

if DETERMINANT = 0 then
raise SINGULAR;

•nd if;

end Q;

procedure A Is
begin

exception
when SINGULAR =>

-- second handler for SINGULAR
end A;

begin -- P

•xception
when SINGULAR =>

-- first handler for SINGULAR
•nd P;

When an exception is raised within a program unit, we may be in either of the two following situa-
tions:

(a) The currently executing subprogram or block has no handler for the exception;

The execution of the subprogram is terminated and the same exception is implicitly raised at
the point of call of the subprogram. Similarly the execution of the block is terminated and the
same exception is impliciJy raised after the block in the enclosing program unit. In both cases
we say that the exception is propagated.

(b) A handler has been provided for the exception:

The actions following the point where the exception is raised are skipped and the execution of
the handler terminates the execution of the current program unit.

In the above example, if the exception SINGULAR is raised during the execution of Q called by R,
the execution of Q will be terminated, since no handler is provided for SINGULAR within Q. This
exception is then propagated to the caller: It is raised within R at the point of call of Q and serviced
by the second handler. The execution of this handler terminates the execution of R and the excep-
tion is not further propagated. For P, this call of R therefore appears as a normal call. Note that the
first handler for SINGULAR , that of P, would be executed if the exception were raised by the
execution of 0 corresponding to its direct call within P. 

-

With this definition of exception handling, the effect of a subprogram is normally completed by the
sequence of statements of its body; when an exception occurs, It may be completed by a cor-
responding handler, if present.
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The initialization part of a package body acts as a procedure implicitly called by the package for its
initialization. This applies also for exceptions. A handler in a package body acts as a handler in a
procedure. In the absence of a handler, an exception is propagated to the program unit containing
the package declaration. The case of task bodies is discussed in Section 12.4.

Having explained the concept of exception propagation, it should now be clear that there is no
conceptual difference between the predefined exceptions and the exceptions declared by the user.
Predefined exceptions are exceptions that can be propagated by the basic operations of the
language such as indexing, accessing a value, and the arithmetic operationc. As an example
DIViDE_ ERROR is an exception that may be propagated by the (hardware supplied) operation of
division.

12.2.5 Reraising an Exception

Within a handler, the exception that caused transfer to the handler may be reraised by a normal
raise statement (mentioning its name) or by a raise statement of the form

raise ;

In either case, the effect of reraising the same (or another) exception within a handler is to ter~minate the current program unit and to propagate the corresponding exception (except for tasks as
explained in section 12.4).

The abbreviated form for reraising an exception is especially useful in the case of a handler for
others. Thus, such a handler can be used to perform some general clean-up actions, such as undo-
ing possible side-effects, before raising the same exception again. This is made possible by the fact
that the exception is left anonymous both in the handler prefix and in the reraise statement .

12.2.6 Suppressing an Exception

It is possible to indicate to the translator that the detection of some predefined exceptions need
not be provided within a given program unit. This is achieved by inserting a pragma such as

pragma SUPPRESSINO_VALUE_ERROR);

As a result the translator may omit any extra code to check that a variable has been initialized.
Note that this pragma is not imperative, and does not mean that the designated exception will not
be raiseo in the program unit, as it may be raised explicitly, be propagated from a subprogram
where it has not been suppressed, or simply because the translator did not inhibit the check. The
latter is likely to be the case if hardware detection of the exception is available.

This facility is especially useful for some predefined exceptions, such as ASSERT_ERROR or NO_ -
VALUE_ERROR , as their detection may be expensive unless aided by special hardware.
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12.2.7 Order of Exceptions

A translator may choose to evaluate the constituent terms of an expression in any order that is
consistent with the precedence properties of the operators, and with the parentheses. As a conse-
quence, the order in which exceptions might occur in the evaluation of an expression is not
guaranteed by the language. The formal semantics of the language only defines the value of an
expression whose evaluation does not raise any exception.

12.3 Examples

Several examples presenting typical uses of exception handling are discussed in this section.

12.3.1 Matrix Inversion

The first example is adapted from [BFH 76]. Each iteration of a loop is supposed to read a matrix,
invert it, and print the result. If the matrix is singular, a message should be printed and the program
should proceed with the next matrix.

procedure P is
procedure TREAT_MATRICES(N : INTEGER) Is

SINGULA R exception;

procedure INVERT(M : in out MATRIX) is
begin

-- compute determinant inverse
-- note : this may implicitly raise DIVIDE_ERROR
-- complete inversion of the matrix.

exception
when DIVIDE_ERROR => raise SINGULAR;

end INVERT;

procedure TREAT_ONE I.
begin

READ(M);
INVERT(M);
PRINT(M);

exception
when SINGULAR => PRlNT(~Matrix is singulari;

end TREAT_ONE;

begin -- TREAT_MATRICES
for I In 1 .. N loop

PRINT(”ITERATION”);
PRINT(l);
TREAT_ONE;

end loop;
end TREAT_MATRICES;

begin -- P
TREAT_MATR ICES(20);

end;
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As this example illustrates, the occurrence of the predefined exception DIVIDE_ERROR within
INVERT is expected and consequently an appropriate handler has been provided. On the other
hand, an occurrence of this exception within READ or PRINT would cause termination of P. since
no handler has been provided within P.

In order to illustrate the dynamic behavior of this program, let us consider the stack situation dur-
ing a call to INVERT:

(1) P calling TREA T...MA TRICES
TREAT_MATRICES calling TREA T ONE
TREAT_ONE calling INVERT
INVERT executing normal statements of INVERT

If DIVIDE_ERROR occurs during the inversions, the corresponding handler will be executed.

(2) P calling TREA T V MA TRICES
TREAT_MATRICES calling TREA TV..ONE
TREAT_ONE calling INVERT
INVERT executing the handler for D/V/DEV..V ERROR

Note that during its execution, the handler has access to the local variables and parameters of
INVERT. Here the only effect of this handler is to raise the exception SINGULAR. As a conse-
quence, the activation of INVERT is deleted and the exception SINGULAR is propagated within
TREAT_ONE at the point of call of INVERT. The handler of TREAT_ONE for SINGULAR is then
executed.

(3) P calling TREA 71 MATRICES
TREAT_MATRICES calling TREATV..ONE
TREAT_ ONE executing the handler for SINGULAR

In this case the execution of the handler terminates the execution of TREAT_ONE without
propagating an exception in TREAT_MATRICES. This leads to the following stack configuration
where another iteration of the loop can now be executed.

(4) P calling TREA T...MA TRICES
TREAT_MATRICES executing loop

The above example is characteristic of a family of problems in which a sequence of input objects
must be subjected to a given treatment. Should this treatment fail for one object of the sequence,
it would be unreasonable to abort the complete sequence. Rather, the exception handling- facility
provides the ability to do a partial termination, that of the current object.

V 
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12.3.2 Division

Consider the following definition of the function DIVISION:

function DIVISION (A, B : REAL) return REAL is
begin -

return NB;
exception

when DIVIDE_ ERROR => return REAL’LAST;
end;

Should DIVIDE_ERROR occur during the computation of NB, the execution of the handler will
complete the execution of the function DIVISION. Any statement that is valid within the sequence
of statements of DIVISION is also valid in the handler. Hence the handler may issue a return state-
ment

return REAL’ LAST;

on behalf of the function.

This example shows the nature of handlers. They must be viewed as substitutes ready to take
charge of the operations in case of error.

12.3.3 File Example

This example illustrates a case where exception handling is used to treat an event which is certain
to happen: reaching the end of a file. Naturally this example could be formulated with an explicit
check for each iteration. Assuming the file to be quite large, however, the body of the procedure
TRANSFER may be efficiently represented as an (apparently) infinite loop, and the final actions of
the procedure performed by the exception handler END_OF_FILE.

procedure TRANSFER is
use TEXT_IO;
I N F  : IN _FILE;
OUTF : OUT_FILE;
C : CHARACTER;

13gm
OPEN(INF, “SOURCE”);
OPEN(OUTF, “DESTINATION”);
loop

GET (INF, C);
PUT (OUTF, C);

end loop;
exception

when END_OF_FILE =>
PUT(OUTF. EOF);
CLOSE(I NF);
CLOSE(OUTF);

end;
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The procedure TRANSFER transfers the characters from the file SOURCE into the file DESTINA-
TION. At each iteration, GET is called and eventually an END_OF_FILE exception will occur. As a
consequence the corresponding handler will be actIvated and its execution will complete the
execution of TRANSFER.

This example shows that although many exceptions will correspond to error conditions, some of
them may just be normal conditions for termination.

12.3.4 * Package Example

The example below reproduces a skeleton of the TABLE_MANAGER package described in the
Reference Manual section 7.5.

package TABLE_ MANAGER Is
type ITEM Is
procedure INSERT (NEW_ ITEM : In ITEM);
procedure RETRIEVE (FIRST_ ITEM : out ITEM);
TABLE_FULL : exception; -- may be raised by INSERT

end;

package body TABLE_MANAGER Is

procedure INSERT (NEW_ITEM In ITEM) I.
begin

if NO_MORE _SPACE then
raise TABLE_FULL;

end If;
-- normal actions of INSERT

end;

end TABLE_MANAGER;

The interface of the table manager defines the operations INSERT and RETRiEVE, and the excep-
tion TABLE_FULL Any procedure such as Q that uses the packag6 may provide a local handler for
this exception:

proosdure Q Is
U.. TABLE_MANAGER;

procedure SAFE_INSERT(ELEMENT : In ITEM) I.
SPARE ITEM;

begin
INSERT(ELEMENT);

xc.ption
when TABLE_FULL ~>

RETRIEVE(SPARE);
-- perform normal treatment of spare
INSERT(ELEM ENT);

end SAFE_INSERT;
begin

-- includes calls of SAFE_INSERT Instead of INSERT
end 0:
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Within procedure Q, a procedure SAFE..INSERT with a local handler for TABLE_FULL is provided.
Should this exception be raised by the body of INSERT, the local handler for TABLE..FULL gains
control and is able to perform a RETRIEVE before reissuing the same caH to INSERT. Should an
exception occur again in this second call, the execution of SAFE_INSERT will be terminated and
the same exception will be raised in the calling environment.

It is worth mentioning that the body of INSERT is programmed in a robust manner: it keeps its
environment intact if it cannot accomplish its tasks normally. It is this property that permits
SAFE_INSERT to reissue a second call of INSERT when the first call fails.

12.3.5 Example of Last Wishes

The occurrence of an exception causes termination of the procedures in the dynamic chain of calls
up to (and not including) the first procedure handling the exception. Suppose A handles a given
exception, and

A calls B, B calls C, C calls D

If the exception occurs in D, the activations of D, C, and B will be terminated in that order.

One may want to let these procedures express their last wishes before disappearing, for instance,
to perform some clean-up actions. This can be achieved by providing a handler for othsrs in each
of these procedures. The handler will then issue the statement

rail.;

which reraises the same exception in the calling environment. We are thus able to achieve an
effect similar to that of the UNWIND clause of Mesa (GMS 77] without introducing a special
language construct. We illustrate last wishes with the example of a procedure performing opera-
tions on a file:

procedure OPERATE(F_NAME : STRING) I.
F : INOUT_FILE;

begin
-- initial actions
OPEN(F, F....NAME);
-- perform work on the file
CLOSE(F);
— final actions

end;

Should an exception occur while performing work on the file, it would be left in an open state
when leaving the body of OPERATE. It is possible to avoid this by expressing the corresponding
corrective action in a handler:
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procedure SAFE_OPERATE(F_NAME : STRING) I.
F : INOUT_FILE;

begin
— initial actions
OPEN(F, F_NAME);
begin

-- perform work on the file
exception

when others =>
CLOSE(F);
raise;

end;
CLOSE(F)
-- final actions

end;

Now, if any exception occurs, either during the initial or the final actions it will be propagated to
the caller of SAFE_OPERATE. If however, the exception occurs within the block, while performing
work on the file, the inner handler will first close the file before propagating the exception.

Similar techniques can be used in parallel processing examples where a given task could be left in
an inconsistent state waiting forever to receive the stop signal from a task that died after sending a
start signal.

12.4 Exceptions and Parallel Processing

The exception handling facility has been presented so far mainly in terms of sequential programs.
As a consequence the concepts presented are valid within a task.

The ability for one task to raise or to propagate an exception in another task must however be
viewed as a possibility with potentially extremely severe consequences.

In no way should such external exceptions be considered as being normal terminating conditions.
Interfering asynchronously with the execution of a task may catch it in a state where it is not
prepared to respond to such intervention. There is then always a risk of leaving the task in a state
of confusion and also, of contaminating other tasks that were communicating with it.

The normal means of communicating with a task is via entry calls. Hence most.situations in which
the termination of a task must be decided by another task should be programmed by calling a
special entry, say TERMINATE, of the task to be terminated. The clear advantage of such a solution
is the possibility thus offered to include accept statements for the TERMINATE entry at those
places where the termination can be done in an orderly fashion.

For these reasons, the ability of a task to raise or to propagate an exception in bnother task has
been substantially limited.

A first limitation of the exception handling facility for tasks concerns exception propagation.
Contrary to what is done for subprogram and packages, If an exception is not serviced by a handler
within a task, the exception is not further propagated; the task execution is merely terminated.
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Note that if the exception were propagated to the parent task, it would mean that the child task
could have an asynchronous interference on its parent. It would also mean that the latter could be
subject to simultaneous such interferences from its local tasks.

The second limitation concerns the nature of the exceptions that can be raised explicitly by one
task for another task. This ability Is provided only for the predefined exception FAILURE.

Other exceptions may also arise during task initiation and also during communications between
tasks. Unlike FAILURE, however, these are synchronous exceptions comparable to those that can
be propagated by procedure calls. The predefined exception TASKING_ERROR corresponds to
several such situations.

We next discuss the FAILURE exception and the situations in which a TASKING_ERROR may
arise.

12.4.1 Raising the FAILURE Exception In Another Task

The only exception that can be raised explicitly by one task in another task is the predefined excep-
tion FAILURE. For a task T, the exception FAILURE is raised by a raise statement of the form

raise T.FAILURE;

The effect of this statement is as follows

(a) If the task T is currently being executed, its execution is interrupted.

(b) If the task T has issued an entry call, two cases may arise:

• If the entry call has not been accepted it is cancelled. The task owning the called entry
is unaffected.

• If an accept statement for this entry is being executed, the exception TASKING_ER-
ROR is raised within the unit containing this statement.

(c) The continuation address of the task is modified so as to reflect occurrence of the exception,
and the task T is put in the ready queue of the scheduler.

(d) The execution of the task raising the exception may continue.

As for other exceptions a task may provide handlers for FAILURE. The task is thus given an oppor-
tunity to perform some clean up actions before terminating. The general schema of a task likely to
be terminated by the FAILURE exception is as follows:

task body lis

begin
-- normal actions of the task

exception
when FAILURE =>

-- perform clean-up actions, for example:
-- raise FAILURE for local tasks
-- issue some accept statements

end;
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It should be clear that raising FAILURE for a task I cannot guarantee the termination of T since the
handler can contain arbitrary statements. Hence this ability may be insufficient In situations where
time is critical, and the abort statement appears as a necessary complement In such situations.
The sequence:

raise T.FAILURE;
dslay 1 .5*SECONDS;
abort T;

can be used to give T the opportunity to perform clean-up operations and nevertheless make sure
that its execution does not extend beyond a certain delay.

As an example of possible use of the FAILURE exception, consider a situation in which a task
OPERATOR must be able to take some default actions in case It cannot obtain service from a
SERVER within a certain delay. Instead of calling the entry REQUEST directly, OPERATOR will ask
a local task AGENT to do so and to report completion.

task body OPERATOR is
entry REPORT(I : INFO);

task AGENT is
entry ASK;

end;

task body AGENT is
J : INFO;

begin
accept ASK;
SERVER.REQUEST(J);
OPERATOR.REPORT(J);

exception
when FAILURE => null;

end;
begin

Initiate AGENT;
AGENTASK;

select
accept REPORT(I : INFO) do

-- the answer was received In time:
-- perform normal operations

end;
or

delay 1O.OsSECONDS;
— no answer : perform default actions
riles AGENT.FAILURE;

end select;
end OPERATOR;

If the server does not answer the request within the delay, the task OPERATOR raises the excep-
tion FAILURE for the local task AGENT. Several situations are then possible:

(a) SERVER had not yet accepted the request (either because of malfunction or because it is still
busy processing requests from other tasks), the request Is Just removed from the queue of the
corresponding entry and SERVER Is unaffected.
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(b) SERVER is in the middle of the accept statement for the entry REQUEST, an exception
TASKING_ERROR is raised within the accept statement.

(c) The request is completed after the delay. Then if AGENT has already issued a call to the entry
REPORT, this call is cancelled.

This example illustrates the care that must be taken when raising the exception FAILURE. In
general, it should be used only in extreme situations, for example, to protect a task against a possi-
ble malfunction in another task or to terminate an erroneous task.

Raising FAILURE for another task is a drastic measure that should only be used when normal
means of communication have failed. Whenever termination can be planned, it is preferable to
request it with an entry call.

Because of its importance, the FAILURE exception prevails over any other possible exception.

12.4.2 Exceptions Propagated During Communications B.twssn Tasks

When two tasks are attempting to communicate with each other, or are engaged in a communica-
tion, an abnormal situation arising in one of them may have an effect on the other one.

As a basis for discussing the various cases that may arise, consider a task SERVER providing a
procedure ASK and an entry UPDATE, and a task CALLER:

task SERVER is

procedure ASK (...);
entry UPDATE(...);

end;

task body SERVER is

procedure ASK (...) is

end ASK;
begin

accept UPDATE (...) do
-- statements for servicing the request

end UPDATE;

end SERVER;

task body CALLER I.

begin

SERVER.ASK(...);

SERVER.UPDATE(...);

CALLER;
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The task CALLER is calling the procedure ASK and the entry UPDATE. Abnormal situations will
arise if SERVER is not active at the time of either call. Similarly an abnormal situation in SERVER
may affect the caller.

12.4.3 Exceptions Propagated by Calls of Task Procedures

If an exception is raised within the body of the procedure ASK, and not serviced by a local handler,
it is propagated to the caller, as usual.

Calling the procedure ASK is of course only possible if the task SERVER is active, otherwise, the
exception TASKING_ERROR Is propagated to the caller. In addition, there is the possibility that
SERVER may become inactive (either by normal or by abnormal termination) during the execution
of ASK. Again the caller will receive the TASKING_ ERROR exception.

12.4.4 InabilIty to Achieve a Rendezvous

When CALLER issues a call to the entry UPDATE of SERVER, the latter task may be inactive, in
which case the rendezvous cannot be achieved. It may also happen that SERVER is active at the
time of the entry call but is not yet ready to accept it. The calling task must then be suspended until
SERVER is ready. In the meantime, however, SERVER may become inactive (by normal or abnor-
mal termination) and again, the rendezvous cannot be achieved.

In either of these situations, the predefined exception TASKING_ERROR is raised at the point of
the entry call in the caller.

12.4.5 Abnormal Situations In an Accept Statement

Once a rendezvous is achieved, the accept statement is executed. During this execution three
kinds of abnormal situations may arise:

(1) An exception is raised within the accept statement.

(2) A third task disrupts the called task (i.e. SERVER), for example, by an abort statement or by
raising the FAILURE exception.

(3) A third task disrupts the calling task (I.e. CALLER), for example, by an abort statement or by
raising the FAILURE exception.

We next analyze the consequences of each of these three possible abnormal situations both with
respect to the task issuing the entry call and with respect to the task containing the accept state-
ment.
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An exception is raised within an accept statement

Consider a situation in which an exception, say error , is raised within the accept statement of
SERVER:

task body CALLER is task body SERVER is

accept UPDATE(...) do
SERVER.UPDATE(...);

error

end UPDATE;
end USER;

end SERVER;

From the point of view of the caller, the accept statement is analogous to a procedure body
executed when the corresponding entry is called. Hence if an exception is raised (and not handled
within the accept statement itself) it should be propagated at the point of call of SERVER.UP-
DATE.
However , from the point of view of the task containing the accept statement, this statement is a
normal statement of its body. Hence if an exception is raised within SERVER, it should be handled
by a handler provided within that same task.
To summarize, an ordinary exception (not FAILURE) raised within an accept statement and not
handled there is propagated both in the calling and in the called tasks. Both tasks may provide
handlers for the exception.

The called task is disrupted.

A different treatment must be employed if the called task (i.e. SERVER) receives a FAILURE excep-
tion raised by a third task. The main purpose of this exception is to provide a possibility of clean
termination for a task. Hence it would be undesirable to propagate this special exception to a call-
ing task. For this reason, the calling task will not receive FAILURE, but rather, the less severe
exception TASKING_ERROR.

Similarly TASKING_ERROR is raised in the caller if the called task is aborted by a third process
while executing the accept statement.

The calling task is disrupted.

In this case there is no point in pursuing the execution of the accept statement since the caller is
no longer waiting for its completion. Hence, the execution of the accept statement is abnormally
terminated and the exception TASKING_ERROR is raised in the place of this statement. Note that
this case may result in disrupting another task as in case 2 or 3 above.

It is quite important to realize that this exception is not raised within the accept statement itself
but rather outside it, for two reasons.

First, if the exception were raised inside the accept statement, it would be possible to handle it
locally and thus to continue the communication with a possibly inactive task.

The second reason concerns the possibility of nesting accept statements. In such a case, should
the callers for both the outer and the inner accept statements be aborted, the called task may
receive two simultaneous TASKING_ ERROR exceptions. However, no confusion is possible since
the termination of the outer accept statement guarantees that of the inner accept statement.
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12.4.6 Example of Propagation of Normal Exceptions for Tasks

The following program fragment shows a task USER which is starting a file transfer performed
asynchronously by a task SPOOLER. The procedure OPEN_IN_OUT is used by SPOOLER to open
the two files. If either of the files is invalid, the corresponding exception is raised after possibly
closing the other file.

Two forms of input output exceptions may be raised within the body of the task SPOOLER. The
exception END_OF_FILE is handled locally and not propagated. The exception FILE_NAME_ER-
ROR may be raised within the accept statement for the entry START_TRANSFER. The handler
provided within SPOOLER simply prepares it for another iteration.

task SPOOLER is
entry START_TRANSFER(SOURCE, DESTINATION : In FILE_NAMEI;

end;

task body SPOOLER is
INF : IN_FILE;
OUTF : OUT_FILE;
C : CHARACTER

procedure OPEN_IN_OUT (SOURCE, DESTINATION : in FILE_NAME) Is
begin

OPEN(INF, SOURCE);
begin

OPEN(OUTF, DESTINATION);
exception

when FILE_NAME_ERROR => CLOSE(INF); raise;
end;

end;

begin
loop

begin
accept START_TRANSFER(SOURCE, DESTINATION : in FILE_NAME) do

OPEN_IN_OUT(SOURCE. DESTINATION);
end;

loop
GET (INF. C);
PUT (OUTF, C);

end loop;
exception

when END_ OF_FILE =>
PUT(OUTF, EOF);
CLOSE(INF);
CLOSE(OUTF);

when FILE_NAME_ERROR => nuN; -- restart main loop
end;

end loop;
end SPOOLER;
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In addition, the occurrence of the exception FILE_ NAME_ERROR within the accept statement for
START_TRANSFER also has an effect on the calling task USER. The exception is propagated in
that task where it can be serviced by a local handler:

task body USER is
I_F, 0_F : FILE_NAME;

begin

begin
SPOOLER.START_TRANSFER( I_F, 0_ F);

exception
when FILE_NAME_ERROR =>

-- do something on I_F and 0_F
end;

end;

12.4.7 Example of TASKING ERROR in Nested Accept Statements

Nested accept statements are illustrated by the example of a task FILTER buffering characters
received through the entry WRITE from slow producers. These characters can be read in batches
by other tasks through the entry READ.

When a call to READ occurs, two cases are possible: either FILTER has buffered enough
characters to forward them immediately, or it has not; in the latter case the reader must wait until
enough characters have been received. This second possibility is handled by nesting an accept
statement for WRITE within the one for READ.

Abnormal termination of either a reader or writer should not affect FILTER. In particular, if a writer
dies while calling WRITE, this should not terminate the READ rendezvous. This isolation is
provided by embedding the accept statement for WRITE within a block that provides a null handler
for TASKING_ERROR.

Note also that the incrementation of the indexes is done first within temporary variables. These are
updated outside of the accept statements. Thus the values of the indexes are maintained as correct
even in the case of exceptions.

task FILTER is
LENGTH : constant INTEGER := 120;
entry READ (BATCH : out STRING(1 .. LENGTH));
entry WRITE (C : CHARACTER);

end;
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task body FILTER s

MAX_BUF : constant INTEGER := 1O*LENGTH;
BUFFER : array (1 .. MAX_BUF) of CHARACTER;
COUNT : INTEGER rang. 0 .. MAX_BUF := 0;
IN_ INDEX, OUT_INDEX INTEGER ‘sage 1 .. MAX_BUF MAX_BUF;
TEMP_IN : INTEGER rang. 1 .. MAX_BUF := IN_INDEX;
CHAR : CHARACTER;

procedure INPUT_CHAR is
begin

IN_INDEX := (IN_INDEX mod MA)LBUF) + 1;
BUFFER(IN_INDEX) := CHAR;
COUNT := COUNT + 1;

end;

loop
begin

select
when COUNT < MAX_BUF =>

accept WRITE (C : CHARACTER) do
CHAR := C;

end;
INPUT_CHAR;

of
accspt READ (BATCH : out STRING(1 .. LENGTH)) do

while COUNT < LENGTH loop
begin

accept WRITE (C : CHARACTER) do
CHAR := C;

end;
INPUT_CHAR;
TEMP_IN := IN_INDEX;

when TASKING_ERROR => null; — isolates from writer termination
end;

end loop;
for I in 1 .. LENGTH loop

BATCH(I) := BUFFER((OUT_INDEX+l) mod MAX_BUF + 1);
end loop;

end READ;
OUT_INDEX := (OUT_INDEX+LENGTH-1) mod MAX_BUF + 1;
COUNT := COUNT - LENGTH;

end select;

when TASKING_ERROR =>
IN_INDEX := TEMP_IN;
if IN_INDEX >= OUT_INDEX then

COUNT := IN_ INDEX - OUT_INDEX;
else

COUNT := IN_INDEX + MAX_BUF - OUT_INDEX;
sed if;

• end;
• end loop;

end FILTER;

t
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12.5 Technical Issues

The discussion of exception handling in LGo 75J classifies exceptions into three categories.

(a) Escape exceptions which require termination of the operation raising the exception.

(b) Notify exceptions, which forbid termination of the operation raising the exception and require
its resumption after completion of the handlers’ actions.

(c) Signal exceptions, which leave the choice to the handler between termination and resump-
tion.

The Steelman requirements specify that the occurrence of an exception should cause transfer to a
handler without completing the elaboration of the declaration or the execution of the statement
where the exception occurred. Hence they rule out notify and signal exceptions, and quite
justifiably so, since these forms of exceptions violate program modularity and make optimization
difficult if not impossible.

Exceptions in the Green language are thus of the escape form; they serve only for error situat ons
and as terminating conditions, permitting a simpler language formulation.

The technical problems concerning the interactions between exceptions and parallelism have been
mentioned in the previous section. The key idea was to provide a simple rule for cases where
simultaneous exceptions occur in a given task. For the TASKING_ERROR exception, multiplicity
can only occur in case of nested accept statements, and the outer exception prevails. The excep-
tion FAILURE prevails over other exceptions and simultaneous occurrences of this exception are
treated as a single occurrence.

The remainder of this discussion will concentrate on the following issues:

• Exceptions during the elaboration of declarations

• Propagatior~ of exceptions beyond their scope

• Suppression of exceptions

• Implementation of exception handling

• Proving programs with exceptions
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12.5.1 Exceptions During the Elaboration of Daclarations

The elaboration of declarations may involve the evaluation of some expressions and in conse-
quence, exceptions may be raised during this elaboration. Consider for example the procedure

procedure A(N : INTEGER) is
C : constant INTEGER := N*N;
D : INTEGER := C;
T array (1 .. C) of INTEGER;

begin
-- statements of A

exception
-- handlers of A

end;

If an exception occurs during the elaboration of the constant C, the procedure will be in a state
where D is not initialized, and the space for the array T is not yet allocated. Consequently, a
handler may not be able to do much; any reference to D or T will be erroneous and may cause a
further exception.

When this risk is important, it is always possible to replace the expressions that may cause excep-
tions by function calls and to provide handlers within these functions. Another possibility is to
provide a special boolean flag:

procedure A(N INTEGER) is
ELABORATION_DONE : BOOLEAN := FALSE;

begin
ELABORATION_DONE := TRUE:

exception
— handlers may test if ELABORATION_DONE

end;

The design also considered an alternate semantics in which the handlers are only applicable after
completk n of the elaboration of declaration (hence, an exception arising during the elaboration of
the local declarations of a procedure would .lways be propagated). This alternate semantics was
rejected for implementability reasons.

12.5.2 Propagation of Exceptions Bayond Their Scope

Since exceptions can be propagated they can be propagated beyond their scope. It is even possible
for an exception to be propagated outside its scope and back within its scope. Thus, in the follow-
ing example, if B calls OUTSIDE and OUTSIDE calls A, the exception ERROR raised within A will
be propagated to OUTSIDE and again to B:
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package D is
procedure A;
procedure B;

end;

procedure OUTSIDE is
begin

D.A;

end;

package body D is
ERROR : exception;
procedure A is
begin

raise ERROR;
end;

procedure B is
begin

OUTSIDE;

exception
when ERROR =>

— ERROR may be propagated by OUTSIDE calling A
end;

end D;

In general, an exception propagated beyond its scope can only be handled by a handler for others.
It can be further propagated or reraised by the anonymous form of the raise statement (raise;).

This rule provides a simple and consistent interpretation of the above example and it avoids the
complexity and runtime costs that would be incurred if exceptions propagated beyond their scope
were converted into a unique undefined exception. This design also considered, and rejected, the
possibility of associating the names of the possibly propagated exceptions with each procedure
declaration. The main reason for rejecting this possibility is the fact that this would require extra
runtime code for filtering the propagation of exception. For example, if a procedure were declared
as

procedure P(X : INTEGER) propagates A, B, C; -- not legal in Green

its body would have to be compiled as the equivalent of the following procedure:

procedure P(X : INTEGER) is

begIn

exc.ptlon
when A I B C => raise;
when others => raise anonymous exception:

end P;
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We considered the resulting code expansion to be too prohibitive, especially in the case of small
functions and procedures.

With the solution adopted in Green, the user can always put similar information in comment form.
The case others covers all possible anonymous exceptions, not just one.

The internal codes associated with exceptions must all be distinct - as are the codes of the dif-
ferent literals of an enumeration type. In general, this assignment of codes to exceptions must be
performed at linkage editing time.

12.5.3 SuppressIon of Exceptions

A given program unit, and in particular a procedure, may be robust , in that it will perform some
computation, and produce some result for any value of its input parameters. On the other hand, its
validity may be guaranteed for only certain values of these parameters. The exception mechanism
is a useful tool to achieve robustness, but this may be gained at some cost in efficiency, since
detection of some error situations may be expensive, unless aided by special hardware.

In some cases where robustness is not an issue, or can be attained by means other than runtime
checks, the programmer may not wish to incur the cost of checking for possible exception situa-
tions. The pragma

pragma SUPPRESS (list of exception names);

indicates that no check need be performed for the designated exception situations. (Should such a
situation occur, behavior of the program would be unpredictable.)

As a consequence, the compiler may suppress checks for such situations, and will do so if it results
in an optimization. Note that this pragma is an Indication that the user does not care, as far as the
validity of the program is concerned, whether the checks are performed or not.

However, in the case of exceptions whose detection is aided by special hardware, inhibiting the
corresponding hardware mechanisms may be costlier than nctually performing the checks, hence
the pragma is not imperative. It does not mean that the checks are not done.

An alternative view of the SUPPRESS pragma would be that of a directive indicating imperatively
that no check i.~ to be performed to detect the exception. This approach would correspond to a
decision to continue execution of a program In spite of any erroneous situation. It would give an
appearance of robustness which might be exploited in cases where the programmer knows that
the abnormal situation will have some effects that can be detected at a later time, but it is in
opposition to the general philosophy of the language.

In addition, the need to provide a semantics that reconciles software and hardware detected
exceptions would have a negative effect on the efficiency of the programs. If the pragma were
imperative, then on a machine with hardware detected exceptions, it would be necessary to inhibit
the hardware checks for a scope in whIch the corresponding exception has been suppressed.
Thereafter, it would be necessary to reenable the hardware detection prior to each call to a unit
outside that scope, and again to inhibit the detection following a subsequent return from the call.
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12.5.4 Implementation of Exception Handling

One important design consideration for the exception handling facility is that exceptions should
add to execution time only if they are raised.

Several techniques may be used to reach that goal, and they may differ from one implementation
to another. The essential idea is that all processing costs should be concentrated on the treatment
of the raise statement. As a consequence, processing of a raise statement may be relatively slow.
In contrast, the elaboration of an exception declaration or that of the body of an exception handler
represents only translation time and space costs. They have no influence on the execution time.

As a feasibility proof, we outline a possible implementation technique that no runtime costs what-
soever are incurred for exceptions unless they are raised. This technique has been used for some
debugging systems and it bears some resemblance to the technique used in Mesa LGMS 77]. The
basic principles are as follows:

(a) When an exception occurs , the specific runtime system that treats exceptions must be able to
locate the addresses of the currently active procedure calls. This condition is satisfied if, as is
usually the case, return addresses are stored in procedure activations.

(b) Knowing the address of the code of a procedure, it must be possible to locate the address of
the code of the first handler. Similarly, given a handler, it must be possible to find the next
handler. This condition can be satisfied by chaining the handlers and by storing the address of
the first handler just before the code of the procedure.

(c) Each handler must start with the indication of the exception code (or codes) that it services.
Sc-ne convention must be used for the handler for others which must appear last.

(d When performing the association of an exception with a handler, the runtime system locates
the procedure address and from there the chain of handlers. It may then inspect the exception
codes to find the appropriate handler, if any.

We reiterate that this solution should only be considered as an existence proof that exceptions
may be implemented at no cost unless raised. Other techniques may be more suitable on alter-
native machines.

12.5.5 Proving Programs with Exceptions

The problems of exception handiing facilities such as the P1./I on conditions, whkh permit resump-
tion after exception, are well known. For instance, consider the consecutivA statements.

X P + Q;
V : = X - Q ;
assert (Y = P) ;

Unless overflow occurs in the evaluation of P + Q, the final assertion should be satisfied. This
however would not be true If a handler for overflow were able to provide a different value for X and
return to the same statement list.

This simple example shows the near Impossibility of proving programs with unconstrained s6gral
and notify exceptions. For the same reasons, such programs are extremely difficult to optimize.
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In contrast, for the proposal given In the Green language, simple proof rules may be given as has
bean shown by Bron IBFH 761 and Fokklnga IFo 771. Additional examples may be found in the
reference EDH 761. The main idea is a consequence of the definition of the role of a handler.

As mentioned above, when an exception occurs In a procedure, the execution of the handler
replaces the remainder of the execution of the procedure considered. Consequently the effect of e
procedure is achieved.

(a) either by its body if no exception occurs

(b) or by the part of its body until the point where the exception E occurs and then by the handler
for E if E occurs.

Two simple cases have been shown in the programming examples:

(1) In the SAFE_INSERT example of section 12.3.4, we have shown a case where these two
rules reduce to a simpler form. The effect of SAFE_ INSERT Is achieved.

(a) either by its body if no exception occurs

(b) or by the handler TABLE_FULL if TABLE_FULL occurs

(2) In the file example of section 12.3.3 where the exception END_OF_FILE is used as a ter-
minating condition, the effects of the procedure TRANSFER is achieved by the succession of
the effects of

(a) its body

(b) the body of the handler END_OF_FILE

This shows that with adequate programming conventions, the effect of a procedure containing an
exception handler can be characterized In a simple way. This simplifies correctness proofs. On the
other hand, proving a program where exceptions arise in parallel tasks remains a considerably
more difficult problem.
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13. Generic Program Units

13.1 Introduction
L

Generic clauses provide a general facility for translation time parameterization of program units. As
with other parameterization mechanisms, the primary purpose of this generic facility is factoriza-
tion, so as to bring about a reduction in the size of the program text while simultaneously improv-
ing both readability and efficiency.

Generic clauses may be viewed as a natural extension of subprogram parameterization. When
otherwise identical actions differ by the particular value or variable, these actions may be incor-
porated in a subprogram where that value or variable appears as a parameter. Having theteby fac-
torized the common parts, the text becomes smaller and easier to read and clerical errors, involv-
ing accidental lack of identity among the several copies, are eliminated. Moreover, the translator
can take advantage of this cor.imonality to produce more compact code.

Traditional parameterization mechanisms are usually restricted to variables, although the same
factorization arguments can apply when two otherwise identical program units differ by some
other property, such as a type.

A classical example is provided by stacks. In the Green language, stacks would be typically for-
mulated as a data type, encapsulated with its associated operations within a package. Although
one may want to have stacks of integers and stacks of real numbers, it is clear that neither the
stack algorithms (nor the proof of their correctness) depend upon the type of the items to be
stacked.

Strong typing prevents the writing of a single procedure to deal with objects which may be either
integers, reals or any subsequently defined type. Hence another language mechanism Is needed to
achieve this kind of parameterization by a type; this mechanism is the generic clause.

A generic clause permits parameterization of the text of a package or of other program units.
Replication of text can thereby be avoided, yielding better readability. In addition the translator
may use its knowledge of data type representations to achieve certain optimizations (e.g. reusing
the same code for stacks of integers and reals If these types occupy the same number of bits).
Seen in this light, such a generic facility provides a natural complement to strong typing, minimiz-
ing the unnecessary duplication of both text and code.

One of the most common applications of any generic facility Is factoring out dependencies on par-
.ulai data types. Several existing languages have accordingly introduced language features to

•~co, imodate this sort of parameterizatlon. By far the most powerful is that provided by the
language EL 1 IWe 74]; this generality is achieved, however, at the cost of interpreting types In a

~lv dynamic fashion, which is incompatible with the efficiency and security criteria Imposed in the
present context.
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Languages such as Simula IDNM 691, Clu lii 741 and Mary IR 741 offer a reasonably elegant
approach to this problem, but all impose the constraint that all objects are handled by reference.
This introduces additional overhead (i.e., indirect access) even in cases where such generality is
neither needed nor wanted. The language Euclid (LHLMP 761 provides a facility which is only
applicable when the alternative types are specified in advance and can therefore appear as variants
of some parameterized type; the language CS 4 (Br 751 makes available a limited facility that may
only be used in conjunction with predefined types. Neither approach offers the flexibility that is
required when the definition of new data types is viewed as the rule rather than the exception.

A review of the shortcomings of existing mechanisms which allow types to be used as parameters
showed that it was inappropriate to introduce additional language features solely for this purpose,
principally because of their relative complexity. This conclusion is substantiated by noting that
essentially the same effect (and many others as well) can be achieved by far simpler means using
traditional macro-expansion techniques (although in a context sensitive manner). The problem
then reduces to integrating this well-established approach into the framework of a high order
language at reasonable cost.

In the Green language, more sophisticated sorts of parameterization are accommodated by
generic program units, which are a restricted form of context sensitive macro facility. The main
objectives in providing this particular mechanism have been:

• to allow an additional degree of freedom in factorization without sacrificing efficiency;

• to permit the translator to take advantage of this factorization to minimize the size of the
code;

• to preserve the security that is present for ordinary, unparameterized program units;

• to introduce only a modest extension, with relatively small impact on the rest of the language
and its translator.

13.2 Informal Presentation of Generic Facilities

Any program unit (that is, any subprogram or module) may be declared with a generic clause. This
clause defines translation-time parameters which may appear in the body of the program unit.

A generic program unit is not a normal program unit. A generic subprogram cannot be called; it is
rather a model or template for all program units which can be obtained by providing translation-
time substitutions for the generic parameters.

A specific program unit which corresponds to a given model is created by a declaration called a
generic instantiation. This has the effect of creating a named instance. In the case of a sub-
program, for example, this named instance can then be called in the usual way. Thus, apart from
parameterization, generic declaration is for program units what a type declaration is for data
objects:
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data object program units

defining the model: type declaration generic declaration

defining an instance: -~ object declaration generic instantiation

13.2.1 Generic clauses

A generic clause can be given as a prefix in a subprogram or module specification. It has the form

generic 1(generic_parameter I; generic_parameterl)J

where a generic parameter is a normal parameter decIa~ation, a subprogram specification, or a
type specification of the form

Irestrictedi type identifier

As an example, consider the following generic procedure:

gereric(type ELEM)
procedure EXCHANGE(X , V :in out ELEM) is

TEMP : ELEM;
begin

TEMP :=
V := X;
X := TEMP;

end:

In this example X and V are the normal parameters of the procedure, which are subject to dynamic
replacement. In contrast, the type ELEM given in the generic clause is a generic parameter which
is to be substituted at translation time. This generic parameter may appear in the body of the
generic subprogram; here it is used in the declaration of the variable TEMP.

13.2.2 Generic Instantiation

A generic instantiation creates an actual instance of the specified program unit by replacement of
the generic parameters. Such an instantiation must appear in a declaration which gives the name
of the particular instantiation. Generally, there will be several different instantiations of a given
generic unit.

procedure SWAP_INT Is new EXCHANGE(INTEGER);
procedure SWA P_CHAR I. new EXCHANGE(CHARACTER);
procedure SWA P_COLOR is new EXCHANGE(COLOR);
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The resultant program units are ordinary procedures, applicable to arguments of the corresponding
type.

SWAP_INT(I, J);
SWAP_COLOR(SHADE. TINT);

The fact that these procedures are obtained by generic instantiation does not preclude overloading
of the names of operations.

procedure SWA P is new EXCHANGE(INTEGER);
procedure SWA P is new EXCHANGE(CHARACTER);
procedure SWAP is new EXCHANGE(COLOR);

In general, a generic instantiation has the form

new name ((generic_association 1. generic_association))]

It can appear in subprogram declarations of the form

subprogram_nature designator is generic_instantiation;

Note that this form of subprogram declaration does not contain parameter declarations since the
parameters of the subprogram thus declared are derived from those of the corresponding generic
subprogram. Similarly, a generic instantiation can appear in a module declaration of the form:

module_nature identifier [(discrete_range)] is generic_instantiation;

The parameter associations given in generic instantiations have the same form as those given for
subprogram calls, but additional forms exist for generic parameters that are types or subprograms
since these are not possible as subprogram parameters. Thus the form

[formal_parameter isJ type_mark

is used for parameters that are types, and the form

[fo rmal_parameter isi Lname.Jdesignator

is used for parameters that are subprograms. Note that both named associations and positional
associations are possible as usual. Thus our previous example can be equivalently written as:

procedure SWA P is new EXCHANGE(ELEM is INTEGER);
procedure SWAP is new EXCHANGE(ELEM Is CHARACTER);
procedure SWA P is new EXCHANGE(ELEM is COLOR);

The resultant program unit, obtained by generic instantiation, can be viewed as a copy of the cqr-
responding generic unit where each formal parameter has been replaced by the corresponding
actual parameter. For example, the declaration of SWA P_INT produces a procedure equivalent to
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procedure SWAP_INT(X, V : in out INTEGER) is
TEMP : lI’4TEGER;

begin
TEMP
V := X;
X := TEMP;

end;

A generic instantiation need not be performed in the same declarative part as the corresponding
generic declaration; it may be performed at any point where the name of the generic unit is visible.

The rule followed for the identification of names within a generic unit in such a case is similar to
that used for subprograms. All non-local identifiers of the body of a generic unit (other than the
generic parameters) are identified in the context of the generic declaration. In contrast, the actual
parameters given in the generic associations must be interpreted in the context of the generic
instantiation.

Note that this rule differs from a simple textual substitution. In the latter case all identifiers,
including non-local ones, would be interpreted in the context of the instantiation. Hence it would
not be possible in general to obtain the effect of generic program units by a simple (context free)
macro facility.

To summarize, the generic parameter names are the only unresolved identifiers in the body of a
generic program unit. For any generic instantiation, replacements must be provided for all generic
parameters. These replacements are to be interpreted in the context of the instantiation.

13.2.3 Types as Generic Parameters

In the simple SWAP example presented so far, very little information about the type given as a
generic parameter is needed. The only operation assumed available for objects of the type is
assignment. Hence the procedure can be applied to any type for which assignment is defined: all
types except restricted private types.

In general, when a type is specified as a generic parameter, it must be considered as a private type,
with no available operations, aside from assignment and the predefined comparison for equality or
inequality. Even these operations are denied if the generic type is a restricted type specified as

restricted type I

Operations on objects of such types (whether restricted or not) that are used within the generic
body must be given by other generic parameters. As an example, consider the generic function
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gen.ric(type ELEM;
function “

*
“ (U. V : ELEM) return ELEM)

function SQUARING(X : ELEM) return ELEM Is
begin

return X * X;
end;

Since nothing is known a priori about the type ELEM it would not be possible to write X * X if the
specification of “*“ were not provided explicitly as a parameter of the generic clause. Instances of
SQUARING can be created by supplying the correspondin9 parameters. For example, for

function SQUARE is new SQUARING(INTEGER, *“);

the operation “*“ is the operation defined as

function * (U, V : INTEGER) return INTEGER;

hence, the normal integer multiplication. As a consequence, the generic instantiation produces a
function body equivalent to the following:

function SQUARE(X : INTEGER) return INTEGER is
begin

return X * X;
end;

Of course, other instantiations are possible. For example, we may want to use SQUARING for vec-
tors, to extend the component by component multiplication

function MULTIX, V : VECTOR) return VECTOR;

Thus with the generic instantiation

function SQUARE is new SQUARING(VECTO R, MULT);

we obtain a function returning the component by component square of a vector.

Default values can be defined for generic parameters that are subprograms. Thus an alternate form
of definition for SQUARING is

generic ( type ELEM;
function * (U, V : ELEM) return ELEM is ELEM. *ifunction SQUARING(X : ELEM) return ELEM Is

begin
r e t u r n X * X ;

end;
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The declaration of the functional parameter specifies that ELEM.”*”, the operation “*~
‘ defined for

ELEM, must be used in the absence of an explicit parameter. Thus, since “
* is defined for

INTEGER, the declaration of SQUARE can be written as

function SQUARE is new SQUARING( INTEGER );

Similarly the short form can be used for VECTOR if a user defined “*“ operation exists for vectors
in the scope of the instantiation. For other examples of such default parameters, the reader can see
their use for the formulation of the standard input-output package in Chapter 14 of the Reference
Manual.

To summarize, any operation applicable to a type specified as a generic parameter must also be an
explicit parameter of the generic clause. Hence every use of such an operation in a generic unit can
be identified, and the translator can check the correctness of its text independently from the
instantiations, as for program units that are not generic. The information contained in the generic
clause guarantees that any instantiation that matches the generic clause does produce a correct
text.

13.3 The Use of Generic Program Units

This section contains a number of examples illustrating the use of generic program units.

13.3.1 Examples of Generic Functions

The following program fragment defines a generic function POWER to raise the value of an object
of a type T to its nth power. This exponentiation is defined by repeated multiplication and the cor-
responding multiplication operation must be supplied as an actual generic parameter.

subtype NATURAL is INTEGER range 1 .. INTEGEWLAST;

g.neric(type T;
function OPER(X , V : T) return T)

function POWER(A : 1; N : NATURAL) return T is
RESULT : I := A;

begin
for I In 2 .. N loop

RESULT := OPER(RESULT, A);
end loop;
return RESULT;

end POWER;
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This generic function can be used to define exponentiation for types for which a multiplication
operation is known. For example:

function ** “ is new POWER(RATIONAL, “*1;
function “**~

‘ is new POWER(VECTOR. MULl);

Each of these declarations defines an overloading of the operator **, obtained by generic instan-
tiation. For example, the first declaration defines a function whose specification is equivalent to

function “**~
‘ (A : RATIONAL; N : NATURAL) return RATIONAL;

It can be used to exponentiate rational numbers by repeated application of the multiplication
operation defined for this type. Note also that the generic function can be used to apply any
meaningful operation repeatedly, for example multiplication of a rational by an integer performed
by repeated additions.

function ~
‘
*~
‘ is new POWER(RATIONAL, “+ ‘);

We next consider a variation of the previous generic function in which a unary function is applied
repeatedly:

generic(type I;
function NEXT(X : T) return T)

function INVOLUTION(A : T; N : NATURAL) return T is
RESULT : I := A;

begin
for I in 1 .. N loop

RESULT := NEXT(RESULT);
end loop;
return RESULT;

end INVOLUTION;

This generic function can be used to apply any unary function repeatedly, for example, to produce
the nth successor or predecessor of an enumeration value

function SUCC is new INVOLUTION(COLOR, COLOR’SUCC);
function PRED is new INVOLUTION(COLOR, COLOR’PRED);

Again, these declarationc ,.,.~uce functions whose specifications are equivalent to

function SUCC (A : COLOR; N : NATURAL) return COLOR;
function PRED (A : COLOR; N : NATURAL) return COLOR;

Similar functions can be instantiated to find the nth successor or predecessor of an item in a list:
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function SUCC (X : LIST_ITEM) return LIST_ITEM I.
begin

return X.SUCC;
end;

function PRED(X : LIST_ITEM) return LIST_ ITEM is
begin

return X.PRED;
L end;

function SUCC is new INVOLUTION(LIST_ITEM, SUCC);
function PRED is new INVOLUTION(LIST_ITEM, PRED);

Note that these involutions overload (but do not hide) the functions SUCC and PR ED. Actually, the
immediate successor of an element can be obtained in three ways:

X.SUCC -- using the component SUCC
SUCC(X) -- the unary function
SUCC(X , 1) -- the involution

13.3.2 An Example of a Generic Package

A discussion of generics would probably not be complete without a presentation of the treatment
of either stacks or queues. Since the example of stacks has already been given in the Green
Reference Manual, we shall give here a formulation of queues.

The specification of the generic package contains two generic parameters : ITEM, the type of the
items in the queue, and SIZE, the size of each queue.

generic(type ITEM; SIZE : NATURAL)
package ANY_QUEUE is

restricted type QUEUE is private;

function EMPTY (Q : In QUEUE) return ROOLEAN;
procedure ADD (X : in ITEM; Q : In out QUEUE);
procedure REMOVE(Q : In out QUEUE);
function FRONT (0 : in QUEUE) return ITEM;

QUEUE_OVERFLOW, QUEUE_UNDERFLOW : exception;
private

type QUEUE is
record

STORE : array (1 .. SIZE) of ITEM;
COUNT : INTEGER range 0 .. SIZE := 0;
IN_INDEX : INTEGER range I .. SIZE := 1;
OUT_INDEX : INTEGER range 1 .. SIZE := 1;

end record;
end;

r
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The package body provides the bodies of the functions and procedures promised in the specifica-
tion.

package body ANY_QUEUE is

function EMPTY(Q : in QUEUE) return BOOLEAN is
begin

return Q.COUNT = 0;
end EMPTY;

procedure ADD(X : in ITEM; 0: in out QUEUE) is
begin

if Q.COUNT < SIZE then
Q.STORE(Q.IN_INDEX) := X;
Q.IN_INDEX := (Q.IN_INDEX mod SIZE) + 1;
Q.COUNT := Q.COUNT +1;

else
raise QUEUE_OVERFLOW;

end if;
end ADD;

procedure REMOVE(Q : in out QUEUE) is
begin

if Q.COUNT > 0 then
Q.OUT_INDEX := (Q.OUT_INDEX mod SIZE) + 1;
Q.COUNT := Q.COUNT - 1;

else
raise QUEUE_UNOERFLOW;

end if;
end REMOVE;

function FRONT(Q : in QUEUE) return ITEM is
begin

if Q.COUNT > 0 then
return Q.STORE(Q.OUT_INDEX);

else
raise QUEUE_UNDERFLOW;

end if;
end FRONT;

end ANY_QUEUE;

Having defined ANY_QUEUE, it is now possible to instantiate two packages dealing respectively
with queues of integers and queues of reals:

package ANY_INT_QUEUE is new ANY_QUEUE(ELEM I. INTEGER , SIZE := 100);
package ANY_REAL_QUEUE is new ANY_QUEUE(ELEM Is REAL. SIZE := 100);

Semantically, these two declarations have created two packages which may be used as ordinary
packages. In the present case, given that the same value has been given for SIZE, the translator
may be able to reuse the same code for the procedures of the two modules, if reals and integers
occupy the same number of bits.
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A block dealing with real queues may appear as below:

declare
use ANY_REAL_ QUEUE;
QA, OB : QUEUE; -

/

begin
ADD(3.14, QA); - - -

if FRONTIQA) = FRONT(QB) then
L. REMOVE( QA);

sA~DO(FRONT(QB) + 1.0, QA);
end if;

end;

With the u e clause for ANY_REAL_QUEUE, the type QUEUE is visible and can be used to declare
the queue of reals QA and QB.

A slig ht difficulty exists if one wants to use both ANY_REAL_QUEUE and ANY_ INT_QUEUE in the
same scope, since both declare the type QUEUE. The naming conflict is resolved by naming the
type as a selected component:

declare
use ANY_REAL_QUEUE, ANY_I NT_QUEUE; 

-

QA : ANY_REAL_QUEUE.QUEUE;
QJ : ANY_INT_QUEUE.QUEUE;

begin

ADD(3.0E5, QA);
REMOVE(QJ);

ADD( 15. QJ):

end;

Generally, using selected components for the names of types will be sufficient (their repeated use
can be avoided by declaring corresponding subtypes). Thereafter functions and procedures (such
as ADD) appear as overloaded subprograms and no confusion is possible. For example the
expanded specifications of ADD are equivalent to

procedure ADD(X : in REAL; Q : in out ANY_REAL_QUEUE.QUEUE);
procedure ADD(X : in INTEGER; 0 : in out ANY_INT_QUEUE.QUEUE);

In the case of the exceptions QUEUE_OVERFLOW and QUEUE_UNDERFLOW overloading is of
no help and either selected components or renaming declarations must be used.

A final word on these two exceptions: the bodies of ADD, REMOVE and FRONT have been written
so that no damage occurs to the queue if either exception occurs. As a consequence it is possible
to provide a local handler for these exceptions:

N
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use ANY_REAL_QUEUE, ANY_INT_QUEUE;
subtype INT_QUEUE Is ANY_INT_QUEUE.QUEUE; -- INT_QUEUE defined as an abbreviation
INTQ_ER ROR : exception renames ANY_I NT_QUEU E.QUEUE_OVERFLOW ;
QJ : INT_OUEUE;

begin

ADD(3, QJ);

exception
when INTQ_ERROR =>

-- actions that will terminate the execution of the block in case QJ overflows.
end;

13.3.3 An Example of a Generic Task

As a further example consider the buffering interposed between a producer and a consumer (see
the example of section 9.12 of the reference manual). This might be reformulated as a generic task
where the type of the buffered items as well as the size of the buffer in question have been fac-
tored out as generic parameters.

genericftype ITEM; SIZE : INTEGER := 100)
task BUFFERING is

entry READ (C out ITEM);
entry WRITE (C : in ITEM);

end:

task body BUFFERING Is
POOL : array(1 .. SIZE) of ITEM;
COUNT INTEGER range 0 .. SIZE := 0;
IN_INDEX, OUT_INDEX : INTEGER range 1 .. SIZE := 1;

begin
loop

t&ect
when COUNT < SIZE =>

accept WRITE(C : In ITEM) do
POOL(IN_INDEX) := C;

end:
IN_INDEX := (IN_ INDEX mod SIZE) + 1;

- COUNT := COUNT + 1;
or

when COUNT > 0 >
accept READ(C : out ITEM) do

C := POOL(OUT_INDEX);
end;
OUT_ INDEX := (OUT_INDEX mod SIZE) + 1;
COUNT := COUNT - 1;

end select;
end loop;

end BUFFER;
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A task equivalent to that given in the reference manual is obtained by the generic instantiation

task BUFFER is new BUFFERING(CHARACTER);

Use of the generic formulation permits the same strategy to be employed in a variety of different
applications, for example:

task MESSAGE_BUFFER is new BUFFERINGIITEM is MESSAGE, SIZE := BACKLOG);
I..

where MESSAGE is assumed to be a previously declared type and BACKLOG is some function
which estimates a reasonable size for the buffer.

It is interesting to obser~e that the logic of the queuing strategy, shown by the example in the
previous section, and that of the buffering strategy, presented above, are in many respects iden-
tical. The essential difference between the two approaches is that overflow and underfiow are
treated as exceptions in the former case, whereas in the latter case they merely result in some
parallel task waiting until it can proceed.

13.3.4 A More Complicated Example

A final example, involving binary trees, is presented to illustrate the use of different kinds of generic
program units in combination. A frequently encountered data type like binary trees is best encap-
sulated within a package, where the types of the leaves and nodes can be factored out as generic
parameters. A straightforward definition of the (recursive) data structure in question might then be
formulated as follows:

generic (type LEAF_TYPE;
type NODE_TYPE)

package BINARY_TREES Is

type TREE is access
record

KIND : constant(LEAF, NODE);
case KIND of

whsn LEAF =>
LVAL : LEAF_TYPE;

when NODE =>
NVAL : NODE_TYPE;
LEFT : TREE;
RIGHT : TREE;

end case;
end rs..,rd;

-- specifications of standard operations on binary trees

end BINARY_TREES;

A number of standard operations associated with binary trees would normally be included within
the generic definition module given above; for simplicity they will not be detailed here. Instead we
will illustrate the typical ways in which binary trees are processed. These generally involve a recur-
sive traversal (or wa/k) of the tree in one of a few characteristic orders (e.g., prefix order, infix order,
or postf ix order). These orders can be expressed as generic operations.
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The most common of these orders is used in the example below. This is the postflx walk, where a
certain operation is applied to each leaf, while another operation is applied to each node as well as
to the results of previously processed left and right branches. The desired generic function might
be defined (within the BINARY_TREES module) as

gsneric( type RESULT;
function LEAF_OP (L : LEAF_TYPE) return RESULT;
function NODE_OP (N : NODE_TYPE; L, R : RESULT) return RESULT)

function POST_WALK (T : TREE) return RESULT is
begin

case T.KIND of
when LEAF =>

return LEAF_OP(T.LVAL);
when NODE -=>

declare
LB : constant RESULT := POST_WALK(T.LEFT);
RB : constant RESULT := POST_WALK(T.R IGHT);

begin
return NODE_OP(T.NVAL, LB, RB);

end;
end case;

end POST_WALK;

Note that the recursive invocations of POST_WALK within this function cause no confusion (or
infinite loop during instantiation) since the name of the generic function taken always refers to the
same instantiation.

A number of useful utility functions on binary trees follow the pattern of a postfix walk. Some of
these might well be included within the module BINARY_TREES itself. For example, COUNT,
DEPTH and WIDTH (given appropriate definitions of the function ONE matching LEAF_OP. and of
the functions SUM, SUM_PLUS_ONE and MAX, matching NODE_OP) are instantiated by the
declarations

function COUNT is
new POST_WALK(RESULT is INTEGER. LEAF_OP is ONE, NODE_OP Is SUM_PLUS_ONE);

function DEPTH is
new POST_WALK(RESULT is INTEGER, LEAF_OP is ONE, NODE_OP is MAX);

function WIDTH is
new POST_WALK(RESULT Is INTEGER, LEAF_OP is ONE, NODE_OP is SUM):

The advantages of using the generic facility in this fashion to formulate a basic pattern for several
similar definitions are obvious. Another application of such definitions involves the use of binary
trees to represent simple arithmetic expressions, where the leaves are integer values and the
nodes corresponu to the usual operators:

type OPERATOR is (ADD, SUB , MUL , DIV);

The appropriate definition can be obtained by instantiating the generic package

package EXPR_TREES is
new BINA RY_TREES(LEAF_TYPE Is INTEGER, NODE_TYPE Is OPERATO R);
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In an application, a use clause would be provided for this package and, for convenience, the tree
type would be renamed by a subtype declaration:

use EXPR_ TREES;
subtype EXPR is EXPR_TREES.TREE :

One may then introduce the specific operations associated with the type of tree in question. The
most obvious is the evaluation function

function EVAL(E EXPA) return INTEGER;

This, however, exactly follows the pattern of a postfix walk, and may therefore be directly obtained
by instantiation

function EVAL is
new POST_WALK(RESULT is INTEGER, LEAF_OP is VALUE, NODE_O P is INTERPRET);

where the requisite definitions of VALUE and INTERPRET are as follows:

function VALUE(I : INTEGER) return INTEGER is
pragma INLINE;

begin
return I;

end;

function INTERPRET(OP OPERATOR; L, R : INTEGER) return INTEGER is
pragma INLINE:

begin
case OP of

when ADD => return L + R;
when SUB => return L -

when MUL => return L *when DIV => return I / R;
end case:

end;

Once again, the desired function is obtained by merely providing the appropriate operations for
each leaf and node, while the details of the recursive treewalk are encapsulated within the generic
function POST_WALK.

The binary tree example of this subsection presents a rather sophisticated structure, namely a
generic recursive function (the function is recursive but there is of course no recursive instantia-
tion), the declaration of which is itself nested within a generic package I While this example shows
why such complicated formulations are occasionally desirable (see also IVH 751), a word of warn-
ing is in order, particularly with regard to generic modules. Dependency between generic modules
in the form of mutual instantiation is not allowed since such a structure would yield an infinite loop
during instantiation: -
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genukL.)
package A is

end;

g.n.ric(...)
package B is

end;

package body A is

package NEW_B Is new B(...); — EITHER THIS IS ILLEGALII~
A;

package body B is

package NEW_A is new A(...); — OR THIS IS ILLEGAL!!!

end B;

13.4 Rationale for the Formulation of Generics

Several simplifications have been adopted in the design of a generic facility. Naturally when atten-
tion is focused on any given language feature, there is a tendency to believe that it is the most
important feat’ ire. On the other hand, when trying to integrate such a feature into a language, one
must take care not to make its impact on the language larger than its real Importance to the user.
This general argument applies particularly to generics. A generic facility is certainly useful, but its
inclusion in the language should not be done at the expense of other important criteria, such as
reliability, efficiency, and above all, simplicity of use.

The generic facility is expected to serve for the construction of general purpose parameterized
packages. Whereas such packages are likely to be utilized by large classes of users, it should be
realized that relatively few users will actually be involved in writing generic packages. Accordingly,
we have tried to design a facility that can almost be Ignored by the vast majority of users. They
must indeed know how to instantiate a generic package and this is fairly easy. On the other hand,
they need not be familiar with the rules and precautions necessary for writing generic program
units.

A major simplification, in this respect, is achieved by adopting an approach based on a context
dependent extension of the traditional techniques of macro-expansion, in preference to more com-
plex facilities such as mechanisms for parameterization of data types. This solution has the advan-
tage of introducing only minimal extensions to the language and its translators, and it is well
implementable within the state of the art. It does not complicate the concept of type as perceived
by the vast majority of users, and it nevertheless provides the flexibility required by the applica-
tions.

The goal of simplicity of use stated above has important consequences on the specification of for-
mal generic parameters. The other major simplifying assumptions made in this language are the
absence of any implicit derivation of attributes of typ e parameters (although default attributes can
be specified), and similarly the absence of any Implicit Instantiation Df generic program units.
These issues will be discussed separately below.
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13.4.1 Explicit Instantiation of Generic Program Units

An important simplification for the translation of program units obtained by generic instantiation is
the requirement that such instantiation be explicit.

The approach taken here clearly distinguishes between the instantiation of a program unit derived
from a generic program unit, and the invocation of a unit (calling a subprogram, using a module).
Thereby it emphasizes the difference between translation time substitutions of generic parameters
and execution time passage of actual parameters to subprograms. This provides a well-defined
locus for the point of instantiation (and for reporting any errors arising from inconsistent sub-
stitution) while permitting the resultant program unit to be subsequently invoked as often as
required, with the same degree of power and security as for any other non-generic program unit.
This is a consequence of the fact that, once a generic declaration has been instantiated, the par-
ticular instance is indistinguishable from a similar program unit defined explicitly at the point of
instantiation.

An alternate solution considered was implicit instantiation. For the purpose of the discussion of the
complexity of implicit instantiation, consider the following generic function (which is actually just a
different way of writing the power function in section 13.3.1):

generic( type 1:
function ~

‘
*
“ (X, V : T) return T);

function “** “ (A: T; N : NATURAL) return T is
begin

if N = 1 then
return A;

else
return A * A**(N-1);

end If:
end * *:

If implicit instantiation were provided then for

R : RATIONAL;
INTEGER;

exponentiation could be applied without prior explicit instantiation. Thus

R**5 -

l**5
would both be legal. The actual type used for T would have to be implicitly derived from the actual
argument supplied for A (that is, RATIONAL for R, INTEGER for I).

It is quite clear that implicit instantiation would considerably complicate the algorithm used for
identification of overloaded subprograms. For example, ** would be an overloading in the
RATIONAL case whereas it would be a redefinition of predefined exponentiation in the INTEGER
case. Moreover if the programmer had defined his own version of ** within the package
RATIONAL.NUMBERS itself, for example~

function **“ (A : RATIONAL; N : INTEGER) return RATIONAL;

then this explicit definition would hide the generic definition in an application such as Rs* 5. Thus
the generic definition would be visible for some types and hidden for others.
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Another problem arises for the correct identification of ** in the body of the generic unit itself: is it
a recursive implicit instantiation or a recursive call of the same instance? In the simple example
considered, it could easily be concluded that it is a recursive call. However, in general , it is not at
all clear that the problem can always be resolved by a static analysis of the program (unless restric-
tions are adopted). A sufficient condition to guarantee that no generic operation will ever require
an unbounded number of implicit generic instantiations during execution has been given in LBJ
781. However such checks require a quite complex analysis of the program.

In conclusion, we consider implicit instantiation as a major research subject at this date (1979).
The only solution within the current state of the art is explicit instantiation and this is hence the
solution chosen for this language.

Explicit instantiation certainly requires more writing on the part of the user, but this has the effect
of making him aware of what he is actually doing and thus contributes to reliability and readability.
In addition, it offers distinct advantages in terms of efficiency, since the translator can easily iden-
tify the existing instantiations and, in some cases , perform optimizations such as the sharing of
code for closed procedures.

13.4.2 Specification of Formal Generic Parameters

As stated earlier, it should be possible for a user instantiating a given generic package to complete-
ly ignore the internal details of this generic unit. In particular if any error is made in instantiating a
generic unit, it should be reported to the user in terms of the generic instantiation itself and not in
terms of the internals of the generic unit. This requirement has consequences on the form used for
specifying formal generic parameters.

By analogy consider what is done for subprograms. For a normal (that is, non-generic) procedure,
specification of parameters enables independent checks of the procedure body on the one hand
and of the procedure calls on the other hand. Both must conform to the formal parameter
specifications and these conformity checks can be done independently.

The specification of generic parameters provided by a generic clause must enable the same degree
of independence.

(a) It should be possible to check that the text of the generic body is consistent with respect to
the parameter specifications.

(b) For a given generic instantiation, it should be possible to check that the actual parameters
conform to those specifications. -

(c) The precision of the specifications should be sufficient to guarantee that if (a) is satisfied then
any instantiation (b) will produce a semantically correct expanded program unit.

The solution adopted achieves these goals in a simple manner. For a type specified as restricted in
a generic clause , no operation on the type is assumed available. For other types, only assignment
and the predefined comparison for equality or inequality are available. Hence a formal parameter
that is a type is considered as a private type within the generic unit. Any operation (apart from the
above mentioned predefined operations) applied to objects of the type within the generic unit must
be supplied as an additional generic parameter.
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When checking the body of the generic unit, the generic clause thus provides the information
required for the identification of all operators. When checking a given instantiation, it must match
the generic clause and incorrect actual parameters can be reported. These two checks can be per-
formed independently.

As an example consider the generic clause given for the function POWER:

geencic ( type T;
function “

*
‘ 

~x, V : T) return T)
function POWER(A : 1; N NATURAL) return T is
begin

if N = 1 then
return A;

else
return A*POWER(A, N-i);

end if;
end POWER;

The operation * is explicitly provided as a generic parameter as well as the type T itself. The
parameter A and the result of the function POWER are both specified as being of this formal type.
Thereafter the identification of the * appearing within the generic body in A*POWER(A, N-i) can
be done as usual; it refers to the * declared In the generic clause. Similarly (implicit instantiation
being impossible) the recursive call of POWER can be correctly identified. Hence the generic body
can be completely checked.

Similarly a generic instantiation such as

function “** “ is new POWER(RATIONAL *“);

can be fully checked. It is correct if there exists an operation “*“ on the type RATIONAL The
specification of this operation corresponds to

function * (X, V : RATIONAL) return RATIONAL;

hence it matches the specification of the generic formal parameter. Conversely consider

function ** is nsw POWER(RATIONAL, “not”); -- ILLEGAL!

This generic instantiation can be reported as’ incorrect since there is no operation not cor-
responding to the specification

function “not” (X , Y : RATIONAL) return RATIONAL: — ILLEGAL!

An alternative considered in this design was the implicit derivation of operations that are attributes
of a generic type. The reasons for rejecting this alternative are similar to those leading to the rejec-
tion of implicit instantiation. If implicit derivation of attributes were allowed, the previous example
could be rewritten with the generic clause

generlc(type T)

and we would be left with the problem of identifying the * operation used in the body. For a given
instantiation, say with the type RATIONAL, should the * operation be identified as a global opera-
tion in the context of the generic declaration or in the context of the generic instantiation? The two
alternatives may lead to different results.
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Note also that the identification may be ambiguous since both

function * (X , V : RATIONAL) return RATIONAL;
function ‘ * (X : RATIONAL; V : INTEGER) return RATIONAL;

would be acceptable in the absence of a specification for the formal operation *.

In general, the specifications of the identified operations could be quite different from instantiation
to instantiation depending on the operations visible in the context of the instantiation. This could
happen even if the type parameter is the same. As an example consider the expression A*(B/C)
where A, B, and C are of type RATIONAL and where / is declared to deliver a result of type
RATIONAL in one context and of type INTEGER in another context.

To summarize, implicit derivation of attributes would introduce an awkward context dependence
and would require a complete checking of the generic body for each instantiation. This last conse-
quence would be particularly unfortunate, since generic bodies could not be checked and proved
correct independently of the context. It would defeat the goal stated initially, since some error
messages would have to be stated in terms of what is done within the generic body.

For these reasons we have retained the solution of explicit specification of all operations that are
used on objects of a formal type. This solution permits independent checking of generic units and
of generic instantiations. Hence it fulfills our goal of permitting the user to ignore the internal
details of the generic units instantiated in his programs.

13.4.3 Default Generic Param.ters

As stated before, all operations applicable to a formal type must be specified explicitly in the
generic clause. Nevertheless in order to keep generic instantiations as simple as possible, a facility
for specifying default values for generic parameters is offered, as for normal subprograms.

In many cases, such default values will actually be expressed as attributes (predefined or not) of
the formal type. For example, the generic clause of the function POWER can be rewritten as fol-
lows:

gsnirk(typ. T;
function *

“ (X , V : T) return T is T. p ”)

specifying T.”* ’, the * attribute of the type T, as the default to be used in the absence of an explicit
actual parameter. This parallels exactly the treatment of in parameters with default values for sub-
programs. The default parameter is optional and an instantiation such as

function s* is new POWER(RATIONAL);

is taken as equivalent to the generic instantiation

function ** is new POWER (RATIONAL, RATIONAL” *”);

or to the generic instantiation

function ** is new POWER(RATIONAL, *“);
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This produces a valid declaration since * is defined for RATIONAL. For the same reason

function ‘ ** “ is new POWER(BOOLEAN):

is an error since BOOLEAN.”*” is meaningless (unless of course * were overloaded for
BOOLEAN I).

Again, the generic body and the generic instantiations can be checked independently. Further-
more, the default can always be overriden by providing an explicit parameter as in

function “** “ is new POWER(VECTOR , MULT):

Default attributes may conveniently be used to treat a type parameter as if it were a discrete type
by providing the corresponding one to one mappings to the integers. Consider a unit that has a
generic clause like

generic( type DISCRETE;
FIRST : D ISCRETE := DISCRETE’FIRST:
LAST : DISCRETE := DISCRETE’LAST;
function ORDINALIX : DISCRETE) return INTEGER is DISCRETE’ORD;
function VALUE(Y : INTEGER ) return DISCRETE is DISCRETE VAL)

package P is

end;

The integer equivalents of the values of type DISCRETE can always be used by applying ORDINAL
and VALUE, for example, whenever a discrete range is required in loops, and so on. The package P
can be instantiated for discrete types with a default derivation of attributes:

new P(CHARACTER)

Note finally that it may also be instantiated for a type T that is not discrete.

new P(T. FIRST_T, LAST_T, T_TO_INTEGER , INTEGER_TO_T)

with appropriately defined functions.

To summarize, the necessity to be able to check a generic body independently of its generic instan-
tiations (an important user requirement) lead us to specify explicitly all operations applicable to a
formal type in the generic clause. This has the effect of increasing the number of generic
parameters that must be supplied and could hence lead to a heavy syntax of generic instantiations.
However, one can specify default values for these operations, thus restoring the simplicity of
generic- instantiations.

In most applications, it should be possible to have only types as mandatory parameters and to
provide default values for all operations. An example of such application is given by the generic
input output package defined in chapter 14 of the Reference Manual. In the design of such a
package it was vital to be able to simplify the instantiation (what the user needs to do) to the
extreme. This has been achieved by providing default values for all generic parameters except, of
course, for the type for which the package is instantiated. This is consistent with the goal stated in
the introduction: writing a generic unit may well require some c&re; using it, on the other hand,
should be extremely simple.
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14. Representation Specifications and Machine Dependencies

There is an inherent dilemma in the design of a high order language with a system programming
capability. On the one hand we are trying to achieve reliability by raising the level of the language.
For example we provide data types and encourage the use of an abstract view of objects in which
they are known cnly by the set of operations applicable to them. Controlling the applicable opera-
tions enables the detection of incorrect usage.

On the other hand, system applications require the ability to stay rather close to the machine, and
not only for efficiency reasons. For example, defining a hardware description must be done in
terms of the physical properties, the bit positions, etc. A mapping different from that prescribed by
the hardware would be not only inefficient, but also incorrect and would not work at all. To
produce a correct program in such cases we are forced to abandon the abstract view and to work
in terms of the physical representation. This contradiction cannot be avoided; the language must
permit dealing with objects at two different levels, the logical and the representational level.

Clearly, dealing with physical representations is inherently dangerous. However, some control can
still be achieved if the language enforces a clear separation of the logical properties and their
representation.

This separation principle is discussed below, along with the problem of changing representation
and with the analysis of the issues raised by the different forms of representation specifications
available in the language. This chapter also covers the means to specify the parameters of a con-
figuration and their counterpart, environment enquiries. Finally, we present the means available for
interfacing with other languages.

14.1 The Separation Principle

Several languages have already adopted the principle of separation of logical properties from
representational properties. We may summarize this principle as follows:

Data type definitions are made in two steps:

(1) First, the logical properties of data are defined. They describe all the behavioral properties that
programmers need to know. All algorithms are formulated in terms of these logical properties
and are not based on knowledge of the representation.

(2) Second, the representation (implementation) properties of data may either be explicitly
specified by the programmer or, in the usual case, chosen by default by the translator.

There are many advantages to such a separation. The most fundamental is the conceptual
simplicity of formulating an algorithm in terms of abstract objects ; the ability to abstract from a
particular representation leads to clearer and better structured programs.
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To certify correctness of a program working with data D and representation R, we have two -

disjoint proofs. First we show that the program is correct given the definition of D. Then we show
that R is a correct implementation of D. Such a separation also ensures that users do not make
hidden assumptions about the representational properties of data.

If at a later stage an alternate representation is used for the data, for instance for minimization of
storage space, the formulation of the algorithms need not be modified. Conversely, when the
algorithmic part of a program is modified, only the algorithm proof needs to be redone.

Another advantage is textual simplicity. In some cases, the representation of a data type may be
dictated by external considerations such as the form of a hardware interface. The description of the
representation may then have a complexity dictated by this external interface. However, by keep-
ing the logical description textually distinct from that of the representation, we shall be able to
retain the cleanliness of the logical description.

The above separation principle is reflected in the Green language by a clear textual separation
betWeen the declaration of the logical properties of data and the specification of their represen-
tational properties. The latter, called a representation specification, must appear after the declara-
tion of the logical properties. Representation specifications are themselves grouped. Hence the
parts of a program that might be hardware specific are easy to identify.

14.2 Types and Data Representat ion

In a language containing strong typing facilities, it is important to associate representation
specifications with types rather than with individual objects. The basic reasons are simplicity and
uniformity. To associate representation specifications with individual objects could mean that
these specifications have to be duplicated in many separate declarations and it might therefore be
difficult to maintain consistency, especially after repeated modification.

Alternately it could mean that representations are named and that each object declaration men-
tions both a type name and a representation name. However such a solution would result in less
readable programs. As a consequence, a simpler solution has been used in the Green language and
a representation is associated with a type.

Associating representation with type localizes this specification in one place. The specification is
then implicitly associated with all objects of the given type (constants, variables, formal
parameters , etc.).

A further advantage of this approach is that, while each type has some representation, the user
generally does not need to be concerned with it. Accordingly, user defined representation
specifications are optional, to be used only in cases where dome external requirements must be
satisfied; in the absence of such a specification, the representation is determined by the translator.
Generally, the translator will choose an efficient repr~sentation, but no particular default is
guaranteed. Thus, even a slight change to a declaration may result in a completely different
representation.

Representation specifications may be more or less complete; in some cases they fully specify
some mapping, while in other cases such as packing specifications they merely provide the
translator with criteria for the choice of a representation.
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14.3 Multiple Representations and Changes of Representation

When a program has to deal with objects existing on an external medium, one is faced with the
problem of multiple representations. For example, records may be stored in a packed form on a file,
but a program may require rapid access to the record components when the information is proces-
sed and hence may require an unpacked form. This is a classic situation where one wants two dif-
ferent representations for the same objects. 

-

Although the details of the alternate representations are not part of the logical properties, we will
show with the following example that the knowledge of the existence of alternate representations
is, itself, a logical property.

14.3.1 A Canonical Example for Changes of Representation

Consider the problem of converting data from one external medium into a form ready to be output
onto another external medium. Both data objects belong to the same enumeration type, but have
different representations, each of which is fixed by the outside world. The following program frag-
ment gives a hypothetical formulation (not following the syntax of the Green language) for the
required procedure:

procedure CONVERT is

-- declarations of the logical properties:

type DAY is (MON. TUE. WED , THU, FRI. SAT, SUN);
X , V : DAY;

-- representation specifications (not in the Green syntax) :

represent ation FORM...A of DAV is
(MON => 1, TUE => 2, WED => 3, THU => 4, FRI => 5, SAT => 6, SUN => 7);

representation FORM_B of DAY is
(MON => 0, TUE => 1, WED => 2, THU => 3, FRI => 4, SAT => 5, SUN => 6):

for X use representation FORM _A;
for V use representation FORM_B;

-- end of representation specifications (in hypothetical syntax)

begin

V := X;

end CONVERT;

In trying to establish the correctness of the above procedure, one finds that the information con-
tained in the logical declarations of X and V do not suffice. It can only be concluded that X and V
are of type DAY. To complete the correctness proof (that conversion is properly effected), one is
forced to look into the representation specifications, and hence to violate the separation principle
mentioned earlier. We are thus lead to the conclusion that any attempt to hide the existence of
multiple representations at the logical level ultimately leads to a violation of the separation princi-
ple.
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14.3.2 One Type. One Representa tion Principle

As argued earlier , since the concept of type is In the language, it is natural and desirable to use
type as a carrier for representation. The view adopted in the Green language is thus that a unique
representation corresponds to each type. This results in a significant simplification, since the user
does not have to think in terms of multiple representations for a single type.

The solution to the problem of multiple representation is based on the declaration of types by
means of derived type definitions. For example, a type B can be derived from a type A by declaring

type B is new A;

Since B derives its characteristics from A, both types have the same characteristics , for example
the same components. However, they are distinct types and it is hence possible to specify different
representations for A and for B. Change of representation can be achieved by explicit conversion
between objects of type A and B since such conversions are defined for derived types. The derived
type definition has the effect of creating a type with the same characteristics as another type,
without rewriting its entire description (since that would define a distinct type for which no conver-
sions are possible).

Note :

The one type, one representation principle must be understood in terms of the knowledge that the
user has from the existence (as opposed to the details) of a representation. It means that if the user
explicitly specifies the representation of a type, he may only specify one representation.

However, in cases where the representation is implicitly selected by the translator , it may use dif-
ferent internal representations in different contexts with full knowledge of the consequences of its
choices.

14.3.3 Explbcit Type Conversion and Change of Representation

The problem of change of representation is now straightforward; it can be expressed as an explicit
type conversion between two logically equivalent types. A type conversion is specified by the use
of a qualified expression, where the qualifier is the name of the type to which the expression is to
be converted, for example

V := EXTERNAL_ DAV(X);

in the conversion problem presented earlier. This may be properly expressed in the Green language
as follows:
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procedure CONVERT is

-- declaration of the logical properties:

type DAV is (MON. TUE. WED, THU, FRI. SAT, SUN);
type EXTERNAL_DAY is new DAY; -- a derived type

X : DAY;
V : EXTERNAL_DAY;

-- representation specifications for the two types:

for DAV use
(MON => 1, TUE => 2, WED => 3, THU => 4, FRI => 5, SAT => 6, SUN => 7);

for EXTERNAL_DAY use
(MON => 0, TUE => 1. WED => 2, THU => 3. FRI => 4, SAT => 5, SUN => 6);

-- end of representation specifications

begin

V := EXTERNAL,_ DAV(X);

end CONVERT;

The correctness of this procedure can now be established without violation of the separation prin-
ciple. First we have to show that the program is correct given the definition of X and Y: Initially X
contains a value of type DAY; the expression EXTERNAL..DAY(X) is legal since the type EXTER-
NAL_DAY is derived from the type DAY and it converts X into a value of type EXTERNAL_DAY
that is assigned to V. Second, it must be shown that the representation given for DAY and EXTER-
NAL.DAY are correct.

The same simple strategy would be used in the previously mentioned case of conversions of a
record structure between a packed representation and an unpacked representation:

type OBJECT is
record

-- declaration of the components of objects
end record;

type EXTERNAL_OBJECT is nsw OBJECT; -- a distinct type derived from OBJECT

X : OBJECT;
V : EXTERNAL_OBJECT;

for EXTERNAl _OBJECT use pecking;

X := OBJECT(Y); — unpack

V := EXTERNALOBJE~T(X); pack
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14.3.4 Implementation of Representation Changes

Although they are limited to types which are conformable, since they are declared as logically
equivalent, type conversions may in some cases be very costly. As an example consider a record
type with variant parts.

type V is
record

D : constant BOOLEAN;
case D of

when TRUE => I : INTEGER;
when FALSE => R : REAL;

end case ;
end record ;

type W is new V;

X : V ;
V : W ;

for V use
for W use

X V(Y) ;

The implementation of the assignment X := V(Y); cannot be achieved as simply as for a normal
rec ord assignment. Rather it must be done on a field by field basis equivalent to the following
program (apart from the restriction on assignment to the discriminant):

X.D := Y. D; -- would be illegal if written so
case X.D of

when TRUE => X.l := V.1;
when FALSE => X.R := Y.R;

end case;

Although complex, it is within the state of the art to produce such code but it is nevertheless costly
on some computers (note that there might be variants within variants). Expressing such changes of
representations as explicit conversions warns the user about the potentially high cost of such
operations.

14.4 Presentation of the Data Representation Facility

All representation specifications have the same general syntactic form in the Green language. The
data type for which the representation is given is surrounded by the reserved words for and use as
follows

for TYPE_NAME use
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For example , to specify a packed representation for boolean matrices, one would write:

type BIT_MAP is array (1 .. 100, 1 .. 100) of BOOLEAN;

for BIT_MAP use packing;

In general, for array and record types where one would like to minimize storage, but for which the
exact mapping is immaterial, it is possible to use this packing specification. Consider the case of an
array of a given component type. For each component the translator must allocate a storage field
with a certain number of bits. There may also be some gaps (i.e. unused bit fields) between two
consecutive components. The effect of packing is to instruct the translator to minimize such gaps.
On the other hand, if the component type is itself an array or record type it may also contain inter-
nal gaps. These are unaffected by the packing specification given for the array type. Minimization
of such gaps could be achieved by a prior packing specification given for the component type itself.

It is also possible to use a length specification to specify the size that should be used for objects of
a given type. This may be used for cases in which a user wants to optimize access time to fre-
quently used record components, without having to specify the entire record layout.

For task names a length specification can be used to provide an upper bound for the storage
needed by one task; for example, if the task contains recursive procedure calls, dynamic arrays, or
local access types. Note that such a specification does not dictate the actual allocation strategy
used for tasks; it could still be dynamic (at initiation time) or static (at the time of elaboration of
the task declaration). It only supplies information to this allocation strategy. (Note that this is one
case where the representation specification is applied to something other than a type name).

For access types, a length specification provides the size of the storage space to be reserved
statically when elaborating the access type declaration. This space is used for the collection of
dynamically created records associated with a given access type. The collection associated with an
access type which has such a length specification is allocated statically at scope entry time exactly
as for an array. Hence it permits the use of access types with their notational and efficiency advan-
tages (component selection is cheaper than array indexing for arrays of records) without paying the
potential costs of a more dynamic allocation strategy such as heap storage management.

To define sufficient storage space there is a need to know the storage size necessary for one ele-
ment. For an access type T, the attribute T’SIZE can be used for this purpose. For example the size
of a collection of dynamic records LIST_ELEM large enough to contain approximately 2000
records can be expressed as follows:

type LIST_ELEM is access
record

VALUE : INTEGER;
SUCC : LIST_ELEM;
PRED : LIST_ELEM;

end record;

for LIST_ELEM use 2000* LIST_ELEM SIZE;
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The number of dynamic records is only known as an approximation since the storage allocator may
need some space and also because records with variant parts may have different lengths.

A length specification can also be used to achieve a biased representation for an integer type. For
example , if we have a type ranging from 10_000 to 10_255 , any value of this type can be
represented in only 8 bits. Specifying a length of 8 bits for this type will result in the translator
using a biased representation. For example:

type SKEWED ii new INTEGER rang. 1O_000 .. 1O_255;
for SKEWED use 8;

14.4.1 EnumeratIon Type Representations

An enumeration type representation is used to specify the mapping from the elements of an
enumeration type to the specific internal codes used to represent the elements.

The mapping is specified using an array aggregate in which the elements of the type are
enumerated one by one. The type of such an aggregate is a one-dimensional array whose element
type is integer and whose index range is the enumeration type itself. For example, consider the
program that generates object code for a given machine and in which the operation codes for the
machine are defined as an enumeration type. It is necessary to map the enumeration values into
actual operation codes and this can be achieved as follows:

type MIX_CODE is (ADD. SUB. MUL. LDA, STA, STZ);

for MIX_CODE use
(ADD =~ 1, SUB => 2, MUL => 3, LDA => 8, STA ~> 24, STZ => 33);

In this example the array aggregate is of type

array (MIX_CODE) .1 INTEGER

Obviously all enumeration values must be provided with distinct integer codes and their codes
must be known at translation time. In addition, in order to get an efficient implementation for
ordered enumeration type., the internal codes must follow the same ordering as the enumeration
values. The order relations are then known through the internal codes, and there is no need for the
translator to generate tables that contain the order relation.

As illustrated i&’ . the specified internal codes do not need to be contiguous integers. We dis-
cusi the implications of this issue later In section 14.5.
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14.4.2 Record Type Representations

Record type representations allow the specification of a storage layout for records. This represen-
tation is specified by giving the order of record components, their position, and their size in
machine dependent terms. All the expressions defining such a specification must be static expres-
sions; their values must be known at translation time. A global alignment clause can also be
specified.

Storage Units :

The storage unit is a configuration dependent quantity representing the machin&s quantum of
storage. Its value can be accessed through the standard attribute SYSTEM’STORAGE_U NIT and is
the unit of addressing implicitly used to denote the position of a component.

Bit Range:

A bit range is used to specify both the storage size in bits and the position of the first bit of a com-
ponent inside a storage unit. The two expressions in the range represent the positions of the first
and last bit respectively. This implies that the bit ordering inside a storage unit be known to the
user. Such an ordering is configuration dependent and thus implementation defined. The logically
first bit of a storage unit is always numbered 0. For example the specification

SYSTEM_MASK at 0 range 0 .. 7;

means that the component SYSTEM_MASK needs 8 bits of storage starting from the beginning of
the storage unit. The storage size specified for a component must of course be large enough for the
component. The translator shall check that it is compatible with the minimum needed for the
representation of values of the component type.

Bit numbering extends through consecutive storage units; thus the specification

PROTECTION_ KEY at 0 range 8 .. 11;

is legal even if the storage unit has eight bits on the machine considered.

At Clause:

The at clause specifies the position of a component by giving the position of the storage unit
relative to which the bit range is counted. This position is itself relative to the first storage unit of
the record, which is numbered 0. For example,

TRACK at 2 range 0 .. 15;

means that the component TRACK occupies 16 bits starting from bit 0 of the storage unit
numbered 2. If the value of SYSTEM’STORAGE_UNIT were 8, the last bit of TRACK would actual-
ly be bit 7 in the adjacent storage unit numbered 3. Overlapping components are only allowed
when they belong to distinct variants. Overlap of record components is not allowed within a
variant , and the translator will check that this is not the case. For example the overlap of LINE_-
COUNT and CYLINDER in the following specification is legal since they belong to different
variants:
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type PERIPHERAL is
record

UNIT: constant (PRINTER, DISK, DRUM);
case UNIT of

when PRINTER =>
LINE_COUNT INTEGER range 1 .. 50;

when others =>
CYLINDER : CYLINDER_INDEX;
TRACK TRACK_NUMBER;

end case;
end record

-- assuming SYSTEM STORAGE_UNIT = 8 bits

for PERIPHERAL use
r cord at mod 4;

UNIT a t O r a n g e 0 . .  7;
LINE_COUNT at 1 range 0 .. 7;
CYLINDER at 1 range 0 .. 7;
TRACK at 2 range 0 .. 15;

end record;

When the record representation specification is incomplete, i.e. it does not specify the layout for all
components, freedom is left to the translator to map the unspecified components in a way which is
consistent with the logic of the record declaration. Translators shall produce object listings of
record mappings upon request.

Alignment Clause:

When it is important that the object of a given record type be allocated on a given storage boun-
dary, this can be specified by means of an alignment clause. The alignment is expressed as a
number of storage units, and all addresses at which the objects are allocated must be exact multi-
ples of the specified number of storage units (the address modulo the alignment expression must
be zero).

14.4.3 Address Specifications

An address specification can be used to force the storage space of a given variable to be allocated
at an address specified in storage units.

for PSD use at 16*40;

This form of specification can also be used for specifying the address of the code of a subprogram,
or to link an interrupt with a given entry. The conventions used for mapping this integer on a
hardware location are implementation dependent. As a consequence, other system dependent
information can be derived from the value of this expression.
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14.5 EnumeratIon Types with Non-Contiguous Representa tions

The specified internal codes of an enumeration type do not need to have contiguous values. This
degree of generality is required, if character types are to be represented by enumeration types
since many character sets have non-contiguous internal values.

We next discuss the implications of non-contiguous representations on assignment and corn-
parison , indexing and case selection, and finally on iteration.

14.5.1 Assignment and Comparison with Non-Contiguous Enumeration Types

An assignment only results in moving a value from one location to another, and thus is not
influenced by the non-contiguity of a representation. Similarly, non-contiguity has no impact on
comparison.

14.5.2 Indexing and Case Statements with Non-Contiguous Enumeration Types

The simplest way to treat an array indexed by an enumeration type having a non-contiguous
representation is to implement it like a normal array, and leave holes (i.e. unused positions) in the
storage used for it. No conversion is then needed between the internal code and ~he real index to
storage, since they have the same value. In a similar way, the internal jump table used for a case
statement may have holes.

Notc that no problem arises when such arrays are passed as parameters to subprograms since the
index type is part of the array type and the same mapping can be used inside and outside the sub-
program.

The user should be aware of the hidden storage costs involved. This is certainly preferable to
prohibiting the use of types with non-contiguous representations for indexing and in case state-
ments. If we consider character sets, for instance, the proportion of holes remains at an acceptable
level.

14.5.3 IteratIon Over Non-Contiguous Enumeration Types

We are faced with a more severe problem when a loop parameter ranges over the values of a non-
contiguous enumeration type; simply incrementing the value of the loop parameter by a constant
at each iteration will not work correctly! To keep the same underlying mechanism, we need the
notion of a characteristic vector, which carries the information on the Internal codes. For every
such loop, the translator will include code to interrogate the characteristic vector.

This mechanism is illustrated by the following example. Consider the type MIXED, for which a non-
contiguous representation has been specified. . . 

-

type MIXED is (A , B, C, D);
for MIXED use (A => 30, B => 32, C => 33, D => 37);
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A loop statement iterating over the values of the MIXED type can be written as follows:

for I in MIXED’FIRST .. MIXED’LAST loop
P11);

end loop;

The translator will produce an object code which is equivalent to the following text (apart from typ-
ing rules):

PRESENT constant array (30 .. 37) of BOOLEAN
:= (30 32 I 33 I 37 => TRUE, others => FALSE);

for I in 30 .. 37 loop
if PRESENT(I) then

P(l);
end if;

end loop;

As illustrated above, the translation involves a characteristic vector (PRESENT) which is used to
generate the integer values corresponding to the enumeration type MIXED. Thus we see that
iterating over such types is possible, but involves a small extra cost.

14.5.4 Character Types -

Character types are a typical example of enumeration types with not necessarily contiguous
representations. The predefined character type CHARACTER denoting the full ASCII character set
of 128 characters is contiguous but the same is not true for other widely used character sets such
as EBCDIC. Such character sets will generally be defined in library modules, including both the
character type declaration and the associated representation specification. It may be convenient to
provide such a definition in two steps. For example:

type CHAR is (enumeratIon....oL aIL EBCOIC...characters);

type EBCDIC is new CHAR; -- same characters as CHAR

for EBCDIC use (codes....corresponding to...EBCDIC_ charecters);

A user to whom the internal code Is relevant (e.g. because he Is performing input-output) will
declare objects of type EBCDIC. For other usages, especially If such characters are to be used as
indices, in case statements and in iterations, the user might prefer to use the type CHAR. Since no
representation specification is given for this type, the translator will adopt a default representation
that is convenient for indexing and iteration. Explicit conversions between the two types can be
performed for input-output.
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14.6 Configuration Specification and Environment Enquiries

To generate object code, some machine and configuration dependent properties such as the
machine model, memory size, and special hardware options must be available to the translator.
Hence specification of configuration dependent features must be possible. Typical uses of such
information are for the detection of resource usage overflow and the generation of special purpose
instructions for the target machine.

Conversely, programs may need to access information that is known to the translator. There are
numerous uses for such information. A user level input-output routine may need to invoke alter-
native algorithms depending upon the object machine configuration (with the discrimination being
made at translation); similarly, it may need to. know the size of the storage unit for the object
machine , and the size of the objects transferred.

The approach used in the Green language is to have pragmas for the specification of information to
the translator, and to use predefined attributes as general environment enquiries in order to refer
to information known by the translator.

14.6.1 Pragmas

Pragmas serve to provide the translator with information that is relevant for the translation
process. This information does not affect the semantics of programs. For example we may have

pragma SYSTEM(MULTICS);
pragma STORAGE_UN IT(36); 

-

pragma INCLUDE(COMMON_TEXT);
pragma OPTIMIZE(SPACE);
pragma LIST(ON);
pragma PAGE;
pragma SUPPRESS(OVERFLOW);

We can distinguish two main categories of pragmas: configuration specifications and translator
options. The configuration of a given object machine can be specified for a translation unit by a list
of pragmas. Among them there will generally be one for the machine architecture model SYSTEM,
one for the memory size MEMORY_SIZE, and one for the size of storage unit STORAGE_UNIT.
This category can also include pragmas defining special hardware options, device configurations,
and any special characteristics of an operating system.

Tianslator options will generally include time or space optimization, a control for the listing of
source and object -programs, and so forth.
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14.6.2 Predefined Attributes

Predefined attributes may be viewed as the interrogative counterpart of pragmas. They provide an
environment enquiry mechanism, which can be used to obtain configuration dependent informa-
tion and more generally other information known by the translator. We have two major categories
of environment enquiries, corresponding to the two main categories of pragmas.

Configuration characteristics can be accessed via configuration dependent constants expressed as
attributes of the pfedefined name SYSTEM. For example we have SYSTEM’MEMORY_SIZE for
the memory size and SYSTEM’NAME for the machine architecture model.

The translator options are accessed via predefined boolean attributes of the predefined name
OPTION, for example:

OPTION’SPACE -- TRUE if space is the current optimization criterion

The mechanism is also used as a general environment enquiry mechanism: for example, to access
. roperties of program components, the bounds of an index of an array, the address of an object, or
information about a record representation; to obtain the implemented range of a program compo-
nent; to read the system’s real-time clock; to obtain the length of the queue associated with an
entry, etc.

As mentioned in the section on lexical issues, the names of predefined attributes are always
preceded by an apostrophe. As a consequence the corresponding identifiers are not reserved.
Some typical examples are given below.

TABLE’FIRST -- the first index of TABLE
MATRIX’FIRST(2) -- the first index of the second dimension of MATRIX
OLD_PSW’ADDRESS -- the address in storage units of OLD_ PSW
X.MASK~POSITION -- the first position of the component MASK in X(at clause)
X.MA SK FIRSL.BIT -- the position of the first bit of MASK
X.MASK’LAST_BIT -- the position of the last bit of MASK
INTEGER’SIZE -- the implemented size of INTEGER in bits
REAL’RADIX -- the implemented radix of REAL
REAL’EXPONENT_FIRST -- the implemented lower bound and
REAL EXPONENT_LAST -- upper bound of the exponent for REAL
SYSTEM’CLOCI( -- the real-time clock
SYSTEM STORAGE_UNIT -- the number of bits in a storage unit

14.6.3 Configuration Specification and Conditi onal Compilation

Sometimes it is desirable to write a program in which portions vary according to the object
machine configuration. Such conditional translation can be achieved by conditional statements
selecting among alternative program fragments. For example, a program providing different
~ilgorithms for different systems may appear as follows:
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pragma SYSTEM(MULTICS);

case SYSTEM NAME of
when TENEX =>

-- part specific to TENEX
when MULTICS =>

-- part specific to MULTICS
when UYK2O I AYK 14 =>

-- part specific to these systems
when VS_370 ~~

-- part specific to VS_370
end case;

The system name established by the pragma is considered as an enumeration value that can be
tested later. Since the system name is known at translation time, a translator may decide to
optimize the case statement and generate only the code corresponding to the current system
name. Thus the program can be tailored to a given machine.

This facility is deliberately primitive. Conditional translation of declarations can be achieved in a
limited way by variant record types. On the other hand no general mechanism for conditional
translation of program units is provided. We consider such mechanisms for text selection to belong
to the domain of the facilities provided by the support tools for the language.

14.7 Interface with Other Languages

A limited facility for machine code insertions has been included in the Green language. This facility
has the advantage of clearly isolating the use of machine language. However, its general use is
heavier than direct use of an assembler.

Each machine instruction appears as a code statement, which is a record aggregate of a record
type defining the corresponding instruction. Such record definitions will generally be available in a
library package for each machine. The library package must also contain the representation of the
record describing the machine instruction format. These code statements are used in procedures
which must contain only code statements and are included inline.

The following example illustrates the use of a set system mask instruction on 370 like machines.
This example shows that it may be necessary to use implementation specific predefined attributes
in code statements, such as M’BASE (the base register used for M) and M’DISP (the displacement
of M).

M : MASK

procedure SET_MASK is -

pragma INLINE;
us. INSTRUCTIONS_370; -- makes visible the identifiers SI_ FORMAT, SSM, etc.

begin
SI_FORMAT(CODE => SSM, B => M’BASE, 0 => M’DISP);

end;
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Additional implementation specific pragmas may be needed to specify the register and linkage
conventions. Obviously such pragmas cannot be machine independent; the only order that may be
brought by a high level language in such a matter is to standardize the mechanism by which such
specifications are given. In the Green language this mechanism is provided by pragmas. As a final
example , pragmas can also be used to specify that a subprogram is written in another language:

procedure GAUSS(A : in out MATRIX; X : in out VECTOR; N : INTEGER) is
begin

pragma INTERFACE(FORTRAN); -

end;

In this example a procedure skeleton is written in Green. For other subprograms it has the effect of
specifying the calling convention in Green terms. The sequence of statements is limited to the
INTERFACE pragma, informing the translator about the corresponding linkage conventions and
also to expect the object code to be provided later (at linkage edition time). Of course, translators
may impose restrictions on the form of parameters allowed. Not all translators need provide such a
capability.

14.8 Unsafe Programming

The conversions allowed among numeric types and among types that are derived from each other
are safe conversions that do not violate the rules of type checking.

Unsafe type conversions can be achieved in any language that permits code insertions or address
specifications. Such conversions may, for example, be needed if a user wants to define his own
allocation strategy for access types. In this case, conversions from integer to access values are
necessary to define an ALLOCATE procedure, and conversely a FREE procedure.

From a programming management and also from a maintainability point of view, it is desirable to
provide a standard way to achieve such unsafe conversions. In this way, parts of a program using
such dangerous features are made easier to identify. The following library module is predefined to
that effect.

package UNSAFE_PROGRAMMING is

g.neric(type 5; type T)
function UNSAFE_CONVERSION(X : 5) return T;

end UNSAFE_PROGRAMMING;

A program unit using unsafe type conversions must include this package in its visibility list. Hence
its visibility restriction will appear as

estricted(..., UNSAFE_PROGRAMMING, ...)

In addition, it must instantiate the function UNSAFE_CONVERSION for the types for which the
convention is desired. For example ‘i,,

function UNSAFE_INT_TO_LIST is n~w UNSAFE_CONVERSION(INTEGER, LIST_ ITEM);

The programming environment may be able to control and restrict the programs that are allowed
to get access to the package UNSAFE_PROGRAMMING.
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15. Input-Output

15.1 Introduction
L.

Input-output is recognized as a source of difficulty for programmers. It often accounts for a large
part of a programming system and generally is either neglected in a language formulation (e.g.
Algol 60, Coral 66) or causes many special and often confusing features to be built into a language
(e.g. Input-Output lists and formats in Fortran, format variables in Algol 68). Even Pascal uses
special procedure structures (with optional file parameters and a special field width separator)
available only in the oredefined input-output procedures.

Even more importantly, the needs for application level input-output may vary greatly between clas-
ses of applications. For example, file manipulation, batch processing, line and page layout, interac-
tive input, and non-character processing pose significantly different problems. An attempt to build
in special features to cover the range of input-output applications would mean that every user and
every translator would be forced to take account of this additional complexity.

A major design goal in the Green language was therefore to provide the ability to develop a rich set
of input-output facilities without additional language constructs. In this chapter we demonstrate
that this ability has been achieved. Input-output packages can be written without resort to special
features. Given this ability, it will be possible for user groups to develop and standardize
specialized input-output packages corresponding to major application classes.

The language nevertheless provides a recommended set of input-output operations in compliance
with the Steelman requirements and in recognition of the fact that the existence of such a set is
essential for portability.

Three standard input-output packages are given in the language definition. The generic package
INPUT_OUTPUT defines a general set of user level input-output operations. Additional operations
for text input-outout are defined in the standard package TEXT_b .  Finally the package
LOW_LEVELIO defines the form of the operations used for dealing with low level input-output.
The design of these packages is discussed in this chapter. We conclude by a discussion of the
problems involved in writing an input-output package within the language itself.

15.2 General User Level Input-Output

The user level input-output operations are defined by the package INPUT_OUTPUT. These opera-
tions are applicable to files containing elements of a single type. After discussing the conventions
used to designate external files, devices , and internal files we discuss the facilities offered by the
package.
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15.2.1 Designation of External files

Input-output operations effect data exchanges between a processor running on behalf of the user
program and some peripheral device. Traditionally the notion of file, seen as a repository of infor-
mation, is often distinguished from that of a device. However the logical behavior of a program
does not depend on the source or destination of data, as long as the data represents the desired
information. For example it is perfectly reasonable to interface the same program with a disk file at
one time, and with a terminal at another time.

In consequence, the conventions used to designate the target of an input-output operation should
not necessarily distinguish between file names, device names , volume names , etc. In addition
these conventions should not conflict with those of any system on which the language is
implemented. This dictates a flexible approach.

We define an external file as any component of a computer system that can be designated as the
target of input-output operations. The name of an external file is written as a string and its
interpretation is system dependent. In some implementations the name may contain additional
control information.

15.2.2 Designation of Internal Files

An external file, as defined above, is an entity which can produce or absorb data. The lifetime of an
external file is not tied to a particular program. For example an external file can be created by one
program and be later deleted by another program.

In contrast, within a program performing an input-output operation, an object called an internal file
(or just a file) is used to refer to the external file. Such files are variables of the encapsulated types
IN_FILE , OUT_FILE , and INOUT_FILE. These types and the set of operations applicable to them
are defined in the package INPUT_OUTPUT.

The most salient feature of a file is that it is associated with an element type: on any particular file,
input and output operations are done in terms of values of that type. A file is also permanently
associated with a mode: there are files on which only input is possible (IN_FILE), files on which
only output is possible (OUT_FILE), and files on which both input and output are possible
(INOUT_FILE).

Note that the mode is a property of a file as an object manipulated by the program, and not a
property of a particular external file. Such restrictions may be placed on given devices or data sets
by a given system, but defining them is not within the realm of the language, nor should it be.
Indeed , different systems may have defined arbitrarily sophisticated protection schemes to control
access to resources. The state of the art in the design of such schemes is constantly evolving, and
standard primitives of a language should not interfere with this evolution.

Access to certain external files may nevertheless be limited because of such protection schemes,
or because of other physical limitations. Two exception conditions correspond to these limitations:
FILE_NAME_ERROR is raised when a CREATE or OPEN cannot be performed, and FILE_USE_ER-
ROR is raised if an operation cannot be performed on an open file because of physical or logical
limitations. -

The mode of a program file is given by the declaration of a file variable, since it is implicitly
associated with the possible types (IN_FILE, OUT_FILE, or INOUT_FILE).
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15.2.3 Overview of File Operations

A file can be dynamically associated with a specified external file. The association is established by
a CREATE or OPEN operation, and severed by a CLOSE or DELETE operation. A file that is
associated with an external file Is said to be open. The status of a file can be interrogated by the
function IS_OPEN. The operations CREATE and OPEN can only be performed on files that are not
open. All other operations must be performed on open files.

The name of the external file associated with an open file is given by the function NAME. The total
number of elements of the file is given by SIZE. SIZE is applicable to external files of any kind: for a
data set this can be computed from the storage size of the data set. For devices that perform
stream input or output, SIZE corresponds to the number of elements read or written on that file by
the program.

Once a file is open, a particular element is recognized as the target of the next input or output
operation. The position of this component In the file is given by the function NEXT. The first com-
ponent of a file corresponds to the position 1. The value returned by NEXT is automatically
incremented by a successful input or output operation. It can also be altered explicitly by the
procedure SET_NEXT. Certain restrictions on an external file may place limitations on the use of
SET_NEXT, or prohibit it entirely. For example, It may be impossible to back up input from a ter-
minal , or to set it outside a certain range on a card-reader. Note however that in the absence of
other limitations, it is always possible to set the next position to a value larger than the file size, or
to a non-positive value. An exception would be raised only upon a subsequent input or output
operation. Unless forbidden by the nature of the external file, writing an element at a position
beyond the current file size has the effect of extending the size.

The next position is always incremented after a successful read or write, independently of the
mode of a file; thus all files can be accessed either sequentially or (if SET_NEXT is allowed) ran-
domly. In particular, the user can conveniently perform a sequential scan of part of a file, then
move to another part and again scan the file sequentially.

Actual input and output operations are performed by the READ and WRITE primitives. READ is not
defined for OUT_FILE, and WRITE is not defined for IN_FILE. If further restrictions prohibit the
operation, a FILE_USE_ERROR exception is raised. If an attempt is made to READ past the end of
a file, an END_OF_FILE exception is raised. Explicit testing of an end of file condition can be easily
done by

NEXT(F) > SIZE(F)

Note that the user level input-output facilities are provided without any reference to a particular
buffering scheme. On a simple system a READ or WRITE operation could correspond to the
appropriate physical input or output operation without any buffering. When needed, a buffering
strategy can be defined by manipulating files whose components are arrays. For example, we may
have

type BUFFER is array (1 .. 512) of INTEGER;
package BUFFERED_b Is new INPUT_OUTPUT(BUFFER);
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15.3 Text Input-Output

Several input and output operations involve character strings. These operations are particularly
common in programs that receive input from, or produce output for, a human operator. Such use is
sufficiently widespread to justify provision of a more sophisticated set of primitives than those
available for general files of characters.

L. Assuming a predefined character set, it must at least be possible for the user to request input or
output of values of any primitive type represented as strings of characters. Such an effect can of
course be achieved in two steps: in the case of input, first read a string of characters, and then con-
vert it to an internal value; in the case of output, first convert a value to a string, and then write out
each character of the string. Conversion procedures are actually provided for each scalar type of
the language by the predefined attributes REP and VAL. It would however be unacceptable to
force the user who wants to output, say, an integer X to write:

declare
S : STRING := INTEGER’REP(X);

begin
for I in 1 .. S LENGTH loop

WRITE (S(l));
end loop;

end;

Therefore it is necessary to predefine a standard function (say PUT) which does at least that. The
need for procedures that combine input or output with string conversion is even more acute when
reading values, since strings of a particular form must be recognized before being converted.

The operations defined in the package TEXT_b consider a text as a stream of characters. Lines are
particular logical units of arbitrary length. This view corresponds to interactive systems practice. In
addition, a simple convention allows the user to fix the line length, and to use the same primitives
for fixed format input or output.

Consistent with the design of all user level input-output, the text input-output facilities are defined
entirely within the language. No special language construct (e.g. formats, pictures) are introduced.
In particular, no special syntax rule is added. Input and output facilities are defined for all scalar
types, including user defined enumeration and fixed point types.

In order to minimize the number of names that must be remembered by a user, the basic opera-
tions for text input-output appear as overloaded subprograms called GET and PUT.

bn order to simplify the writing of input-output operations, default parameters have been used for
specifying format information. In addition the package defines a standard input file and a standard
output file. both Qpened during the elaboration of the package body. Each PUT or GET operation is
defined in two overloaded versions: one where an explicit file must be specified, and one where it
is not specified. The latter versions operate on the default input file (for GET) and the default out-
put file (for PUT). The initial default files can be accessed explicitly by the functions STAN DAR-
D_INPUT and STANDARD_OUTPUT. The user may change the default input and output files with
the procedures SET_INPUT and SET_OUTPUT. Since STANDARD_INPUT and STANDARD_OUT-
PUT are functions, the user cannot close them (since CLOSE and DELETE expect an out
parameter).

Note that the default parameter mechanism has not been used for the definition of the alternative
versions of GET and PUT (for an explicit or for a default file) since such a formulation would not
permit changing the default file.
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15.3.1 Characters, Unes,, and Columns

The package TEXT_IO is defined for streams of characters of the ASCII character set. This
character set includes a set of control characters, and is especially adapted to free format text. A
consequence is that the notion of line need not be defined in terms of a fixed length. Indeed, a line
can be viewed as any sequence of characters enclosed between two line marks. A line mark can be
the beginning or the end of the file, or an implementation defined sequence of characters (for
example the sequence carriage return, line feed). Line marks can be denoted by the predefined str-
ing NEWLINE.

The notion of current line can be associated with the number of line marks that have been input or
output. The effect of SET_LINE on input will thus be to read forward or backward over the
appropriate number of line marks (equal to the difference between the target line and the current
line if the targe line number is larger, or otherwise to the difference between the current line and
the target line, plus one). This latter case may be prohibited. If not, the backward read is followed
by a forward read over the last line mark, to get to the beginning of the line. On output, the effect
of SET_LINE is device dependent: it may either have the same effect as on input (e.g. with disk
files), or output the appropriate number of line marks (e.g. on a terminal).

Note that SET_LINE always has the implicit effect of setting the current column to the beginning
of the line. This decision (rather than to set the current line independently of the current column)
corresponds to a more common usage. In addition setting the current line alone would not be
clearly defined with variable length lines, since the current column may end up being off the end of
the current line.

The notion of column is associated with the position of a chara~ter from the beginning of a line.
The effect of special control characters is defined so as to preserve as much as possible the iden-
tity between the column number and the position of a character on a printed line. The primitive
SET_COL can be used to skip to a certain position on a line. On some output devices, it may have
the effect of spaces, or backspaces.

Although these primitives are defined for variable length lines, it is fairly easy to apply them to fix-
ed length lines. The user can first set the line length on a particular file to a value of his choice.
When this is done, line marks are implicitly inserted after the printable character in column 1,
where L is the line length. With these layout primitives, the user can define procedures such as:

procedure EJECT( FILE : OUT_FILE; N : INTEGER 1) is
begin

SET_LINE(FILE, LINE(FILE) + N);
end;
procedure EJECT(N : INTEGER 1) is
begin

SET_LINE(STAN DARD_OUTPUT, LI N E(STAN DAR D_OUTPUT) + N);
end;
procedure SPACES( FILE : OUT_FILE; N : INTEGER := 1) is

SET_COL(FILE, COL(FILE) + N);
end;
procedure SKIPI FILE : IN_FILE; N : INTEGER := ‘I) Is
begin

SET_COL(FILE. COL(FILE) + N);
end;
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15.3.2 Text Processing and Formatting

The string representation of an internal value is defined in accordance with the lexical representa-
tion of literals in the Green language. Note that it may be necessary , upon input, to look two
characters ahead to determine the end of a lexical unit. For example, if the input text contains the
string

12.83ERGS

then, when a GET is issued for a floating point value, it is necessary to see the A of ERGS to deter-
mine the result of GET, as the E could be the beginning of an exponent.

On the other hand, with the convention to output a space in front of any numeric or enumeration
value, it is possible to have a one-to-one mapping between the operations needed to write a text,
and those needed to read it.

The GET and PUT operations can be used for both free and fixed format texts. With free format thb
user is primarily interested in outputting a value without extraneous characters, whereas in fixed
format , the goal is to place the value at a specified position on a line. The default parameter
mechanism of the Green language can be used to achieve both effects in a single definition, by
providing a field width argument whose default value (0) will cause the minimum number of
characters to be used. Thus, omission of the width parameter provides free format output, whereas
fixed format can be obtained when it is given. This can be contrasted with the Pascal convention
which provides an implementation defined default field width, thus making it awkward to output
small numbers in free format.

In the case of fixed and floating point types, the number of digits appearing after the decimal point
(the length of the mantissa) is by default the minimum number of digits consistent with the
accuracy specified for the type.

The PUT procedure can be defined for all scatar types in terms of the predefined attribute REP, the
procedure PUT for strings, and two functions, LEFT_PAD and RIGHT_PAD, defined by:

function LEFT_PAD(S : STRING ; N : INTEGER) return STRING is
N_BLANKS : constant INTEGER := N - S’LENGTH;
I : STRING( 1 .. N_BLANKS ) := others => -

if N_BLANKS <= 0 then
return S;

eioi
return T & S;

end If;
end LEFT_PAD;

function RIGHT_PAD(S : STRING ; N : INTEGER) return STRING is
N_BLANKS : constant INTEGER := N - S~LENGTH;
I : STRING(1 .. N_BLANKS) := (others => “

begin
If N_BLANKS <= 0 then

return S;
.Is.

return S & T;
end If;

end RIGHT_PAD;

For example, the integer form of PUT can be defined as
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procedure PUTIFILE : OUT_FILE; ITEM : INTEGER; WIDTH INTEGER := 0) is
S : STRING := INTEGEW REP(ITEM);

begin
if COL(FILEI + MAX(S’LENGTH. WIDTH) >= LINE_ LENGTH(FILE) then

SET_LINE(FILE, LINE(FILE) + 1);
elsif COL(FILE) /= 1 then

PUT( ‘);
end if;
PUT(FILE, LEFT_PAD(S, WIDTH));

end;
In the case of fixed point types, the internal representation is dependent on the declared range and
delta. Therefore, in contrast to floating point types, no predefined input-output function can be
given without knowledge of the type. A similar case exists for enumeration types since the cor-
responding enumeration literals are not known in the TEXT_tO package. The solution taken
provides PUT and GET procedures in generic packages that can be instantiated by the user.
Default generic parameters reduce the complexity of the instantiation by automatically providing
the formatting functions REP and VAL.
Consider the following example

type FRAC is deft. 0.005 range -1000.0 .. 1000.0;
type COLOR is (RED , YELLOW , GREEN , BLUE);

package FRAC_IO is new FIXED_ lO(FRAC);
package COLOR_lO is new ENUM_IO(COLOR);

declare
use FRAC_ IO. COLOR_tO;
F : FRAC :~ 1.990;
C : COLOR := RED;

PUT(C); PUT(F);
PUT(NEWLINE);
PUT(C. 6); PUT(F, 12, 5);

end;

In the output below, note that an enumeration value is left justified, whereas a number is right
justified:

RED 1.990
RED 1.99000

The default mantissa for FRAC is determined upon instantiation, by the expression

DELTA_REP’LENGTH - 2

where

DELTA_REP = FRAC’REPIFRAC’DELTA - INTEGER(FRAC’DELTA))

Since FRAC’DELTA is 0.005, DELTA_REP will be 0.005” and the expression thus evaluates to
the desired 3 digits. The complexity of the expression is needed to cope with deltas greater than 1,
in which case the integer part must be wholly represented.

AItt~ ugh the primitives defined by INPUT_OUTPUT are not given explicitly in the TEXT_b
~~~~~~~ age specification, those taking IN_FILE and OUT_FILE parameters are inherited by the

~;ed types declared in TEXT_b .

- -  —,-- -  
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15.3.3 An Example

Consider the problem of writing a printout on a line-printer, from information found in the files
ARTICLES (text) and INVENTORY (integer). Any error must be reported on the user terminal.

procedure LISTING Is
use TEXT_tO;
package INTJO is new INPUT_OUTPUT(INTEGER);
PRINTOUT : OUT_FILE; -- i.e. TEXT file
ARTICLES IN_FILE; -- also TEXT
INVENTORY : INT1O.IN_FILE;
CH : CHARACTER;
VALUE : INTEGER;
POS : INTEGER;

begin
OPEN(PRINTOUT. prtri; — recognized as line printer
OPEN(ARTICLES, articles );
INT_IO.OPEN(INVENTORY, lnventory );
SET_UN E_LENGTH(PRINTOUT, 30);
SET_OUTPUT(PRINTOUT); -- printout is now default output file
PUT(”articlei;
SET_COL(PRINTOUT, 20);
PUT(lnventory & NEWLINE & NEWLINE);
loop

begin
INT_I0.READflNVENTORY, VALUE);
P05 := 1;
loop

GET(ARTICLES, CH);
exit when CH = -

if POS < 20 then
PUT(CH);
POS POS + 1;

end If;
end loop;
SET_COL(PRINTOUT, 20);
PUT(VALUE, 9); -- fills line entirely (new line will be automatic)

exception
when END_OF_FILE =>

CLOSE(PRINTOUT);
CLOSE(ARTICLES);
INT_iO.CLOSE(INVENTORY);
SET_OUTPUT(STANDARD_OUTPUT);
exit ;

when others =>
PUT(STANDARD_OUTPUT, prlntout error at linel;
PUT(STANDARD_OUTPUT, LINE(PRINTOUT));
PUT(STANDARD_OUTPUT, NEWLINE);
PUT(NEWLINE); -- on printout

end;
end loop:

end LISTING;
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15.4 Low Level Input-Output

Low level input-output facilities are especially needed in embedded computer systems, since
signal processing and interaction with non-standard peripheral devices are common. Clearly, major
system dependencies cannot be avoided In this area. At best the language can provide a set of
standard calling conventions for dealing directly with peripherals. The specific device and data
description cannot however be given.

Interaction with peripheral devices involves three forms of actions: starting an operation on a
device, interrogating the status of a device, and waiting for completion of an operation. Facilities to
deal with this latter case are provided by the entry mechanism and interrupt specification. The first

two cases, however, constitute requests from the program. For these, two procedure names are
introduced: SEND_CONTROL to start an operation, and RECEIVE_CONTROL to interrogate the
status. Both take two arguments: DEVICE identifies a particular peripheral device, and DATA cor-
responds to the information that should be exchanged with the device (hence DATA is an In out
parameter).

For the definition of such procedures, we are faced with two problems: efficiency and generality.
Efficiency dictates that an operation which normally requires a small nupther of machine instruc-
tions should not be surrounded by lengthy checks. This could be achieved by making the low level
primitives built-in to a given compiler. However generality requires the ability to write the
appropriate SEND_CONTROL and RECEIVE_CONTROl operations whenever a new device is
add~d to the system, without forcing a recompilation of the translator. Hence these operations
cannot be built-in.

In order to satisfy these apparently conflicting goals, subprogram overloading and code statements
can be used. As many device types should be introduced as required by the interfacing conven-
tions of the system. Similarly, for each device type, appropriate data types should be introduced.
For each meaningful combination of device type and data type, overloaded definitions of SEND_-
CONTROL and RECEIVE_CONTROL can be given, and the corresponding subprogram bodies may
use appropriate code statements. The general form of the package LOW_LEVELIO is as follows

package LOW_LEVELJO is
— declarations of different device-types
— declarations of different data-types
-- declarations of overloaded procedures for these types:
procedure SEND_CONTROL (DEVICE : device_ type; DATA : In out data_ type);
procedure RECEIVE_CONTROL (DEVICE : device_ type; DATA : In out data_ type);

and LOW_LEVELIO;

Thus if a user must introduce a new device, then the appropriate types and procedures can be
defined independently of existing ones; this only requires a recompilation of the package
LOW_LEVEL_IO.

‘
~ .5 WrIting an Input-Output Package In the Language

The motivations for defining user level input-output within the language itself were given in the
introduction. Defining input-output operations Is not Inherently difficult. On the other hand defining
file types and their operations by the normal mechanisms of type definitions and without sacrific-
ing reliability and efficiency Is a major challenge.
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Most languages so far have avoided the difficulty by having built-in file types. We believe this
approach to be wrong, since the problem raised by the definition of specialized application data
types will be of the same order of difficulty as those raised by files. Thus the inability to define files
within the language would be a symptom that should not be neglected by the language designer.

The solution taken defines files as restricted private types, one type for each file mode. This
enables us to enforce control over file manipulation in the language itself. Since the type Is a static
property, it is possible to check at compilation time that a READ operation is not performed on an
OUT_FILE; similarly that a WRITE operation is not performed on an IN_FILE.

The alternative approach would have been to associate a mode with a file when this file Is
assigned a value by an OPEN or CREATE operation, In that case each READ operation would have
had to start with the check -

if MODEIFILE) = OUTPUT thin -
raise INVALID_MODE;

end If;

Note that this possibility of compile time checking of mode restrictions can be achieved at no extra
complexity for the user because of the over)oading facility. Primitives can be defined for different
file types that have the same narT e, so that the number of distinct primitives to be remembered by
the user is not increased.

Additional power is provided for the control of open and closed files. CREATE and OPEN should
not be applied to files that are already open, for fear of destroying any path to an open file. A check
on this can be performed by passing the file as an In out parameter to CREATE or OPEN, which can
perform the test

If IS_OPEN(FtLE) Thin
raise FILE_OPEN_ERROR;

end If;

Clearly, this would lead to problems with uninitialized variables on the first CREATE or OPEN on a
file, but the ability to provide a default initialization of record components allows us to solve this
problem by a declaration of the form

gsneric(typ. ELEMENT_TYPE)
package INPUT_OUTPUT is

r strlcted type IN_FILE Is private;
restricted type OUT_FILE I. privet.;
restricted type INOUT_ FILE is privet.;

NO_FILE : constant INTEGER := 0;
typ. BASIC_ FILE is

recerd
FILE_INDEX : INTEGER := NO_FILE;

type IN_FILE I. new BASIC_FILE;
type OUT_FILE is new BASIC_FILE;
~vpø IN~OUT_FILE Is new BASIC_FILE;

end INPUT_OUTPUT; -
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Thus with the declarations

F : IN_FILE;
G : IN_FILE; -

the two files are initialized and the creation check can be performed. Similarly since the files are
passed as In out parameters to CLOSE and DELETE, these operations can reset the internal value
to the value NO_ FILE corresponding to a closed file. Note also that it may be essential for the
package to ensure that file names are not lost. This could happen if the user were allowed to
assign file variables such as F and G, but this is prohibited by the fact that IN_ FILE is a restr!cted
type.

Another important aspect of the language for the definition of input-output is the ability to
parameterize a package and the enclosed entities (such as file types) by a generic clause. This
facility permits the definition of as many file types as needed. For example the declarations

psekage INTJO Is new INPUT_OUTPUT(INTEGER);
p.cltag. REALIO is new INPUT_OUTPUT(REAL);

define complete instantiations of the package INPUT_OUTPUT for the corresponding element
types. Consequently the file variables INT_FILE and REALFILE in the following declarations refer
to two distinct file types:

INT_FILE : INT_IO.IN_FILE;
REALFILE : REALIO.IN_FILE;

Another example of use of the generic facility is for the definition of input-output for enumeration
types. The corresponding package has the form

gsneric( type ENUM_TYPE;
function REPIX : ENUM_1YPE) return STRING Is ENUM_TVPE’REP; -

function VAL(X STRING) return ENUM_’TYPE Is ENUM_TYPE’VAL)
package ENUM_I0 I.

proc duri PUTIFILE : OUT_FILE;
ITEM : ENUM_TYPE;
WIDTH : INTEGER := 0);

md ;

When instantiating such a package one can take advantage of the default parameters and specify
for example

package COLOR_lO Is new ENUM_I0 (COLOR);

Within the package body, the body of the procedure PUT can be expressed In terms of the PUT
function available for strings

procedure PUT(FILE: OUT_FILE: ITEM: ENUM_TYPE; WIDrH: INTEGER = 0) Is
S : STRING := REP(ITEM);

— check column, etc.
PUTIFILE, RIGHT_PAD(S, WIDTH));

end;
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All read and write operations can be mapped onto a more primitive package dealing with bit str-
ings. The basic read and write operations take as argument a file (for example of the type BASIC_-
FILE defined above), an address expressed as a number of storage units, and a size expressed in
bits. As a result, a READ operation gets the appropriate number of bits from the designated file,
and stores them starting at the indicated address. Similarly, WRITE copies the appropriate number
of bits starting at the indicated address onto the designated file. The predefined attributes
ADDRESS and SIZE can be used to express the typed form of READ and WRITE procedures in
terms of the basic (untyped) form. For example WRITE could call a more basic procedure
BASIC_WRITE as follows

BAS~C_WRITE(BASIC_FILE(FILE), ITEM~ADDRESS, lTEM~SlZE);

Two limitations of this procedural approach to input-output should be mentioned here. First the
language does not have any concept equivalent to the straightening of Algol 68. If straightening
were provided, a procedure such as PUT (which is defined for the type INTEGER) would be
automatically extended (by iteration) to arrays of integers. Similarly if PUT is defined for the types
of the components of the record, it would also be defined for the record type itself. The second
limitation concerns parameter lists. It is traditional to perform several output operations with a
single order but this is not permitted by a strictly procedural form. Conceivably one could use
another separator (say 1/ ) to permit multiple argument lists for a procedure:

PUT( X = “ II X If -Y = - If Y); — not in Green

For simplicity neither straightening nor multiple parameter lists have been retained in Green. The
choice of short identifiers reduces the inconvenience of the procedural form:

PUT(”X = ‘s); PUT(X); PUT( Y = ); PUT(Y); -

In conclusion, we summarize the features of the language that are especially useful for defining the
- standard input-output package:

• generic packages

• explicit generic instantiation

• default parameters (both for procedures and for generic packages)

C overloading

• restricted types

• exceptions

• default record initialization

Additional features, such as the use clause and the inheritance of type properties have been used
in the text input-output package.
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